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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Special Analyses (SAs) are performed to evaluate the significance of new information or new
analytical methods on the conclusions reached in an approved performance assessment (PA).
The primary purposes of this SA are to 1) reflect the change in future disposal unit design from
150-foot diameter future disposal cells (FDCs) to 375-foot diameter Saltstone Disposal Units
(SDUs) (e.g., SDU 6), 2) update the modeled inventory for all SDUs, 3) increase the fill height
(i.e., no clean cap) for the 150-foot and 375-foot diameter SDUs, and 4) address remaining LowLevel Waste Disposal Facility Federal Review Group (LFRG) secondary issues as presented in
the Low Level Waste Disposal Facility Federal Review Group Review Report on the Savannah
River Site Salt Waste Disposal Special Analysis to the 2009 Performance Assessment, DOE-OS2013-10-15-01, including enhancements to the Tc-99 release model. In this SA, dose results are
presented both deterministically and probabilistically to provide further evidence to support that
there is reasonable expectation/assurance that all applicable performance objectives associated
with the operation and closure of the Savannah River Site (SRS) Saltstone Disposal Facility
(SDF) will continue to be met.
The Performance Assessment for the Saltstone Disposal Facility at the Savannah River Site,
SRR-CWDA-2009-00017, (hereinafter referred to as the SDF PA) was prepared to assess
whether there is reasonable expectation/assurance that the applicable performance objectives in
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Manual 435.1-1, Change 1, Radioactive Waste
Management Manual, as required by DOE Order 435.1, Change 1, Radioactive Waste
Management, Chapter 4, and Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 61,
Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste, Subpart C, as required by the
Ronald W. Reagan National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2005, Section
3116 will be met. [DOE M 435.1-1, DOE O 435.1, 10 CFR 61, NDAA_3116] An FY2013 SDF
SA was prepared to evaluate new information that has been developed through the
implementation of the Savannah River Site Liquid Waste Facilities Performance Assessment
Maintenance Program (hereinafter referred to as SRS LW PA Maintenance Program) since the
SDF PA was completed. This FY2014 SDF SA builds upon both the SDF PA and the FY2013
SDF SA.
Requirements in DOE M 435.1-1 and 10 CFR 61 stipulate that there must be reasonable
expectation/assurance that low-level waste (LLW) disposal facility operations and closure
conditions comply with specified performance objectives which include evaluation of impacts to
hypothetical future members of the public (MOPs) as well as inadvertent human intruders (IHIs).
DOE M 435.1-1 also requires assessments for impacts to water resources. Evaluations are
focused on the DOE M 435.1-1 1,000-year compliance period. Additionally, evaluations of a
10,000-year performance period and model runs well beyond this performance period are
included to provide further information in assessing compliance with performance objectives and
in making risk-informed disposal decisions.
The radiological results presented in Sections 5 and 6 of this SA considered the new information
through an Evaluation Case and other studies to confirm that the conclusions reached based on
the SDF PA remain valid. The Evaluation Case was developed by selecting parametric values
(creating a conservative operational envelope) that were most probable and defensible
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considering the information available. The uncertainty and sensitivity analyses generally address
the impact that variability surrounding key parameters has on dose results.
The results of this SA can be used in concert with the SDF PA in subsequent documents to
demonstrate that there is reasonable expectation/assurance that applicable performance
objectives will be met within the DOE M 435.1-1 1,000-year compliance period. The U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) typically uses a 10,000-year performance period when
evaluating the 10 CFR 61 performance objectives. Evaluations to 10,000 years and beyond are
included in the SA for additional information and assurance. Table ES.0-1 provides a summary
of dose results for the Evaluation Case. Note that DOE M 435.1-1 results reflect a 1,000-year
compliance period and 10 CFR 61 results reflect a 10,000-year performance period.
Table ES.0-1: Comparison of SA Dose Results with Performance Objectives
Performance Objective
DOE M 435.1-1
DOE M 435.1-1
10 CFR 61.41

All-Pathways Dose
Intruder Dose
All-Pathways Dose

10 CFR 61.42

Intruder Dose

25 mrem/yr in 1,000 years
100 mrem/yr in 1,000 years
25 mrem/yr in 10,000 years
Typically 500 mrem/yr in 10,000
years

Evaluation Case
Peak Dose
<1 mrem/yr
<1 mrem/yr
~13 mrem/yr
~22 mrem/yr

During the 1,000-year compliance period, the Evaluation Case peak groundwater pathways dose
to the MOP is <1 mrem/yr at year 1,000. The highest overall Evaluation Case peak groundwater
pathways dose in the 10,000-year performance period is approximately 13 mrem/yr and is
dominated by I-129 release.
Figure ES.0-1 presents the contributors to the 100-meter peak groundwater pathways dose for
Sector K (the sector with the peak dose) for 10,000 years following facility closure. The Sector
K doses are dominated by releases from the 375-foot diameter SDUs, specifically SDU 9. The
dose associated with I-129 begins climbing at about 2,000 years until it reaches the peak, at
around 5,300 years after closure. This peak corresponds to releases from SDU 9 as the modeled
wall segments become oxidized (starting around year 1,600 and completing 5,700 years after
closure), thus increasing degradation and flow through the unit. Figure ES.0-2 shows the
contributors to the 100-meter peak groundwater pathways dose for Sector K from 10,000 to
20,000 years. As can be seen from these figures, I-129 is the peak dose driver during the initial
10,000 years, with Tc-99 and Ra-226 becoming controlling through the next 10,000 years (i.e.,
between 10,000 and 20,000 years following SDF closure). The dose associated with Tc-99
release is much more gradual than the I-129 releases, as shown in Figures ES.0-1 and ES.0-2.
The release of Tc-99 is controlled by change from reduced to oxidized conditions in the saltstone
waste form and SDU concrete driven by oxygen entering the closure system over time, as
discussed in Section 4.4.
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Figure ES.0-1: Contributors to the 100-Meter Peak Groundwater Pathways Dose
(Sector K) within 10,000 Years

Figure ES.0-2: Contributors to the 100-Meter Peak Groundwater Pathways Dose
(Sector K), 10,000 Years - 20,000 Years

The peak dose from groundwater pathways was estimated for the key radionuclides and others
for 50,000 years following SDF closure in order that the peak dose behavior well past the 1,000year compliance period can be evaluated. The dose to the MOP peaks at approximately 475
mrem per year in Sector I approximately 30,000 years after closure. This peak dose is from the
significant release of Tc-99 that occurs when the floors of the 150-foot diameter SDUs
experience break-through due to oxidation. In Sector K, a Tc-99 peak occurs near 40,000 years
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due to a similar release from the 375-foot diameter SDUs. Despite the larger Tc-99 inventory
available in the 375-foot diameter SDUs, relative to the 150-foot diameter SDUs (e.g., SDU Cell
2A), the magnitude of the spike is higher in Sector I. This higher magnitude Tc-99 dose is due to
the presence of a groundwater flow divide within Sector I, which causes slower flow, thus
allowing greater accumulation of Tc-99 at the boundary. The initial Tc-99 spike is caused by the
complete vertical penetration of the oxidation front from the roof through the lowest slagcontaining layer (i.e., the floor) of the SDU. The subsequent spikes (for approximately 6,500
years following the initial Tc-99 spike) are from Tc-99 being released until the slag in the SDU
concrete floor has been completely oxidized.
The peak chronic intruder scenario doses for the SDF were calculated using the highest
concentration for each radionuclide at the one-meter boundary and at seven intruder wells placed
near individual SDUs. The peak dose for the chronic intruder scenario in the 10,000-year
performance period is approximately 22 mrem/yr at the one-meter boundary.
Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses were performed via probabilistic analyses using the SDF
GoldSim Model. The probabilistic sensitivity analysis was supplemented with multiple
deterministic sensitivity analyses using the SDF PORFLOW Model and the SDF GoldSim
Model. The probabilistic sensitivity analysis identified important factors that affect the SDF
dose results. The following recurring themes appeared throughout the probabilistic sensitivity
analyses:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The magnitude and timing of dose are most strongly influenced by the cementitious
material degradation rate and the infiltration rate (parameters affecting flow
conditions).
Doses from I-129 are strongly influenced by iodine Kd values, especially the Kd for
Reduced Region II concrete, followed by a moderate influence from the Kd in
Oxidized Region II concrete.
Doses from Tc-99 are very strongly influenced by technetium solubility.
Doses from Ra-226 are influenced by radium Kd values, especially the Kd for
leachate-impacted sandy soils.
The magnitude of the peak dose is influenced by the amount of groundwater assumed
to be consumed by the MOP.
Very early dose peaks from about 1,000 to 3,000 years after closure (closure date
assumed to be October 1, 2030 in the SDF PA, Section 3.3) with relatively high
magnitudes may occur if the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity samples a very
high value; however, the importance of this parameter generally diminishes over
time.

Multiple sensitivity analyses were performed using variations of the deterministic GoldSim and
PORFLOW models to provide improved understanding of a number of important input
parameters affecting the dose results. The various sensitivity studies illustrate the complexity of
the system and demonstrate that model changes sometimes result in unexpected behavior (as
shown by the Design Margin Case). The sensitivity analyses were performed to evaluate the
impact of variability in multiple areas of interest (e.g., Tc-99 release sensitivity due to oxygen,
roof slope variability, inventory stratification, etc.). Key points learned from these analyses are:
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The release rate for technetium is linearly related to solubility.
Instantaneous transfer of technetium from saltstone into the unsaturated zone as
modeled cells become fully oxidized results in higher technetium releases at earlier
times and lower releases at later times.
Inventory stratification within the saltstone waste form does not have a significant
effect on dose results.
Changes to the roof slope can significantly change flow through the SDUs when
comparing year-to-year results, but the net effect of lower slopes would be earlier
releases without necessarily increasing the magnitude of the dose peaks.
Design variability during construction will not have a significant impact on dose
results.
Certain parameters affecting flow variability have a significant effect on dose,
especially the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone.
If non-depleting sources of oxygen are present within the SDUs, the impact to Tc-99
releases could be significant; however, it is noted that such non-depleting sources of
oxygen are not expected to be present within saltstone.
Assuming no dispersivity within the saltstone waste form is conservative (with
respect to peak doses within 10,000 years) and a defensible modeling simplification
with respect to dose.

The SA results provide reasonable expectation/assurance that compliance is maintained with the
applicable requirements of DOE M 435.1-1 and 10 CFR 61. The additional sensitivity and
uncertainty analyses performed using the lessons learned regarding radiological waste release
modeling provide further confidence.
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1.0

SPECIAL ANALYSIS HISTORY/PURPOSE

1.1

History

The SDF PA was prepared and issued in October 2009 to support the operation and eventual
closure of the SDF, located in Z Area in the central region of the SRS. [SRR-CWDA-200900017] The SDF PA was prepared to demonstrate compliance with the pertinent requirements of
DOE O 435.1, DOE M 435.1-1, and 10 CFR Part 61, Subpart C as required by NDAA _3116.
Requirements in DOE M 435.1-1 and 10 CFR 61 stipulate that a PA should provide reasonable
expectation/assurance that LLW disposal will comply with specified performance objectives.
DOE M 435.1-1 and 10 CFR 61 both require assessments of impacts to the MOPs and
inadvertent human intruders. DOE M 435.1-1 also requires assessments for impacts to water
resources.
After approval by DOE and upon initial review of the SDF PA, the NRC issued Requests for
Additional Information (RAIs) in March 2010 (ML100820097) for which DOE provided a
response (SRR-CWDA-2010-00033) in July 2010. In December 2010, the NRC provided a
second set of RAIs (ML103400571), for which responses (SRR-CWDA-2011-00044) were
provided by DOE to the NRC in August 2011.
Subsequent to the review of the second set of RAI responses, the NRC issued a Technical
Evaluation Report For the Revised Performance Assessment for the Saltstone Disposal Facility
at the Savannah River Site, South Carolina, ML121170309. The NRC Technical Evaluation
Report (TER) concludes that current proposed disposal activities for salt waste may result in
releases that exceed the performance objective in §61.41 of 10 CFR Part 61, for the protection of
the general population at a time much greater than 1,000 years, but within 10,000 years. Based
on the results of this TER, in April 2012, the NRC issued a Type IV letter of concern
(ML120650576) indicating that the performance objective in §61.41 may not be met.
DOE issued a Disposal Authorization Statement (DAS) transmittal letter in May 2012 for the
SDF, dated May 22, 2012, with a stipulation that a sensitivity analysis be performed to ensure
that the performance objective in §61.41 of 10 CFR Part 61 is met. [WDPD-12-49] In response
to the DAS, a sensitivity analysis (SRR-CWDA-2012-00103) was prepared that assumed the
inventory of Tc-99 in the six newly constructed cylindrical SDUs to be approximately four times
less than modeled in the SDF PA, based on anticipated salt waste processing and disposal
activities. The sensitivity analysis also assumed that the Tc-99 inventory in SDU 1 was twice the
current inventory to account for future potential disposal activities. The Tc-99 inventory in
SDU 4 was assumed to be limited to the current Tc-99 inventories. DOE considered the actions
defined in the DAS complete as documented in the Disposal Authorization Statement for the
Savannah River Site Saltstone Disposal Facility - Prestart Corrective Actions Complete letter
dated July 31, 2012, WDPD-12-66
In October 2013, a SA (hereinafter referred to as FY2013 SDF SA) was performed to take
advantage of new information that has been developed since the issuance of the SDF PA. [SRRCWDA-2013-00062] The FY2013 SDF SA was performed to evaluate the performance of the
existing SDUs, as well as the FDCs, in light of information not previously considered in analyses
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conducted to support the SDF PA, and in the responses to RAIs issued by the NRC. [SRRCWDA-2011-00044]
Note that the term “Future Disposal Cell” was used in the SDF PA to describe the then newly
designed cylindrical disposal cells (i.e., SDUs 2A/2B, 3A/3B, 5A/5B, and other future SDUs of
this design). Since that time SDUs 2, 3, and 5 have been constructed and the cells of SDU 2
(Cells 2A and 2B) are actively receiving treated salt waste.
Information considered in the FY2013 SDF SA included SDU design features not previously
considered, new information relating to the degradation of cementitious materials, new
information relating to the release of technetium from reducing environments within
cementitious materials, and updated parameters relating to the dose pathway methodology. The
radionuclide inventories used were based on the projected inventories presented in SDF PA,
Tables 3.3-1, 3.3-3, and 3.3-5 (SRR-CWDA-2009-00017), as modified in the RAI PA-8 response
provided in the August 2011 comment response matrix (SRR-CWDA-2011-00044), with no
other constraints on the inventory of Tc-99 in SDUs 2, 3, and 5.
Table 1.1-1, Figure 1.1-1, and Figure 1.1-2 show MOP doses from previous modeling results
(i.e., the 2009 SDF PA and the FY2013 SDF SA) compared to the FY2014 SDF SA, to provide a
historical context. The magnitude of the peak dose in 20,000 years has increased since the 2009
SDF PA was prepared because numerous modeling updates were incorporated into the
Evaluation Case (e.g., revised degradation modeling). Similarly, the magnitude of the peak dose
in 50,000 years has increased since the 2009 SDF PA was prepared due to additional modeling
conservatisms in the Evaluation Case (e.g., Tc-99 release modeling). Relative to the FY2013
SDF SA, the magnitudes of these peak doses have not increased, but the timing of the peak doses
occurs slightly earlier. The somewhat earlier peak is due to multiple modeling changes,
including items such as the new 375-foot diameter SDU design, the revised SDF layout, and
updates to degradation resulting from excluding clean cap in the fill grout. In previous analyses,
the external sulfate attack on the underside of the roof was delayed by the sulfate-free clean cap.
Without the clean cap, the roof becomes exposed immediately to sulfate attack resulting in
earlier degradation times.
Table 1.1-1: Summary Comparison of SA Dose Results with Previous Modeling
2009 SDF PA
Time Period

From 0 to 1,000 Years
From 0 to 10,000
From 10,000 to 20,000
From 0 to 50,000

FY2013 SDF SA

FY2014 SDF SA

Peak Dose
(mrem/yr)

Time of
Peak Dose
(yr)

Peak Dose
(mrem/yr)

Time of
Peak Dose
(yr)

Peak Dose
(mrem/yr)

Time of
Peak Dose
(yr)

0.01
1.4
3.1
3.6

720
9,960
15,080
20,430

0.04
11.6
3.1
398

1,000
7,698
19,972
30,970

0.04
12.5
7.3
477

1,000
5,290
20,000
30,520
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Figure 1.1-1: Comparison of the 100-Meter MOP Peak All-Pathways Dose within 20,000
Years for SDF PA, FY2013 SDF SA, and FY2014 SDF SA

Figure 1.1-2: Comparison of the 100-Meter MOP Peak All-Pathways Dose within 50,000
Years for SDF PA, FY2013 SDF SA, and FY2014 SDF SA

1.2

Purpose

Through the SRS LW PA Maintenance Program, additional information has been collected and
evaluated (e.g., solubility information) subsequent to the issuance of the SDF PA in 2009.
Pursuant to DOE processes and based on the amount of new technical data generated as part of
the SRS LW PA Maintenance Program, such as data related to technetium release mechanisms
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and cementitious material properties, it is appropriate to develop this SA. In addition, this SA
captures the future unit design and initiation of construction for the 375-foot diameter SDUs
(SDU 6 type unit) and addresses LFRG secondary issues. The SA does not repeat all
information presented in the SDF PA and the subsequent FY2013 SDF SA, but will present any
model changes to ensure the requirements of DOE O 435.1 and its associated manual and guide
and 10 CFR 61 are met. The primary purposes of this SA are to:
1. Reflect the change in future unit design from the 150-foot diameter FDC to the 375-foot
diameter SDU (SDU 6 type unit),
2. Update the modeled inventory for all SDUs, and
3. Address remaining LFRG secondary issues as presented in the Low Level Waste Disposal
Facility Federal Review Group Review Report on the Savannah River Site Salt Waste
Disposal Special Analysis to the 2009 Performance Assessment, DOE-OS-2013-10-1501, including improvements to the Tc-99 release model.
In this SA, dose results are presented both deterministically and probabilistically to support that
reasonable expectation/assurance exists that all performance objectives in DOE M 435.1-1 and
10 CFR Part 61 will be met.
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BASIS

The Maintenance Guide for U.S. Department of Energy Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility
Performance Assessments and Composite Analyses (DOE_11-10-1999) recognizes that conduct
of a PA is not a static process, and states that,
Special analyses are expected to be needed as part of the routine maintenance of the
performance assessment.…[S]pecial analyses are analyses performed to evaluate the
significance of new information or new analytical methods to the results of the
performance assessment, or to supplement or amend the analyses performed in the
original performance assessment. A special analysis is not the same as a revision to the
performance assessment, but the results of the special analysis may be used to determine
whether a performance assessment revision is needed.
As stated in the maintenance guide, a number of different factors may prompt a SA.
The guide also states that,
The purpose of conducting special analyses can be thought of as similar to the process
for resolving unreviewed safety questions described in the DOE Order 5480.21,
Unreviewed Safety Questions. The intent of the process is to provide flexibility in day-today operations and to require those issues with a significant impact on the performance
assessment’s conclusions, and therefore the projected compliance with performance
objectives, to be brought to the proper level for attention. [DOE_11-10-1999]
Based on the changes to evaluate the new 375-foot diameter SDU design, it is appropriate to
develop this SA. This SA does not repeat all information presented in the SDF PA and the
FY2013 SDF SA, but will discuss any model changes to ensure the applicable requirements of
DOE O 435.1 and its associated manual and guide and 10 CFR 61 are met.
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3.0

DISPOSAL FACILITY BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1

Savannah River Site Characteristics

SRS is owned by the Federal government and is managed by the DOE. Construction of SRS
started in the early 1950s to produce nuclear materials (Pu-239 and tritium). SRS is located in
south-central South Carolina, approximately 100 miles from the Atlantic Coast. The major
physical feature at SRS is the Savannah River, which serves as the southwestern boundary of the
site along the South Carolina-Georgia border. SRS encompasses portions of Aiken, Barnwell,
and Allendale Counties in South Carolina. SRS occupies an almost circular area of
approximately 310 square miles and contains production, service, and research and development
areas. The developed areas occupy less than 10% of the SRS area while the remainder of the site
is undeveloped forest or wetlands. The site is approximately 12 miles south of Aiken, South
Carolina, and 15 miles southeast of Augusta, Georgia, as shown in Figure 3.1-1. [SRR-CWDA2009-00017]
Figure 3.1-1: Physical Location of Savannah River Site
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Prominent geographic features within 30 miles of SRS include the Savannah River and
Thurmond Lake (also known as Clarks Hill Lake), shown in Figure 3.1-2. The Savannah River
forms the southwest boundary of SRS and Clarks Hill Lake is the largest nearby public
recreational area, which lies on the Savannah River approximately 40 miles upstream of the
center of SRS.
Figure 3.1-2: Location of SRS and Adjacent Areas
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Within the SRS boundary, prominent water features include PAR Pond and L Lake, shown in
Figure 3.1-3. PAR Pond, a former reactor cooling water impoundment, covers approximately
2,700 acres and lies in the eastern sector of SRS. L Lake, another former reactor cooling water
impoundment, covers approximately 1,000 acres and lies in the southern sector of SRS. [SRRCWDA-2009-00017]
Figure 3.1-3: SRS Operational Area Location Map
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Figure 3.1-3 also shows the major operational areas at SRS. Prominent operational areas, both
past and present, include Separations Areas (F and H), Waste Management Operations Area (E),
Liquid Waste (F, H, J, S, and Z), and the Reactor Areas (C, K, L, P, and R). The Savannah River
National Laboratory (SRNL) and Savannah River Ecology Laboratory (SREL) are located in A
Area. Administrative and support services are located in B Area and construction administration
activities are located in N Area. D Area, a heavy water facility, M Area, a fuel and target area,
and TNX, a testing facility, have undergone deactivation and decommissioning (D&D).
Additional site characteristics are addressed in the SDF PA, Section 3.1. Topics addressed in the
SDF PA, Section 3.1, include geography, demography, meteorology, climatology, ecology,
geology, seismology, hydrogeology, geochemistry, and natural resources and have not
significantly changed since publication. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017]
3.2

Saltstone Disposal Facility Description

Evaluation of radionuclide transport from the SDF, and of human exposure resulting from the
release of hazardous chemicals and radionuclides into the environment, requires careful
consideration of factors affecting transport processes and exposure potential. Topographic
features and hydrogeologic characteristics strongly affect the direction and flow of contaminants
potentially released from the closure site. Projected land use and population distributions affect
the estimation of human exposure. In this section, the relevant natural and demographic
characteristics of Z Area, as it relates to the SRS and the surrounding area, are discussed.
The SDF is located in Z Area, which is in the central region of SRS. Figure 3.2-1 presents the
area known as the General Separations Area (GSA). The GSA is located atop a ridge running
southwest-northeast that forms the drainage divide between Upper Three Runs (UTR) to the
north and Fourmile Branch to the south. The GSA contains the F- and H-Area Separations
Facilities, the S-Area Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF), the Z-Area SDF, and the EArea LLW Facility. Z Area consists of approximately 161 acres and is situated northeast of
DWPF. The SDF is permitted as a Class 3 Landfill per South Carolina Department of Health
and Environmental Control (SCDHEC) regulations. [DHEC_09-09-2008]
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Figure 3.2-1: Layout of the GSA

SDU capacities and configurations are subject to change prior to permitting and construction. If
design changes are significant, SAs or a revised PA will be developed and approved prior to use
to validate that there is still reasonable expectation/assurance performance objectives will be
met. For example, this SA evaluates the proposed 375-foot diameter SDU design as described in
Section 3.3. Figure 3.2-2 illustrates the most recent proposed layout of the SDF as it was
modeled for this SA. Note that while the figure presents the anticipated configuration of the
units, the locations of SDUs 7 through 12 serve as placeholders and may not match the final
disposal cell configurations.
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Figure 3.2-2: Layout of SDUs as Modeled in this SA
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Surface drainage in Z Area, which includes the Saltstone Production Facility (SPF) and the SDF,
is toward UTR, northwest to north, and toward McQueen Branch, northeast and southeast.
Z Area was chosen for the SDF site based on considerations of depth to the water table, available
surface area, surface topography, proximity to the waste treatment facilities on site, and distance
to surface water and the public.
3.3

Principal Design Features

The principal design features described herein provide nominal or approximate values for the
design dimensions relevant to modeling and should not be used as a basis for construction or
quality-related activities. The appropriate engineering documents and design drawings should be
consulted for more detail (e.g., design tolerances) of the actual construction of the SDUs.
The SDF consists of existing SDUs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 and is modeled to include future SDUs. In
the SDF PA, the SDUs are identified as Vault 1, Vault 4, and FDCs. In this SA, Vault 1 and
Vault 4 identification has changed to SDUs 1 and 4, respectively. SDUs 1 and 4 are rectangular
vaults as described in the SDF PA Sections 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.2 and in the FY2013 SDF SA
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017, SRR-CWDA-2013-00062] SDUs 2, 3, and
5 are cylindrical disposal cells as described in SDF PA Section 3.3.1 with additional detail
described in Section 3.3.3 of the FY2013 SDF SA. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017, SRR-CWDA2013-00062] Figure 3.3-1 provides a recent aerial view of the SDF, and includes an artist’s
conceptual rendering of future SDU placement (SDUs 6 through 12).
Figure 3.3-1: Saltstone Disposal Facility Aerial View with Conceptual SDUs
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SDUs 1, 2, and 4 are units that have received waste materials. SDUs 3 and 5 are ready for
disposal operations with disposal of saltstone in SDU 5 initiated in December 2013.
In this SA, a new disposal unit design will be constructed for FDCs that was not previously
included in the evaluation of the performance of the SDUs (Section 3.3.1). In this SA, the
designation “375-foot diameter SDU” will be used as needed for clarity to refer to all the
cylindrical SDUs that fit the SDU 6 design whereas the designation “150-foot diameter SDU”
will be used when referring to SDUs 2, 3, and 5. Note that the dimensions used to identify the
cylindrical units represent the nominal, interior diameters. This SA assumes that seven 375-foot
diameter SDUs will be constructed. The existing 150-foot diameter SDUs each have two cells,
providing a total of six structures (Figure 3.2-2). With the two rectangular vaults, this SA
considers 15 total disposal structures.
The design features for the 375-foot diameter SDUs are detailed below. For modeling, the
design of the other SDUs has not changed from the SDF PA except that the 150-foot diameter
SDUs are no longer modeled to include the clean cap (i.e., for modeling purposes they may be
filled to the roof with saltstone grout) (Figure 3.3-2). Any changes to future SDU capacity and
configuration, relative to what is analyzed herein, must be evaluated prior to obtaining
operational approval.
Figure 3.3-2: Typical Cross Section for 150-Foot Diameter SDU

3.3.1

3.3.1.1

Design Features of the 375-Foot Diameter SDUs

375-Foot Diameter SDU Design Information

The 375-foot diameter SDUs will be constructed in Z Area and the projected locations are
presented in Figure 3.2-2. The salient design details for these SDUs are modeled to be the
same for all seven units. Cone penetration tests, geotechnical boreholes, and laboratory
testing were performed within the footprint of SDU 6 to a depth of over 100 feet below the
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surface. [K-CLC-Z-00023] Subsurface conditions were characterized and soil properties
were determined using site-specific data as well as existing data from surrounding areas.
Seismic stability analyses have been conducted for the SDU 6 site and are documented in the
Saltstone Disposal Unit 6 Geotechnical Investigation Report, K-ESR-Z-00005. Figure 3.3-3
is a photograph of a concrete tank similar in design to SDU 6.
Figure 3.3-3: Example of 375-Foot Diameter SDU

SDU 6 basic construction design is to be Class III sulfate-resistant concrete floor slab and
roof, and pre-stressed Class III sulfate-resistant concrete walls. The main components of the
pre-stressed walls are cast-in-place panels of Class III sulfate-resistant concrete mix,
reinforcing bars, pre-stressing wires, Type II shotcrete fill, and R22 insulation. The roof is
supported by 208 concrete columns. The disposal unit includes a high density polyethylene
(HDPE) geomembrane between the upper and lower mud mats. Another HDPE
geomembrane layer is installed over the roof and beneath a sand drainage layer after disposal
operations are complete.

3.3.1.2

Expected Dimensions of the 375-Foot Diameter SDUs

The nominal interior diameter of the unit is to be 375 feet, with an interior height of 43 feet.
The floor and the roof both have a 1.5% downward slope from the center of the unit.
Each of these SDUs shall consist of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Controlled compacted backfill soil base.
4-inch thick lower concrete mud mat. [C-SPP-Z-00008]
Geosynthetic clay liner (GCL) consisting of a minimum 0.75 lbs/ft2 sodium bentonite
covered by a 100 mil HDPE liner above the lower mud mat. [C-SPP-Z-00008]
6-inch thick upper concrete mud mat. [C-SPP-Z-00008]
12-inch thick cast-in-place floor slab of Class III sulfate-resistant concrete. [C-SPPZ-00008]
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Cast-in-place walls of Class III sulfate-resistant concrete shall have a minimum 10inch thickness at the roof and 2-foot thickness at the floor. [C-SPP-Z-00008]
Shotcrete is placed on the exterior of the walls to cover the R22 insulation,
reinforcing bar, and the layers of prestressing wire. The shotcrete is applied with a
minimum thickness of one and a half to two inches. [C-SPP-Z-00008]
208 roof support columns of Type II cement, 24-inch diameter, with a typical spacing
of 23-foot centers. Each column has a 5-foot square footing. [C-SPP-Z-00008, CCC-Z-00039, C-CC-Z-00042]
Maximum 43 feet of saltstone or other cementitious waste form poured into the
disposal unit through a roof penetration. [C-SPP-Z-00008]
12-inch thick roof of Class III sulfate-resistant concrete with a 1.5% slope (in place
prior to the saltstone pour). [C-SPP-Z-00008]
Joints made of neoprene or sponge rubber bearing pads will be 1 inch thick between
the wall and the roof and 2 inches thick between the floor and the wall prior to
compression by the weight of the wall and roof. [C-SPP-Z-00008]
Additional construction joints with waterstops will exist in both the floor and the roof.
[C-CC-Z-00044]
Roof penetrations will exist for ventilation, drain water system, thermocouple trees,
monitoring (temperature and cameras), and saltstone pouring. [C-CC-Z-00049]

Figure 3.3-4 provides the expected, typical cross section of a 375-foot diameter SDU. [CCC-Z-00039, C-CC-Z-00042, HLW-SSF-TTR-2013-0021]
Figure 3.3-4: Typical Cross Section for 375-Foot Diameter SDU

Note: For clarity, roof penetrations are not shown.

3.3.1.3

375-Foot Diameter SDU Concrete Specification

The waste stream to be disposed of in the 375-foot diameter SDUs is expected to be high in
sulfates, which can attack hardened concrete. Due to this high sulfate nature the 375-foot
diameter SDUs floor slab, walls, and roof are to be constructed with a Class III sulfateresistant concrete mix. This concrete mix is designed to retard the ingress and movement of
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water. Pozzolans (or fly ash) and slag are to be added to the cement to reduce the water to
cementitious material ratio. This will also help reduce the saturated hydraulic conductivity of
the concrete. In addition, the walls are to be constructed with wire pre-stressing. At closure,
the exterior is to be backfilled allowing for the walls to be under compression, further
minimizing water penetration into the walls. Table 3.3-1 presents a suitable cylindrical SDU
concrete mix formula. [C-SPP-Z-00008]
The concrete attributes important to the 375-foot diameter SDUs are:
•
•
•
•
•

Low hydraulic conductivity
High pH
Low Eh
High degradation resistance
High sulfate attack resistance

The concrete mix specified in Table 3.3-1 was not specifically used in the concrete studies
evaluated in the Hydraulic and Physical Properties of Saltstone Grouts and Vaults Concretes
SRNL-STI-2008-00421. However, as discussed in Evaluation of Disposal Unit 2
Operational Readiness to Support Unreviewed Waste Management Question Evaluation,
SRR-CWDA-2011-00163, the mix specified in Table 3.3-1 is expected to meet or exceed the
hydraulic properties recommended in the Hydraulic and Physical Properties of Saltstone
Grouts and Vaults Concretes, SRNL-STI-2008-00421, and modeled in this SA.
Table 3.3-1: Cylindrical SDU Tested Concrete Mix
Ingredient
Cement: Lehigh - Leeds, Alabama, Type V
Slag: Holcim, Grade 100
Fly Ash: Southeastern Fly Ash Co, Class F
Silica Fume: Force 10,000, W.R. Grace & Co.
Sand: Foster Dixiana #33, Clearwater Sand Plant
Stone: Rinker Aggregates #67, Dogwood Quarry
Water: City/County
Design Air
AEA: Darex II, W.R. Grace & Co.
WRA: WRDA 35, W.R. Grace & Co.
HRWR: ADVA 380, W.R. Grace & Co.

Material Quantity
213 lbs/yd3
284 lbs/yd3
163 lbs/yd3
50 lbs/yd3
991 lbs/yd3
1,850 lbs/yd3
269 lbs/yd3
4.5%
3.91 oz/yd3
42.6 oz/yd3
34.1 oz/yd3

[C-SPP-Z-00008]

3.3.1.4

375-Foot Diameter SDU Roof

The roof will be formed and poured in place using Class III sulfate-resistant concrete with a
thickness of 12 inches. The roof will be constructed with a slope of 1.5% to allow adequate
storm water runoff. The roof will be constructed on bearing pads atop the wall. Construction
joints in the roof will be sealed with waterstops. Figure 3.3-5 depicts additional salient
features regarding the roof, walls, and support columns.
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Figure 3.3-5: 375-Foot Diameter SDU Roof-Column Detail

Roof penetrations will exist for ventilation, drain water system, thermocouple trees,
monitoring (temperature and cameras), and saltstone pouring. [C-CC-Z-00049] Prior to
closure, the roof-mounted items will be removed and the penetrations will be filled according
to roof specifications. The HDPE-GCL liner system will be installed over the roof prior to
installation of the closure cap.

3.3.1.5

375-Foot Diameter SDU Walls and Support Columns

The walls are designed to be constructed of cast-in-place Class III sulfate-resistant concrete
panels with a thickness of 10 inches at the roof and increasing in thickness to 2 feet at the
floor. The walls will be constructed to rest on bearing pads atop the floor slab. Figure 3.3-6
depicts the wall design details.
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Figure 3.3-6: 375-Foot Diameter SDU Base Details

Pre-stressing wires are installed around the circumference of the pre-cast concrete panels that
make the disposal unit wall. The pre-stressing wires are covered with shotcrete. The HDPEGCL liner system is designed to be beneath the disposal unit’s upper mud mat and below the
drainage layer above the roof. Figures 3.3-5 and 3.3-6 depict the liner system on the roof and
floor, respectively. [C-SPP-Z-00008]
Each 375-foot diameter SDU is designed with 208 columns to support the roof. Typical
column spacing is approximately 23 feet. The anticipated typical construction is shown on
Figure 3.3-5.

3.3.1.6

375-Foot Diameter SDU Floor

The existing grade will be excavated for the base layers. The base layers will consist of the
components as shown in Figure 3.3-6.
There will be two circular concrete mud mats, upper and lower, with thicknesses of 6 inches
and 4 inches, respectively. The lower mud mat will be constructed on the (excavated)
compacted grade using Type II cement. [C-CY-Z-00006] A GCL will be installed over the
lower mud mat. The GCL will consist of “bentonite sandwiched between two geotextiles”.
Bentonite, the hydraulically functional portion of a GCL, is the general term given to
swelling type montmorillonite clay, which formed as the stable alteration product of volcanic
ash. Bentonite is expected to remain mineralogically and chemically stable. A 100 mil-thick
HDPE liner with hermetically sealed joints will be installed above the GCL. The upper mud
mat, with a thickness of 6 inches consisting of Type II cement, will be poured on top of the
HDPE-GCL in order to protect the HDPE-GCL during construction. A circular 12-inch thick
Class III sulfate-resistant concrete floor slab will be poured in place. Construction joints in
the floor slab will be sealed with waterstops. The disposal units concrete, in conjunction
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with the encasing HDPE geomembrane, form a composite advective and diffusive barrier to
contaminant migration. [C-SPP-Z-00008]
3.3.2

Conceptual Closure Cap

The conceptual design of the closure cap remains unchanged. Figure 3.3-7 presents the
conceptualization of the closure cap layers, as currently planned. These layers are described
in the SDF PA, Section 3.2.2. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017]
Figure 3.3-7: SDF Conceptual Closure Cap Layers

[SRR-CWDA-2009-00017]

For this SA, the estimated infiltration rates through the closure cap, which are considered
average (nominal) values, have been expanded to consider maximum and minimum
estimated values. The intent of this expanded modeling approach is to provide greater
understanding of the potential effects of infiltration variability.
The maximum, average, and minimum infiltration rates, obtained from Appendix K of the
Saltstone Disposal Facility Closure Cap Concept and Infiltration Estimates, WSRC-STI2008-00244, are presented in Table 3.3-2 and shown graphically in Figure 3.3-8. These
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infiltration rates were used to estimate the degradation of the sand drainage layer that exists
above each SDU.
Table 3.3-2: Estimated Infiltration Rates through the Closure Cap
Infiltration Rate (in/yr)
Maximum
Average
Minimum
0.00269
0.00042
0.00007
0.0277
0.00333
0.0003
0.367
0.0452
0.00376
0.459
0.0568
0.0047
0.677
0.171
0.0414
1.652
0.472
0.117
2.207
0.723
0.187
2.759
1.021
0.276
4.647
2.264
0.679
8.280
4.340
1.465
10.629
6.795
2.998
12.450
10.606
5.303
12.450
10.606
5.302
12.450
10.606
5.410

Time after
Closure (years)
0
100
180
220
300
380
460
560
1,000
1,800
3,200
5,412
5,600
> 10,000
[WSRC-STI-2008-00244]

Figure 3.3-8: Infiltration Rate through the Closure Cap
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Figures 3.3-9 and 3.3-10 illustrate the degradation of the sand drainage layer, using the
different infiltration rates, based on the model presented in the Saltstone Disposal Facility
Closure Cap Concept and Infiltration Estimates, WSRC-STI-2008-00244. The maximum,
average, and minimum infiltrate rates and degradation of the sand drainage layer are used in
the various flow cases being considered in this SA, as described in Section 4.4. The
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Evaluation Case uses the average values and the sensitivity cases use the maximum, average,
and minimum values are provided for use in the sensitivity analyses.

Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity (cm/sec)

Figure 3.3-9: Degradation of the Sand Drainage Layer above the 150-Foot Diameter SDU
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Figure 3.3-10: Degradation of the Sand Drainage Layer above the 375-Foot Diameter SDU
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SDF Waste Inventory

The radionuclide inventories for each SDU are presented in Table 3.4-1. These values are based
on the inventory estimates presented in SDF Inventory Estimates for Transport Modeling, Table
3.0-1. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00147] The inventory report was prepared using the most current
FTF and HTF remaining inventories. The disposal inventory assignments for each SDU
depended on the risk significance of each radionuclide.
For the non-risk significant radionuclides, a conservative inventory estimate was used. Each
disposal cell/unit was assumed to contain the entire soluble and insoluble (salt) inventory
remaining in both tank farms. A cell/unit limitation considered here was the estimated
concentration relative to the Class C limits since Class C waste will not be disposed of in the
SDF. In cases where a radionuclide’s total tank farm inventory (converted to a concentration
using the SDU volume) was greater than the Class C limit, the Class C limit was used for that
radionuclide. This applied to the Pu-238, Pu-239, and Pu-240 inventory estimates. An
adjustment was made to the Cs-137 inventory, to account for processing through the Actinide
Removal Process-Modular Caustic Side Solvent Extraction Unit (ARP/MCU) and the Salt Waste
Processing Facility (SWPF), by applying a decontamination factor (DF) of 200 to the estimated
inventory as this is a majority of the total curies for disposal and it is not appropriate to overstate
the total remaining radionuclide inventory.
For the risk significant radionuclides (Tc-99, I-129, and Cs-135) the remaining tank farm
inventory was spread among the remaining SDUs. An adjustment was made to the Cs-135
inventory, to account for processing through ARP/MCU and SWPF, by applying a DF of 200 to
the estimated inventory. A full description of the approach used to estimate this inventory is
provided in the referenced report. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00147]
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Table 3.4-1: SDF Inventory Estimates in Curies for Use in Transport Modeling
Radionuclide
H-3
C-14
Al-26
Cl-36
K-40
Co-60
Ni-59
Ni-63
Se-79
Sr-90
Zr-93
Nb-94
Tc-99
Pd-107
Sn-126
I-129
Cs-135
Cs-137
Sm-151
Eu-152
Eu-154
Pt-193
Ra-226
Ra-228
Ac-227
Th-229
Th-230
Th-232
Pa-231
U-232
U-233
U-234
U-235
U-236
U-238
Np-237
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu-244
Am-241
Am-242m
Am-243
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245

SDU 1

SDU 4

5.8E+00
1.3E+00
2.6E-01
1.9E-07
1.9E-07
6.0E-05
2.3E-03
1.1E-01
3.4E-01
7.8E-03
6.9E-01
2.0E-03
5.5E+01
8.4E-03
1.2E+00
2.0E-01
9.8E-02
4.5E+00
4.2E-03
7.1E-04
1.5E-04
1.3E+00
4.6E-07
7.8E-07
8.1E-07
2.1E-04
4.9E-05
7.7E-06
2.9E-06
5.7E-04
7.8E-02
1.0E-01
2.5E-03
6.5E-03
1.1E-02
3.9E-03
8.7E-03
1.7E-02
1.7E-02
9.8E-03
1.6E-03
1.0E-05
1.8E-03
6.3E-05
1.4E-03
3.2E-04
1.7E-03
2.8E-04

1.0E+01
6.6E+00
9.1E-01
2.9E-02
2.9E-02
8.3E-03
8.0E-02
2.7E+00
9.7E+00
1.6E+03
6.7E+00
8.9E-02
6.4E+02
3.5E-02
2.1E+00
2.8E-01
1.7E+00
1.2E+05
1.8E+01
3.4E-02
9.2E-01
6.9E+00
3.0E-05
2.1E-05
1.1E-05
3.8E-02
2.7E-03
2.1E-04
3.8E-05
1.0E-01
8.7E+00
5.7E+00
3.4E-02
8.1E-02
7.9E-02
5.6E-01
2.7E+02
5.8E+01
7.2E+01
4.3E+01
4.1E+00
1.6E-02
1.9E+01
1.7E-02
5.0E-01
2.0E-03
1.8E+01
1.1E-03

SDU 2A

SDU 2B

SDU 3A

SDU 3B

SDU 5A

SDU 5B

3.4E-01
2.4E+00
9.1E-04
1.7E-04
1.7E-04
1.1E-05
1.0E-03
3.9E-02
1.3E-01
7.0E+00
2.8E-01
1.8E-03
1.2E+02
6.1E-03
7.5E-01
8.5E-02
5.6E-01
2.6E+03
1.3E-01
4.6E-05
4.7E-04
9.3E-01
1.3E-04
1.4E-07
1.4E-04
2.3E-03
3.0E-01
1.3E-05
3.3E-02
9.6E-03
9.6E-01
6.2E-01
1.3E-03
6.4E-03
2.2E-02
1.8E-01
4.3E+00
5.7E-01
5.7E-01
3.1E-01
3.8E-01
1.8E-03
3.2E-02
6.9E-03
4.9E-03
2.4E-04
2.0E-02
1.9E-04

2.7E-01
2.3E+00
8.7E-04
2.1E-04
2.0E-04
1.2E-05
7.0E-04
2.7E-02
1.3E-01
8.2E+00
3.7E-01
1.4E-03
1.4E+02
6.0E-03
6.6E-01
7.9E-02
4.7E-01
3.2E+03
1.1E-01
4.9E-05
8.6E-04
9.9E-01
4.9E-04
1.9E-07
2.3E-07
3.9E-03
1.1E+00
1.8E-05
1.5E-06
9.1E-03
1.3E+00
8.2E-01
1.3E-03
8.5E-03
2.7E-02
9.2E-02
4.0E+00
6.1E-01
6.1E-01
2.9E-01
5.0E-01
2.3E-03
4.5E-02
6.2E-03
4.6E-03
2.4E-04
3.7E-02
2.0E-04

8.2E+02
5.8E+02
2.4E+01
9.5E-01
9.5E-01
7.1E+00
2.6E+00
1.8E+02
8.9E+01
3.6E+06
9.5E+01
5.4E-04
5.4E+02
9.5E-01
3.9E+02
9.6E-02
9.0E-03
2.3E+05
3.7E+03
7.8E+00
9.6E+01
7.3E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-02
8.4E-02
1.7E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-01
1.5E-01
6.8E-02
1.6E+01
9.3E+00
3.8E-01
4.3E-01
1.6E+01
2.7E+01
1.5E+03
1.5E+03
1.5E+03
1.6E+04
4.5E+00
2.1E-02
1.4E+04
9.1E+00
6.9E-02
2.6E-02
9.4E+01
5.6E-01

8.2E+02
5.8E+02
2.4E+01
9.5E-01
9.5E-01
7.1E+00
2.6E+00
1.8E+02
8.9E+01
3.6E+06
9.5E+01
5.4E-04
5.4E+02
9.5E-01
3.9E+02
9.6E-02
9.0E-03
2.3E+05
3.7E+03
7.8E+00
9.6E+01
7.3E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-02
8.4E-02
1.7E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-01
1.5E-01
6.8E-02
1.6E+01
9.3E+00
3.8E-01
4.3E-01
1.6E+01
2.7E+01
1.5E+03
1.5E+03
1.5E+03
1.6E+04
4.5E+00
2.1E-02
1.4E+04
9.1E+00
6.9E-02
2.6E-02
9.4E+01
5.6E-01

8.2E+02
5.8E+02
2.4E+01
9.5E-01
9.5E-01
7.1E+00
2.6E+00
1.8E+02
8.9E+01
3.6E+06
9.5E+01
5.4E-04
5.4E+02
9.5E-01
3.9E+02
9.6E-02
9.0E-03
2.3E+05
3.7E+03
7.8E+00
9.6E+01
7.3E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-02
8.4E-02
1.7E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-01
1.5E-01
6.8E-02
1.6E+01
9.3E+00
3.8E-01
4.3E-01
1.6E+01
2.7E+01
1.5E+03
1.5E+03
1.5E+03
1.6E+04
4.5E+00
2.1E-02
1.4E+04
9.1E+00
6.9E-02
2.6E-02
9.4E+01
5.6E-01

8.2E+02
5.8E+02
2.4E+01
9.5E-01
9.5E-01
7.1E+00
2.6E+00
1.8E+02
8.9E+01
3.6E+06
9.5E+01
5.4E-04
5.4E+02
9.5E-01
3.9E+02
9.6E-02
9.0E-03
2.3E+05
3.7E+03
7.8E+00
9.6E+01
7.3E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-02
8.4E-02
1.7E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-01
1.5E-01
6.8E-02
1.6E+01
9.3E+00
3.8E-01
4.3E-01
1.6E+01
2.7E+01
1.5E+03
1.5E+03
1.5E+03
1.6E+04
4.5E+00
2.1E-02
1.4E+04
9.1E+00
6.9E-02
2.6E-02
9.4E+01
5.6E-01
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Table 3.4-1: SDF Inventory Estimates in Curies for Use in Transport Modeling (Cont.)
Radionuclide
H-3
C-14
Al-26
Cl-36
K-40
Co-60
Ni-59
Ni-63
Se-79
Sr-90
Zr-93
Nb-94
Tc-99
Pd-107
Sn-126
I-129
Cs-135
Cs-137
Sm-151
Eu-152
Eu-154
Pt-193
Ra-226
Ra-228
Ac-227
Th-229
Th-230
Th-232
Pa-231
U-232
U-233
U-234
U-235
U-236
U-238
Np-237
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu-244
Am-241
Am-242m
Am-243
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245

SDU 6

SDU 7

SDU 8

SDU 9

8.2E+02
5.8E+02
2.4E+01
9.5E-01
9.5E-01
7.1E+00
2.6E+00
1.8E+02
8.9E+01
3.6E+06
9.5E+01
5.4E-04
3.7E+03
9.5E-01
3.9E+02
1.6E+00
1.4E-01
2.3E+05
3.7E+03
7.8E+00
9.6E+01
7.3E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-02
8.4E-02
1.7E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-01
1.5E-01
6.8E-02
1.6E+01
9.3E+00
3.8E-01
4.3E-01
1.6E+01
2.7E+01
1.9E+04
9.6E+03
1.9E+03
1.6E+04
4.5E+00
2.1E-02
1.4E+04
9.1E+00
6.9E-02
2.6E-02
9.4E+01
5.6E-01

8.2E+02
5.8E+02
2.4E+01
9.5E-01
9.5E-01
7.1E+00
2.6E+00
1.8E+02
8.9E+01
3.6E+06
9.5E+01
5.4E-04
3.7E+03
9.5E-01
3.9E+02
1.6E+00
1.4E-01
2.3E+05
3.7E+03
7.8E+00
9.6E+01
7.3E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-02
8.4E-02
1.7E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-01
1.5E-01
6.8E-02
1.6E+01
9.3E+00
3.8E-01
4.3E-01
1.6E+01
2.7E+01
1.9E+04
9.6E+03
1.9E+03
1.6E+04
4.5E+00
2.1E-02
1.4E+04
9.1E+00
6.9E-02
2.6E-02
9.4E+01
5.6E-01

8.2E+02
5.8E+02
2.4E+01
9.5E-01
9.5E-01
7.1E+00
2.6E+00
1.8E+02
8.9E+01
3.6E+06
9.5E+01
5.4E-04
3.7E+03
9.5E-01
3.9E+02
1.6E+00
1.4E-01
2.3E+05
3.7E+03
7.8E+00
9.6E+01
7.3E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-02
8.4E-02
1.7E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-01
1.5E-01
6.8E-02
1.6E+01
9.3E+00
3.8E-01
4.3E-01
1.6E+01
2.7E+01
1.9E+04
9.6E+03
1.9E+03
1.6E+04
4.5E+00
2.1E-02
1.4E+04
9.1E+00
6.9E-02
2.6E-02
9.4E+01
5.6E-01

8.2E+02
5.8E+02
2.4E+01
9.5E-01
9.5E-01
7.1E+00
2.6E+00
1.8E+02
8.9E+01
3.6E+06
9.5E+01
5.4E-04
3.7E+03
9.5E-01
3.9E+02
1.6E+00
1.4E-01
2.3E+05
3.7E+03
7.8E+00
9.6E+01
7.3E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-02
8.4E-02
1.7E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-01
1.5E-01
6.8E-02
1.6E+01
9.3E+00
3.8E-01
4.3E-01
1.6E+01
2.7E+01
1.9E+04
9.6E+03
1.9E+03
1.6E+04
4.5E+00
2.1E-02
1.4E+04
9.1E+00
6.9E-02
2.6E-02
9.4E+01
5.6E-01

[SRR-CWDA-2013-00147]
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SDU 10
8.2E+02
5.8E+02
2.4E+01
9.5E-01
9.5E-01
7.1E+00
2.6E+00
1.8E+02
8.9E+01
3.6E+06
9.5E+01
5.4E-04
3.7E+03
9.5E-01
3.9E+02
1.6E+00
1.4E-01
2.3E+05
3.7E+03
7.8E+00
9.6E+01
7.3E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-02
8.4E-02
1.7E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-01
1.5E-01
6.8E-02
1.6E+01
9.3E+00
3.8E-01
4.3E-01
1.6E+01
2.7E+01
1.9E+04
9.6E+03
1.9E+03
1.6E+04
4.5E+00
2.1E-02
1.4E+04
9.1E+00
6.9E-02
2.6E-02
9.4E+01
5.6E-01

SDU 11
8.2E+02
5.8E+02
2.4E+01
9.5E-01
9.5E-01
7.1E+00
2.6E+00
1.8E+02
8.9E+01
3.6E+06
9.5E+01
5.4E-04
3.7E+03
9.5E-01
3.9E+02
1.6E+00
1.4E-01
2.3E+05
3.7E+03
7.8E+00
9.6E+01
7.3E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-02
8.4E-02
1.7E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-01
1.5E-01
6.8E-02
1.6E+01
9.3E+00
3.8E-01
4.3E-01
1.6E+01
2.7E+01
1.9E+04
9.6E+03
1.9E+03
1.6E+04
4.5E+00
2.1E-02
1.4E+04
9.1E+00
6.9E-02
2.6E-02
9.4E+01
5.6E-01

SDU 12
8.2E+02
5.8E+02
2.4E+01
9.5E-01
9.5E-01
7.1E+00
2.6E+00
1.8E+02
8.9E+01
3.6E+06
9.5E+01
5.4E-04
3.7E+03
9.5E-01
3.9E+02
1.6E+00
1.4E-01
2.3E+05
3.7E+03
7.8E+00
9.6E+01
7.3E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-02
8.4E-02
1.7E+01
1.3E+01
2.3E-01
1.5E-01
6.8E-02
1.6E+01
9.3E+00
3.8E-01
4.3E-01
1.6E+01
2.7E+01
1.9E+04
9.6E+03
1.9E+03
1.6E+04
4.5E+00
2.1E-02
1.4E+04
9.1E+00
6.9E-02
2.6E-02
9.4E+01
5.6E-01
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ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE

The discussion presented in the SDF PA Section 4 remains essentially unchanged for this SA
except for the following:
•
•
•

Specific changes made to incorporate information developed during the FY2013 SDF
SA and during the responses to RAIs; [SRR-CWDA-2013-00062, SRR-CWDA2011-00044]
Specific changes to support the revised design for SDU 6 and future SDUs; and
Updates to information regarding the degradation of cementitious material, the
release of technetium from reducing cementitious materials, distribution coefficients
(Kd values), flow through joints, and dose pathway exposure methodology.

These changes are discussed below.
4.1

Source Term Release
4.1.1

Chemical Transition Pore Volumes

As fluid moves through the pores within the cementitious materials, the Eh and pH properties
of the materials transition to different states, thus influencing the performance of the
materials with respect to contaminant releases. In the SDF PA model, the initial state of
cementitious materials containing slag is Reduced Region II, which means that the material
has a negative Eh potential and a high pH value. The quantity of slag within the cementitious
materials is the primary indicator of the reducing capacity for the cementitious materials. For
cementitious materials that do not contain slag, such as the roofs of SDUs 1 and 4, the lower
mud mats of the cylindrical SDUs and the upper mud mats of the 375-foot diameter SDUs,
the initial state is Oxidized Region II, meaning that the material has a positive Eh potential
while retaining the high pH value. Oxidized Region III, in which cementitious material has a
positive Eh value and a lower pH value, is the final chemical condition, in which
cementitious materials reach equilibrium with the surrounding environment.
The total volume of pore spaces within a modeled region of cementitious material is referred
to as the region’s pore volume, and the amount of fluid moving through that region is
measured by the count of its pore volumes. Analyses in support of the SDF PA estimated the
number of pore volumes required to transition the cementitious materials from Reduced
Region II to Oxidized Region II, and finally from Oxidized Region II to Oxidized Region III.
[SRNL-TR-2008-00283] The results from this initial evaluation, considered as the poreflush model, are provided in SDF PA, Table 4.2-9. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017] The
determination of pore volumes needed to initiate chemical transition is dependent on the
infiltrating water chemistry. For saltstone, the infiltrating water is groundwater equilibrated
with calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) associated with Oxidized Region II cementitious
material. For the cylindrical SDU concrete, the infiltrating water is assumed to be
groundwater.
In modeling of the transition times, it was assumed that the high salt concentration leached
out as the first pore volume of infiltration passed through the system. This approach is an
appropriate modeling simplification because chemical modeling showed that chemical
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interactions in this system are controlled by the mineralogy, as documented in the Estimation
of Eh and pH Transitions in Pore Fluids During Aging of Saltstone and Disposal Unit
Concrete and more recently in Solubility of Technetium Dioxides (TcO2-c, TcO2·1.6H2O and
TcO2·2H2O) in Reducing Cementitious Material Leachates: A Thermodynamic Calculation,.
[SRNL-TR-2008-00283; SRNL-STI-2012-00769] All transport of dissolved ions was
assumed to be the result of advective flow of the infiltrating fluid. In this conceptual model,
the initial saltstone and concrete pore fluids are flushed out with the first pore volume of
infiltrate. Thus, issues with high ionic strengths and calculation of activity coefficients by the
extended Debye-Hückel method were ignored. [SRNL-TR-2008-00283] This assumption
was made to avoid issues of high ionic strength and the use of Pitzer equations or other
methods of dealing with ion interactions at high ionic strengths. When dealing with more
than 2,000 pore volumes to transitions, the assumption is an appropriate approximation.
In the response to the RAI SP-8, provided in the RAIs, the required pore volumes for
chemical transitions were revised to reflect updated parameters from the initial evaluation.
[SRR-CWDA-2011-00044] For this SA, the most recent recommended values for the
reduction capacity in the cementitious materials will be used. [SRNL-STI-2009-00637,
SRNL-STI-2012-00596] Table 4.1-1 summarizes the parameters and the results of estimated
pore volumes needed to initiate chemical transitions for the RAI response to SP-8 and for this
SA. As shown, this SA uses the same transition volumes as was calculated for RAI SP-8
except for the pore volumes required to transition from Reduced Region II to Oxidized
Region II. This transition is considered proportional to the reducing capacity of the material
when all other parameters are the same. Thus, the pore volume for transition from Reduced
Region II to Oxidized Region II was lowered to reflect the lower value in the reducing
capacity.
The total flow through each region in the PORFLOW model is accumulated during each time
step and the count of pore volumes is tracked for each region. Each modeled region
transitions to its next chemical state once the required number of pore volumes is reached.
Table 4.1-2 identifies the times for the transitioning of the modeled regions of interest for the
Evaluation Case described in Section 4.4.1.4. As indicated in Table 4.1-2, saltstone remains
in a reduced environment for more than 20,000 years and remains in a high pH environment
beyond 100,000 years.
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Table 4.1-1: Pore Volumes Required for Chemical Transitions
Parameter

RAI SP-8

This SA

Saltstone and Clean Cap
Bulk Density, g/mL
Porosity, unitless
Reduction Capacity, meq e-/g
Pore Volumes, unitless
Reduced Region II to Oxidized Region II
Oxidized Region II to Oxidized Region III
SDU Concrete (Note 1)
Bulk Density, g/mL
Porosity, unitless
Reduction Capacity, meq e-/g
Pore Volumes, unitless
Reduced Region II to Oxidized Region II
Oxidized Region II to Oxidized Region III

1.01
0.58
0.822

1.01
0.58
0.607

1,653
11,213

1,220
11,213

2.21
0.12
0.240

2.21
0.12
0.178

4,953
6,446

3,673
6,446

Note 1: The concrete containing slag are (SRR-CWDA-2009-00017, Section 4):
SDUs 1 and 4 walls and floors
150-foot diameter SDUs roof, wall, floor, and upper mud mat
(HLW-SSF-TTR-2013-0021):
375-foot diameter SDUs roof, wall, and floor
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Table 4.1-2: Transition Times in the SDUs (Years)
Modeled Region

SDU 1

SDU 4

150-Foot
Diameter
SDUs a

375-Foot
Diameter
SDUs a

32,483

44,875

> 100,000

> 100,000

Saltstone b,c
Reduced Region II Oxidized Region II

33,882

Oxidized Region II Oxidized Region III

> 100,000

Top: 5,930
Bottom: 23,840
Top: 23,961
Bottom: > 100,000

Wall
Segment 5: 1,605
Segment 4: 3,738
Segment 3: 4,110
Segment 2: 4,143
Segment 1: 3,531
Segment 5: 1,957
Segment 4: 5,120
Segment 3: 5,709
Segment 2: 5,717
Segment 1: 4,809

Reduced Region II Oxidized Region II

14,707

10,330

5,771

Oxidized Region II Oxidized Region III

22,312

17,688

8,216

7,035
9,624

4,488
5,544

32,483
> 100,000

44,875
> 100,000

NA
NA

NA
NA

32,483
> 100,000

NA
> 100,000

NA

NA

> 100,000

> 100,000

Floor
Reduced Region II Oxidized Region II
Oxidized Region II Oxidized Region III

Upper Mud Mat
Reduced Region II Oxidized Region II
Oxidized Region II Oxidized Region III

Lower Mud Mat
Oxidized Region II Oxidized Region III
a

For the cylindrical SDUs, only vertical movement of the oxidation front (from the top down) is considered, such that the
floor and upper mud mat only transitions from Region II to Region III after the saltstone transition occurs.
b
For SDU 4 the saltstone region is divided between a top portion and a bottom portion as described in the FY2013 SDF SA,
Section 3.3.2.
c
Transitions affecting Tc-99 release and transport are modeled independently as discussed in Section 4.4.1.3.
NA Not applicable

4.1.2

Radionuclide Release and Transport

Radionuclide release and transport through the cementitious materials (except Tc-99 in
reduced form) and soil is controlled by the distribution coefficients (Kd values), which are
dependent on the chemical conditions of the cementitious materials and soil. Table 4.1-3
presents the Kd values for the modeled elements in clayey and sandy soils.
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Table 4.1-3: Distribution Coefficients (Kd Values) for Elements in Soils
Element
Ac
Ag
Al
Am
As
At
Ba
Bk
C
Cd
Ce
Cf
Cl
Cm
Co
Cr
Cs
Cu
Eu
Fe
Fr
Gd
H
Hg
I
K
Mn
N
Na
Nb
Ni
Np
Pa
Pb
Pd
Pm
Po
Pr
Pt

Clayey Soil (Backfill) (mL/g)
Without
Leachate
Ref.
Ref.
Leachate
Impacted
8,500
a
12,750
a
30
b
96
g
1,300
a
1,950
a
8,500
a
12,750
a
200
a
280
a
0.9
a
0.1
a
101
c
303
g
8,500
a
12,750
a
400
a
2,000
a
30
a
90
a
8,500
a
12,750
a
8,500
a
12,750
a
8
b
0.8
g
8,500
a
12,750
a
100
a
320
a
400
b
560
g
50
a
50
a
70
a
224
a
8,500
a
12,750
a
400
a
600
a
50
a
50
a
8,500
a
12,750
a
0
a
0
a
1,000
a
3,200
a
3
h
0.3
g
25
a
25
a
200
a
280
a
0
a
0
a
25
a
25
a
900
e
1260
g
30
a
96
a
9
a
180
c
9
a
180
c
5,000
a
16,000
a
30
a
96
a
0
f
0
f
5,000
a
10,000
a
0
f
0
f
30
a
96
a

Sandy Soil (Vadose) (mL/g)
Without
Leachate
Ref.
Ref.
Leachate
Impacted
1,100
a
1650
a
10
b
32
g
1,300
a
1,950
a
1,100
a
1,650
a
100
a
140
a
0.3
a
0
a
15
c
45
g
1,100
a
1,650
a
10
a
50
a
15
a
45
a
1,100
a
1,650
a
1,100
a
1,650
a
1
b
0.1
g
1,100
a
1,650
a
40
a
128
a
1,000
b
1,400
g
10
a
10
a
50
a
160
a
1,100
a
1,650
a
200
a
300
a
10
a
10
a
1,100
a
1,650
a
0
a
0
a
800
a
2,560
a
1
h
0.1
g
5
a
5
a
15
a
21
a
0
a
0
a
5
a
5
a
160
e
224
g
7
a
22
a
3
a
60
c
3
a
60
c
2,000
a
6,400
a
7
a
22
a
0
f
0
f
2,000
a
4,000
a
0
f
0
f
7
a
22
a
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Table 4.1-3: Distribution Coefficients (Kd Values) for Elements in Soils (Cont.)
Element
Pu
Ra
Rb
Re
Rh
Rn
Ru
Sb
Se
Sm
Sn
Sr
Tc
Te
Th
U
V
Y
Zn
Zr
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

Clayey Soil (Backfill) (mL/g)
Without
Leachate
Ref.
Ref.
Leachate
Impacted
5,950
a
11,900
a
185
c
555
c
50
a
50
a
1.8
a
0.2
a
0
f
0
f
0
a
0
a
0
f
0
f
2,500
a
3,500
a
1,000
a
1,400
a
8,500
a
12,750
a
5,000
a
15,000
a
17
c
51
c
1.8
a
0.2
a
1,000
a
1,400
a
2,000
a
4,000
a
400
b
1,200
a
0
f
0
f
8,500
a
12,750
a
30
a
90
a
2,000
a
4,000
a

Sandy Soil (Vadose) (mL/g)
Without
Leachate
Ref.
Ref.
Leachate
Impacted
650
d
1,300
g
25
c
75
c
10
a
10
a
0.6
a
0.1
a
0
f
0
f
0
a
0
a
0
f
0
f
2,500
a
3,500
a
1,000
a
1,400
a
1,100
a
1,650
a
2,000
a
6,000
a
5
c
15
c
0.6
a
0.1
a
1,000
a
1,400
a
900
a
1,800
a
300
b
900
b
0
f
0
f
1,100
a
1,650
a
15
a
45
a
900
a
1,800
a

SRNL-STI-2009-00473
SRNL-STI-2010-00493
SRNL-STI-2011-00011
SRNL-STI-2011-00672
ML073510127
Assigned a value of zero
Multiplied the “cement leachate impact factor” from SRNL-STI-2009-00473 to the “without leachate” value
SRNL-STI-2012-00518

Based on recent studies, the Kd values in soil can be impacted by the presence of pore water
that has been chemically altered by leaching of cementitious materials. This cementitious
pore water is highly basic (pH > 12) and has a high ionic strength (10.0E-02 molar). [SRNLSTI-2009-00473] Thus, Table 4.1-3 also presents Kd values for cementitious leachate
impacted soils. Due to the large volume of saltstone within the SDUs, the Kd values for
leachate-impacted clayey and sandy soil are used in the vadose zone (i.e., the area above the
aquifer). As indicated in Table 4.1-2, saltstone maintains its high pH value throughout the
evaluation time period and beyond.
The Davies equation is appropriate for making activity correction for solutions with an ionic
strength (I) of <0.5 as opposed to using the Pitzer equation. SRNL-STI-2009-00473 reported
the theoretical compositions of porewater in equilibrium with three stages of cementitious
materials (Cementitious Leachate, Stages I, II, and III). The ionic strengths in all three
solutions are well below the critical value of 0.5 ionic strength. For the Pitzer equation, not
all of the constants needed for these calculations are presently available. Unlike most
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thermodynamic constants, Pitzer constants are not readily transferable from one solution to
another. They are appropriate only for the conditions under which they were measured. In
addition, there are no Pitzer constants for Tc in a cementitious environment.
Table 4.1-4 presents the distribution coefficients for cementitious materials under Reduced
Region II, Oxidized Region II, and Oxidized Region III conditions. Technetium release,
specifically the release of Tc-99, from saltstone and transport through concrete is modeled as
a shrinking core, as described in the SDF PA Section 4.2.3.2.4. Unlike the SDF PA model,
however, the release of Tc-99 in a reducing environment is controlled by solubility rather
than by the Kd value. Once the cementitious material transitions to oxidizing conditions, the
transport is controlled by the Kd value. The solubility value for technetium has been
estimated to be 1.0E-08 mol/L for saltstone, clean cap grout, and for concrete containing slag
based on a study that compared thermodynamic modeling results to recent laboratory
measurements. [SRNL-STI-2012-00769] Calculations were conducted to evaluate the
various solid phases that may control technetium solubility, and therefore aqueous
technetium concentrations under reducing conditions. In addition to evaluating likely solid
phases, this study also evaluated different thermodynamic databases.
The thermodynamic calculations captured the data trends and the magnitude of the
experimental data reasonably well. The calculations suggested that in the first two
experiments, TcO2·1.6H2O (solubility is 6.3E-07 M) or TcO2·2H2O (solubility is 9.5E-07 M)
were most likely controlling technetium concentrations in the reducing saltstone leachates,
but not TcO2(c) (solubility is 6.0E-11 M).
The solubility of hydrated TcO2·xH2O (likely TcO2·1.6H2O) controlled the technetium
concentration in reducing saltstone leachates as long as the Eh remained < -0.38 V. However,
as the Eh increased just above -0.35 V, the highly soluble Tc(VII) species, TcO4-, became the
much more dominant species due to the re-oxidation of Tc(IV) in the aqueous and solid
phases. Under the more oxidized environmental conditions, the TcO4- concentration
increased dramatically to millimolarity. The influence of pH on technetium solubility was
evaluated because it is used to define the “age of the saltstone” in the SDF PA; such that the
saltstone is initially at pH 12 or larger, then as it ages, the evolving mineral assemblage of the
saltstone and air and recharge water that contacts the saltstone buffer the pH to
approximately 10.5. After extensive leaching/weathering, the saltstone is expected to
degrade and eventually take on the pH of the background sediment at pH 5.5. Under reducing
conditions (Eh < -0.38 V), the calculated technetium solubility decreased as the pH
decreased. For example, when pH changed from 12.7 to 10.5 (the approximate pH decrease
between the young and moderately-aged saltstone stages used in the SA) at a fixed Eh
of -0.38 V, the calculated solubility of TcO2·1.6H2O is predicted to significantly decrease
from 6.3E-07 M to 5.2E-09 M.
During the two early stages of cement aging, the modeling indicated that solubility of
TcO2·xH2O was the controlling process of aqueous technetium concentration of saltstone.
However, once the system became oxidized, generally anticipated to occur during the second
stage of cement aging, then solubility no longer controlled aqueous technetium
concentrations. Under oxidizing conditions, technetium adsorption to solid phases becomes
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the predominant mechanism controlling the concentration of technetium in pore water, and
thus the Kd construct is appropriate to use for predicting technetium concentrations.
Table 4.1-4: Kd Values for Elements in Cementitious Material
Element
Ac
Ag
Al
Am
As
At
Ba
Bk
C
Cd
Ce
Cf
Cl
Cm
Co
Cr
Cs
Cu
Eu
F
Fe
Fr
Gd
H
Hg
I
K
Mn
N
Na
Nb
Ni
Np
Pa
Pb
Pd
Pm
Po

Reduced
Region II
(mL/g)
7,000
5,000
7,000
7,000
200
9
100
7,000
3,000
5,000
7,000
7,000
10
7,000
5,000
1,000
20
5,000
7,000
10
7,000
20
7,000
0
5,000
9
20
100
10
1
1,000
4,000
10,000
10,000
5,000
5,000
0
5,000

Ref.
a
a
a
a
b
a
b
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
d
a

Oxidized
Region II
(mL/g)
6,000
4,000
6,000
6,000
320
15
100
6,000
3,000
4,000
6,000
6,000
10
6,000
4,000
10
20
4,000
6,000
10
6,000
20
6,000
0
300
15
20
100
10
1
1,000
4,000
10,000
10,000
300
4,000
0
300
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a
a
a
a
b
a
b
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
d
a

Oxidized
Region III
(mL/g)
600
400
600
600
100
4
70
600
300
400
600
600
1
600
400
1
10
400
600
1
600
10
600
0
100
4
10
10
1
0.5
500
400
5,000
5,000
100
400
0
100

Ref.
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
d
a
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Table 4.1-4: Kd Values for Elements in Cementitious Material (Cont.)
Element
Pr
Pt
Pu
Ra
Rb
Re
Rh
Rn
Ru
Sb
Se
Sm
Sn
Sr
Tc
Te
Th
U
V
Y
Zn
Zr

Reduced
Region II
(mL/g)
0
5,000
10,000
100
20
5,000
0
0
0
1,000
300
7,000
5,000
15
Note 1
300
5,000
2,500
0
7,000
5,000
5,000

Ref.
d
a
a
a
a
a
d
a
d
a
a
a
a
a
Note 1
a
a
a
d
a
a
a

Oxidized
Region II
(mL/g)
0
4,000
10,000
100
20
0.8
0
0
0
1,000
300
6,000
4,000
15
0.5
300
10,000
1,000
0
6,000
4,000
10,000

Ref.
d
a
a
a
a
a
d
a
d
a
a
a
a
a
Note 1
a
a
c
d
a
a
a

Oxidized
Region III
(mL/g)
0
400
2,000
70
10
0.5
0
0
0
100
150
600
2,000
5
0.5
150
2,000
100
0
600
400
2,000

Ref.
d
a
a
a
a
a
d
a
d
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
c
d
a
a
a

Note 1:
a
b
c
d

In reducing cementitious materials technetium release is via solubility controls and for this SA the
Kd value of 0.5 is used in all oxidized regions.
SRNL-STI-2009-00473
SRNL-STI-2010-00667
SRNL-STI-2010-00493
Assigned a value of zero

Similarly, once sufficient pore water has leached through the saltstone to advance the
modeling into the third and final stage of aged cement, a technetium Kd for an oxidized
system would be appropriate to use.
4.2

Cementitious Material Properties

The hydraulic properties of the cementitious materials are important to radionuclide transport.
The intact or undegraded hydraulic properties of the cementitious materials presented in SDF
PA, Table 4.2-16, remain unchanged, except for the intact hydraulic properties of saltstone and
the clean cap. The intact properties of saltstone and the clean cap are discussed in Section 4.2.1
and the degradation of the cementitious material is discussed in Section 4.2.2. The hydraulic
properties of the cementitious materials are described in Section 4.2.3.
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Intact Properties of Saltstone and Clean Cap

Saltstone is pumped into the SDUs to a specified level and then a clean cap is placed as
necessary in some SDUs above the saltstone to fill the remainder of the free volume in the
SDU. In preparing the saltstone and clean cap, the same dry mix is used for both. For
saltstone, the water medium is a decontaminated salt solution, containing radionuclides and
chemicals, whereas the clean cap uses well water. Thus, the hydraulic performance of the
saltstone and clean cap are expected to be similar.
The average saturated hydraulic conductivity from a recent study considered various process
water-to-premix ratios with two different curing temperature profiles. [SRNL-STI-201200558] The hydraulic conductivity of intact saltstone and clean cap, as used in this SA, is
bounded by the operating bands of current facility data. Based on analysis of current
production runs at the SPF that were conducted prior to SPF upgrades (Figure 4.2-1) and
after SPF upgrades (Figure 4.2-2), the operating band for the water-to-premix ratio would be
bounded by a low value of 0.59 and a high value of 0.64. [X-CLC-Z-00050]
Table 4.2-1 provides the measured values for the saturated hydraulic conductivity for the
water-to-premix ratio, bounded by 0.59 and 0.64, and for saturated conditions and a high
humidity exposure for two different curing temperature profiles. [SRNL-STI-2012-00558]
The average value for these runs is 6.4E-09 cm/sec and this value is considered the nominal
value for the saturated hydraulic conductivity of intact saltstone and clean cap in the SDUs.
Alternative flow sensitivity cases, discussed in Section 4.4, consider two other values for the
initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone and the clean cap. At the higher end of
the spectrum, 10 times the maximum reported value in Table 4.2-1, or 4.5E-07 cm/sec, is
used to ensure conservatism. At the lower end of the spectrum, the lower bound value is
taken to be the minimum value reported in Table 4.2-1, 3.9E-10 cm/sec.
The relatively high initial saturated hydraulic conductivity for saltstone of 4.5E-07 cm/sec is
not indicative of how high the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity can be. Rather, this
high value was chosen to provide a large variability of flow. Review of the data reported in
the Process Formulations and Curing Conditions that Affect Saltstone Properties, SRNLSTI-2012-00558, shows that of the seventy-two saltstone simulant samples analyzed, only
three of the samples had a measured saturated hydraulic conductivity greater than 1.0E-07
cm/sec. All three of those samples were formulated with a water-to-premix ratio much
greater than the current facility operating band analyzed in this SA. However, it is worth
noting that compared to data from previous studies, many of the physical properties of
saltstone (e.g., the density, porosity, and compressive strength) are more controlled by curing
in a high humidity environment rather than the water-to-premix ratio of the saltstone
formulation. [SRNL-STI-2012-00558]
Further, a recent study on oxidation and humidity effects on saltstone showed hydraulic
conductivity values on the order of 4.2E-09 cm/sec for simulated saltstone after 90 days of
curing. [VSL-13R3010-1] Similarly, a summary of hydraulic conductivity values measured
over a series of varying conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, and curing times) indicated
that measured saturated hydraulic conductivities for saltstone typically ranged between 2E-09
cm/sec and 5E-09 cm/sec. [VSL-14R3210-1] The results of these recent studies indicate
that the assumed saturated hydraulic conductivity of 6.4E-09 cm/sec is an appropriate value
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for modeling. This study demonstrated that hydraulic conductivity values can be
significantly impacted by relative humidity, which is expected to be high during the saltstone
curing process. An earlier study on the temperature effects on hydraulic conductivity values
did not accurately capture the expected curing conditions with respect to relative humidity,
allowing the heating process to dry out the samples. These samples showed artificially
increased permeability; hence, the results of this earlier study was not considered valid for
modeling purposes. [SRNL-STI-2010-00745; SRNL-STI-2012-00558]
Another important mechanism to transport is the diffusion coefficient. Recent testing on
simulated saltstone indicates that the intrinsic diffusion coefficient (analogous to the effective
diffusion coefficient used in PORFLOW) is less than 1.0E-08 cm2/s. [SRNL-STI-201000515] This value of 1.0E-08 cm2/s will be used as the effective diffusion coefficient for
intact saltstone and the clean cap.
Finally, the recommended moisture characteristic curve (MCC) for saltstone grout is
presented in Figure 4.2-3. This MCC was developed using data based on recent testing of
simulants cured at 20 °C. [SRNL-STI-2011-00661]
Figure 4.2-1: Water-to-Premix Ratio for Production Runs Prior to SPF Upgrades

[X-CLC-Z-00050]
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Figure 4.2-2: Water-to-Premix Ratio for Production Runs After SPF Upgrades

[X-CLC-Z-00050]

Table 4.2-1: Measured Hydraulic Conductivity from SRNL-STI-2012-00558
Final w/p
ratio
0.59
0.59
0.6
0.6
0.64
0.64
Maximum
Average
Maximum
Average
Maximum
Average

Hydraulic Conductivity (cm/sec)
Cell K Temperature Profile
Cell F Temperature Profile
Saturated

Exposed Surface

Saturated

Exposed Surface

1.7E-09
1.9E-09
1.7E-09
2.1E-09
3.2E-08
9.6E-09
3.2E-08
8.2E-09

4.5E-09
3.9E-10
1.7E-09
2.2E-09
4.5E-08
1.3E-08
4.5E-08
1.1E-08

1.4E-09
3.6E-09
4.1E-09
3.7E-09
7.0E-09
5.0E-09
7.0E-09
4.1E-09

4.3E-09
1.6E-09
2.1E-09
1.3E-09
1.3E-09
3.1E-09
4.3E-09
2.3E-09

4.5E-08
9.7E-09

7.0E-09
3.2E-09
4.5E-08
6.4E-09

Note: “Saturated” indicates that measurements were taken from grout in which the surfaces were covered
with liquid to maintain saturated conditions. “Exposed Surface” refers to measurements taken from
grout in which the sample surfaces were exposed to the humid environment. [SRNL-STI-2012-00558]
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Figure 4.2-3: Moisture Characteristic Curve for Saltstone
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4.2.2

Degradation of SDF Cementitious Materials

This section summarizes the analysis and results of recent testing related to the degradation
of SDF cementitious materials. Three mechanisms were analyzed for the degradation of SDF
cementitious materials: sulfate attack, carbonation, and decalcification. [SRNL-STI-201300118] Degradation due to biological activity was considered and excluded from the
degradation analysis on the basis that the saltstone environment (i.e., very alkaline conditions
and extreme salt concentrations) is outside recognized microbial growth conditions,
especially relative to pH and osmotic stress. Consequently, while contaminants in saltstone
grout are contained in concrete SDUs, microbial activity is unlikely to influence the saltstone
chemistry. [SRNL-STI-2012-00435]
Once SDF cementitious materials are fully degraded, they are generally assigned the same
hydraulic properties as the surrounding soil or backfill. Exceptions to this are the fully
degraded floor of the cylindrical SDUs and the upper mud mat of the 150-foot diameter
SDUs, which are assigned the same hydraulic properties as the lower vadose zone (native
soil) when they are fully degraded. The upper and lower mud mats of the 375-foot diameter
SDUs and the lower mud mat of the 150-foot diameter SDUs are initially assigned the
hydraulic properties of the lower vadose zone. Due to the current condition of the walls in
SDUs 1 and 4, these are modeled as being initially degraded (i.e., no credit is taken for the
hydraulic properties of the walls in SDUs 1 and 4). The properties for backfill and the lower
vadose zone are provided in Table 4.2-2.
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Table 4.2-2: Soil Properties

Material
Zone

Saturated
Effective
Diffusion
Coefficient
De (cm2/s)

Average
Total
Porosity
(%)

Average
Dry Bulk
Density
(g/cm3)

Average
Particle
Density
(g/cm3)

Saturated
Saturated
Horizontal
Vertical
Hydraulic
Hydraulic
Conductivity Conductivity
(cm/sec)
(cm/sec)

Backfill

5.3E-06

35

1.71

2.63

7.6E-05

4.1E-05

Lower
Vadose
Zone

5.3E-06

39

1.62

2.66

3.3E-04

9.1E-05

[SRR-CWDA-2009-00017, Table 4.2-14]

4.2.2.1

Cementitious Material Degradation from Sulfate Attack

Pore water in the saltstone waste form is expected to contain approximately 0.1 M sulfate,
which is the estimated average sulfate concentration. [SRNS-J2100-2009-00001] Although
SDUs may exhibit variability in sulfate concentrations, such variability was not explicitly
modeled. Based on other modeling results (e.g., the Design Margin Case in Section 5.6.7.2),
variability in the sulfate concentration is not expected to significantly impact the magnitude
of resulting doses. Over time, as sulfate ions migrate into the cement barrier surrounding the
waste they react with calcium hydroxide (Portlandite) to form calcium sulfate (Gypsum)
according to the reaction:
𝐶𝑎(𝑂𝐻)2 + 𝑆𝑂42− + 2𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝐶𝑎𝑆𝑂4 • 2𝐻2 𝑂 + 2𝑂𝐻 −

Calcium sulfate reacts with calcium/aluminum oxide minerals to form calcium aluminum
sulfates such as ettringite according to the overall reaction:
3𝐶𝑎𝑂 • 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 • 6𝐻2 𝑂 + 3𝐶𝑎𝑆𝑂4 + 20𝐻2 𝑂 → 3𝐶𝑎𝑂 • 𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 • 3𝐶𝑎𝑆𝑂4 • 26𝐻2 𝑂

These reactions alter the mineral content of the concrete. Products of the sulfate reactions
have a greater volume than the reactants. The resulting expansion of the solid phase can lead
to cracking which has a deleterious impact on structural integrity and the ability of the
cementitious barrier to contain the radioactive waste.
The Cementitious Barriers Partnership (CBP) Project has released a Software Toolbox that
includes two models that can be used to assess sulfate attack on SDUs. The CBP Project is a
multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional collaboration supported by the DOE Office of Tank
Waste Management with the objective of developing a set of tools to improve understanding
and prediction of the long-term performance of cementitious barriers used in nuclear
applications. The CBP is a partnership of federal, academic, private sector, and international
expertise. In addition to DOE, the CBP partners are the SRNL, Consortium for Risk
Evaluation with Stakeholder Participation (CRESP) at Vanderbilt University, Energy
Research Center of the Netherlands (ECN), and SIMCO Technologies, Inc. The NRC is
providing support under a Memorandum of Understanding. The National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) is providing research under an Interagency Agreement.
One model in the CBP Software Toolbox is a version of the STADIUM code developed by
SIMCO, Inc., which models the transport of chemical ions and water through porous
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materials and reactions between the chemical and mineral species. The model solves a set of
coupled differential equations describing one-dimensional transport processes while
simultaneously evaluating local diffusion coefficients and equilibrium chemical and mineral
compositions in the materials. STADIUM can model systems with one (concrete), two
(concrete and saltstone) or three (concrete, saltstone and soil) layers of material. One
limitation of STADIUM modeling is that structural changes and damage to the concrete have
no direct impact on the diffusion and transport properties.
The other model included in the CBP Software Toolbox for sulfate attack is based on
LeachXS/Orchestra (LXO) developed at the ECN and Vanderbilt University with CRESP
funding. Similar to STADIUM, LXO calculates transport rates of species through porous
media and chemical equilibrium between local chemical and mineral phases. However, the
LXO sulfate attack module also performs a damage calculation and modifies transport
properties where damage is predicted. LXO models the material as a network of
interconnected cells within which chemical equilibrium is maintained while transport of
chemical species between cells occurs by diffusion and convection. The version of LXO
released with the initial CBP Software Toolbox only allows modeling a single material.
Because of its capability to perform damage calculations the LXO model predicts faster
degradation and thus has been used in this SA to develop rates for cementitious materials
degradation from sulfate attack.
The use of Orchestra (the modeling component of LXO) to model sulfate attack on
cementitious material requires the use of a parameter designated as the “fractional porosity”
which is defined to be the fraction of the pore volume that must be filled with mineral
products from the chemical reactions that occur during concrete aging before cracking and
concrete damage occurs. The larger the fractional porosity the more pore volume available
for solid product deposition and the less damage occurs.
Based on model calibration and literature review the optimal value for fractional porosity is
0.3. [SRNL-STI-2013-00118] The main effect of fractional porosity in the model is to cause
an increase in the diffusion coefficient, which accelerates delivery of sulfate to the reaction
front and ettringite penetration. The model implicitly assumes saturated conditions for this
calculation. However, any cracks that form during sulfate attack are expected to be
unsaturated under SDF conditions. Such “dry” cracks would likely cause a smaller increase
in diffusion coefficient compared to saturated cracks, or even impede diffusion. Unsaturated
cracks and slower diffusion compared to saturated conditions can be approximately
accounted for by increasing fractional porosity above 0.3. Based on engineering judgment,
the nominal value for the fractional porosity is assumed to be 0.45 with a conservative
estimate of 0.3 and a best estimate of 0.6. [SRNL-STI-2013-00118] The progression of an
ettringite mineral front into the concrete coincides with the extent of concrete damage
according to the LXO sulfate attack model. After an initial period of rapid penetration, the
rate of progression of the ettringite front predicted by LXO was found to be approximately
linear, in contrast to a square root of time dependence for a fixed diffusivity. Mineralogy for
the SDU concretes were selected through the CBP Software Toolbox interface. Table 4.2-3
presents the results of the LXO sulfate attack model for the SDF concrete. Column
degradation is not included in Table 4.2-3 as column degradation is dominantly driven by
carbonation fronts advancing inside the pipe column through concrete and outside the
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column through grout; both processes lead to accelerated corrosion.
00118] Carbonation is discussed further in Section 4.2.2.2.

[SRNL-STI-2013-

Table 4.2-3: Results of LXO Sulfate Attack Calculations
Thickness
(inches)

Concrete

Estimated Time for Complete
Degradation (years)
0.3

SDU 1 Roof
SDU 4 Roof
SDUs 1 and 4 Floor
150-Foot Diameter SDU Roof and Walls
150-Foot Diameter SDU Floor and Upper Mud Mat
375-Foot Diameter SDU Roof and Floor
375-Foot Diameter SDU Wall, Segment 5
375-Foot Diameter SDU Wall, Segment 4
375-Foot Diameter SDU Wall, Segment 3
375-Foot Diameter SDU Wall, Segment 2
375-Foot Diameter SDU Wall, Segment 1

6
4
24
8
12
12
8.75
10.47
13.5
16.55
19.5

Fractional Porosity
0.45
0.6

331
221
1,325
757
1,135
1,135
828
990
1,277
1,565
1,844

412
275
1,648
961
1,442
1,442
1,051
1,258
1,622
1,988
2,343

990
660
3,958
1,872
2,807
2,807
2,047
2,449
3,158
3,872
4,562

[SRNL-STI-2013-00118]

4.2.2.2

Cementitious Material Degradation from Carbonation

Carbonation commonly refers to the reaction of carbon dioxide with calcium hydroxide
(Portlandite) to form calcium carbonate (calcite):
𝐶𝑎(𝑂𝐻)2 + 𝐻2 𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 + 2𝐻2 𝑂

More generally, carbonation in the context of concrete may include other reactions of carbon
dioxide with calcium-bearing minerals, such as CSH. Carbonation increases mechanical
strength and decreases alkalinity to a pH around 8.5 in cementitious materials. While the
former is generally beneficial, corrosion of embedded steel accelerates as pH approaches
carbonated conditions, approximately pH < 10. The volume of the corrosion products far
exceeds that of the uncorroded steel, which typically introduces sufficient internal pressure to
cause cracking and spalling of the surrounding concrete. Most SDU concrete components
contain reinforcing steel, notable exceptions being the upper and lower mud mats in the 375foot diameter SDUs and lower mud mats of the 150-foot diameter SDUs. Saltstone and the
clean cap also contains embedded steel in the form of support columns (in all of the units
except SDU 1) and roof trusses (in SDU 4), as discussed in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 of the
FY2013 SDF SA.
Steel corrosion products (rust) are expansive and when present inside concrete (e.g. rebar)
can exert stresses that cause cracking. Under high pH conditions, such as found in
uncarbonated concrete, a passivating layer forms on steel surfaces leading to relatively slow
corrosion rates. Much higher corrosion rates occur at lower pH, found in concrete following
the arrival of a carbonation front. Degradation of concrete barriers via corrosion of embedded
steel was analyzed in the manner typical of civil engineering applications focused on
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structural integrity. That is, corrosion was assumed to be negligible prior to carbonation and
extensive damage was assumed to coincide with carbonation. Neglecting passive steel
corrosion prior to carbonation was deemed an acceptable simplifying assumption considering
the time scale of external sulfate attack on concrete. In the degradation analysis, concrete
barriers become fully degraded after roughly a thousand years, and are significantly degraded
in only a few hundred years because of linear averaging of hydraulic properties. Passive steel
corrosion causing this level of damage is not expected to precede this time scale. In other
words, sulfate attack is expected to be the more limiting degradation phenomenon.
This analysis considers the transport of carbon dioxide through the gas phase, which is
appropriate for unsaturated concrete, as well as the delivery of dissolved carbon dioxide
under fully saturated conditions. The saturation state of the cementitious material strongly
affects the rate of carbonation, particularly near full saturation. The anticipated saturation
states for SDF cementitious materials can be assessed from estimated soil suction and
relative humidity values.
Once buried under a low-permeability cover system, the soil conditions at the SDF will
initially approach gravity equilibrium (no infiltration), where matric suction prevents water
from infiltrating to the water table. Soil moisture contains dissolved solids, but the
concentrations are dilute such that osmotic suction is negligible compared to that within
cementitious materials. Any amount of infiltration produces lower capillary suction levels
than gravity equilibrium. Thus as the cover system degrades over time, soil suction levels
will decrease. With this consideration, the maximum suction head anticipated for the 375foot diameter SDUs is roughly 1,500 centimeters (15 meters), the approximate height of the
SDUs above the water table. The air entry head is observed to exceed 1,000 centimeters for
saltstone and 10,000 centimeters for SDF concrete (Figure 4.2-4). Thus, the concrete is
expected to be saturated at all times. Ignoring osmotic effects, saltstone would be slightly
unsaturated immediately after cap placement, and then would become saturated when the soil
suction levels fall below approximately 1,000 centimeters. With osmotic effects, saltstone
would be expected to be saturated.
The best estimate for the rate of cementitious material degradation is calculated by assuming
a capillary suction of 1,500 centimeter and pure water occupying pore space (i.e., neglecting
osmotic effects). Under these conditions concrete is fully liquid saturated and saltstone is
99.8% liquid saturated. The conservative estimate rate implicitly assumes that connected
fractures or similar unsaturated macro-porous features are present such that an equivalent of
5% of the pore space is open for gas-phase transport (i.e., 5% gas saturation). As a nominal
rate, an intermediate setting of 2% gas saturation is chosen. Table 4.2-4 presents the
intermediate results of the carbonation rate constant for these three values using an analytic
solution.
As a point of reference, detailed simulations were performed for the carbonation of
representative SDU concrete, using LXO in a developmental CBP Software Toolbox
carbonation module. These simulations considered various carbon dioxide concentrations
based on 30% porosity (rather than 11%), 90% liquid saturation (rather than 95%), and a
diffusion coefficient of 1.0E-06 m2/s (rather than 5.0E-10 m2/s). At these settings, with a
partial pressure of carbon dioxide of 0.01 atmosphere, roughly equivalent to the estimated
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average and median partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the SRS vadose zone soil, the
equivalent carbonation rate constant is A = 0.083 cm/√yr. This value is significantly lower
than the conservative estimate shown in Table 4.2-4 of 0.27 cm/√yr. This suggests that the
analytic solution is biased in the conservative direction.
Implicit in the analysis is the assumption of a constant diffusion coefficient. If physical
damage is occurring as a result of carbonation, then the diffusion coefficient may increase
and the front penetrates deeper than indicated by a √t dependence. The √t dependence is a
result of increasing distance between the exposure boundary and the reaction front. If
damage occurs around the reaction front, then the diffusion distance may effectively not
increase beyond some maximum distance, 𝛿 [cm], and penetration will be proportional to
time instead of √t. A reasonable assumption for the maximum diffusion distance, 𝛿 [cm], is
the depth of concrete cover over reinforcing steel, approximately 5 centimeters in typical
construction based on concrete code Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete,
ACI 318. To account for the feedback effects of physical damage on diffusion rates, the
minimum is taken as the estimated failure time 𝑡0 for a specified material thickness 𝑥0 , as
shown below.
𝑡0 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 �

𝑥02 𝛿𝑥0
,
�
𝐴2 𝐴2

Figure 4.2-4: Water Retention Curves for SDF Concrete and Grout

[SRNL-STI-2013-00118, Figure 3-1]
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Table 4.2-4: Selected Input and Carbonation Rate Constants
Parameter
CO2 partial pressure in soil (atm)
CO2 concentration (mol/cc gas)
CO2 concentration (mol/cc liquid)
Porosity (%)
Particle density (g/mL)
Diffusion coefficient (cm2/s)
Gas saturation (%)
Carbonation Rate Constant (cm/√yr)
Gas saturation (%)
Carbonation Rate Constant (cm/√yr)
Gas saturation (%)
Carbonation Rate Constant (cm/√yr)
a

SDU
SDU 1/4
Concrete a
Floor
0.01
0.01
4.16E-07
4.16E-07
3.41E-06
3.41E-06
11
12
2.22
2.24
5.0E-08
5.0E-08
Best Estimate
0
0
0.027
0.022
Nominal Value
2
2
0.17
0.18
Conservative Estimate
5
5
0.27
0.28

SDU 4
Roof
0.01
4.16E-07
3.41E-06
13.6
2.21
1.0E-07

SDU 1
Roof
0.01
4.16E-07
3.41E-06
14.5
2.20
1.0E-07

0
0.037

0
0.042

0.04
0.10

2
0.21

2
0.24

2
0.72

5
0.33

5
0.37

5
1.1

Saltstone
0.01
4.16E-07
3.41E-06
58
1.01
1.0E-08

For all SDUs except SDUs 1 and 4
[SRNL-STI-2013-00118, Table 3-2]

Table 4.2-5 provides the estimated time for complete degradation from carbonation for the
various SDF cementitious materials. Note that saltstone is included in Table 4.2-5 to address
the potential degradation of saltstone from carbonation for the support columns and the roof
truss system in SDU 4. To eliminate the potential for unwanted flow impacts within the
saltstone monolith in the SDUs from the degradation of the columns, the columns are
assumed to consist of saltstone rather than Type II concrete for the SDU 4 and Type V
cement in Class III concrete for the cylindrical SDUs. Again, these assumptions are
conservative.
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Table 4.2-5: Results of Carbonation Analysis for SDF Cementitious Materials
Thickness
(inches)

SDF Cementitious Material
SDU 1 Roof
SDU 4 Roof
SDU 1 and 4 Floor
SDU 4 Saltstone
(and Clean Cap)
150-Foot Diameter SDU Roof and Walls
150-Foot Diameter SDU Floor and Upper
Mud Mat
375-Foot Diameter SDU Roof and Floor
375-Foot Diameter SDU Wall, Segment 5
375-Foot Diameter SDU Wall, Segment 4
375-Foot Diameter SDU Wall, Segment 3
375-Foot Diameter SDU Wall, Segment 2
375-Foot Diameter SDU Wall, Segment 1
Columns in SDUs
a

b

6
4
24

Estimated Time for Complete
Degradation (years)
Conservative
Nominal
Best
Estimate
Value
Estimate
545
1,337
43,908
451
1,106
36,327
3,834
9,498
608,104

41.4 a

403

1,006

50,477

8

1,381

3,402

138,454

12

4,143

10,207

415,362

12
8.75
10.47
13.5
16.55
19.5
24 b

2,072
1,511
1,807
2,330
2,857
3,366
234

5,104
3,721
4,453
5,741
7,039
8,293
584

207,681
151,434
181,201
233,641
286,426
337,481
29,283

Estimated depth, 3.45 feet, of saltstone and clean cap impacted by the roof support truss system employed in SDU 4,
assuming the minimum clean cap thickness of 17.4 inches (SRR-CWDA-2009-00017, Table 4.4-2) and two feet of
saltstone.
Columns are assigned initial properties of saltstone to minimize impact of flow through the saltstone monolith, degradation
is based on 2-foot length segments. Columns are in all SDUs except SDU 1.

4.2.2.3

Cementitious Material Degradation from Decalcification

Decalcification in this application refers to leaching of 𝐶𝑎2+ in pore water to exterior soil,
where the concentration is assumed to be zero. [WSRC-STI-2007-00607, SRNL-STI-201000035] Leaching may occur through diffusion and/or advection. For diffusion-controlled
release between a sharp dissolution front and a soil interface, the penetration depth is:

Where:

𝑥

𝑥=�

2𝜃𝐷𝑒 𝑐𝐶𝑎2+ 𝑡 1/2
� = 𝐴𝑡 1/2
𝑐𝐶𝑎

=

penetration depth [cm]

=

liquid content, [cm3 liquid / cm3 total]

𝐷𝑒

=

effective diffusion coefficient for liquid phase, 𝜏𝐷𝑚 [cm2/yr]

𝑐𝐶𝑎

=

𝜃
𝑡

=

𝑐𝐶𝑎2+ =

elapsed time [yr]

dissolved 𝐶𝑎2+ concentration [mol / cm3 liquid]

calcium concentration in solid phase [mol / cm3 total]

The decalcification rate is given by the following expression:
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2𝜃𝐷𝑒 𝑐𝐶𝑎2+ 1/2
�
𝑐𝐶𝑎

Table 4.2-6 summarizes the input parameters for determining the rate of decalcification via
diffusion. The concentration of 𝐶𝑎2+ varies through the leaching process; alkali metals leach
first, followed by hydroxide, and then CSH, calcium silicate hydrate. In this analysis,
dissolution of CSH is assumed to control the concentration of 𝐶𝑎2+ over most of the leaching
process, considering that little or no Portlandite, Ca(OH)2, is expected in SDF cementitious
materials. The CSH dissolves incongruently in that calcites leach preferentially in
comparison to silicates. Degradation of Cementitious Materials Associated with Saltstone
Disposal Units, SRNL-STI-2013-00118, reports measured 𝑐𝐶𝑎2+ = 1.8 - 2.0 mmol/L in SDF
concrete; thus, a value of 2.0E-06 mol/cm3 is assumed in Table 4.2-6. The rate constants for
decalcification controlled by diffusion are low indicating a slow process. Comparing the
nominal value carbonation rate constants in Table 4.2-5 to the nominal value decalcification
rate constants in Table 4.2-6, carbonation is more than twice as fast as decalcification. Thus,
for relatively thin concrete barriers decalcification will not be further considered.
While diffusion may control the decalcification of thinner features at earlier times,
specifically in concrete barriers, advection is more likely to control decalcification of
saltstone because of its greater dimension and hydraulic conductivity. Considering
downward flow, a quasi-steady state advective mass balance for decalcification is:
𝑈 ∙ 𝑐𝐶𝑎2+ ∙ 𝑡 = 𝑐𝐶𝑎 ∙ ℎ

Where:
𝑈

𝑡

ℎ

=

Darcy velocity (volumetric water flux) [cm/yr]

=

elapsed time [yr]

=

monolith height [cm]

The above expression assumes that advection occurs uniformly through the entire thickness,
the dissolution front advances uniformly, and the exit concentration coincides with 𝐶𝑎2+
solubility. Solving for time yields:
𝑡=

𝑐𝐶𝑎 ℎ
∙
𝑐𝐶𝑎2+ 𝑈

The hydraulic head gradient in vadose zone soil tends to be one or less, such that the flow
rate is equal to or less than the saturated hydraulic conductivity, per Darcy’s Law. For
saltstone placed in the vadose zone, the head gradient can be higher as infiltration flows
around the lower permeability monolith. The assumptions for the best estimate, nominal
value, and conservative estimate scenarios are 𝑈 = 1, 10, and 100 times the saturated
conductivity, respectively. Table 4.2-7 presents the estimated times for complete degradation
of saltstone based on the three values for U from decalcification via advection.
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Table 4.2-6: Selected Input and Rate Constants for Diffusion-Limited Decalcification
SDU 1/4
Cylindrical
SDU 4 Roof SDU 1 Roof
SDUs
Floor
Porosity
0.11
0.12
0.136
0.145
3
Particle density (g/cm )
2.22
2.24
2.21
2.20
2.0E-06
2.0E-06
2.0E-06
2.0E-06
𝑐𝐶𝑎2+ (mol/cm3 liquid)
0
7.2
N/A
N/A
[𝐶𝑎(𝑂𝐻)2 ] (g/kg)
3
0
2.18E-04
N/A
N/A
𝑐𝐶𝑎(𝑂𝐻)2 (mol/cm total)
81.2
118.8
N/A
N/A
[𝐶𝑆𝐻] (g/kg)
9.90E-04
1.46E-03
N/A
N/A
𝑐𝐶𝑆𝐻 (mol/cm3 total)
1.63E-03
2.63E-03
2.11E-03
1.82E-03
𝑐𝐶𝑎 (mol/cm3 total)
3
3
1
1
1
1
𝑆ℓ (cm liquid / cm void)
3
3
0.110
0.120
0.136
0.145
𝜃ℓ (cm liquid / cm total)
Best Estimate Value
Diffusion coefficient (cm2/s)
5.0E-08
5.0E-08
1.0E-07
1.0E-07
Decalcification Rate (cm/√yr)
0.021
0.017
0.028
0.032
Nominal Value (10 times Best Estimate)
2
Diffusion coefficient (cm /s)
5.0E-07
5.0E-07
1.0E-06
1.0E-06
Decalcification Rate (cm/√yr)
0.065
0.054
0.090
0.10
Conservative Estimate (100 times Best Estimate)
Diffusion coefficient (cm2/s)
5.0E-06
5.0E-06
1.0E-05
1.0E-05
Decalcification Rate (cm/√yr)
0.21
0.17
0.28
0.32
Parameter

Saltstone
0.58
1.01
2.0E-06
0
0
147.4
8.18E-04
1.35E-03
0.9996
0.580
1.0E-08
0.023
1.0E-07
0.074
1.0E-06
0.23

[SRNL-STI-2013-00118]

4.2.2.4

Performance of Other Barriers to Delay Cementitious Material Degradation

The 150-foot diameter SDUs have a HDPE liner along the exterior of the walls and both the
cylindrical SDU designs have a composite layer of HDPE and a GCL that covers the roof and
separates the upper mud mat and lower mud mat. The degradation of these barriers must
occur prior to the diffusion of carbon (in the air), for degradation by carbonation, or calcium
(in the groundwater), for degradation by decalcification, into the concrete. The degradation
data for these barriers is provided in Table 4.2-8.
To conservatively assess the performance of the cylindrical SDUs, the initiation of
degradation due to sulfate attack on the wall, roof, floor, and the upper mud mat (of the 150foot diameter SDUs only) is assumed to initiate at start of the simulation. For the 150-foot
diameter SDUs, carbonation of these material zones is modeled to initiate after 900 years and
1,400 years (corresponding to the time that the effectiveness of the barrier is reduced by a
factor of approximately 100). Similarly, the carbonation of the roof and floor of the 375-foot
diameter SDUs is delayed by 1,400 years due to the performance of the HDPE-GCL.
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Table 4.2-7: Saltstone Degradation from Decalcification via Advection
Parameter

SDU 1

SDU 4

𝑐𝐶𝑎 (mol/cm3 total)
𝑐𝐶𝑎2+ (mol/cm3 liquid)
Hydraulic conductivity (cm/sec)
Hydraulic conductivity (cm/yr)
Saltstone height (feet)

1.35E-03
1.35E-03
2.0E-06
2.0E-06
6.4E-09
6.4E-09
0.202
0.202
24.5
22.75a
Best Estimate (U = 1)
Time for complete degradation (years)
2,495,499
2,317,249
Nominal Value (U = 10)
Time for complete degradation (years)
249,550
231,725
Conservative Estimate (U = 100)
Time for complete degradation (years)
24,955
23,172
a
b

150-Foot
Diameter
SDUs
1.35E-03
2.0E-06
6.4E-09
0.202
22 b

375-Foot
Diameter
SDUs
1.35E-03
2.0E-06
6.4E-09
0.202
43 b

2,240,856

4,379,855

224,086

437,985

22,409

43,799

The first 2 feet of saltstone is included in the portion that is degraded via carbonation
Height of saltstone is to the top of the wall to determine degradation times

Table 4.2-8: Degradation of HDPE and HDPE-GCL
HDPE Hydraulic Conductivity

Time Period
(years)

Value (cm/sec)

0 - 50
900 – 1,000
1,400 – 1,600
9,500 – 10,000

5.87E-10
6.04E-08
9.69E-08
6.44E-07

Ratio to Initial
Value
1
103
165
1,097

HDPE-GCL Hydraulic Conductivity
Value (cm/sec)
2.19E-11
1.50E-09
2.31E-09
1.09E-08

Ratio to Initial
Value
1
68.5
105
498

[SRNL-STI-2009-00115, Appendix E]

4.2.2.5

Summary of SDF Cementitious Material Degradation

Using the results from the previous sections, summary tables are developed and presented
below which provide the mechanisms of degradation, time for complete degradation, and
delay times (if any) for the various cementitious materials in the SDUs. Where competing
mechanisms for degradation exist, the time for complete degradation occurs when the sum of
the depths of penetration from each degradation mechanism equals the thickness of the
material. For example, the 8-inch thick walls for the 150-foot diameter SDUs degrade
externally from carbonation and internally from sulfate attack. Once the depth of the
carbonation front (starting from the outside) plus the depth of sulfate attack front (starting
from the inside) equals the thickness of the wall, the wall is considered fully degraded.
Table 4.2-9 presents the results of the analysis described for SDU 1 in Degradation of
Cementitious Materials Associated with Saltstone Disposal Units, SRNL-STI-2013-00118.
The internal roof degradation is delayed from sulfate attack by the time it takes for the sixinch thick clean cap to degrade by sulfate attack from saltstone. The delay for the
degradation of saltstone and clean cap is the full degradation of the roof.
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Table 4.2-9: Degradation Analysis Summary for SDU 1
SDU 1 Feature
(thickness)
Roof (6 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
Floor (24 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
Saltstone (24.5 feet) a
Degradation (feet)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)

Mechanism(s) for Degradation
Best Estimate
Nominal Value
Conservative Estimate
Sulfate Carbonation Sulfate
Carbonation Sulfate
Carbonation
5.33
0.67
3.82
2.18
2.8
3.2
878
1,687
262
486
155
291
809
0
224
0
136
0
1,687
486
291
Sulfate Carbonation Sulfate
Carbonation Sulfate
Carbonation
23.5
0.5
20.5
3.5
17.8
6.16
3,868
3,868
1,404
1,404
985
985
0
0
0
0
0
0
3,868
1,404
985
Decalcification
Decalcification
Decalcification
24.5
24.5
24.5
2,495,499
249,550
24,955
1,687
486
291
2,497,186
250,036
25,246

a
The 24.5 feet thickness includes the 6-inch thick clean cap.
[SRNL-STI-2013-00118, Table 5-3]

Table 4.2-10 presents the results of the analysis described for SDU 4 in Degradation of
Cementitious Materials Associated with Saltstone Disposal Units, SRNL-STI-2013-00118.
The internal roof degradation is delayed from sulfate attack by the time it takes for the
minimum thickness of the clean cap (17.4 inches, SRR-CWDA-2009-00017, Table 4.4-2) to
degrade via sulfate attack from saltstone. The delay for the degradation by carbonation of the
top portion of saltstone (clean cap and 2 feet of saltstone) is the degradation of the roof. The
delay for the degradation of the remaining saltstone is the degradation of the top portion of
saltstone and clean cap. The degradation of the support column is analyzed by 2-foot length
segments and starts from the top of the column and from the bottom of the column. The
degradation of the column is initially delayed by the degradation of the roof, or the floor,
whichever is sooner. Each subsequent column segment starts degrading once the upper (or
lower) adjacent segment has degraded.
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Table 4.2-10: Degradation Analysis Summary for SDU 4
SDU 4 Feature
(thickness)
Roof (4 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
Floor (24 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
Top Portion Saltstone
(3.45 feet) a
Degradation (feet)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
Saltstone (22.75 feet) b
Degradation (feet)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
Column (2 feet,
length)
Degradation (feet)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)

Mechanism(s) for Degradation
Best Estimate
Sulfate
2.75
453
6,784

Carbonation
1.25
7,237
0
7,237
Sulfate
Carbonation
23.5
0.5
3,868
3,868
0
0
3,868

Nominal Value
Sulfate
0
0
1,879

Carbonation
4
1,106
0
1,106
Sulfate Carbonation
20.5
3.5
1,404
1,404
0
0
1,404

Conservative Estimate
Sulfate
0
0
1,141
Sulfate
17.8
985
0

Carbonation
4
451
0
451
Carbonation
6.2
985
0
985

Carbonation
3.45
50,477
7,237
57,714
Decalcification
22.75
2,317,249
57,714
2,374,963

Carbonation
3.45
1,006
1,106
2,112
Decalcification
22.75
231,725
2,112
233,837

Carbonation
3.45
403
451
854
Decalcification
22.75
23,172
854
24,026

Carbonation
2
29,283
3,868
33,151

Carbonation
2
584
1,106
1,690

Carbonation
2
234
451
685

a
b

Top of saltstone includes the minimum clean cap thickness and the top 2 feet of saltstone.
The remaining saltstone thickness is 2 feet less than the total saltstone thickness shown in SDF PA, Table 4.4-2. [SRRCWDA-2009-00017]
[SRNL-STI-2013-00118, Table 5-2]

Table 4.2-11 presents the results of the analysis described for the 150-foot diameter SDUs in
Degradation of Cementitious Materials Associated with Saltstone Disposal Units, SRNLSTI-2013-00118. Because no clean cap is assumed for these SDUs in this SA, the internal
degradation of the roof from sulfate attack is assumed to occur without any delay. Roof
degradation from carbonation is delayed until the HDPE-GCL has degraded, estimated to be
1,400 years. The external degradation of the wall is delayed until the HDPE has degraded,
estimated to be 900 years. The external degradation of the floor and upper mud mat is
delayed until the HDPE-GCL has degraded, estimated to be 1,400 years. The delay for the
degradation of the saltstone is the degradation of the roof. The degradation of the supportcolumn structure is analyzed by 2-foot length segments and starts from the top of the column
and from the bottom of the column. The degradation of the column is initially delayed by the
degradation of the floor, which occurs sooner than the degradation of the roof. Each
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subsequent column segment starts degrading once the upper (or lower) adjacent segment has
degraded.
Table 4.2-11: Degradation Analysis Summary for 150-Foot Diameter SDUs
SDU Feature
(thickness)
Roof (8 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
Wall (8 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
Floor + upper mud
mat (12 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
Saltstone (22 feet)
Degradation (feet)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
Column (2 feet,
length)
Degradation (feet)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)

Mechanism(s) for Degradation
Best Estimate
Nominal Value
Conservative Estimate
Sulfate
Carbonation Sulfate Carbonation Sulfate Carbonation
7.8
0.2
8
0
8
0
1,820
420
961
0
757
0
0
1,400
0
1,400
0
1,400
1,820
961
757
Sulfate
Carbonation Sulfate Carbonation Sulfate Carbonation
7.7
0.3
7.7
0.3
8
0
1,797
897
922
22
757
0
0
900
0
900
0
900
1,797
922
757
Sulfate
11.6
2,717
0

Carbonation
0.4
1,317
1,400
2,717
Decalcification
22
2,240,856
1,820
2,242,676
Carbonation
2
29,283
1,820
31,103

Sulfate
11.8
1,413
0

Carbonation
0.2
13
1,400
1,413
Decalcification
22
224,086
961
225,047
Carbonation
2
584
961
1,545

Sulfate
12
1,135
0

Carbonation
0
0
1,400
1,135
Decalcification
22
22,409
757
23,165
Carbonation
2
234
757
991

[SRNL-STI-2013-00118, Table 5-5]

Table 4.2-12 presents the results of the degradation analysis described in Degradation of
Cementitious Materials Associated with Saltstone Disposal Units, SRNL-STI-2013-00118,
for the 375-foot diameter SDUs, which includes SDU 6. Similar to the 150-foot diameter
SDUs, the degradation of the roof in the 375-foot diameter SDU design from sulfate attack is
not delayed because this SA assumes there is no clean cap present in these SDUs. The
degradation of the SDU roof from carbonation is delayed for 1,400 years to account for the
protection afforded by the HDPE-GCL liner that covers the top of the roof. The 375-foot
diameter SDU design does not include the installation of an HDPE liner along the wall; thus,
the degradation of the wall from carbonation is not delayed. In addition, this SA assumes
that there is no protective coating applied to the wall; thus, the wall experiences degradation
from sulfate attack from intrusion of bleed water into the pores of the concrete wall during
disposal operations (see below).
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Table 4.2-12: Degradation Analysis Summary for 375-Foot Diameter SDUs
SDU Feature
(thickness)
Roof (12 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
(a)
Wall_5 (8.75 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
(a)
Wall_4 (10.5 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
(a)
Wall_3 (13.5 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
(a)
Wall_2 (16.5 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
(a)
Wall_1 (19.5 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
Floor (12 inches)
Degradation (inches)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
Saltstone (43 feet)
Degradation (feet)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)
Column (2 feet, length)
Degradation (feet)
Degradation (years)
Delay (years)
Elapsed time (years)

Mechanism(s) for Degradation
Best Estimate
Nominal Value
Conservative Estimate
Sulfate
Carbonation Sulfate Carbonation Sulfate Carbonation
11.6
0.4
11.8
0.2
12
0
2,717
1,317
1,413
13
1,135
0
0
1,400
0
1,400
0
1,400
2,717
1,413
1,135
Sulfate
8.3
1,937

Carbonation
0.5
1,937

Sulfate
6.8
817

Carbonation
1.9
817

Sulfate
5.7
535

Carbonation
3.1
535

Sulfate
10.0
2,329

Carbonation
0.5
2,329

Sulfate
8.2
981

Carbonation
2.3
981

Sulfate
6.8
640

Carbonation
3.7
640

Sulfate
12.9
3,021

Carbonation
0.6
3,021

Sulfate
10.5
1,265

Carbonation
3.0
1,265

Sulfate
8.7
825

Carbonation
4.8
825

Sulfate
15.9
3,720

Carbonation
0.6
3,720

Sulfate
12.9
1,550

Carbonation
3.6
1,550

Sulfate
10.7
1,011

Carbonation
5.9
1,011

Carbonation
0.7
4,397
Carbonation
0.4
1,317
1,400
2,717
Decalcification
43
4,379,855
2,717
4,382,572
Carbonation
2
29,283
2,717
32,000

Sulfate
15.2
1,827
Sulfate
11.8
1,413
0

Carbonation
4.3
1,827
Carbonation
0.2
13
1,400
1,413
Decalcification
43
437,985
1,413
439,398
Carbonation
2
584
1,413
1,996

Sulfate
12.6
1,191
Sulfate
12
1,135
0

Sulfate
18.8
4,397
Sulfate
11.6
2,717
0

Carbonation
6.9
1,191
Carbonation
0
0
1,400
1,135
Decalcification
43
43,799
1,135
44,934
Carbonation
2
234
1,135
1,369

a

Wall_x corresponds to one of five segments of the tapered wall with Wall_5 being the uppermost segment and Wall_1
being the lowermost segment. Thickness shown for each segment is the average thickness for that wall segment and is
used as the initial thickness for the degradation analysis after accounting for sulfate degradation from bleed water.
[SRNL-STI-2013-00118, Table 5-6]

The degradation of the floor from carbonation is delayed 1,400 years to account for the
presence of the HDPE-GCL liner between the upper and lower mud mats. The degradation
of saltstone from decalcification is delayed until the full degradation of the roof or floor,
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whichever occurs first. The column is degraded in the same manner as previously described
for the 150-foot diameter SDUs and is delayed until the full degradation of the roof or floor,
whichever occurs first.
As indicated above, the 375-foot diameter SDU design is assumed to have no protective
coating applied to the walls and floor. This feature is included in the design of the 150-foot
diameter SDUs to protect the interior of the SDU from sulfate attack that may occur from the
intrusion of bleed water into the pores of the concrete. For the 375-foot diameter SDU
design the application of this coating is not included; thus, intrusion of bleed water into the
pores of the concrete wall is evaluated. The floor is not considered to be affected by the
intrusion of bleed water as the bleed water is assumed to flow towards the wall and not be a
continuous source of bleed water impinging on the surface of the floor. For the wall, on the
other hand, it may be assumed that bleed water could continuously impinge on the wall
during disposal operations. Thus, wall degradation via sulfate attack from bleed water is
assumed prior to closure. This pre-closure degradation of the 375-foot diameter SDU design
walls is described in Degradation of Cementitious Materials for Saltstone Disposal Unit No.
6, SRNL-L3200-2013-00028. The results from this analysis are presented in Table 4.2-13.
Table 4.2-13: Pre-Closure Wall Degradation from Bleed Water Intrusion for
375-Foot Diameter SDUs
Wall Segment
(top down)
Wall_5
Wall_4
Wall_3
Wall_2
Wall_1
a

Height
(feet)
1.83
10
10.75
10.25
9.83

a

Width at
Top
(inches)

Width at
Bottom
(inches)

Average
Width
(inches)

Pre-Closure
Degradation
(inches)

10.06
10.65
13.91
17.41
20.74

10.65
13.91
17.41
20.74
24

10.35
12.28
15.66
19.07
22.37

1.60
1.81
2.16
2.52
2.87

Average
Width at
Closure
(inches)
8.75
10.47
13.5
16.55
19.5

Note that the total height of the wall segments is 42 feet and 8 inches. The PORFLOW model uses a 2-inch thick region
above and below the wall to simulate the joints present between the roof and the wall and the floor and the wall.

4.2.3

Hydraulic Properties of Cementitious Materials

Using the times for degradation presented in Section 4.2.2.5, the hydraulic properties (i.e.,
the initial saturated hydraulic conductivities and the effective diffusion coefficients) of the
cementitious materials are degraded linearly over time until the hydraulic properties are equal
to the hydraulic properties of the surrounding soil. The use of soil properties as an end state
is a conservative assumption. The intact and degraded hydraulic properties for the
cementitious materials are shown in Table 4.2-14. When there are competing degradation
mechanisms, the minimum delay time of the two mechanisms is used to delay the start of
degradation and the “elapsed time” presented in the summary table, minus the delay time, is
used to determine the linear rate of change of the hydraulic property.
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Table 4.2-14: Intact and Degraded Hydraulic Properties of SDU Cementitious Materials
Saturated Hydraulic
Conductivity
(cm/sec)
Intact
Degraded

Feature
a

SDUs 1 and 4 Roof
a
SDUs 1 and 4 Floor
a
SDUs 1 and 4 Walls
150-Foot Diameter and 375-Foot Diameter
a
SDU Roof and Wall
150-Foot Diameter and 375-Foot Diameter
a
SDU Floor
a
150-Foot Diameter SDU Upper Mud Mat
a
375-Foot Diameter SDU Upper Mud Mat
150-Foot Diameter and 375-Foot Diameter
a
SDU Lower Mud Mat
b
Column Concrete, Saltstone and Clean Cap
a
b

Diffusion Coefficient
(cm2/s)
Intact

Degraded

5.0E-09
4.1E-05
3.1E-10
9.1E-05
4.1E-05

1.0E-07
5.3E-06
5.0E-08
5.3E-06
5.3E-06

9.3E-11

4.1E-05

5.0E-08

5.3E-06

9.3E-11

9.1E-05

5.0E-08

5.3E-06

9.3E-11
9.1E-05
9.1E-05

5.0E-08
5.3E-06
5.3E-06

9.1E-05

5.3E-06

6.4E-09

4.1E-05

1.0E-08

5.3E-06

SRR-CWDA-2009-00017, Table 4.2-16
Section 4.2.1

Figures 4.2-5 through 4.2-19 illustrate the increase in the saturated hydraulic conductivity of
the cementitious materials for the SDUs using the various degradation values.
Note that the assumption of linear degradation is conservative in early time. For example,
the SDU 1 roof has an initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of 5.0E-09 cm/sec, but because
this value increases at a rate of 2.3E-08 cm/sec per year, it increases to 2.8E-08 cm/sec
within a single year and to 2.3E-06 cm/sec by the end of the 100-year institutional control
period, shown in Figure 4.2-5. It is expected that degradation rates would initially be much
slower and increase more gradually over time. In the 2009 SDF PA, the base case applied
harmonic averaging of degraded concrete properties and did not degrade the saltstone over
time. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017] In the FY2013 SDF SA, a linear (or arithmetic) averaging
was applied. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00062] This FY2014 SDF SA applies the more
conservative approach of linear averaging, in part to compensate for departures from flow
and transport perpendicular to the uniform degradation front. Considering two-dimensional
flow, a harmonic mean would overstate the effective permeability of the saltstone monolith.
Nonetheless, conditions are expected to be less permeable than assumed in this analysis.
Assuming linear degradation and applying the data from the summary tables in Section
4.2.2.5 (Tables 4.2-9 through 4.2-12), no significant difference exists between the
degradation times for the nominal values and the conservative values for the cylindrical SDU
concrete, as illustrated by Figures 4.2-12 through 4.2-19. For saltstone, Table 4.2-6 shows
that the conservative estimate for degradation via decalcification was based on an assumed,
but improbable, diffusion coefficient that was 100 times higher than the best estimate value,
whereas the nominal degradation rate used a diffusion coefficient that was reasonably
conservative at 10 times higher (Figures 4.2-15 and 4.2-19). Therefore, only the nominal and
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the best estimate values will be used to investigate the behavior of the SDUs in this SA. For
this reason, Figures 4.2-5 through 4.2-11 only show the nominal and best estimate values for
the hydraulic conductivity of the cementitious material features for SDU 1 and 4.
Figure 4.2-17 illustrates the change in saturated hydraulic conductivity in the five wall
segments of the 375-foot diameter SDUs based on the nominal degradation analyses
presented in Tables 4.2-12 and the pre-closure degradation presented in Table 4.2-13.
Because the PORFLOW model maintains the non-degraded tapered wall thickness shown in
Table 4.2-13, the saturated hydraulic conductivity of each degraded wall segment is
estimated by an effective saturated hydraulic conductivity that combines the initial (preclosure) degraded condition with the post-closure degraded condition for each wall segment.
Figure 4.2-5: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the SDU 1 Roof
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Figure 4.2-6: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the SDU 1 Floor
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Figure 4.2-7: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the SDU 1 Saltstone
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Figure 4.2-8: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the SDU 4 Roof
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Figure 4.2-9: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the SDU 4 Floor
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Figure 4.2-10: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the SDU 4 Saltstone (Top)
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Figure 4.2-11: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the SDU 4 Saltstone (Remaining)
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Figure 4.2-12: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the 150-Foot Diameter SDU Roof
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Figure 4.2-13: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the 150-Foot Diameter SDU Wall
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Figure 4.2-14: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the 150-Foot Diameter SDU Floor
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Figure 4.2-15: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the 150-Foot Diameter SDU Saltstone
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Figure 4.2-16: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the 375-Foot Diameter SDU Roof
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Figure 4.2-17: Effective Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the 375-Foot Diameter SDU
Wall Segments (Nominal Degradation)
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Figure 4.2-18: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the 375-Foot Diameter SDU Floor
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Figure 4.2-19: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the 375-Foot Diameter SDU Saltstone
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Figures 4.2-20 through 4.2-22 illustrate the change in saturated hydraulic conductivity for the
columns in SDU 4, the 150-foot diameter SDUs, and the 375-foot diameter SDUs for the
nominal value case. The 2-foot length column segments are numbered starting at 1 for the
segment at the top and increasing in number as the column segments approach the floor.
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Figure 4.2-20: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the SDU 4 Columns
(Nominal Degradation)
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Figure 4.2-21: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the 150-Foot Diameter SDU Columns
(Nominal Degradation)
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Figure 4.2-22: Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity for the 375-Foot Diameter SDU Columns
(Nominal Degradation)
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The change in hydraulic properties (saturated hydraulic conductivity and diffusion
coefficient) of cementitious material to those of soil would also include a change in the
MCCs associated with the cementitious material. Blended MCCs have been developed to
simulate the behavior of the cementitious material as it degrades from cementitious material
to soil. Figures 4.2-23 through 4.2-30 illustrate this blending of MCCs to effectively
transition the cementitious material to soil properties for the nominal degradation of the
cylindrical SDU major design features. Figure 4.2-28 only shows MCCs for Segment 1 of
the 375-foot diameter SDUs as an example of other segments.
In addition to flow through cementitious materials, preferential flow may exist where there is
a potential for a faster flow due to the loss of other non-cementitious material barriers, such
as waterstops in construction joints (described in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3). These flow paths
are assumed to have hydraulic properties associated with gravel. This represents a throughfloor flow path (i.e., similar to a fracture). Table 4.2-15 provides the hydraulic properties of
gravel obtained from SDF PA, Table 4.4-5.
The MCC associated with gravel is shown in Figure 4.2-31. Native soil and backfill are also
included for comparison.
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Figure 4.2-23: Blended Moisture Characteristic Curves for 150-Foot Diameter SDU Roof
(Nominal Degradation)
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Figure 4.2-24: Blended Moisture Characteristic Curves for 150-Foot Diameter SDU Wall
(Nominal Degradation)
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Figure 4.2-25: Blended Moisture Characteristic Curves for 150-Foot Diameter SDU Floor
and Upper Mud Mat (Nominal Degradation)
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Figure 4.2-26: Blended Moisture Characteristic Curves for 150-Foot Diameter SDU
Saltstone (Nominal Degradation)
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Figure 4.2-27: Blended Moisture Characteristic Curves for 375-Foot Diameter SDU Roof
(Nominal Degradation)
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Figure 4.2-28: Blended Moisture Characteristic Curves for 375-Foot Diameter SDU Wall
Segment 1 (Nominal Degradation)
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Figure 4.2-29: Blended Moisture Characteristic Curves for 375-Foot Diameter SDU Floor
(Nominal Degradation)
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Figure 4.2-30: Blended Moisture Characteristic Curves for 375-Foot Diameter SDU
Saltstone (Nominal Degradation)
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Figure 4.2-31: MCCs for Gravel, Native Soil, and Backfill
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Table 4.2-15: Hydraulic Properties of Gravel
Saturated
Effective
Diffusion
Coefficient De
(cm2/s)
9.4E-06

Average
Total
Porosity
(%)

Average
Dry Bulk
Density
(g/cm3)

Average
Particle
Density
(g/cm3)

30

1.82

2.60

Saturated
Horizontal
Hydraulic
Conductivity
(cm/sec)
1.5E-01

Saturated
Vertical
Hydraulic
Conductivity
(cm/sec)
1.5E-01

[SRR-CWDA-2009-00017, Table 4.4-5]

4.3

Modeling Codes and Software Quality Assurance

The SDF PA, Section 4.3, contains a discussion of the modeling codes. The Evaluation Case
modeling for this SA was performed using PORFLOW modeling software as was done for the
Base Case in the SDF PA. In general, the SDF PORFLOW Model was not changed for this SA;
however, the model was rerun using a more recent version of the PORFLOW software and with
a number of revisions to the modeling inputs as discussed throughout this text.
The SDF probabilistic modeling for the SA was performed using the GoldSim software, as
applied through the SDF GoldSim Models “SRS Saltstone v5.006” and (for Tc-99)
“Tc99_SDU_V1.006.” [SRR-CWDA-2013-00073]
Table 4.3-1 provides a summary of the software that was used to support this SA. Table 4.3-1 is
not comprehensive as it only lists software that varies from those used in the SDF PA. Software
that has not varied from its initial use in the SDF PA was omitted from this table. For example,
the SA uses model data from the SDF PA (e.g., infiltration rates) that was developed using
Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance (HELP) modeling software, described in the
SDF PA, Section 4.3.1.1.
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All of the software listed in Table 4.3-1 has undergone software qualification per SRS software
qualification procedures (i.e., Quality Assurance Manual, Software Quality Assurance, 1Q
Manual, Procedure 20-1).
Quality assurance (e.g., verification of modeling inputs used) for these modeling input revisions
is documented in the FY2014 Special Analysis for the Saltstone Disposal Facility at the
Savannah River Site: Quality Assurance Report, SRR-CWDA-2014-00010. This is also
supplemented by an independent review of the PORFLOW modeling performed by SRNL, as
documented in Design Checking of PORFLOW Modeling Supporting the Saltstone FY14 Special
Analysis, SRNL-L3200-2014-00005.
Table 4.3-1: Summary of SA Software Used
Software Name

Version

GoldSim

10.50
(SP3)

GoldSimFlows

N/A

mView

4.00

PORFLOW

6.30.2

ReadPORFLOWData.dll

2.0

TransitionTime.dll

1.0

4.4

Software Quality Assurance
Documentation
Software Quality Assurance Plan
for GoldSim© for the Savannah
River Site’s Liquid Waste
Program
(B-SQP-C-00002)
Software Quality Assurance Plan
for PORFLOW Flow-Field
Extraction Tool (GoldSimFlows)
(Q-SQP-A-00008)
Software Quality Assurance Plan
for mView
(B-SQP-C-00005)
Software Testing and Verification
of PORFLOW Versions 6.30.1
and 6.30.2
(SRNL-TR-2010-00213)
Software Quality Assurance Plan
for ReadPORFLOWData.dll for
the Savannah River Site's Liquid
Waste Program
(B-SQP-C-00003)
Software Quality Assurance Plan
for TransitionTime.dll for the
Savannah River Site Liquid Waste
Program
(SRR-CWDA-2014-00033)

Purpose/Use
Used for benchmark
testing, dose calculations,
probabilistic modeling,
and deterministic
sensitivity modeling
Used to extract
PORFLOW data and
format it to be read by
ReadPORFLOWData.dll.
Used for sensitivity
analysis of probabilistic
modeling results.
Used for deterministic
modeling of flow and
contaminant transport.
Dynamic linked library
called by GoldSim
software to read data
from external files (i.e.,
PORFLOW result data).
Dynamic linked library
called by GoldSim
software to calculate
transition times based on
flows.

Closure System Modeling

The modeling of SDUs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in this SA is not significantly different from that
presented in the SDF PA, Section 4.4.1, except for the additional features and changes to model
properties as discussed in the FY2013 SDF SA. This SA also includes the 375-foot diameter
SDU design, described in Section 3.3.1. In addition, this SA provides additional sensitivity
cases. These additional cases were developed to evaluate the revised SDU design, the updated
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inventory assignments, and the various flow conditions that would be impacted by the infiltration
rate, the rate of cementitious material degradation, and the initial saturated hydraulic
conductivity of saltstone.
4.4.1

Updates to PORFLOW Model

The PORFLOW model has been updated to reflect the 375-foot diameter SDU design, as
well as modeling features for the other SDUs that had been revised as part of the FY2013
SDF SA. The PORFLOW update also implements revised inventory values, updated
cementitious material degradation, and a revised model for slag oxidation and Tc-99 release.

4.4.1.1

Modeling of SDU Design Features

Design features not included in the 2009 SDF PA PORFLOW modeling for the existing
SDUs (SDUs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) are wall-to-floor joints in SDUs 2, 3, and 5, floor joints in
SDUs 1 and 4, and roof-support columns in SDUs 2, 3, 4, and 5 as described in the FY2013
SDF SA.
The floor joints in SDUs 1 and 4 and the wall-to-floor joints in cylindrical SDUs are modeled
as 2-inch bands of gravel extending through the floor or wall-to-floor interface of each
disposal unit, and evenly spaced across the two-dimensional model width. The 2-inch
section of gravel equates to an open gap of 0.455 millimeter with respect to saturated
hydraulic conductivity. Watertight structures are designed with a gap of less than 0.2
millimeter, so an equivalent gap size of 0.455 millimeter is reasonable and provides a
convenient modeling dimension. For the moisture retention in the joints, this SA uses the
MCC for gravel.
The roof-support columns in SDU 4 and the cylindrical SDUs are included in the model as
discrete features that degrade over time in 2-foot segments as described in Section 4.2.2.5.
As a modeling simplification, the roof-support columns are modeled as single structures: a
vertical slab in SDU 4, and an annular ring in cylindrical SDUs. Such representations are
necessary due to the dimensional modeling limitations of the PORFLOW software. The
location and size of each column structure is determined to conserve the total surface area
and volume of the number of roof-support columns associated with each SDU. Additional
description of this modeling is provided in the PORFLOW Modeling Supporting the FY13
Saltstone Special Analysis, SRNL-STI-2013-00280.
The 150-foot diameter SDUs have been further modified to exclude the clean cap, effectively
filling each disposal unit with saltstone grout. This is a conservative modeling simplification
as some amount of clean cap will exist within the actual disposal units in order to fill
remaining vapor space to support closure.
The conceptual model used for the 375-foot diameter SDUs is illustrated in Figure 4.4-1 and
the dimensions of select features are provided in Table 4.4-1.
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Figure 4.4-1: Conceptual Model for 375-Foot Diameter SDUs (Typical)

Table 4.4-1: Material Parameters for 375-Foot Diameter SDU Conceptual Model
Component

Dimension

Units

Diameter (inner)
Height (inner)
Roof thickness
Roof and Floor slope
Floor thickness
Upper Mud Mat thickness
Lower Mud Mat thickness
Wall thickness, bottom
Wall thickness, top
HDPE and GCL thickness a
Bearing pad thickness at roof e
Bearing pad thickness at floor e
Base (top-of-floor) elevation b (relative to mean sea level)
Water table depth c
Sand drain thickness d
Minimum backfill d

375
43
12
1.5
12
6
4
24
10
1
2
2
265
42
2
7

ft
ft
in
%
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
ft
ft
ft
ft

Notes: These values are from Table 1 of HLW-SSF-TTR-2013-0021 except as noted below:
a
Value is assumed as a modeling simplification. Actual thickness is 300 mil.
b
Nominal value (actual values will vary between units). Value is at the wall. Due to the 1.5% floor slope, the base
elevation at the center of each SDU is approximately three feet higher.
c
SRNL-STI-2009-00115, Table 45 and SRR-CWDA-2009-00017, Table 4.2-11.
d
SRNL-STI-2009-00115, Figure 60.
e
PORFLOW Files

Areas where significant modeling simplifications are implemented for the 375-foot diameter
SDUs are highlighted below:
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The features of the concrete walls, roof, and floor which have direct bearing on the
performance of the material in the transport model (e.g., thickness and chemical
properties) are included, however structural features such as reinforcing steel bars are
not included.
The concrete that comprise the walls include additional elements (e.g., pre-stressing
wires, shotcrete, and insulation) that are not included in the model.
The interior of the walls may be coated to retard the degradation of concrete from
sulfate attack; however, the model does not credit any coating as shown in Table 4.213.
The interior of the disposal units include 208, 24-inch diameter, steel bar reinforced
Type II concrete support columns. As a modeling simplification these are included in
the model as a radial ring segment that acts as a potential fast flow path through the
SDU.
Except for the sand drainage layer above the roof, all features that extend beyond the
footprint of the SDU walls are ignored. For example, although the roof and mud mats
are designed to extend beyond the edges of the disposal unit walls (Figure 3.3-4),
these are modeled as being flush with outer edges of the SDU walls.
The HDPE-GCL placed on the top and bottom of each SDU is approximately 0.3
inches thick; however, the model assumes a one-inch thickness to mitigate numerical
convergence difficulties and increases the hydraulic conductivity to correct for the
increased thickness.
The SDU floor is thicker directly beneath the walls to provide greater stability (from a
minimum thickness of 12 inches to a maximum thickness of more than 24 inches);
however, the model only takes credit for the minimum 12-inch thickness.

Modeling of Cementitious Material Degradation

Section 4.2.2 summarizes the degradation of cementitious material. The blending of MCCs
to simulate the expected moisture retention properties of the cementitious material as it
degrades to soil conditions is addressed in Section 4.2.3. Even though the exact morphology
of concrete or grout at its end-state is not known, a fully degraded material is assumed not to
be any more permeable than the soil adjoining it.
For modeling purposes, each cementitious material hydraulically degrades to reflect the
properties of the adjoining soil, which makes the concrete or grout no longer a hydraulic
barrier compared to the surrounding environment. The transition from an intact, lowpermeability material to a fully degraded, soil-like material is assumed to occur linearly over
the degradation time periods shown in Section 4.2.2. To avoid abrupt changes in properties
through time, linear weighting is chosen to blend hydraulic properties smoothly between an
intact initial matrix and a soil surrogate for the end-state. The development of this
methodology is described in the PORFLOW Modeling Supporting the FY13 Saltstone Special
Analysis, SRNL-STI-2013-00280.

4.4.1.3

Modeling of Slag Oxidation and Tc-99 Transport

In the PORFLOW model, discrete pH/Eh transitions based on pore volume counting are
applied to all nuclides except Tc-99. Transport of Tc-99 is based on a more sophisticated
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shrinking core model of slag oxidation, which includes solubility-controlled releases under
reducing conditions. [SRNL-STI-2013-00280] The Tc-99 transport sub-model was revised
for this FY2014 SDF SA to reduce artificial numerical spikes related to how Tc-99
transitions from a reduced to an oxidized state while the slag in each grid cell is oxidized.
[SRNL-STI-2014-00083]
Technetium-99 mobility varies strongly with redox conditions. Under reducing conditions
technetium release from moderately-aged (i.e., Reduced Region II) cementitious materials is
limited by a solubility of 1.0E-08 mol/L, whereas for oxidized conditions (i.e., Oxidized
Region II and Region III) the release is controlled by sorption with a Kd value equal to 0.5
mL/g, as discussed in Section 4.1.2. By design, grouts and most concretes contain ground
blast furnace slag to create reducing conditions that hinder Tc-99 release from the waste form
and transport through cementitious barriers. Concretes not containing slag are the SDUs 1
and 4 roof concrete, the lower mud mat concrete in the 150-foot diameter SDUs, and both
mud mats in the 375-foot diameter SDUs.
The reducing capacities of saltstone grout and concrete recommended for transport modeling
are 0.607 and 0.178 meq e-/g, respectively, as stated in Section 4.1.1. Using these values for
reducing capacity, the pore volumes required for a model region to transition from Reduced
Region II to Oxidized Region II is determined using the pore-flush model described in
Section 4.1.1. In the pore-flush model, a modeled region containing slag maintains its Kd
value associated with Reduced Region II until the required number of pore volumes is
reached to transition to Oxidized Region II. At that transition time, in that region, the Kd
value for Oxidized Region II replaces the Kd value associated with Reduced Region II. This
same step-wise change in the Kd value is utilized for the transition of the region from
Oxidized Region II to Oxidized Region III.
Until the reducing capacity of the nodal element is depleted, the release of Tc-99 is solubility
controlled as discussed in Section 4.1.2. When the reducing capacity of the nodal element is
depleted, the quantity of Tc-99 remaining in that nodal element is modeled with the Kd value
of 0.5 mL/g.
The difference between the pore-flush model and the shrinking core model on the release of
Tc-99 can be illustrated as follows. As indicated in Table 4.1-2, the pore-flush model shows
that the saltstone in a 150-foot diameter SDU transitions from Reduced Region II to Oxidized
Region II in 33,064 years and the transition from Oxidized Region II to Oxidized Region III
does not occur for over 100,000 years. This would indicate that Tc-99 would be released
from a 150-foot diameter SDU at its solubility value until 33,064 years and then the
remaining Tc-99 would be released at the Kd value for Oxidized Region II (0.5 mL/g). Using
the shrinking core model, Section 5.5.1.4 indicates that the peak Tc-99 release occurs at
approximately 31,000 years and releases continue for approximately 16,000 years until the
slag in the floor is completely oxidized.
The dual dependency of Tc-99 solute transport on the redox state and the solid-phase
concentration of Tc-99, via the solubility limit, are implemented within PORFLOW.
[SRNL-STI-2013-00280] Sensitivity analyses relating to technetium release with varying
values for technetium solubility and technetium release through a highly fractured closure
system are presented in Sections 5.6.6.1 and 5.6.6.2, respectively, using the GoldSim model.
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In addition, sensitivity analyses relating to technetium releases due to the presence of
assumed internal, non-depleting oxygen sources within the saltstone monolith are presented
in Section 5.6.7.4, using the PORFLOW model.
In the shrinking core model, the reducing capacity within each nodal element is evaluated.
The reducing capacity of each nodal element is depleted by dissolved oxygen entering the
nodal element and consuming (oxidizing) the slag via the infiltrating liquid. Intact
cementitious materials are expected to be fully saturated once buried under a facility closure
cap, precluding oxidation by gas-phase transport of oxygen through the porous media. Soils
surrounding SDUs will generally be unsaturated, such that soil moisture will be in contact
with gas-phase oxygen. Slag oxidation via infiltrating dissolved oxygen is modeled with
PORFLOW by defining liquid-phase oxygen and solid-phase slag concentrations and
associated mass balance transport equations. The previous methodology employed in
PORFLOW for slag oxidation was discussed in PORFLOW Modeling Supporting the FY13
Saltstone Special Analysis, SRNL-STI-2013-00280, and enhanced in PORFLOW Modeling
Supporting the FY14 Saltstone Special Analysis, SRNL-STI-2014-00083. This latter report
further describes the development of this revised modeling approach.
Figure 4.4-2 illustrates the conceptual basis and qualitative behavior of the FY2013 SDF SA
Tc-99 release sub-model. The FY2013 SDF SA model assumes a well-mixed computational
cell, such that most or all of the slag reaction capacity must be depleted before an oxidized
condition is achieved and Tc-99 is released to the liquid phase (as the solubility control is
depleted). This concept creates an abrupt drop in sorption coefficient and spike releases of
Tc-99 as the oxidation process within an individual cell reaches completion. On a
computational grid of multiple cells, this behavior manifests itself as periodic spikes in the
Tc-99 flux leaving the SDU modeling domain as particular cells, or small groups of cells,
approach 100% oxidation. The discrete spikes reflected numerical discretization rather than
any real phenomenon, and tend to obscure the underlying physics of the system. An
alternative modeling approach that would reduce or eliminate the modeling artifacts was thus
desired.
The artificial spikes could in principle be reduced to any desired level through mesh
refinement. However, this approach was rejected for this FY2014 SDF SA because SDU
simulations for slag oxidation and Tc-99 release already required days of wall-clock time to
complete, and any meaningful increase to grid resolution would make runtimes untenable.
Instead an alternative concept of slag oxidation was developed for this FY2014 SDF SA.
Here a sharp front separating fully oxidized and fully reduced sub-regions is assumed to be
passing through each grid cell undergoing oxidation. Using this concept, Tc-99 is released
from the solid to the liquid phase uniformly over the period the oxidation front enters the cell
until it leaves, with the release rate for each individual node controlled by the rate at which
each node is oxidized by infiltrating dissolved oxygen. The sorption coefficient transitions
more gradually between the fully reduced to fully oxidized values (Figure 4.4-2 (a)), leading
to a more gradual release of Tc-99 (Figure 4.4-2 (b)). [SRNL-STI-2014-00083]
This revised sub-model tended to smooth out the spikes associated with the node depletion
because it allowed Tc-99 to be depleted gradually, as is consistent with the concept of an
oxidation front moving through a grid element. Figure 4.4-3 provides a comparison of the
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Tc-99 fluxes using the previous modeling approach (from the FY2013 SDF SA) and the
revised modeling approach (with an “oxidizing node” sub-model). [SRR-CWDA-201300062, SRNL-STI-2014-00083] All other parameters were held constant. It should be noted
that a spike in the Tc-99 release still occurs when the downward moving oxidation front
breaks through the floor. These releases are associated with Tc-99 that was recaptured by
reducing conditions just ahead of the oxidation front in the cementitious materials, which
then releases into material zones with a relatively low Kd.
Figure 4.4-2: Comparisons of (a) sorption coefficient and (b) Tc-99 release behaviors for
the FY13 and FY14 sub-models

4.4.1.4

Development of the Evaluation Case

The Evaluation Case was developed by selecting parameter values (creating a conservative
operational envelope) that were most probable and defensible considering the new
information available. In addition to including the 375-foot diameter SDUs, the Evaluation
Case also considers explicit SDU design features not previously modeled in the SDF PA
(e.g., construction joints, roof-support columns within the saltstone monolith in SDU 4 and
cylindrical SDUs, presence of the roof support trusses in SDU 4), degradation of
cementitious materials based on the latest models from the CBP and other analytical models,
and the latest laboratory testing results on saltstone hydraulic conductivity. The specific
elements of the Evaluation Case are provided below.
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Figure 4.4-3: Comparison of FY13 and FY14 Technetium Transport Fluxes for Various
SDU Designs

4.4.1.4.1

Performance of the Closure Cap and Sand Drainage Layer

Section 3.3.2 discusses the performance of the closure cap with respect to the infiltration
rate and identifies three different rates of infiltration based on results from the HELP
code. The degradation of the sand drainage layer above each SDU is based on the
infiltration rate as shown in Figure 3.3-8. For the Evaluation Case, the average value for
the infiltration rate and the corresponding degradation of the sand drainage layer is
selected to be consistent with the SDF PA.
4.4.1.4.2

Explicit SDU Design Features

Section 3.3 of this SA describes the features of the 375-foot diameter SDUs as well as
descriptions of features of other SDUs that were previously not considered in SDF PA
modeling. Section 4.4.1.1 provides additional detail regarding which features are
explicitly modeled.
4.4.1.4.3

Initial Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity of Saltstone

Section 4.2.1 provides the results of the latest testing of saltstone simulants using various
water-to-premix ratios and employing emplaced grout curing temperature profiles with
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either saturated conditions or high humidity conditions. Table 4.2-1 provides the results
from this latest testing within the range of water-to-premix ratios bounded by the
operating bands from current facility data. For the Evaluation Case, the average value of
the saturated hydraulic conductivity (6.4E-09 cm/sec), obtained from the twenty-four test
results within the facility operating band, was selected to represent the initial saturated
hydraulic conductivity of saltstone.
4.4.1.4.4

Degradation Rate of Cementitious Materials

The degradation of cementitious materials is discussed in Section 4.2.2 and considers
sulfate attack, carbonation, and decalcification. Tables 4.2-9 through 4.2-12 provide a
summary of the degradation analyses for SDU 1, SDU 4, a 150-foot diameter SDU, and a
375-foot diameter SDU, respectively. In these tables the rates of degradation for the
various disposal unit features are provided based on best estimate, nominal, and
conservative estimate parameters. Even though the best estimate parameters are
considered expected parameters, the nominal parameters are selected to provide
conservative and defensible estimates for the degradation of cementitious materials for
the Evaluation Case.
4.4.1.4.5

Treatment of Leachate-Impacted Pore Water

For the cylindrical SDUs, the treatment of the Kd transitions in the floor and upper mud
mat of the 150-foot diameter SDU and in the floor of the 375-foot diameter SDU is
refined. This refinement acknowledges that the infiltrating fluid is primarily high pH,
reducing leachate from the overlying saltstone because the flow is predominately
downward through the SDU and species transport is advection dominated. Therefore, the
floor of the cylindrical SDUs (and the upper mud mat of the 150-foot diameter SDU) is
not exposed to infiltrating oxygen or low pH water until the Eh and pH transitions occur
in the saltstone. Therefore, the floor of the cylindrical SDUs (and the upper mud mat of
the 150-foot diameter SDU) experience Eh/pH transitions at the same time as saltstone.
[SRNL-STI-2014-00083]
Note that even though this refinement would also be applicable to SDUs 1 and 4, the
transport models for these SDUs were not redone to implement this refinement. Because
I-129 is the controlling dose contributor within the performance period, not employing
this refinement conservatively assesses the potential release of I-129 from SDUs 1 and 4.
4.4.2

Updates to the GoldSim Probabilistic Model

In response to planned design changes for future SDUs, the SDF PORFLOW Model has been
updated to account for the construction of 375-foot diameter SDUs (Figure 3.2-2). In
addition to consideration of 375-foot diameter SDUs, the PORFLOW model was also
updated to account for additional information gathered since the previous SA. These include
changes to: 1) the degradation model for cementitious material, 2) the technetium release
model, 3) radionuclide inventories, and 4) the use of grout clean caps above the waste. In a
parallel effort, Version 4.101 of the GoldSim SDF probabilistic model was updated to
Version 5.006 allowing for consideration of the influence of the additional information on
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parameter sensitivity and parameter uncertainty analyses. Additional updates to the GoldSim
model were also made to improve the computational efficiency of the model.
This section describes the updates implemented within the GoldSim SDF Model Version
5.006, relative to Version 4.101, to support the FY2014 SDF SA as well as other future
special analyses. The major differences between GoldSim SDF Model Version 5.006 and the
prior version, Version 4.101, include:
•
•
•
•
•

The implementation of 375-foot diameter SDUs
The removal of the clean cap grout from 150-foot diameter SDUs
Updating of inventories
The replacement of PORFLOW generated flow-field input files to reflect changes in
the cementitious material degradation model
The development of a standalone Tc-99 release model to allow for more flexible
sampling of parameters that may influence oxygen transport and to greatly decrease
the computational effort associated with evaluating Tc-99 release when it is
considered to be controlled by a “shrinking-core” release mechanism

The implementation of the above changes necessitated the development of a secondary
model to evaluate the release of Tc-99 from the SDUs. The secondary model is hereinafter
referred to as the GoldSim SDF Tc-99 Release Model. To differentiate between the main
and secondary GoldSim models, the main model is referred to as the GoldSim SDF AllSpecies Model. For describing changes that apply to both the GoldSim SDF Tc-99 Release
Model and the GoldSim SDF All-Species Model are generically referred to as the GoldSim
model.

4.4.2.1

Updates to GoldSim Model Associated with Changes in the PORFLOW
Model

This section describes the updates to the GoldSim model that were made to evaluate the
implementation of 375-foot diameter SDUs, the omission of the clean cap, as well as the
influence of additional information gathered regarding the radionuclide inventories and the
degradation of cementitious material.
4.4.2.1.1

375-Foot Diameter SDUs

The major reason for the development of the FY2014 SDF SA is to evaluate the changes
in maximum dose rates at the 100-meter compliance boundary and at the seven IHI wells
that may occur when the new SDF layout, which includes 375-foot diameter SDUs, is
implemented. A conceptual diagram of the newly designed 375-foot diameter SDUs is
presented in Figure 3.3-2. Parameters defining the approximate geometry of the
conceptual model of a 375-foot diameter SDU, as implemented in the PORFLOW model
are presented in Table 4.4-1.
Note that in a 375-foot diameter SDU the saltstone grout fills the space above the floor
slab all the way up to the roof. This implementation includes the addition of an extra row
of mixing cells to represent the saltstone replacement of a clean cap (the clean cap was
not simulated in the previous GoldSim model).
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An additional structural change in the 375-foot diameter PORFLOW SDU design is that
the SDU’s inner cylinder (i.e., the volume inside the column zone) is radially larger
relative to the rest of the SDU when compared to the 150-foot diameter SDU. For spatial
balance, the number of GoldSim vertical columns of mixing-cells representing the inner
cylinder was increased from four to seven in Version 5.006. For consistency, seven
columns of mixing cells now represent the inner cylinder of the 150-foot diameter SDU.
In the simplified abstraction models of the 375-foot diameter and the 150-foot diameter
SDUs, 38 columns of mixing cells represent the structure above the floor (see SRRCWDA-2013-00073 Rev.1). Seven mixing cell columns represent the inner grout zone,
three the support column, 12 the outer grout zone, three the sheet drain, six the wall, three
the vertical component of the HDPE, and four the backfill. Each column is comprised of
a string of 21 mixing cells. The bottom mixing cells in the inner grout cylinder feed a
single string of twenty mixing cells linked in series, ten representing the floor, five the
upper mud mat (UMM) and five the lower mud mat (LMM). Similarly, the bottom
mixing cells in the support column zone, the outer grout cylinder, and wall, each feed
single strings of twenty mixing cells, of similar construct. The wall-to-floor joints are
represented by a horizontal string of cells, which is fed by the bottom sheet drain and
wall cells and which in turn feed the wall floor and adjacent HDPE cells. The bottom
LMM cells and fill cells feed a single string of unsaturated zone (UZ) cells. To
implement the calculations of radionuclide releases from the 375-foot diameter SDU in
the GoldSim SDF All-Species Model, the sub-model used to evaluate radionuclide
release from the 150-foot diameter SDU was updated to allow for changes of SDUspecific input parameters based on SDU-type.
4.4.2.1.2

Omission of the Grout Clean Cap in the 150-Foot Diameter SDUs

As noted above, and can be seen in Figure 3.3-2, the saltstone grout completely fills the
newly designed 375-foot diameter SDUs up to the roof. The elimination of the clean cap
and filling of the saltstone grout up to the roof is now also the accepted modeling
assumption for the 150-foot diameter SDUs. This change is a conservative representation
of greater waste-grout fill heights. [SRNL-STI-2014-00083] The update to the 150-foot
diameter SDU structure has been implemented in the GoldSim SDF All-Species Model
and in the newly developed GoldSim SDF Tc-99 Release Model, as well as the
PORFLOW model for the FY2014 SDF SA.
[SRNL-STI-2014-00083]
The
implementation includes the addition of an extra row of mixing cells to represent the
waste being allowed to reach the roof. Note that the omission of the clean cap fill is only
considered for the 150-foot diameter and 375-foot diameter SDUs, not SDUs 1 and 4.
4.4.2.1.3

FY2014 SDF SA Inventory Values

The radionuclide inventory values developed for the FY2014 SDF SA, presented in Table
3.4-1, have replaced the previous nominal inventory found in data elements used in the
GoldSim SDF All-Species Model. The Tc-99 inventory values, presented in Table 3.4-1,
are also used in the inventory data element in the GoldSim SDF Tc-99 Release Model.
The SDU-specific radionuclide inventories for the FY2014 SDF SA, are based on the
inventory estimates presented in Table 3.0-1 of the SDF Inventory Estimates for
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Transport Modeling, SRR-CWDA-2013-00147. As mentioned in Section 3.4 and
discussed within the inventory estimate report, for radionuclides other than Tc-99, I-129,
and Cs-135, conservative inventory assignments were used rather than the best estimate
values used in previous analyses. A full description of the approach used to estimate this
inventory is provided in the above referenced report.
4.4.2.1.4

Updates to the PORFLOW Generated Flow-Field Files

For the FY2013 SDF SA, a set of 36 flow cases were developed (Table 4.4-2). The
sampling set of 36 flow cases was developed to evaluate the effects on flow from varying
the input values for selected parameters. These flow parameters were:
•
•
•
•

Infiltration rate and associated sand drainage layer degradation (minimum,
average, or maximum values) as provided in the FY2013 SDF SA, Section 3.3.4.
[SRR-CWDA-2013-00062]
Cementitious material degradation (nominal or best estimate) provided in the
FY2013 SDF SA, Section 4.2.2. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00062]
Initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone and clean cap (maximum,
nominal, or best estimate) provided in the FY2013 SDF SA, Section 4.2.1. [SRRCWDA-2013-00062]
MCCs for joints assuming a gravel medium, as discussed in Section 4.2.3, or
assuming a relative permeability of 1 for all suction levels as defined in the
FY2013 SDF SA. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00062]

A subset of 12 of the flow cases for each SDU design was simulated using the SDF
PORFLOW Model to generate Tc-99 releases to the saturated zone. These time-histories
provided Tc-99 input to the GoldSim SDF Model (Version 4.104) saturated zone
transport component. Specifically, flow cases F1, F4, F5, F14, F15, F16, F17, F25, F26,
F28, F29, and F30, were selected as cases to be sampled from. The limited number of
flow fields was utilized because of the computational effort needed to generate the Tc-99
releases from each SDU especially when multiple solubilities were considered. The 12
flow fields were chosen, as representative of the 36 flow cases, because they reflect major
differences in the volumetric flow rates found in the 36 cases. [SRR-CWDA-201300062] Of the 36 flow cases, 18 were screened out from further analysis based on the
MCCs of the joints. The preliminary SDF PORFLOW Model simulation results
indicated that varying the MCCs of the joints provided a negligible impact with respect to
flow.
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Table 4.4-2: Summary of Flow Cases from FY2013 SDF SA
Case

Infiltration
Rate

Cementitious
Material
Degradation Rate

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
F16
F17
F18
F19
F20
F21
F22
F23
F24
F25
F26
F27
F28
F29
F30
F31
F32
F33
F34
F35
F36

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum

Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Expected
Expected
Expected
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Expected
Expected
Expected
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Expected
Expected
Expected
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Expected
Expected
Expected
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Expected
Expected
Expected
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Expected
Expected
Expected

Initial Saltstone Saturated
Hydraulic Conductivity
(cm/sec)

Joint Material
for MCC

6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10

Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Krel=1
Krel=1
Krel=1
Krel=1
Krel=1
Krel=1
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Krel=1
Krel=1
Krel=1
Krel=1
Krel=1
Krel=1
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Krel=1
Krel=1
Krel=1
Krel=1
Krel=1
Krel=1

[SRNL-STI-2013-00280, Table 4-1]

For the FY2014 SDF SA, the PORFLOW flow model was revised to reflect minor
updates to the cementitious materials degradation rates. [SRNL-STI-2013-00118] As
noted in PORFLOW Modeling Supporting the FY14 Saltstone Special Analysis, the
revised cementitious material degradation analysis produced minor differences in
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degradation times, except for the 150-foot diameter and 375-foot diameter SDU roof
concrete. [SRNL-STI-2014-00083] The differences in the roof degradation times were
caused by the omission of the clean cap fill between waste grout and the roof. The
revised cementitious material degradation times resulted in earlier initiation of saltstone
degradation by approximately 3,000 years. In previous degradation time analyses the
external sulfate attack, on the underside of the roof, was delayed by the sulfate-free clean
cap. Without the clean cap, the roof becomes exposed immediately to sulfate attack
resulting in earlier degradation times.
Therefore, the PORFLOW-generated flow field files used by the GoldSim model were
regenerated. In addition, since the GoldSim SDF Tc-99 Release Model now generates
the Tc-99 release time-histories, the need to limit the number of cases is precluded. For
the FY2014 SDF SA GoldSim uncertainty modeling, it was decided to generate flow
fields for 18 of the flow cases listed in Table 4.4-2. Note that since the choice of the joint
material MCC, had negligible effect on the flow fields, the gravel MCC was assumed and
only 18 cases were evaluated. In addition to reduce the computational burden for
regenerating the flow fields, only a subset of the flow fields were regenerated for SDUs 1
and 4 (specifically, Flow Cases F1, F4, F5, F14, and F30 were updated). The FY2013
SDF SA flow fields were used for the remainder of the SDUs 1 and 4 flow fields.

4.4.2.2

Improvements to Computational Efficiency

The generation of Tc-99 release time-histories for one realization (for the 15 SDUs shown in
Figure 3.2-2), using PORFLOW in conjunction with the “shrinking-core” model, takes
approximately 24 days of machine-time. By using multiple machines/processors, the total
time needed to generate the files is reduced, but developing multi-realization stochastic input
for the GoldSim model (to allow for stochastic sampling of SDU inventories and solubility
limits) is a formidable task. In order to circumvent the computational effort needed to
develop the Tc-99 release time-histories using the PORFLOW SDF model, a standalone
GoldSim-based model (the GoldSim SDF Tc-99 Release Model) was developed to generate
the Tc-99 release time-histories.
The GoldSim SDF Tc-99 Release Model is comprised of two components, 1) a GoldSim
module, which evaluates the migration of Tc-99 transport through the individual SDUs, and
2) a FORTRAN dynamic link library (DLL) which evaluates cell-by-cell solubility-control
mechanism transition times.
4.4.2.2.1

The GoldSim SDF Tc-99 Release Model

The transport analysis performed in the GoldSim module is based on advective-diffusive
transport through two sets of GoldSim mixing cells, with all cells in the network linked in
series. This one-dimensional network (string) of mixing-cells is used to approximate the
vertical migration of Tc-99 through a single PORFLOW SDF model column, of cells via
advection and matrix diffusion through the saltstone, through the floor beneath (or the
floor and upper mud mat for the 150-foot diameter and 375-foot diameter SDUs), and
finally through the unsaturated zone beneath the SDU. The mass exiting the first string
of mixing cells (representing the saltstone and floor components) migrates via flow and
diffusion into a second series of cells (representing the unsaturated zone). The mass is
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then transported through the unsaturated zone via vertical flow, and matrix diffusion and
the mass flux rates out of the last unsaturated zone cell are recorded and the sum of
releases from all modeling-cell columns (for each SDU) is output as a time-history to be
read by the GoldSim SDF All-Species Model. In the first series of cells, the number of
active cells is automatically set to the number of saltstone and floor (or floor and upper
mud mat) layers used in the PORFLOW model for the SDU-type being simulated. This
one-to-one relationship of cells between the GoldSim and PORFLOW models is needed
to effectively approximate the influence of transition times used in the PORFLOW
“shrinking-core” model based on cell-specific solubility control mechanisms. The
PORFLOW “shrinking-core” model fully couples oxygen transport and slag oxidation to
determine the time-dependent solubility control state of each cell in the model. Note that
because of their initial oxidation state and relative thinness, the HDPE liner and lower
mud mat do not provide much of a barrier to Tc-99 release (except for the possible
influence of the HDPE on flow) and are, therefore, not explicitly modeled. Any
influence of the HDPE liner on flow rates through the SDU, is implicitly considered by
the use of PORFLOW-generated flow rates in the model. Note that as a simplification,
the “shrinking-core” model implemented in the GoldSim model simulates the FY2013
SDF SA PORFLOW version of the “shrinking-core” model. The FY2013 SDF SA
PORFLOW “shrinking-core” model assumes that all precipitate in a cell dissolve during
a single time step at the time that the last remaining slag in the cell is oxidized. [SRRCWDA-2013-00062] The more rigorous FY2014 SDF SA version described herein,
assumes that precipitated Tc-99 in a cell continuously dissolves as the reducing capacity
of the slag is used up.
As noted above, transport through each SDU is evaluated one column of modeling cells
at a time. This column-by-column analysis circumvents GoldSim limitations on mixingcell network size and helps decrease analysis time to a practical level. Note that an
assumption implicit to a single modeling-column analysis is that vertical flow through the
SDUs dominates the release of Tc-99 from the SDUs. In general, vertical flow controls
the releases, and the influence and relative importance of horizontal diffusion on the Tc99 release is minimized by the solubility control on the Tc-99. The exception is at the
time when dissolution of a large quantity of precipitated Tc-99 occurs in a cell at its cellspecific oxidation state transition time. This process is mainly important for modeling
cells near the outer perimeter of the saltstone or near the roof-support column zone where
a buildup of mass may occur. For more interior modeling cells, in a two-dimensional or
quasi-three-dimensional (radial) model, the diffusion of mass at transition time moves the
mass to adjacent cells where the mass can be resorbed in a reducing environment or
transported downward through previously oxidized cells.
To account for releases by diffusion along the outside perimeter of the saltstone mass,
and near roof-support column zones, the model allows the user to specify an approximate
percentage of a cell’s Tc-99 mass in place, to be released directly to the Upper Three
Runs Aquifer-Upper Zone (UTRA-UZ) at the solubility-control transition time. The
release, to the UZ, is controlled by a GoldSim Direct Transfer Mass Flux Link, found in
each cell. Activation of the link is a function of proximity to the cell perimeter or roof-
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support column zone. The release rate is controlled by setting the links fractional transfer
rate.
4.4.2.2.2

Transition Time Dynamic Link Library

The data requirements of the GoldSim SDF Tc-99 Release Model include the cellspecific oxidation-state transition times. These transition times represent the time for
each cell, at which all of the slag in the cell has been oxidized. In previous versions of
the SDF GoldSim models, transition times were generated by PORFLOW, but because of
the length of time needed for each PORFLOW simulation, the number of realizations that
can be considered is limited. To allow for a more flexible sampling of parameters that
influence transition times (i.e., flow fields and solubilities), a FORTRAN DLL, which
evaluates cell-by-cell oxidation-state transition times, was developed. The DLL,
TransitionTime.dll, Version 1.0, assumes that the oxygen transport, which controls the
slag oxidation rate and timing within each cell, is mainly controlled by advection.
To approximate the transition times with minimal computational effort, oxygen front
movement is tracked separately in the vertical and horizontal directions. First, the
program tracks the oxygen front vertically downward through each column of mixing
cells. Note that the mixing-cell column and row discretization used in the calculations is
consistent with the PORFLOW model discretization. The front velocity is a function of
the PORFLOW-generated vertical flow rate controlling the amount of oxygen moving
through the SDU. In addition to the flow rate, the front movement is controlled by the
rate at which the slag in the saltstone or concrete is oxidized (the reduction capacity is
used up), which is a function, the oxygen saturation and the solid materials reduction
capacity. In the present model, the oxygen saturation is set to 1.06E-03 meq e-/mL, and
the initial reduction capacity for a saltstone cell is 0.607 meq e-/g and the initial reduction
capacity for a concrete cell is 0.178 meq e-/g. When the slag’s reduction capacity within
a cell is completely used up, a cell-specific transition time is set. The calculations
proceed downwards from cell to cell. When calculating the front movement rate through
a cell, the front movement is initiated at the time when the slag in the cell above is
completely oxidized. During the calculation an additional component of oxygen from the
adjacent cell of the same layer is assumed to flow into the cell. The horizontal
component of oxygen entering the cell is based upon the horizontal flow rate into the cell.
After tracking front movement down the mixing-cell columns, the oxygen front positions
are tracked along rows, proceeding from the outside of the wall into the SDU and
proceeding from the roof-support column zone edges towards the center of the SDU and
outwards from the zone. In the horizontal front tracking procedure, the starting time for
slag oxidation in a cell is set to either the transition time determined for the upgradient
cell (during horizontal tracking) or the transition time determined for the upgradient cell
in the vertical tracking calculations. The final transition time for each cell is the minimal
value derived from each method.
The simplified methodology described above represents a computationally efficient
approximation to the more rigorous fully coupled analysis performed in PORFLOW
simulations. The implications of the simplifying assumptions with respect to the
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GoldSim SDF Tc-99 Release Model are discussed in the benchmarking analysis
presented in Section 5.6.2.3. In Section 5.6.2.3, the resultant Tc-99 release rates based
upon the simplified process model show similar trends to the more rigorous fully coupled
PORFLOW runs, capturing the localized effects of the cell-by-cell solubility controls.
4.4.3

Development of the Flow Cases

A spectrum of 36 flow cases was developed for the FY2013 SDF SA to evaluate the effects
on flow from varying the input values for selected parameters. These flow parameters were:
•
•
•
•

Infiltration rate and associated sand drainage layer degradation (minimum, average,
or maximum values) as provided in the FY2013 SDF SA, Section 3.3.4. [SRRCWDA-2013-00062]
Cementitious material degradation (nominal or best estimate) provided in Section
4.2.2 and justified in Section 4.2.3 of the FY2013 SDF SA.
Initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone and clean cap (maximum,
nominal, or best estimate) provided in Section 4.2.1.
MCC for joints assuming a gravel medium, as discussed in Section 4.2.3, or assuming
a relative permeability of 1 for all suction levels as defined in the FY2013 SDF SA.
[SRR-CWDA-2013-00062]

For this SA, a subset of 18 flow cases was selected from the 36 flow cases described in the
FY2013 SDF SA. This subset was selected because it was determined in the FY2013 SDF
SA that there was an insignificant difference in the flow results between cases using gravel
versus cases that assumed a relative permeability of 1 for the joint MCCs. Therefore, only
the infiltration rates, the cementitious material degradation, and an initial saturated hydraulic
conductivity of saltstone were varied for the flow cases used in this SA.
Of these various flow cases, the Evaluation Case (Case F-1) used to evaluate the performance
of the SDUs applies the following: the average infiltration rate, the nominal rate of
cementitious material degradation, and an initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of 6.4E-09
cm/sec for saltstone. These conditions were selected on the basis that they reflect the most
probable and defensible values, as is consistent with the definition of the Evaluation Case
provided in Section 4.4.1.4. Specifically, the average infiltration rate most closely reflects
expected future infiltration; the nominal degradation rate reflects a reasonably conservative
degradation rate; and an initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of 6.4E-09 cm/sec most
closely reflects the result of recent studies (i.e., values near 4.2E-09 cm/sec). [VSL13R3010-1] Table 4.4-3 summarizes the 18 flow cases selected for this SA, with Case F-1
representing the Evaluation Case.
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Table 4.4-3: Summary of Flow Cases for FY2014 SDF SA
Case

Infiltration
Rate

F-1
F-2
F-3
F-4
F-5
F-6
F-13
F-14
F-15
F-16
F-17
F-18
F-25
F-26
F-27
F-28
F-29
F-30

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum

Cementitious
Material
Degradation Rate
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
BE
BE
BE
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
BE
BE
BE
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
BE
BE
BE

Initial Saltstone Saturated
Hydraulic Conductivity
(cm/sec)
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10
6.4E-09
4.5E-07
3.9E-10

Joint
Material for
MCC
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel

“BE” refers to best estimate values for cementitious material degradation rates.
[SRR-CWDA-2013-00064]

PORFLOW is used to determine flow through the SDF closure system for these 18 flow
cases. PORFLOW is also used to determine the time dependent changes in the slag and
oxygen content in the initially reduced cementitious materials to implement the shrinking
core model for the release of technetium. For the Evaluation Case, PORFLOW is also used
to determine the transport of radionuclides and the resulting concentrations in the aquifers at
various locations inside and outside of the perimeter of the closed SDF Benchmarking of
GoldSim to PORFLOW is conducted using the Evaluation Case, Flow Case F-1 of Table 4.43, as discussed in Section 5.6.2.
4.4.4

Analysis of the Flow Cases

The following figures present the volumetric flow rates (cm3/yr) through the SDUs and FDCs
for the Evaluation Case (F1 of Table 4.4-3). These figures show that within 2,000 to 3,000
years, the volumetric flow rates increase rapidly. This rate of change is driven by active
degradation processes, which occur in the roof, walls, and floor, resulting in increases to
hydraulic conductivities and infiltration rates for these disposal unit components as well as
increases to the components that are protected by these barriers. After the roof, walls, and
floor are fully degraded, the changes become more gradual due to a slower degradation rate
for saltstone. A detailed analysis of the volumetric flow through SDU 4 is provided in
Section 4.4.4.1. Similarly, detailed analyses of the volumetric flow through the 150-foot
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diameter SDUs and the 375-foot diameter SDUs are provided in Sections 4.4.4.2 and 4.4.4.3,
respectively. Because the potential releases from SDU 1 are not significant compared to the
other SDUs, a detailed analysis of the volumetric flow through SDU 1 is not included.
Figures 4.4-4 and 4.4-5 present the total (horizontal and vertical) volumetric flow rates
through SDU 1 for the Evaluation Case. The first figure (Figure 4.4-4) shows the
performance period of 10,000 years on a linear time scale and the second figure (Figure 4.45) shows 100,000 years of flow data along a logarithmic time scale to demonstrate long-term
flow behavior.
Figure 4.4-4: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through SDU 1 (Performance Period)

Figure 4.4-5: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through SDU 1 (Long Term)
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Similarly, Figures 4.4-6 and 4.4-7 present the Evaluation Case flow through SDU 4 (showing
the performance period and the long-term flow behavior, respectively). The total (horizontal
and vertical) volumetric flow rates for the roof, top and remaining layer of saltstone and floor
are essentially identical after approximately 5,000 years. As described earlier, the volumetric
flow rates increase rapidly within the first 2,000 to 3,000 years as the roof, walls, and floor
degrade, then slows to reflect the more gradual degradation of the saltstone. This is
attributed to the differences in the degradation times between the wall and the saltstone. The
wall degrades earlier than the saltstone, essentially creating a preferential path for flow;
however, as the saltstone continues to degrade, the flow becomes less preferential until it
reaches a relatively steady state at around 8,000 years. Note that the start of the degradation
of the saltstone (at 2,112 years after closure) is denoted by a relatively rapid increase in the
volumetric flow through saltstone between 2,000 and 3,000 years (see the red dashed curve).
The flow through the columns in SDU 4 for the Evaluation Case is shown in Figure 4.4-8.
The top segments of the column degrade earlier, resulting in preferential flow. As other
column segments degrade, and as the surrounding saltstone degrades, the preferential flows
vary, resulting in the variability of the volumetric flow.
Figure 4.4-6: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through SDU 4 (Performance Period)
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Figure 4.4-7: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through SDU 4 (Long Term)

Figure 4.4-8: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through the Roof-Support Column Segments of
SDU 4
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Figures 4.4-9 and 4.4-10 present the total volumetric (horizontal and vertical) flow rates in
the 150-foot diameter SDUs. The degradation of the HDPE at 900 years is indicated by the
step change of flow through the wall and the joint at that time. Similarly, the degradation of
the HDPE-GCL at 1,400 years is indicated by another step change of flow through the roof,
saltstone, floor, the upper mud mat, and the lower mud mat. The flow is steadily increasing
through the roof, wall, floor, and the mud mats as the roof, wall, floor and the upper mud mat
degrade.
Figure 4.4-11 presents the volumetric flow through the columns in the 150-foot diameter
SDUs and shows the similar stair-stepping pattern as was shown in Figure 4.4-8 for SDU 4
because of the PORFLOW steady state flow fields at each individual time step.
Figure 4.4-9: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through the 150-Foot Diameter SDUs
(Performance Period)
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Figure 4.4-10: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through the 150-Foot Diameter SDUs (Long
Term)

Figure 4.4-11: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through the Roof-Support Column Segments
of the 150-Foot Diameter SDUs

Figures 4.4-12 and 4.4-13 present the total volumetric (horizontal and vertical) flow rates in
the 375-foot diameter SDUs. As with the 150-foot diameter SDUs, flow through the 375foot diameter SDUs undergo a step change at 1,400 years due to the degradation of the
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HDPE-GCL, which is above the roof and between the lower and upper mud mats. The flow
steadily increases through all of the features presented, except the joints, which decrease at
around 19,000 years after facility closure. As the saltstone degrades, flow through the joints
becomes less dominant.
Figure 4.4-12: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through the 375-Foot Diameter SDUs
(Performance Period)

Figure 4.4-13: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through the 375-Foot Diameter SDUs (Long
Term)
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Figures 4.4-14 and 4.4-15 present the volumetric flow through the wall segments and through
the roof-support column segments, respectively, through the 375-foot diameter SDUs. Flow
through each of the wall segments is similar, increasing rapidly as the walls hydraulically
degrade (between 0 and 5,000 years), then flow slowly decreases as the other SDU features
become more dominant flow paths. Again, for the roof-support columns (Figure 4.4-15), the
flow behaves along the similar stair-stepping pattern as was shown for the roof-support
columns of the other SDUs.
Figure 4.4-14: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through the Wall Segments of the 375-Foot
Diameter SDUs
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Figure 4.4-15: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through the Roof-Support Column Segments
of the 375-Foot Diameter SDUs

4.4.4.1

SDU 4 Evaluation (36 Flow Cases)

The FY2013 SDF SA included an evaluation of flow, which considered 36 different flow
cases. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00062] Because parameters affecting flow through SDU 4 have
not changed between the FY2013 SDF SA and this FY2014 SDF SA, the evaluation is still
valid. Figure 4.4-16 presents the total volumetric flow rates through saltstone in SDU 4 for
the 36 flow cases. Of these 36 flow cases, half of them assumed that the joints have MCCs
associated with gravel and the other half of the cases assume that the relative permeability of
material in the joint is set to one for all suction levels.
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Figure 4.4-16: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through SDU 4 Saltstone (36 Cases)

[Source: SRR-CWDA-2013-00062, Figure 4.4-8]

Figure 4.4-17 presents the same data, including all 36 flow cases, except that each curve has
been specifically colored based on (1) the initial hydraulic conductivity of saltstone (or Ksat)
and (2) the cementitious degradation rate. Significant overlap within each group makes it
difficult to distinguish all 36 flow curves, indicating that the hydraulic conductivity and the
cementitious degradation rates have a much stronger influence over the flow behavior than
infiltration or the MCCs of the joints. Inspection of these flow results indicates that the
choice of MCCs for the joints has no impact on the flow through saltstone.
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Figure 4.4-17: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through SDU 4 Saltstone (36 Cases, Grouped)

Volumetric Flow (cm3/yr)
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[Source: SRR-CWDA-2013-00062, Figure 4.4-9]

The early and rapid increase in volumetric flow rates, shown in Figures 4.4-16 and 4.4-17, at
less than 2,000 years are associated with the eight flow cases having an initial saltstone
hydraulic conductivity of 4.5E-07 cm/s (blue and yellow in Figure 4.4-17). Within 7,000
years, 24 flow cases have a saltstone volumetric flow rate between 3.0E+09 cm3/yr and
1.2E+09 cm3/yr. The only flow cases not included in these 24 cases are 12 flow cases with
the best estimate cementitious degradation and initial saltstone hydraulic conductivities of
either 6.4E-09 cm/s or 3.9E-10 cm/s (respectively, purple, and brown in Figure 4.4-17).
Figure 4.4-18 presents the total volumetric flow through the SDU 4 floor for the 36 flow
cases. For the floor, there are four distinct flow case groupings by about year 6,000.
The first grouping, bounded by a volumetric flow rate of 2.9E+09 cm3/yr and 1.8E+09
cm3/yr, includes two sets. First, there are 12 flow cases having the nominal degradation rate
and the maximum or average infiltration rate for the spectrum of initial saltstone hydraulic
conductivity values. Second are the four flow cases that have the best estimate rate of
degradation, maximum or average infiltration rate, and the maximum initial saltstone
hydraulic conductivity value.
The second grouping contains eight flow cases and is bounded by volumetric flow rates of
1.5E+09 cm3/yr and 1.2E+09 cm3/yr. This second grouping includes six flow cases having
the nominal degradation rate and the minimum infiltration rate for the spectrum of initial
saltstone hydraulic conductivity values. The other two flow cases in this grouping have the
best estimate degradation rate, the minimum infiltration rate, and an initial saltstone
hydraulic conductivity of 4.5E-07 cm/s.
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Figure 4.4-18: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through the SDU 4 Floor (36 Cases)

[Source: SRR-CWDA-2013-00062, Figure 4.4-10]

The third grouping, bound by volumetric flow rates of 4.9E+08 cm3/yr and 3.9E+08 cm3/yr,
consists of eight flow cases. The flow cases in this grouping have the best estimate
degradation rate, the maximum or average infiltration rate, and an initial saltstone hydraulic
conductivity value of either 6.4E-09 cm/s or 3.9E-10 cm/s.
The fourth grouping, bounded by volumetric flow rates of 2.2E+08 cm3/yr and 2.0E+08
cm3/yr consists of four flow cases. These four cases have the best estimate degradation rate
and minimum infiltration rate and an initial saltstone hydraulic conductivity value of either
6.4E-09 cm/s or 3.9E-10 cm/s. Again, inspection of the volumetric flow rates for the various
flow cases found that the choice of MCC for the joints has no appreciable impact on the
volumetric flow rates through the floor.
Figure 4.4-19 shows the same data as shown in Figure 4.4-18, excluding the 18 flow cases
that assumed a relative permeability of 1.0 for the MCC of the joints, but applies grouping
similar to that used in Figure 4.4-17. However, this figure uses a logarithmic time scale to
provide greater detail in earlier times. Note that differences between curves of the same
color illustrate the impact from the different infiltration rates that are assumed (maximum,
average, or minimum). The greater the difference between these curves, the greater the
influence of the infiltration rate. This figure illustrates that while the initial hydraulic
conductivity of saltstone is still the prominent variable, infiltration is now more important
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than the cementitious degradation, such that it is now easier to distinguish individual curves
than in Figure 4.4-18.
Figure 4.4-19: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through the SDU 4 Floor (18 Cases, Grouped)

[Source: SRR-CWDA-2013-00062, modified from Figure 4.4-11]

Figure 4.4-20 presents the total volumetric flow rates through the SDU 4 wall for the same
18 flow cases. Within the first 10,000 years after closure, the highest volumetric flow rates
between 7.0E+08 cm3/yr and 7.2E+08 cm3/yr shown around year 3,500 include flow cases
having the maximum infiltration rate, nominal rate for degradation, and the lower values for
the initial saltstone hydraulic conductivity. The lower saturated hydraulic conductivities
result in saltstone that is less permeable, thus the walls become a preferential pathway for
flow. The highest volumetric flow rate shown in Figure 4.4-20, 3.2E+09 cm3/yr, occurs
around year 16,500 and is the result of the flow cases having the maximum infiltration rate,
the best estimate rate for degradation, and the lower values for the initial saltstone hydraulic
conductivity. Near 19,000 years two additional flow cases appear with volumetric flow rates
of approximately 2.8E+09 cm3/yr. These flow cases have the average infiltration rate, the
best estimate rate for degradation, and the lower values for the initial saltstone hydraulic
conductivity.
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Figure 4.4-20: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through the SDU 4 Wall (18 Cases)

[Source: SRR-CWDA-2013-00062, modified from Figure 4.4-12]

4.4.4.2

150-Foot Diameter SDU Evaluation (18 Flow Cases)

An evaluation of the various flow cases for FDCs is provided in this section. Although a
similar evaluation was performed using the 36 flow cases from the FY2013 SDF SA (as was
done for SDU 4), the flows are no longer applicable because the design of the 150-foot
diameter SDUs has been modified to replace the two feet of clean cap with additional
saltstone grout. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00062] Therefore, this evaluation only considers the 18
flow cases that were generated as part of this FY2014 SDF SA (see Table 4.4-3).
Figure 4.4-21 presents the total volumetric flow rates (horizontal and vertical) through the
saltstone of the 150-foot diameter SDUs for the 18 flow cases. This figure illustrates that the
relatively high volumetric flow through saltstone between approximately 5,200 years and
15,000 years lies within a relatively narrow band between 2.5E+08 cm3/yr and 2.9E+08
cm3/yr. The common parameter in the six flow cases within this band is the initial saturated
hydraulic conductivity of saltstone (4.5E-07 cm/sec). This demonstrates the presence of a
high initial saturated hydraulic conductivity in saltstone dominates the behavior of flow in
early times.
By about 50,000 years, all of the other flow cases reach equilibrium states. Flow cases
wherein the nominal degradation rate is applied to the cementitious materials reach
equilibrium between 16,000 and 19,000 years after facility closure. Finally, flow cases with
minimum infiltration rates achieve equilibrium states at around 50,000 years.
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Figure 4.4-21: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through Saltstone for 150-Foot Diameter
SDUs (18 Cases)

Figure 4.4-22 presents the total flow through saltstone for the same 18 flow cases, grouped
according to the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone and the degradation rate
for cementitious materials to provide a presentation of the impacts from each flow parameter
over time. Each curve has been specifically colored based on (1) the initial hydraulic
conductivity of saltstone (or SatK) and (2) the cementitious degradation rate. Significant
overlap within each group makes it difficult to distinguish all 18 flow curves, indicating that
the hydraulic conductivity and the cementitious degradation rates have a strong influence
over the flow through saltstone over time. Note that differences within each set of curves of
the same color are influenced by the different infiltration rates that are assumed (maximum,
average, or minimum). The greater the difference within each set of flow curves, the greater
the influence of the infiltration rate.
Prior to HPDE liner failure (at 900 years for walls and wall-joints and at 1,400 years for the
roof and floor), the flow behavior is a function of the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity
of saltstone. After 1,400 years, the volumetric flows diverge as a function of all three flow
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parameters (i.e., the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone, the degradation rate
of cementitious materials, and the infiltration rate). The nominal degradation rates result in a
significant step change whereas the best estimate degradation rates result in more gradual
increases to the flow rates. The equilibrium state for each flow case is a function of the
infiltration rate. The large step changes shown at later years are a function of coarse timestepping in the flow modeling beyond 20,000 years and would likely show more gradual
changes if shorter time-steps were applied.
Figure 4.4-22: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through Saltstone for 150-Foot Diameter
SDUs (18 Cases, Grouped)

4.4.4.3

375-Foot Diameter SDU Evaluation (18 Flow Cases)

This evaluation considers the effects of the18 flow cases (see Table 4.4-3) relative to the 375foot diameter SDUs.
Figure 4.4-23 presents the total volumetric flow rates (horizontal and vertical) through the
saltstone of the 375-foot diameter SDUs for the 18 flow cases. Like the 150-foot diameter
SDUs, this figure illustrates that the relatively high volumetric flow through saltstone in
earlier years (i.e., within the first 10,000 years) is driven by the initial saturated hydraulic
conductivity of saltstone (4.5E-07 cm/sec). Unlike, the 150-foot diameter SDUs, the
volumetric flows through the saltstone of the 375-foot diameter SDUs are much more
variable. This is because the walls of the larger units are not protected by a layer of HDPE
liner and are, therefore, subject to more influence from horizontal flow.
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Where all of the flow cases for the smaller SDUs reached equilibrium states by about 50,000
years, these larger units undergo faster degradation (because of the exclusion of the wall
liners), such that equilibrium for all flow cases is achieved by about 32,000 years.
Figure 4.4-24 presents the total flow through saltstone for the same 18 flow cases, grouped
according to the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone and the degradation rate
for cementitious materials to provide clearer presentation of the impacts from each flow
parameter over time. Each curve has been specifically colored based on (1) the initial
hydraulic conductivity of saltstone (or SatK) and (2) the cementitious degradation rate.
Significant overlap within each group makes it difficult to distinguish all 18 flow curves,
indicating that the hydraulic conductivity and the cementitious degradation rates have a
strong influence over the flow through saltstone over time.
Figure 4.4-23: Total Volumetric Flow Rates through Saltstone for 375-Foot Diameter
SDUs (18 Cases)
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Prior to HPDE liner failure (at 1,400 years) above the roof and between the mud mats, the
flow behavior is a function of the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone. After
1,400 years, the volumetric flows diverge as a function of the degradation rates, wherein the
nominal degradation rates result in a significant step change whereas the best estimate
degradation rates result in more gradual increases to the flow rates. The equilibrium state for
each flow case is a function of the infiltration rate. The large step changes shown at later
years are a function of coarse time-stepping stepping in the flow modeling beyond 20,000
years and would likely show more gradual changes if shorter time-steps were applied.
Figure 4.4-24: Total Volumetric Flow Rates though Saltstone for 375-Foot Diameter SDUs
(18 Cases, Grouped)

4.5

Air and Radon Analysis

Section 4.5 of SDF PA contains a discussion of the airborne and radon analysis methodology.
The 375-foot diameter SDU design has not been evaluated with this methodology, nor has the
150-foot diameter SDU with no clean cap. However, as presented in the SDF PA, Section 5.3,
the potential peak dose from the air pathway, using the previous model inputs from the SDF PA,
is 3.9E-09 mrem/yr. Similarly, the peak instantaneous radon flux for the SDF PA was
determined to be 2.0E-13 pCi/m2/sec. The vertical layer sequence and associated thickness for
the 375-foot diameter SDUs are similar to the 150-foot diameter SDUs, such that the 150-foot
diameter SDU air pathway analysis results would approximate the results for the 375-foot
diameter SDUs if a more formal evaluation were performed. This SA postulates that the changes
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to the model, relative to the SDF PA, will not result in an increase to the potential dose of more
than a few orders of magnitude. Therefore, the air and radon pathway contributions would not
result in significant impacts to dose.
4.6

Biotic Pathways

Section 4.6 of SDF PA documents the bioaccumulation factors and human health exposure
parameters used in the SDF PA modeling effort. The bioaccumulation factors and human health
exposure parameters presented in the SDF PA were revised during FY2013 SDF SA preparation
to reflect the most recent available data. For example, applicable input parameters were updated
based on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) Exposure Factors Handbook:
2011 Edition, EPA-600-R-090-052F. A complete discussion of the revised biotic pathways and
related inputs is provided in the report, Dose Calculation Methodology for Liquid Waste
Performance Assessments at the Savannah River Site, SRR-CWDA-2013-00058. An analysis of
the revised approach (SRR-CWDA-2013-00058, Appendix A) indicated that these updates do
not significantly alter the dose results, relative to the approach used in the SDF PA. [SRRCWDA-2013-00058] Although a number of values change within the dose calculations, the
changes were generally small. Changes that did increase dose results were balanced by changes
that caused decreases to the dose.
4.7

Dose Analysis

The SDF PA, Section 4.7, contains a discussion of the dose analysis approach used and presents
the set of dose conversion factors (DCFs) used in the dose calculations modeling effort
methodology. This approach and the related DCFs have been revised during the FY2013 SDF
SA preparation to reflect the most recent available data. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00062] For
example, applicable ingestion and inhalation DCFs were updated based on DOE’s 2011 DOE
Standard Derived Concentration Technical Standard, DOE-STD-1196-2011. A complete
discussion of the revised dose approach and related inputs is provided in the report Dose
Calculation Methodology for Liquid Waste Performance Assessments at the Savannah River Site,
SRR-CWDA-2013-00058. An analysis of this revised approach (SRR-CWDA-2013-00058,
Appendix A) indicated that these updates do not significantly alter the dose results, relative to the
approach used in the SDF PA.
4.8

Flow and Transport Conceptual Model

The conceptual model used for this SA is the Integrated Site Conceptual Model (ISCM)
described in the SDF PA, Section 4.2. The key elements of the conceptual model are the
integrity of the proposed SDF closure cap, the cementitious material barriers of each SDU (roof,
walls, and floor), and the saltstone, and specific design features for each SDU. These key
elements control overall contaminant release and transport to groundwater exposure points.
Time varying degradation of the closure cap, shown in Figure 4.8-1, controls the movement of
precipitation that impinges on the sand drainage layer above each SDU. The individual sand
drainage layer above each SDU, in concert with the HDPE-GCL, directs water flow away from
the disposal units that reduces the amount of water into the SDUs. The degradation of the sand
drainage layer is controlled by the assumed annual precipitation rate which influences silting
processes (i.e., migration of colloidal clay), and is modeled with three different precipitation
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rates. [WSRC-STI-2008-00244] The performance of this segment of the conceptual model is
described in Section 3.3.2.
Figure 4.8-1: SDF Overall Flow and Transport Model

Design features of the SDUs and the time varying performance of the cementitious materials
control the flow of water through each disposal unit. As described in Section 4.4.3, the
Evaluation Case used to evaluate the performance of the SDUs assumes flow conditions that
reflect the most probable and defensible values, as is consistent with the definition of the
Evaluation Case provided in Section 4.4.1.4. Specifically, the average infiltration rate most
closely reflects expected future infiltration; the nominal degradation rate reflects a reasonably
conservative degradation rate; and an initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of 6.4E-09 cm/sec
most closely reflects the result of recent studies (i.e., values near 4.2E-09 cm/sec). [VSL13R3010-1]
The conceptual model in this SA also includes fast flow paths through the SDU concrete to
address construction joints. In addition, roof support columns in SDU 4 and in the cylindrical
SDUs are incorporated into the conceptual model. These columns are comprised of cementitious
materials that degrade to provide zones of increased flow through the saltstone monolith. The
initial hydraulic properties of the cementitious materials gradually mimic the hydraulic
properties of the surrounding soil as the cementitious materials degrade from various
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mechanisms. The performance of the cementitious materials and the incorporation of design
features in the conceptual model are described in FY2014 SDF SA Sections 4.2 and 4.4,
updating the discussion in SDF PA Section 4.2.3.2.4.
The release and transport of the radioactive contaminants from the SDUs is controlled by
distribution coefficients (Kd values) for all radionuclides, using a pore-flush model, except for
technetium. For technetium, its release from saltstone, and its subsequent transport through the
SDUs, is solubility controlled using a shrinking core model, while the technetium is in a
chemically reducing environment. When not in a chemically reducing environment, the release
and transport of technetium is controlled by its Kd value. Further discussion on transport
modeling is provided in FY2014 SDF SA Sections 4.1 and 4.4.1.3, updating the information
provided in SDF PA Section 4.2.3.2.1.
Even though the shrinking core model is believed to be more reflective of the expected release
behavior of contaminants than the pore-flush model, the pore-flush model is used for all of the
other radionuclides. The response to RAI SP-19, provided in SRR-CWDA-2011-00044,
provides justification to limit the use of the shrinking core model to technetium. Figures 4.8-2
through 4.8-4 illustrate the impact of the pore-flush model on the Kd value for iodine within the
major cementitious material zones in the cylindrical SDUs, obtained from the transition times
presented in Table 4.1-2.
Figure 4.8-2: Iodine Kd Values for Cementitious Material Zones in the 150-Foot Diameter
SDUs
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Figure 4.8-3: Iodine Kd Values for Major Cementitious Material Zones in 375-Foot
Diameter SDUs

Figure 4.8-4: Iodine Kd Values for the Wall Segments in 375-Foot Diameter SDUs

As illustrated in these figures, saltstone remains in a reduced condition throughout the
performance period of 10,000 years and beyond in the pore-flush model. Using the pore-flush
model on technetium would limit the release of technetium to its solubility value until saltstone
transitioned to Oxidized Region 2 conditions. Note that the transport model for technetium via
the shrinking core model, releases more technetium than from a pore-flush model because nodal
elements within the model release their inventory of technetium as the reduction capacity within
that element is depleted. This is illustrated in Figure 4.8-5 using a GoldSim model that transfers
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100% of the technetium mass to the unsaturated zone as saltstone is oxidized (as described in
Section 5.6.6.2).
Figure 4.8-5: Technetium Release Comparison from SDU 9: Shrinking Core Versus PoreFlush (100% Mass Transfer)

The transport of contaminants in the soil beneath the SDUs (the unsaturated zone) is controlled
by the hydraulic characteristics of the unsaturated zone and the elements’ Kd values. SDF PA
Section 4.2.3.2.3 describes this segment of the conceptual model with updated Kd values
presented in the FY2014 SDF SA Section 4.1.2.
Finally, the transport of contaminants in the saturated zone is controlled by the hydraulic
characteristics of the saturated zone and the elements’ Kd values. SDF PA Sections 4.2.3.1.3 and
4.2.3.2.5 describe this segment of the conceptual model with updated Kd values presented in the
FY2014 SDF SA Section 4.1.2.
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RESULTS OF ANALYSES

Section 5 evaluates the new information on SDUs and FDCs at the time of final facility closure
of the SDF.
5.1

Source Term (Analysis Results) Assumptions

In this SA, as in the SDF PA and the FY2013 SDF SA, the release of radionuclides from the
SDUs was controlled, in most cases, by advective movement, which may vary with pH, and can
vary with redox potential as well. The stabilized contaminant release rate is impacted by the
water flow through the SDUs and changes over time as the hydraulic properties of the saltstone
and containment materials change. After a contaminant had left its applicable containment,
concrete retardation and soil retardation impacted the contaminant’s transport rate into the
aquifers.
5.2

Environmental Transport of Radionuclides

As presented in the SDF PA, Section 5.2, the peak groundwater concentrations for all of the
radionuclides discussed in the source term screening in Section 4.2.1 of the SDF PA are
calculated. Concentration result tables are available in Appendices A and B.
5.2.1

Key Radionuclide Determination

The SDF PA, Section 5.2.2, presents the methodology used in determining which
radionuclides would be considered “key”. The key radionuclides were determined based on
the peak groundwater doses calculated using the 100-meter concentrations calculated in
PORFLOW. The key radionuclide determination was conducted based on the peak
groundwater doses within 20,000 years. Unlike the SDF PA, which used a threshold of 0.05
mrem/yr, this SA used a threshold of 0.25 mrem/yr to select key radionuclides in order to
ensure that sensitivity studies placed greater emphasis on those radionuclides that have the
greatest influence over peak doses. The 0.25 mrem/yr threshold was used as it represents
1/100th of the 25 mrem/yr requirement described in DOE M 435.1-1. This change to the
methodology is consistent with other liquid waste PAs (e.g., H-Tank Farm PA) and with the
FY2013 SDF SA. [SRR-CWDA-2010-00128, SRR-CWDA-2013-00062]
The doses from the six radionuclides that resulted in the highest peak doses in any year are
provided in Table 5.2-1. Based upon the 0.25 mrem/yr screening criteria, the resulting key
radionuclides are I-129, Tc-99, Ra-226, and K-40. Note that K-40 and Ra-226 were
considered non-risk significant during inventory development. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00147]
As non-risk significant radionuclides, a conservative approach was applied to estimate these
inventories (e.g., for the 375-foot diameter SDUs, each disposal unit was assumed to contain
the entire soluble and insoluble inventory present in both F-Tank Farm and H-Tank Farm).
Therefore, despite meeting the screening criteria as key radionuclides, discussions relative to
K-40 and Ra-226 shall be limited within this SA. Further, these radionuclides are not
included in sensitivity modeling. The fifth and sixth radionuclides, Cs-135 and Pb-210, are
shown to indicate that all other radionuclides fall below the screening criteria.
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Table 5.2-1: Determination of Key Radionuclides
Sector
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

5.2.2

Peak Groundwater Dose Contribution in any year within 20,000 Years (mrem/yr)
I-129
Tc-99
Ra-226
K-40
Cs-135
Pb-210
6.1
3.0
1.7
0.43
0.17
0.13
8.2
3.9
2.3
0.46
0.18
0.17
6.0
3.1
1.6
0.43
0.18
0.12
3.3
1.9
0.91
0.42
0.19
<0.1
6.3
2.6
1.8
0.43
0.13
0.14
4.0
1.6
1.2
0.42
<0.1
<0.1
6.8
2.9
1.9
0.43
<0.1
0.15
8.4
3.6
2.4
0.65
<0.1
0.19
6.3
3.7
2.4
1.0
<0.1
0.18
8.9
3.9
1.7
0.89
<0.1
0.13
10.9
4.6
2.4
0.53
<0.1
0.19
6.3
3.0
0.9
0.44
<0.1
<0.1

Groundwater Concentrations at 100 Meters

The radionuclide inventories used in this SA are presented in Table 3.4-1. The 100-meter
groundwater concentrations for the SA were calculated using the SDF PORFLOW Model for
the Evaluation Case, which divides the area around SDF into computational cells. The
PORFLOW 100-meter concentrations are calculated for 12 sectors (Sectors A through L).
The groundwater concentrations at 100 meters are presented in Tables A-1 through A-3
(Appendix A). Results are presented for the maximum groundwater concentration in any of
the three distinct aquifers (UTRA-UZ, Upper Three Runs Aquifer-Lower Zone [UTRA-LZ],
and the Gordon Aquifer by sector within the 1,000-year compliance period.
The nodes (dots) along the exterior of the SDF in Figure 5.2-1 show the 100-meter distances
from SDF. The different colors for the nodes are used to delineate between the different
sectors used for compilation of results. Table 5.2-2 provides the approximate threedimensional travel distance from each SDU to the 100-meter boundary along the direction of
flow. The stream traces (Figure 5.2-1) from the SDUs have 5-year time markers (red dots)
indicating travel times in the saturated zone for a non-retarded tracer.
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Figure 5.2-1: SDF 100-Meter Modeled Cells and Sectors
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Table 5.2-2: Aquifer Travel Distance to SDF 100-Meter Boundary

SDU
1
2A
2B
3A
3B

Approximate
Distance to
100-Meter
Boundary (ft)
1,470
620
630
440
570

SDU
4
5A
5B
6
7

Approximate
Distance to
100-Meter
Boundary (ft)
880
440
620
1,100
1,110

SDU
8
9
10
11
12

Approximate
Distance to
100-Meter
Boundary (ft)
540
560
1,370
560
710

Inputs to calculation of the 100-meter groundwater concentrations using the SDF PORFLOW
Model are discussed in more detail in the SDF PA, Section 5.2.1.
Tables A-1 through A-3 (Appendix A) also list the maximum contaminant level (MCL) for
each constituent with the derived values for beta-gamma emitters from Table II-3 of the
National Primary Drinking Water Regulations; Radionuclides; Notice of Data Availability;
Proposed Rule, FR-00-9654. The MCLs provided in the reference are based on a betagamma dose of 4 mrem/yr. The peak concentration of each beta-gamma emitter in 1,000
years is compared to a specific MCL to determine their fraction. To determine if the 4
mrem/yr beta-gamma limit is met, the sum of the fractions must be less than 1.0. The total
alpha MCL includes Ra-226, but does not include radon or uranium. The radium MCL
includes both Ra-226 and Ra-228. [SCDHEC R.61-58]
5.2.3

Groundwater Concentrations at the Seeplines

Due to changes to the SDU design and layout of the facility, a revised seepline factor was
developed. As described in the SDF PA, Section 5.2.2, this factor was applied to the
100-meter concentrations as a simplified method for estimating radionuclide doses at the
seepline. Rather than modeling every constituent from the SDUs to the seeplines of
McQueen Branch and UTR, a representative sample was modeled. The peak concentrations
at the 100-meter boundary and at the seeplines were used to determine an appropriate ratio
that could be applied as a simplified approach to estimating concentrations at the seeplines.
For the SDF PA, the seepline factor was 35%. The revised seepline factor for use in this SA
is 24.4%, as described in Appendix C. Figure 5.2-2 provides a comparison of the
PORFLOW-calculated seepline concentrations versus the ratio-calculated seepline
concentrations. The similarities between these curves provide confidence that the values
developed from this approach are appropriate for this analysis. The radionuclides selected
for this figure represent those radionuclides that had the highest peak concentrations (in
pCi/L) within 20,000 years.
For the Evaluation Case, the PORFLOW-calculated concentrations were used for those
radionuclides that were modeled out to the seepline. For all other radionuclides the revised
seepline factor was applied. The factor was also applied for all the radionuclides, for all
other modeling cases and sensitivity analyses.
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Figure 5.2-2: Comparison of Seepline Concentrations for Select Radionuclides
(PORFLOW versus Seepline Ratio)

5.3

Air Pathways and Radon Analysis

The SDF PA, Section 5.3, describes the results of the airborne and radon analyses performed for
the SDF PA. As described in Section 4.5 of this SA, the analysis has not been revised as it is
unlikely that the model changes would result in significant increases to doses for flux from the
air and radon pathways and the previously calculated air and radon results were many orders of
magnitude below a dose or flux of concern.
5.4

Biotic Pathways

The SDF PA, Section 5.4, describes how the biotic pathways doses to the MOP are calculated for
the receptor with 100-meter well water as a primary water source and for the receptor with
groundwater from a stream as a primary water source. As mentioned in Section 4.6, the input
values have been revised to reflect the most recent available data. A complete discussion of the
revised biotic pathways and related methodology is provided in Dose Calculation Methodology
for Liquid Waste Performance Assessments at the Savannah River Site, SRR-CWDA-201300058. An analysis of the revised approach (SRR-CWDA-2013-00058, Appendix A) indicated
that these updates do not alter the dose results, relative to the approach used in the SDF PA.
5.5

Dose Analysis of MOP Exposure

The SDF PA, Section 5.5, contains calculations of the peak total doses to the MOP at the 100meter well for the Base Case (Case A). A peak dose is identified for the 10,000-year
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performance period. In order to provide additional insight into the modeling, a peak dose is also
identified for a 20,000-year period after SDF closure. Finally, a peak dose associated with a
subset of the full suite of radionuclides for 50,000 years after facility closure is provided. These
peak doses have been recalculated using the peak groundwater concentrations presented in this
SA (i.e., the groundwater concentrations at 100 meters and at the seepline) for this Evaluation
Case. The doses for these periods were recalculated using the SDF PORFLOW Model described
in Section 4.4.1 and for the 1,000-year compliance period for the Evaluation Case described in
Section 4.4.3, using the revised SDF inventories presented in Section 3.4 and the dose
methodology presented in Sections 4.6, 4.7, and 5.4 of the SDF PA.
5.5.1

Member of the Public at 100-Meter Groundwater Pathways Dose Results

The peak groundwater pathways doses for the 100-meter sectors (A through L) are calculated
using the peak concentration for each radionuclide in the sector (a discussion of how peak
concentrations are determined by sector is provided in SDF PA, Section 5.2). These peak
groundwater pathways doses are the total dose associated with all the individual 100-meter
well pathways identified in Section 5.4.
5.5.1.1

Member of the Public 100-Meter Peak Annual Groundwater Pathways Dose

Table 5.5-1 shows a comparison of the 100-meter peak groundwater pathways doses for the
12 different 100-meter sectors within the 1,000-year compliance period, the first 10,000
years, and within the time period bounded by 10,000 years and 20,000 years. For the
Evaluation Case, the peak dose within the first 20,000 years is also the peak dose within
10,000 years. In calculating the peak groundwater pathways dose, the highest radionuclide
concentration within the vertical computational meshes is used from each of the three distinct
aquifers modeled (UTRA-UZ, UTRA-LZ, and the Gordon Aquifer).
Table 5.5-1 presents the peak groundwater pathways doses to the MOP during the 1,000-year
compliance period. As shown in Figure 5.5-1, the highest doses to the MOP occur in Sector
B, followed closely by Sectors C and D.
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Table 5.5-1: 100-Meter MOP Peak Groundwater Pathways Dose by Sector
Sector Peak Dose in 1,000 Years

Peak Dose in
10,000 Years

Peak Dose between
10,000 Years and
20,000 Years

A

0.03 mrem/yr (year 1,000)

7.8 mrem/yr (year 5,290)

4.5 mrem/yr (year 20,000)

B

0.04 mrem/yr (year 1,000)

10.4 mrem/yr (year 5,280)

6.0 mrem/yr (year 20,000)

C

0.03 mrem/yr (year 1,000)

7.9 mrem/yr (year 5,280)

4.3 mrem/yr (year 20,000)

D

0.03 mrem/yr (year 870)

4.7 mrem/yr (year 5,270)

2.3 mrem/yr (year 20,000)

E

0.02 mrem/yr (year 1,000)

7.4 mrem/yr (year 5,260)

4.6 mrem/yr (year 20,000)

F

0.01 mrem/yr (year 1,000)

4.6 mrem/yr (year 5,260)

2.9 mrem/yr (year 20,000)

G

0.01 mrem/yr (year 1,000)

7.9 mrem/yr (year 5,270)

4.9 mrem/yr (year 20,000)

H

0.01 mrem/yr (year 1,000)

9.7 mrem/yr (year 5,280)

6.3 mrem/yr (year 20,000)

I

0.01 mrem/yr (year 1,000)

7.4 mrem/yr (year 5,330)

6.4 mrem/yr (year 20,000)

J

0.01 mrem/yr (year 1,000)

10.3 mrem/yr (year 5,320)

5.8 mrem/yr (year 20,000)

K

0.01 mrem/yr (year 1,000)

12.5 mrem/yr (year 5,290)

7.3 mrem/yr (year 20,000)

L

0.01 mrem/yr (year 1,000)

7.4 mrem/yr (year 5,350)

3.9 mrem/yr (year 20,000)

Note: Sectors illustrated in Figure 5.2-1

Figure 5.5-1: 100-Meter MOP Peak Groundwater Pathways Dose within 1,000 Years,
Sectors A through L
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Between 2,000 and 20,000 years after closure, the highest doses only occur in Sectors B and
K. Figure 5.5-2 shows the peak doses to a 100-meter MOP receptor over 20,000 years for
each of the 100-meter sectors. The highest overall peak groundwater pathways dose during
this period is associated with Sector K and is dominated by the I-129 releases from SDUs 7
and 9.
As shown in Figure 5.5-2, a minor initial peak occurs in Sector B at approximately 3,600
years and is attributed to the release of I-129 from SDU 4. SDU 4 was modeled to
experience more rapid degradation of the cementitious barriers (i.e., wall degrades
immediately), relative to the cylindrical SDUs, thus the contaminants are released earlier as
more flow passes through the unit. Alternatively, the peak at approximately 5,300 years is
attributed to releases from the 375-foot diameter SDUs and appears in every sector. The
magnitude of this peak is highest in Sector K due to the layout of the SDUs within the
disposal facility relative to groundwater flow. This peak corresponds to releases from SDU
9, as the wall segments transition from Reduced Region II to Oxidized Region II, and then to
Oxidized Region III; starting at approximately 1,600 years and finishing at approximately
5,700 years (Table 4.1-2).
Figure 5.5-2: 100-Meter MOP Peak Groundwater Pathways Dose within 20,000 Years,
Sectors A through L

5.5.1.2

Individual Radionuclide Contributions to the MOP 100-Meter Peak Annual
Groundwater Pathways Dose

Table 5.5-2 shows the relative contribution from the key radionuclides to the Sector K
100-meter peak groundwater pathways dose over 10,000 years. The peak groundwater
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pathways dose to a MOP at 100 meters during the 10,000-year performance period is
primarily associated with I-129 (86%) and Tc-99 (9%).
Table 5.5-2: Sector K 100-Meter MOP Peak Groundwater Pathways Dose within 10,000
Years
Radionuclide
I-129
Tc-99
K-40
Cs-135
Others
Total

Contribution to Sector K
Peak Dose at Year 5,290
(mrem/yr)
10.9
1.3
0.13
<0.1
< 0.1
< 13

Percentage of
Total Peak
Dose
87%
11%
1%
< 1%
< 1%
100%

The most significant Sector K doses are from I-129 and Tc-99, followed by Cs-135 and K-40
to a much lesser degree. The long-term releases of these radionuclides from a typical 375foot diameter SDU to the saturated zone are shown in Figure 5.5-3. This figure shows that
for Cs-135, I-129, and K-40, nearly all of the available inventory is released within the first
10,000 years; therefore, the magnitude of the doses from these three radionuclides are likely
to be a function of the available inventory. As SDUs are filled in the future, and the
inventory values are adjusted based on sampling, more accurate dose estimates can be
developed.
Figure 5.5-3: Radionuclide Flux Releases from a Typical 375-Foot Diameter SDU
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Figure 5.5-4 shows the relative contribution from the key radionuclides to the less than 13
mrem/yr Sector K peak groundwater pathways dose within the 10,000-year performance
period. Figure 5.5-5 and Table 5.5-3 display the relative contribution from the key
radionuclides to the 7.3 mrem/yr Sector K peak groundwater pathways dose during the
10,000-year to 20,000-year time period.
Sector K has the highest dose within 10,000 years due to the contribution from I-129. The
doses at the Sector K boundary are dominated by releases from the 375-foot diameter SDUs
(i.e., SDUs 9 and 7). Figure 5.5-4 shows I-129 climbing from about 2,000 years until it
reaches the two peaks, at around 5,000 years and 5,300 years after closure. These peaks
correspond to releases from SDU 9 and SDU 7, respectively, as the modeled wall segments
become oxidized (starting around 1,600 and completing 4,100 years after closure). As
oxidation occurs, and as flow through the SDU saltstone increases due to degradation, I-129
is more readily transported.
Releases from Tc-99 are much more gradual, as shown in Figure 5.5-3. The release of Tc-99
is controlled by the oxidation of saltstone over time, as discussed in Section 4.4.1.3.
The doses from Cs-135 and K-40 both result from the assumption that the MOP will ingest
fish taken from the stream location that exhibits the highest possible concentrations,
regardless of the MOP’s respective sector (i.e., doses from the location of the maximum
seepline concentrations impact all sectors equally). In this case, early releases from SDU 4
reach McQueen Branch and contribute to these Cs-135 and K-40 doses.
The 10,000-year to 20,000-year dose results for Sector K at 100 meters are influenced by Tc99 and Ra-226 with a total peak dose of less than 8 mrem/yr at year 20,000.
Figure 5.5-4: Contributors to the Sector K 100-Meter Peak Groundwater Pathways Dose,
from 0 Years to 10,000 Years
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Figure 5.5-5: Contributors to the Sector K 100-Meter Peak Groundwater Pathways Dose,
from 10,000 Years to 20,000 Years

Table 5.5-3: Sector K 100-Meter MOP Peak Groundwater Pathways Dose, from
10,000 Years to 20,000 Years
Contribution to Sector K
Percentage of Total
Radionuclide Peak Dose at Year 20,000
Peak Dose
(mrem/yr)
Tc-99
4.6
63%
Ra-226
2.4
33%
Pb-210
0.2
3%
K-40
< 0.1
< 1%
Others
< 0.1
< 1%
Total
7.3
100%
5.5.1.3

Individual Disposal Unit Contributions to a MOP 100-Meter Peak Annual
Groundwater Pathways Dose

Tables 5.5-4 and 5.5-5 show the relative contributions from the various distinct waste sources
in the southern sectors and the northern sectors, respectively. These relative percentages are
based on relative values at the time of the peak doses for each sector. Further, note that this
specific analysis was performed using the GoldSim model, which showed similar, but
slightly different, results to the PORFLOW model when comparing the Evaluation Case
results (Section 5.6.2). Despite the minor differences, the results provide valuable insight
regarding which disposal units provide the most significant impact on dose results.
PORFLOW was used for all other analyses in Section 5.5.1.
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In addition to the individual sources, these tables also identify the percent of the dose
contribution that comes from concentrations assumed at the seepline (e.g., fish ingestion
doses). These concentrations are conservative, based on the 24.4% seepline factor. As
described in Section 5.2.3, the concentration at the seepline uses the maximum 100-meter
concentration for each nuclide, regardless of where this maximum value occurs, such that the
seepline dose is a composite of the highest possible concentrations around the 100-meter
performance boundary scaled by a seepline factor. For the GoldSim model, the seepline
doses are most strongly controlled by K-40 releases from SDU 3B.
Figures 5.5-6 and 5.5-7 show the source contributors to Sectors B and K, respectively, over
time. These two sectors represent the highest doses for the southern and northern sectors,
respectively. As shown, Sector B doses are dominated by releases from SDUs 10 and 11,
while Sector K doses are almost entirely controlled by releases from SDU 9.
Table 5.5-4: 100-Meter MOP Peak Groundwater Pathways Dose Contributions by Waste
Source, Southern Sectors, for 0 to 10,000 Years after Closure
Sector
Source

A

B

C

D

E

F

SDU 1
SDU 4
SDU 10
SDU 11
SDU 12
Seepline
Peak Dose
(mrem/yr)
Time of Peak
(Years)

<0.1%
2.8%
40%
47%
0%
10%

1.0%
6.6%
47%
41%
0%
5.0%

4.9%
14%
55%
16%
1%
10%

8.6%
13%
5.2%
0%
55%
18%

0.8%
<0.1%
0%
0%
91%
8.6%

<0.1%
0%
0%
0%
83%
17%

6.0

11.6

5.9

3.1

6.5

3.3

5,320

5,320

5,320

5,300

5,280

5,280
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Table 5.5-5: 100-Meter MOP Peak Groundwater Pathways Dose Contributions by Waste
Source, Northern Sectors, for 0 to 10,000 Years after Closure
Sector
Source

G

H

I

J

K

L

SDU 2A
SDU 2B
SDU 3A
SDU 3B
SDU 5A
SDU 5B
SDU 6
SDU 7
SDU 8
SDU 9
Seepline
Peak Dose
(mrem/yr)
Time of Peak
(Years)

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
<0.1%
0%
92%
0%
8.0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
<0.1%
<0.1%
3.8%
0%
91%
0%
5.1%

<0.1%
<0.1%
13%
<0.1%
11%
<0.1%
67%
0%
<0.1%
0.5%
9.3%

0%
0%
3.6%
16%
<0.1%
<0.1%
<0.1%
0%
0%
74%
6.7%

<0.1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0.7%
0%
95%
4.5%

2.7%
<0.1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
89%
0%
<0.1%
7.8%

7.1

11.1

6.3

8.6

12.6

7.5

5,280

5,280

5,360

5,320

5,300

5,380

Figure 5.5-6: Source Contributors to Dose in Sector B
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Figure 5.5-7: Source Contributors to Dose in Sector K

5.5.1.4

Individual Pathways Contributions to a MOP 100-Meter Peak Annual
Groundwater Pathways Dose

As stated previously, the total peak groundwater pathways dose results are the summation of
the doses associated with all the individual 100-meter well pathways identified in Section
5.4. Table 5.5-6 shows the relative contributions from the individual groundwater pathways
to the Sector K 100-meter MOP receptor dose at 5,290 years (the year of the peak dose). The
primary contributors are water ingestion (95% of peak dose) and plant ingestion (3% of peak
dose).
Table 5.5-6: 100-Meter MOP Peak Dose Groundwater Pathways Contributions in Sector
K for 0 to 10,000 Years after Closure
Pathway
Water Ingestion
Plant Ingestion
Fish Ingestion
Meat Ingestion
Milk Ingestion
All Other Pathways
Total

Associated Contribution to
Sector K peak at year 5,290
(mrem/yr)
11.8
0.4
0.3
< 0.1
< 0.1
< 0.1
< 13

Percentage of
Sector K Total
Peak Dose
95%
3%
2%
0.2%
0.1%
< 0.1%
100%

Due to the timing of the individual radionuclide dose peaks, the peak dose at 5,290 years in
Sector K is dominated by I-129 as shown in Table 5.5-2. Figure 5.5-8 presents the
contributions from the key dose pathways (e.g., water ingestion) over time.
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Figure 5.5-8: Pathway Contributors to Dose in Sector K

Table 5.5-7 shows the relative contributions from the individual dose pathways to the Sector
K 100-meter MOP receptor dose at 20,000 years (the year of the peak dose for the time
period between 10,000 years and 20,000 years). The primary contributors are water
ingestion (98% of peak dose) and plant ingestion (2% of peak dose).
Table 5.5-7: 100-Meter MOP Peak Dose Groundwater Pathways Contributions in Sector
K for 10,000 to 20,000 Years after Closure
Pathway
Water Ingestion
Plant Ingestion
Fish Ingestion
Meat Ingestion
All Other Pathways
Total
5.5.1.5

Associated Contribution to
Sector K Peak at year
20,000 (mrem/yr)
7.1
0.1
< 0.05
< 0.05
< 0.05
7.3

Percentage of
Sector K Total
Peak Dose
98%
2%
< 1%
< 1%
< 1%
100%

Member of the Public 100-Meter Peak Annual Groundwater Pathways Dose
Results for 50,000 years

The peak groundwater pathways dose is estimated for the key radionuclides and others for
50,000 years in order that the dose behavior well past the 1,000-year compliance period can
be evaluated. These groundwater pathways doses are the total doses associated with the
individual MOP 100-meter pathways identified in Section 5.4. In addition to the key
radionuclides identified in Section 5.2.1 (Cs-135, I-129, K-40, Ra-226, and Tc-99), the
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following radionuclides (and their progenies) have been included in this evaluation, Ac-227,
Am-243, Cm-243, Pa-231, Pb-210, Pu-238, Pu-239, Th-229, Th-230, U-233, U-234, and U235. These additional radionuclides were included to demonstrate system performance
relative to longer-lived and slower moving radionuclides.
Figure 5.5-9 shows the 100-meter peak groundwater pathways doses over time for 50,000
years for each sector. Three sectors, I, J, and K, capture the highest peak doses in the 20,000year to 50,000-year period. The dose to the MOP peaks at approximately 475 mrem/yr in
Sector I around 31,000 years after closure. The peak dose in Sectors I and J is from the
significant release of Tc-99 that occurs when the floors of the 150-foot diameter SDUs
experience break-through due to oxidation. In Sector K, a Tc-99 peak occurs near 39,000
years due to a similar release from the 375-foot diameter SDUs.
Despite the larger Tc-99 inventory available in the 375-foot diameter SDUs, relative to the
150-foot diameter SDUs, the magnitude of the spike is higher in Sectors I and J. Although
the 375-foot diameter SDUs are much larger, the peak Tc-99 release rates are roughly the
same for both types of SDUs (i.e., 98 g/yr for the 150-foot diameter SDUs and 110 g/yr for
the 375-foot diameter SDUs, as described in Section 5.6.2). As such, the higher magnitude
Tc-99 doses in Sectors I and J are due to the Tc-99 mass that is simultaneously released from
multiple 150-foot diameter SDUs. The subsequent spikes (for approximately 6,500 years
following the initial Tc-99 spike) are from Tc-99 being released until the SDU concrete floor
has been completely oxidized.
In addition to the Tc-99 release, in the peak sector doses from Ra-226 climb to about 30
mrem/yr between 20,000 and 25,000 years, then holds steady for the remaining time of the
simulation due to ingrowth from parent radionuclides (e.g., Th-230, Pu-238, and U-234).
The timing and the magnitude of the peak (approximately 475 mrem/yr at 31,000 years) is
considered unlikely to move to within the first 10,000 years after facility closure due to
several factors. For example, as a modeling simplification used in this SA, all events
associated with the 150-foot and 375-foot diameter SDUs occur simultaneously to produce
this relatively high magnitude spike in the dose results, a nominal degradation scenario was
assumed (rather than the best estimate scenario), and the assumed linear degradation rate
results in rapid degradation of the cementitious materials.
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Figure 5.5-9: 100-Meter MOP Peak Groundwater Pathways Dose within 50,000 Years

5.6

Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analyses

The SDF PA, Section 5.6, considers the effects of uncertainties in the conceptual models used
and sensitivities in the parameters used in the mathematical models. The uncertainty analyses
and sensitivity analyses were primarily performed using a probabilistic model (i.e., the SDF
GoldSim Model), but some additional single parameter sensitivity analyses were performed
through deterministic modeling using both the PORFLOW and GoldSim models.
The probabilistic model varies multiple parameters simultaneously, so concurrent effects of
changes in the model can be analyzed, and the potential impact of changes can be assessed. This
assessment allows for identification of parameters that are only of significance when varied
simultaneously with another parameter. The deterministic model single parameter analysis
provides a method to evaluate parametric effects in isolation, so the importance of the
uncertainty around a parameter of concern can be more effectively evaluated. Using both
probabilistic and deterministic models for sensitivity analysis versus a single approach provides
additional information concerning which parameters are of most importance to the SDF PA
modeling.
5.6.1

Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analyses using Probabilistic Modeling

The objective of these analyses was to investigate uncertainties that are inherent in
conceptual models, mathematical models, and related data and assumptions to provide
reasonable expectation/assurance that performance objectives will be met and ensure any
future work focuses on issues of importance.
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SDF GoldSim Model

In order to address uncertainty and sensitivity for the modeling of the SDF, a probabilistic
model was constructed. This model is simpler in design than the PORFLOW groundwater
model in its environmental transport calculations, but includes additional calculations that
cannot be performed in PORFLOW, such as dose calculations. The SDF GoldSim Model is
described in detail in Section 4.4.2.
The probabilistic model, developed using GoldSim software, accepts uncertainty and
variability in the input parameters, the values of which can be defined using probability
distributions. If a given model input (e.g., the Kd of saltstone) is given a distribution, or
range of values, then this distribution is sampled in the collection of Monte Carlo runs that
constitutes a probabilistic analysis. The collective uncertainty of all stochastic (probabilistic)
inputs is reflected in the range and distribution of modeled results, such as water
concentrations or dose to hypothetical future human receptors. If a given input parameter is
given no range of input values, that is, if it is defined deterministically, then it contributes
nothing to the overall uncertainty in the results. In reality, few parameters have zero
uncertainty. An example of a parameter without a defined range is the half-life of
radionuclides.
The probabilistic model allows evaluation of the uncertainty. The results of the uncertainty
analysis of this model are discussed in Section 5.6.4. Adopting a probabilistic approach also
allows analysts to determine which model input parameters are the most significant to the
results. This is done through sensitivity analysis, which identifies covariance between model
inputs and results. Section 5.6.5 discusses the sensitivity analysis performed for the SDF
model.
A benchmarking of the environmental transport calculations within a deterministic version of
the SDF GoldSim Model and those performed within PORFLOW is discussed in Section
5.6.2.
5.6.2

5.6.2.1

GoldSim Benchmarking

Benchmarking Between the GoldSim and PORFLOW Models

The SDF GoldSim Model is a probabilistic model designed to perform parameter uncertainty
and parameter sensitivity analyses used to help evaluate the potential for radionuclide
migration from the SDUs to the accessible environment, as described in Updates to the
Saltstone Disposal Facility Stochastic Fate and Transport Model, SRR-CWDA-2013-00073.
The probabilistic model used for this SA was constructed using the GoldSim systems
analysis software and represents an enhancement to previous versions. A description of the
probabilistic model and the enhancements provided for this SA is presented in Section 4.4.2.
The probabilistic model uses an abstraction of the SDF PORFLOW Model to perform
radionuclide transport simulations. Dose calculations are performed using the same dose
calculations that were used to determine the PORFLOW dose results.
Use of the abstraction model reduces the analysis time needed for multi-realization
processes, such as Monte Carlo sampling or Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS). In order for
the probabilistic model abstraction to be used in lieu of the SDF PORFLOW Model, its
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validity must be tested by comparing the abstraction model results with SDF PORFLOW
Model results for the Evaluation Case. A reasonable degree of agreement between the two
models is necessary to give confidence that the trends produced in the probabilistic analysis
reflect the trends that would occur if the SDF PORFLOW Model is run repeatedly in a
probabilistic mode.
Because of these simplifications associated with the abstraction, a perfect match between
GoldSim and PORFLOW results is not expected, but basic features of breakthrough curves
reflecting processes such as material degradation and changes in chemical environments
should be similar.
The following sections describe the approach used to benchmark the SDF GoldSim Model to
the SDF PORFLOW Model and the results of that benchmarking.

5.6.2.2

Saltstone Disposal Facility SA Benchmarking Activities

The benchmarking analysis was comprised of four phases. The first phase focused on how
well the abstraction model (i.e., the SDF GoldSim Model) can approximate the PORFLOWgenerated radionuclide releases from the SDUs. Radionuclide releases to the saturated zone
from the two models were compared. The second phase focused on how well the abstraction
model approximates the radionuclide transport behavior in the saturated zone. PORFLOWto-GoldSim model comparisons of radionuclide concentrations within specified sectors along
the 100-meter boundary (Figure 5.2-1) form the basis of how well the abstraction model
approximates in the dilution/attenuation processes in the saturated zone. Breakthrough
curves representing the radionuclide concentrations over time for each of the several sectors
form the basis of this comparison. The third phase of the benchmarking process focuses on
examining how well the abstracted model approximates the MOP dose results. The fourth
phase of the benchmarking process focuses on examining how well the abstracted model
approximates the IHI dose results at the seven wells analyzed in the PORFLOW and
GoldSim models.

5.6.2.3

Mass Release Benchmarking Results

The SA Evaluation Case, which is used in the benchmarking process, represents an alternate
scenario for the time-based degradation of the SDU components, including the grout, wall,
floor and mud mats (for the 150-foot diameter SDUs only), simulated to help answer specific
questions asked by the NRC.
The species evaluated during the benchmarking represent the most important dose
contributors noted in the PORFLOW simulations: I-129, Cs-135, Ra-226, and Tc-99.
5.6.2.3.1

Mass Releases to the Saturated Zone

For all SDU types, I-129, Cs-135, Ra-226, and Tc-99 mass flux breakthrough curves at
the water table from the GoldSim and PORFLOW models are compared during the
benchmarking process. The breakthrough curves presented here represent the total mass
fluxes released at the bottom of the unsaturated zone.
Note that when comparing breakthrough curves generated by the PORFLOW model and
the GoldSim abstraction of the model, the simplifying assumptions of the abstraction are
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reflected in the differences between the resultant breakthrough curves. The major
attributes of the GoldSim abstraction, which allow it to be computationally more efficient
include:
•

the degree of refinement of the discretized system,

•

the spatial averaging of the flow fields in the abstraction,

•

the assumption that the advective migration of contaminants controlling the dose
calculations is dominated by the vertical component of the velocity field, and

•

the assumption that the transport integral to the dose calculations is dominated by
releases from the bottom of the SDUs.

As described in Section 4.4.2.1.1, within the GoldSim abstraction model the PORFLOW
finite-element model (and associated grid) is replaced by a coarser network of mixing
cells representing the saltstone mass, the SDU structure, and the surrounding backfill (see
SRR-CWDA-2013-00073, Section 4.1.1). Other features, such as the floor, the UZ, and
joints, are represented by one-dimensional strings of mixing cells linked in series. The
coarser grid structure will influence the degree to which the releases from the two models
can match. In addition, while the PORFLOW model uses a heterogeneous flow field
with velocities varying from cell-to-cell, the abstraction utilizes a uniform flow field
derived from the PORFLOW model flow field. Within individual model structures, like
the UZ, a single spatially averaged flow rate, determined from the heterogeneous
PORFLOW model flow field, is used. As described below, with respect to specific
benchmarking comparisons, the horizontal component of flow in the UZ can have a
moderate influence on the initial timing of breakthrough curves and the less important
early time releases. This effect is accentuated by the lower vertical components of UZ
velocities below the center of the SDUs. The differences between breakthrough curves
from the two models are associated with the spatial averaging of the velocities used in the
GoldSim model and the abstraction’s assumption of a uniform vertical flow field beneath
the SDU. This effect is more prominent in the smaller SDUs (SDU 1 and the 150-foot
diameter SDUs) than the SDUs with larger footprints (SDU 4 and the 375-foot diameter
SDUs). Because of the influences of the column zone on the saltstone flow domain, the
saltstone is divided into two rectangles (central and outer) for SDUs 1 and 4 and two
cylinders (inner and outer cylinder) for the other SDUs. Each zone has its own spatially
averaged uniform velocity derived from the PORFLOW flow model outputs.
Also, note that the Tc-99 GoldSim model is also subject to additional simplifying
assumptions including the assumption that the horizontal component of diffusion is not a
controlling factor in contributing to peak dose. In addition, the GoldSim model uses the
“shrinking core” model from the FY2013 SDF SA as opposed to the “shrinking core”
model from the FY2014 SDF SA, which assumes that transient dissolution within a
computational cell (element) is a function of the degree of slag oxidation within the cell.
The FY2013 SDF SA “shrinking core” model, which is utilized in the present GoldSim
model, assumes a step-function approach to release, wherein all precipitate in a cell
instantaneously dissolves at the time that the last remaining slag is oxidized.
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The criterion for acceptability of the simplified GoldSim results as an analogue for the
PORFLOW results, is based upon a comparison between PORFLOW and GoldSim
model peak values. A difference of 25% or less was considered acceptable, although
under specific conditions a greater difference was considered appropriate. For example,
more flexibility was given to the differences in spike releases from the Tc-99 model due
to the differences between the instantaneous-dissolution assumption (GoldSim) versus
the time-dependent dissolution assumption (PORFLOW). In general, peak differences
were less than 20% and usually much less, especially when the release peaks fell within
the simulation time range. The timing of peaks was also considered important, but
acceptability was based the individual simulations and cause of deviations when they
occurred. Note that a 12.5% temporal deviation was the worst case.
SDU 1
A comparison of the SDF PORFLOW Model and SDF GoldSim Model mass releases of
Cs-135, I-129, Ra-226, and Tc-99, as presented in the following figures, indicate that the
GoldSim model produces an acceptable approximation of the releases from SDU 1
generated by the PORFLOW model. Table 5.6.2-1 summarizes the peak values for these
releases.
Table 5.6.2-1: SDF GoldSim and PORFLOW Model Peak Unsaturated Zone Release
Comparisons for SDU 1

Radionuclide

I-129
Cs-135
Ra-226
Tc-99

PORFLOW
Peak
Release
(g/yr)
3.9E-01
2.3E-02
4.2E-08
4.3E-01

PORFLOW
Time of
Peak
Release
(yr)
~5,500
~10,000
20,000
~13,500

GoldSim
Peak
Release
(g/yr)
4.2E-01
2.0E-02
4.5E-08
4.2E-01

GoldSim
Time of
Peak
Release
(yr)
~5,500
~9,000
20,000
~13,000

Percent
Difference
9%
-12%
6%
-2%

The GoldSim model Cs-135 release presented in Figure 5.6.2-1, closely replicates the
PORFLOW model release in shape but the GoldSim breakthrough curve does arrive
sooner (the peak is near 9,000 years as opposed to approximately 10,000 years) and is
slightly more dispersed with a peak value that is 13% lower than the PORFLOW peak.
The difference in peak arrival time between the two models can be attributed to the
simplification (by velocity averaging) of the UZ flow field used by the GoldSim model.
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Figure 5.6.2-1: SDU 1 Cs-135 Release to the Saturated Zone

The differences between the PORFLOW- and GoldSim-generated breakthrough curves
are also accentuated by cesium’s higher Kd value (relative to iodine). The Cs-135
concentration profile at 7,250 years, as generated by the PORFLOW model, is presented
in Figure 5.6.2-2. This figure shows a vertical cross section of SDU 1 from the
PORFLOW model. The left edge of the figure represents the middle of SDU 1 and cells
with greater discretization indicate the outer wall, roof, and floor. The Y-Axis provides
the distance from the bottom of the floor of the SDU (in cm) and the X-Axis provides the
distance from the middle of the SDU (also in cm).
Figure 5.6.2-3 shows the horizontal component of flow in the UZ immediately beneath
the SDU causes the Cs-135 to migrate towards the UZ below center of the SDU. In the
UZ, the vertical flow rate in the UTRA-UZ below the outer area of the SDU is much
greater (up to 5 to 10 times greater depending on the time step) than under the center of
the SDU. This heterogeneity in the flow field beneath the SDU controls the PORFLOW
breakthrough curve presented in Figure 5.6.2-1. The GoldSim model utilizes a uniform
flow field based on the spatial averaging of the vertical component of the PORFLOW
generated flow field.
The averaged vertical flow velocity through the UZ used by the SDF GoldSim Model is
based on the vertical flow under the SDU footprint that was determined by PORFLOW.
Because the flow rate is averaged, the SDF GoldSim Model applies a vertical flow
through the UZ that is lower than PORFLOW near the outer edge of the SDU footprint,
but is higher than PORFLOW near the center of the SDU footprint. Further, the SDF
PORFLOW Model also includes a horizontal flow component that causes migration
towards the center of the SDU footprint (similar to a funnel, as illustrated by Figure
5.6.2-3). With respect to Cs-135 transport, the average vertical velocity conditions and
the zero horizontal velocity assumed by the SDF GoldSim Model results in Cs-135 fluxes
that are higher at earlier times than those determined by PORFLOW, when viewed on a
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linear plot. This perspective reflects the shape of the breakthrough curve at the higher
release rates. The spatially variant UZ vertical flow field used in the SDF PORFLOW
Model produces a more spread out breakthrough curve with low releases at earlier times.
However, when the flux rates are higher, the SDF GoldSim Model releases more Cs-135
earlier, relative to the SDF PORFLOW Model. In other words, GoldSim generates a
breakthrough curve that arrives sooner and is more dispersed than PORFLOW.
Note that the spatial differentiation in the flow field beneath the SDU dissipates at later
times as the SDU cementitious material degrades, and vertical flow becomes the
dominant component of the PORFLOW flow field, as shown by the downward pointing
arrows in Figure 5.6.2-4.
Figure 5.6.2-2: SDU 1 Cs-135 PORFLOW Model Release to the Saturated Zone at 7,250
Years
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Figure 5.6.2-3: SDU 1 Flow Field at 1,000 Years

Figure 5.6.2-4: SDU 1 Flow Field at 18,900 years

The variation in the PORFLOW and GoldSim I-129 breakthrough curves for SDU 1 at
1,000 years, depicted in Figure 5.6.2-5, can be attributed to the differences in the spatial
distribution of the UZ flow-fields used by the two models. As noted earlier, the
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PORFLOW model uses spatially explicit cross-sectional flow fields generated during
PORFLOW flow model simulations. In contrast, the GoldSim model utilizes zonespecific (i.e., the UZ) uniform flow rates based upon spatial averaging of the vertical
component of flow based on flow-fields generated by PORFLOW.
As seen in Figure 5.6.2-6, this early PORFLOW model release, which emanates from the
wall, is influenced by the inwardly directed horizontal component of flow, which causes
the release to migrate to the center of the SDU and disperse as it migrates vertically
downwards. The directional vectors describing the flow field are presented in Figure
5.6.2-3. Note also that the vertical component of flow in the UZ decreases from the edge
of the SDU to the middle of the structure. In the GoldSim model, the early release from
the wall advects directly downwards from the floor beneath the wall. An additional
component in the fill adjacent to the wall is also transported downwards to the UZ.
Figure 5.6.2-5: SDU 1 I-129 Release to the Saturated Zone

Figure 5.6.2-7 presents the breakdown of the GoldSim model I-129 releases from different
components of SDU 1, along with the UZ release breakthrough curve. As can be seen in the
figure, the early-time (~1,000 years) UZ-release breakthrough curve is dominated by the
mass release from the wall (and the floor beneath it). This pattern of release from the wall is
similar to that seen in the PORFLOW model concentration-contour plot presented in Figure
5.6.2-6.
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Figure 5.6.2-6: SDU 1 I-129 PORFLOW Model Release to the Saturated Zone at 1,000
Years

Figure 5.6.2-7: UZ and Vault Component I-129 Releases for SDU 1 (GoldSim)

At later times, when the vertical component of flow becomes dominant, as depicted in
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234) generate PORFLOW and GoldSim breakthrough curves which are quite similar as
shown in Figure 5.6.2-8.
Figure 5.6.2-8: SDU 1 Ra-226 Release to the Saturated Zone

With respect to Tc-99 releases from SDU 1 (Figures 5.6.2-9 and 5.6.2-10), the GoldSim
model predicts a greater release of Tc-99 at early times, than the PORFLOW model.
This early-time difference in the breakthrough curves can be attributed to the difference
between the GoldSim “shrinking core” model (which is the same as the “shrinking core”
PORFLOW model from the FY2013 SDF SA) and the “shrinking core” PORFLOW
model from this FY2014 SDF SA. In the FY2014 SDF SA “shrinking core” model,
precipitated Tc-99 within each cell dissolves at a linear rate as oxidation of the slag
occurs. In the FY2013 SDF SA (and within the present GoldSim model), all of the
precipitated Tc-99 in a particular cell dissolves instantaneously at the time when the last
of the slag has been oxidized. The difference between the breakthrough curves generated
by the two different conceptualizations of the “shrinking core” models can be readily
seen by comparing Figures 5.6.2-9 and 5.6.2-10 with Figures 5.6.2-11 and 5.6.2-12,
which are GoldSim model benchmark comparisons with the SDF PORFLOW Model
from the FY2013 SDF SA. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00062]
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Figure 5.6.2-9: SDU 1 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone to 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.2-10: SDU 1 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone (Log Scale) to 50,000 Years
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Figure 5.6.2-11: SDU 1 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone (FY2013 SDF SA)

Figure 5.6.2-12: Semi-Log Plot of SDU 1 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone (FY2013
SDF SA)

The low-release tail, at the end of the PORFLOW breakthrough-curve, depicted in
Figures 5.6.2-10 and 5.6.2-12, emanates from a Tc-99 precipitate buildup in oxygen
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shadow zones 1 near saltstone boundaries. The shadow zone is caused by a delay in slag
oxidation, just inside the wall (and in zones adjacent to roof-support columns in SDU 4).
The contour plot from the SDF PORFLOW Model for SDU 1 slag concentration at
30,000 years is presented in Figure 5.6.2-13. The Tc-99 concentration at the same time is
presented in Figure 5.6.2-14. The buildup of mass is associated with the horizontal
components of diffusion and advective transport in the PORFLOW model. The simpler
GoldSim Tc-99 abstraction transport model assumes vertical advection dominates the
transport processes. However, since the GoldSim Tc-99 abstraction model captures the
important trends of the PORFLOW mass release breakthrough curve, it serves as an
acceptable representation of the system.
Figure 5.6.2-13: Contour Plot of Slag Concentration in Oxygen Shadow Zone for SDU1 at
30,000 Years

1

A shadow zone is an area where oxidation is less complete or occurs at a slower rate relative to adjacent areas,
normally due to localized lower flow rates.
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Figure 5.6.2-14: Contour Plot of Tc-99 Concentration Oxygen Shadow Zone for SDU 1 at
30,000 Years

SDU 4
Similar to results for SDU 1, the SDU 4 SDF PORFLOW Model and SDF GoldSim
Model mass releases presented within this section indicate that the GoldSim model
produces an acceptable approximation of the releases from SDU 4 generated by the
PORFLOW model. Table 5.6.2-2 summarizes the peak values for releases from SDU 4.
Table 5.6.2-2: SDF GoldSim and PORFLOW Model Peak Unsaturated Zone Release
Comparisons for SDU 4

Radionuclide

I-129
Cs-135
Ra-226
Tc-99

PORFLOW
Peak
Release
(g/yr)
1.7E+00
1.2E+00
1.8E-05
2.6E+00

PORFLOW
Time of
Peak
Release
(yr)
~3,500
~5,100
20,000
~16,500

GoldSim
Peak
Release
(g/yr)
1.7E+00
1.3E+00
1.5E-05
2.7E+00

GoldSim
Time of
Peak
Release
(yr)
~3,600
~5,100
20,000
~16,500

Percent
Difference
-2%
6%
-16%
6%

Unlike the results for the Cs-135, release from SDU 1 (Figure 5.6.2-1), the release from
SDU 4 (Figure 5.6.2-15) shows no significant difference in breakthrough timing between
the PORFLOW and GoldSim Model results. This is because releases from SDU 4 move
into the unsaturated zone where flow is more dominantly vertical, and the vertical
component of flow does not vary as much from the SDU centerline outward. Figure
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5.6.2-16 is a contour plot of the Cs-135 concentrations in and below SDU 4 at 4,250
years after closure. As can be seen, the concentrations tend to be spread out more evenly
from the center axis out, as opposed to converging to a narrower band (as shown for the
SDU 1 releases in Figure 5.6.2-2). The symmetry of the releases from the two saltstone
zones seen in Figure 5.6.2-16 is also seen in Figure 5.6.2-17 (green = inner zone, red
dashed = outer zone) which presents the GoldSim model breakthrough curves for the UZ
and the various components of the unit.
Figure 5.6.2-15: SDU 4 Cs-135 Release to the Saturated Zone

Figure 5.6.2-16: SDU 4 Cs-135 PORFLOW Model Release to the Saturated Zone at 4,250
Years
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Figure 5.6.2-17: UZ and Vault Component Releases for SDU 4 (GoldSim)

Figure 5.6.2-18 compares I-129 releases and shows that the GoldSim model abstraction is
an acceptable analog for the PORFLOW model.
Figure 5.6.2-18: SDU 4 I-129 Release to the Saturated Zone

A comparison of Figure 5.6.2-19 to Figure 5.6.2-8 shows that the Ra-226 curves do not
match quite as well as in the SDU 1 comparison, but when viewed in a semi-log plot the
similarity of the trends of the curves is readily seen (Figure 5.6.2-20).
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The earlier arrival of the breakthrough curve in the PORFLOW results as seen in Figure
5.6.2-20, is associated the higher vertical velocity in the UZ beneath the outside of the
saltstone. This pattern of release can be seen in Figure 5.6.2-21 which shows the
PORFLOW model concentrations of Ra-226 generated by ingrowth from Th-230. A
similar pattern is also seen for the concentrations of Ra-226 generated by ingrowth from
U-234 as depicted in Figure 5.6.2-22. Note, that these figures are examined because
during early time the Ra-226 release is controlled by ingrowth from U-234 and Th-230.
With respect to Ra-226 releases from SDU 1 a similar effect can be seen at very low
concentrations in the early stages of the concentration front breakthrough, but by the time
the Ra-226 release reaches discernable levels (see Figure 5.6.2-8), the influence of the
horizontal flow has obfuscated the effect. As with the Cs-135 and I-129 benchmarking
results, the 16% difference between the PORFLOW and GoldSim peaks and peak timings
show the abstraction model to be acceptable.
Figure 5.6.2-19: SDU 4 Ra-226 Release to the Saturated Zone
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Figure 5.6.2-20: SDU 4 Ra-226 Release to the Saturated Zone (Log Scale)

Figure 5.6.2-21: SDU 4 Ra-226 (from Th-230) PORFLOW Model Release to the Saturated
Zone at 4,250 Years
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Figure 5.6.2-22: SDU 4 Ra-226 (from U-234) PORFLOW Model Release to the Saturated
Zone at 4,250 Years

Similar to the SDU 1 results, the low-release tail seen in the SDU 1 Tc-99 release is also
present in the SDU 4 results (Figures 5.6.2-23 and 5.6.2-24). For SDU 4, the low-release
tail at the end of the PORFLOW breakthrough-curve depicted in Figure 5.6.2-24,
emanates from Tc-99 buildup (oxygen shadow) zones two adjacent to the walls and one
generated by the spatially-continuous planar representation of structural columns in the
PORFLOW model (for additional details see SRR-CWDA-2013-00073, Section 5.1.1.1).
Since the Tc-99 abstraction model captures the major trends of the PORFLOW mass
release breakthrough curve, the SDF GoldSim Model provides an acceptable
representation of the system.
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Figure 5.6.2-23: SDU 4 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone to 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.2-24: SDU 4 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone (Log Scale) to 50,000 Years

150-Foot Diameter SDUs (SDU 3A)
The mass releases from the 150-foot diameter SDUs, for the SDF PORFLOW Model and
the SDF GoldSim Model are presented below. Again, these figures indicate that the
GoldSim model produces an acceptable approximation of the releases and trends
generated by the PORFLOW model. Table 5.6.2-3 summarizes the results.
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Table 5.6.2-3: SDF GoldSim and PORFLOW Model Peak Unsaturated Zone Release
Comparisons for 150-Foot Diameter SDUs

Radionuclide

I-129
Cs-135
Ra-226
Tc-99
(0-20,000 years)
Tc-99
(0-50,000 years)

1.5E-01
1.6E-03
3.6E-05

PORFLOW
Time of
Peak
Release
(yr)
~6,600
~12,000
20,000

4.4E-01
9.8E+01

PORFLOW
Peak
Release
(g/yr)

1.4E-01
1.4E-03
3.8E-05

GoldSim
Time of
Peak
Release
(yr)
~6,600
~10,500
20,000

~19,000

4.0E-01

~19,000

-7%

~30,500

7.9E+01

~31,000

-20%

GoldSim
Peak
Release
(g/yr)

Percent
Difference
-10%
-11%
5%

Consistent with the SDU 1 results (Figure 5.6.2-1), the GoldSim model Cs-135
breakthrough curve the 150-foot diameter SDUs has an earlier peak arrival time and is
more dispersed than the PORFLOW breakthrough curve (Figure 5.6.2-25). This is once
again reflective of the differences in which the two models assimilate the multidimensional flow model data for the unsaturated zone.
Figure 5.6.2-25: SDU 3A Cs-135 Release to the Saturated Zone

Examination of the SDU 3A concentration profile at 11,000 years (Figure 5.6.2-26)
indicates that the peak Cs-135 release generated by PORFLOW is controlled by the
convergence of the release plume (outside the support-column zone) to an area adjacent
to the support-column zone. This pattern is reflective of the flow field beneath the SDU,
as depicted in Figure 5.6.2-27. The convergence of the plume, to an area adjacent to the
support-column zone, creates the differences between the PORFLOW and GoldSim
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model results, because the GoldSim abstraction model release is controlled by a spatially
averaged uniform (downward) flow rate. Note that in both models, the Cs-135 release
through the floor beneath the outer zone of saltstone dominates the release from the SDU.
The Cs-135 comparison shows an 11% difference in peak values and occurs about 1,500
years earlier in the GoldSim model. This is an acceptable abstraction for the PORFLOW
model.
Figure 5.6.2-26: SDU 3A Cs-135 Release to the Saturated Zone at 11,000 Years

The comparison between the SDF PORFLOW Model and the SDF GoldSim Model I-129
breakthrough curves as presented in Figure 5.6.2-28 also shows that the GoldSim model
is an acceptable abstraction for the PORFLOW model with a 10% difference in peak
values and quite similar peak breakthrough times. The slightly different shape of the two
I-129 breakthrough curves is also be attributed to the simplification of the flow fields in
the abstraction, although it is more subtle due to the lower sorption rate constant for
iodine (relative to cesium).
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Figure 5.6.2-27: SDU 3A Flow Field from 10,000 to 11,000 Years

Figure 5.6.2-28: SDU 3A I-129 Release to the Saturated Zone

Additionally, the comparison between the PORFLOW model and GoldSim model Ra226 breakthrough curves presented in Figure 5.6.2-29 also shows that the GoldSim model
is an acceptable abstraction for the PORFLOW model with a 5% difference in peak
values and very similar breakthrough times.
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Figure 5.6.2-29: SDU 3A Ra-226 Release to the Saturated Zone

As shown in Figure 5.6.2-30, the Tc-99 abstraction model has similar trends to the
PORFLOW model, but after 35,000 years, the GoldSim model release is reflective of
high and low spikes, while the PORFLOW model release reflects longer-term pulse type
releases (Figure 5.6.2-31). This difference is a function of the cell-based release
mechanisms. In the PORFLOW model, the Tc-99 dissolution rate in a cell is reflective of
the slag oxidation rate within a cell. In the GoldSim model, all of the precipitate in a cell
dissolves at the time when the cell becomes fully oxidized. Model differences between
PORFLOW and GoldSim are discussed in Section 5.1.1.1 of the Updates to the Saltstone
Disposal Facility Stochastic Fate and Transport Model, SRR-CWDA-2013-00073.
Since the Tc-99 abstraction model captures the major trends of the PORFLOW mass
release breakthrough curve, the GoldSim model provides an acceptable representation of
the Tc-99 release.
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Figure 5.6.2-30: SDU 3A Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone to 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.2-31: SDU 3A Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone (Log Scale) to 50,000 Years

375-Foot Diameter SDUs (SDU 6)
The mass releases from the 375-foot diameter SDUs are presented in the following
figures. Again, these figures indicate that the GoldSim model produces an acceptable
approximation of the releases and trends generated by the PORFLOW model. Table
5.6.2-4 summarizes the results.
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Table 5.6.2-4: SDF GoldSim and PORFLOW Model Peak Unsaturated Zone Release
Comparisons for 375-Foot Diameter SDUs

Radionuclide

I-129
Cs-135
Ra-226
Tc-99
(0-20,000 years)
Tc-99
(0-50,000 years)

4.7E+00
3.5E-02
8.9E-05

PORFLOW
Time of
Peak
Release
(yr)
~5,200
~7,400
20,000

2.7E+00
1.1E+02

PORFLOW
Peak
Release
(g/yr)

4.8E+00
3.8E-02
1.1E-04

GoldSim
Time of
Peak
Release
(yr)
~5,200
~7,500
20,000

~19,500

2.6E+00

~19,500

-3%

~38,500

2.0E+02

~38,000

79%

GoldSim
Peak
Release
(g/yr)

Percent
Difference
3%
8%
20%

The comparison between the PORFLOW model and GoldSim model Cs-135
breakthrough curves, as presented in Figure 5.6.2-32, shows that the GoldSim model is
an acceptable abstraction for the PORFLOW model with an 8% difference in peak values
and 100 years difference in peak breakthrough times. Similarly, the comparison between
the PORFLOW model and GoldSim model I-129 breakthrough curves as presented in
Figure 5.6.2-33 also shows that the GoldSim model is an acceptable abstraction for the
PORFLOW model with a 3% difference in peak values and very similar breakthrough
times (~5,200 years).
Figure 5.6.2-32: SDU 6 Cs-135 Release to the Saturated Zone
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Figure 5.6.2-33: SDU 6 I-129 Release to the Saturated Zone

Slight differences at the tail-end of the PORFLOW generated and GoldSim generated
breakthrough curves for Cs-135 and I-129 can be attributed to the releases from the floor
inner cylinder of saltstone. The extended tails of the PORFLOW breakthrough curves,
are a function of the inward trending decrease in vertical Darcy velocity of about 14
cm/yr to 3 cm/yr (exemplified by the 11,000 year to 12,000 year flow field) in the inner
cylinder of the saltstone. A similar inwards trending variance of about 16 cm/yr to 5
cm/yr is also exhibited in the UZ, below the inner cylinder of the saltstone. This spatial
trend in the velocity field in the PORFLOW model as opposed to the spatially averaged
values controlling transport through the saltstone and UZ in the abstraction model,
generates longer tails on the PORFLOW breakthrough curves.
As with the SDU 4 results, the Ra-226 curves (Figure 5.6.2-34) do not match quite as
well as some of the other comparisons, but when viewed in a semi-log plot the similarity
of the trends of the curves is readily seen (Figure 5.6.2-35). The earlier breakthrough of
the PORFLOW breakthrough is associated with the influence of the faster (vertical)
velocity of the UZ flow field below the outer zone of the saltstone (see Figure 5.6.2-36).
The GoldSim model does not pick up this subtlety because it uses a spatially averaged
vertical flow rate throughout the UZ.
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Figure 5.6.2-34: SDU 6 Ra-226 Release to the Saturated Zone

Figure 5.6.2-35: SDU 6 Ra-226 Release to the Saturated Zone (Log Scale)
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Figure 5.6.2-36: Contours of SDU 6 Ra-226 Concentrations at 6,750 years

Similar to the SDU 3A results, the Tc-99 results (Figure 5.1-37 and Figure 5.1-38) reflect
the differences in the models at later times, when the releases are low. However, the Tc99 abstraction model still captures the major trends of the PORFLOW mass release
breakthrough curve, and provides an acceptable representation of the Tc-99 release.
Figure 5.6.2-37: SDU 6 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone to 20,000 Years
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Figure 5.6.2-38: SDU 6 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone (Log Scale) to 50,000 Years

5.6.2.4

Radionuclide Concentrations at the 100-Meter Boundary

The second phase of the benchmarking process focuses on examining how well the
abstracted model approximates the radionuclide transport behavior in the saturated zone.
Radionuclide concentrations (in picocuries per liter) in four sectors (Sectors B, I, J, and K)
were examined for this task (Figure 5.2-1). Sector B was selected for this analysis because it
contains the highest PORFLOW and GoldSim model concentrations of the southern sectors.
Sector K was chosen because it contains the peak model concentrations for the northern
locations (in both GoldSim and PORFLOW results) and Sectors I and J were selected due to
their proximity to Sector K. Concentration comparisons between PORFLOW and GoldSim
model results showed less consistency in Sector J, which is located above a groundwater
divide, than for the other sectors. For this exercise, PORFLOW and GoldSim concentration
curves for four species (I-129, Cs-135, Ra-226, and Tc-99) were examined.
5.6.2.4.1

Sector B

An examination of PORFLOW and GoldSim-generated radionuclide concentrations
presented in Figure 5.6.2-39 indicates that the SDF GoldSim Model can provide a
computationally efficient approximation of 100-meter boundary radionuclide
concentrations in Sector B. There is a consistency in the trends observed in the two sets
of model results throughout the 20,000-year simulation. The basic dilution/attenuation
processes in the saturated zone are captured by the abstraction. Note that there are also
differences but they will have little impact on the utility of the abstraction model to
evaluate peak doses.
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Figure 5.6.2-39: Maximum Radionuclide Concentrations at 100-Meter Boundary, Sector B

The concentration curves in Figure 5.6.2-39 show that the general behavior of the
PORFLOW concentration curves is accurately reproduced. Note that the basic trends
indicative of flow field and chemistry changes are captured by the GoldSim model.
It should also be noted that the GoldSim concentrations decrease at a faster rate than the
PORFLOW concentrations. This difference in the curves is associated with the
occurrence of the “green clay” layer (i.e., the Gordon Confining Unit), which is modeled
explicitly in the PORFLOW model, but not in the GoldSim model. The “green clay”
layer provides a storage zone for more sorptive elements such as cesium, from which the
radionuclides, like Cs-135, are more slowly released. Since the concentration curves
differ at well below peak levels, the simplification in the GoldSim model is not important
in peak dose calculations.
5.6.2.4.2

Sector I

Radionuclide concentrations at the 100-meter boundary are presented here for Sector I
because Sector I is near Sector K. Figure 5.6.2-40 presents the concentrations from the
SDF PORFLOW Model and the SDF GoldSim Model at the 100-meter boundary for all
the examined species.
An examination of PORFLOW and GoldSim-generated radionuclide concentrations
presented in Figure 5.6.2-40 indicates that the SDF GoldSim Model provides a
computationally efficient approximation of 100-meter boundary radionuclide
concentrations in northern sectors such as Sector I. There is a consistency in the trends
observed in the model results throughout the 20,000-year simulation. The basic
dilution/attenuation processes in the saturated zone are captured by the abstraction, but
again there are also differences that will have little impact on the utility of the abstraction
model to evaluate peak doses.
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Figure 5.6.2-40: Maximum Radionuclide Concentrations at 100-Meter Boundary, Sector I

5.6.2.4.4

Sector J

Radionuclide concentrations at the 100-meter boundary are presented here for Sector J
because Sector J is near Sector K. Although a comparison of the Sector J results does not
show as close a match to the magnitudes as seen in Sector I, the behavior is still very
similar. This difference is due to the simpler analytical solutions used in the GoldSim
model which do not fully capture the three-dimensional influence of the groundwater
divide (as reflected in the streamlines presented in Figure 5.2-1) on the 100-meter
boundary concentrations in Sector J. Figure 5.6.2-41 presents the concentrations from
the SDF PORFLOW Model and the SDF GoldSim Model at the 100-meter boundary for
the examined species. Note that despite underestimating the concentrations, the basic
trends indicative of flow field and chemistry changes are captured by the GoldSim model.
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Figure 5.6.2-41: Maximum Radionuclide Concentrations at 100-Meter Boundary, Sector J

5.6.2.4.5

Sector K

Sector K was chosen because this sector had the highest peak dose results in the northern
sectors (in both GoldSim and PORFLOW). An examination of PORFLOW and
GoldSim-generated radionuclide concentrations presented in Figure 5.6.2-42 indicates
that the SDF GoldSim Model can also provide a computationally efficient approximation
of 100-meter boundary radionuclide concentrations in northern sectors such as Sector K.
There is a consistency in the trends observed in the two sets of model results throughout
the 20,000-year simulation. The basic dilution/attenuation processes in the saturated
zone are captured by the abstraction, but again there are also differences that will have
little impact on the utility of the abstraction model to evaluate peak doses.
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Figure 5.6.2-42: Maximum Radionuclide Concentrations at 100-Meter Boundary, Sector K

5.6.2.5

MOP Dose Time Histories

The third phase of the benchmarking process focuses on examining how well the abstracted
model approximates the MOP dose results. Comparisons of the maximum total MOP dose
levels (in millirem per year) generated by the two models form the basis of the benchmarking
effort along with a comparison of dose contributions from the major contributing
radionuclides.
5.6.2.5.1

Total MOP Dose Time Histories

An important check on the appropriateness of the SDF GoldSim Model as a surrogate for
the SDF PORFLOW Model is a comparison between the maximum total doses generated
by the two models. The Evaluation Case total dose is the highest sector dose over time.
The sector specific dose time histories over 20,000 years from the PORFLOW model are
presented in Figure 5.6.2-43. The sector specific dose time histories from the GoldSim
model over 20,000 years are depicted in Figure 5.6.2-44.
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Figure 5.6.2-43: PORFLOW Evaluation Case, Sector MOP Dose Results over 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.2-44: GoldSim Evaluation Case, Sector MOP Dose Results over 20,000 Years

These figures demonstrate a very close comparison for all sectors.
In addition to the influence of the groundwater divide, other simplifications in the
GoldSim model that influence how well individual sector results from both models match
include the nature of the spatial and temporal discretization of the models. Because the
PORFLOW results are generated at each node in a finely discretized grid, for a given
time, sector results are based upon the maximum concentration of any node within the
sector, including nodes from the UTRA-UZ, the UTRA-LZ, or the Gordon Aquifer. In
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contrast, the GoldSim model results are based on the concentrations generated at an
assumed well location (or two well locations) per sector, typically near the centerline of
concentration plumes from the various SDU releases. This center-point analysis may
potentially underestimate the GoldSim peak doses relative to the PORFLOW results.
The major discrepancy between the two models may be a function of the well locations
used in the GoldSim model for each sector and the relative distance between the source
or contaminant plume to each well. The PORFLOW model can consider anywhere
including the zone of contact between sectors in its evaluation. Although the GoldSim
model results for some sectors may be underestimated, the location of the well used for
Sector K would dominate the peak dose results and generate results similar to
PORFLOW. Another difference (which would have an opposite effect but should be
noted) between the two models is in the manner in which the vertical position of plumes
is handled in the two models.
Figure 5.6.2-45 provides a comparison of the maximum dose curves, regardless of sector,
for both the PORFLOW and the GoldSim models. This figure shows that the GoldSim
model closely approximates the maximum dose results calculated from the PORFLOW
model.
Figure 5.6.2-45: PORFLOW and GoldSim Comparison of Evaluation Case Maximum
MOP Dose Results

Despite the GoldSim model simplifications, the similarity between GoldSim model
results and PORFLOW model results justifies the use of the GoldSim model for
evaluating parameter sensitivity and the influence of parameter uncertainty on the system
to support DOE decision-making related to reasonable expectation/assurance that
performance objectives will be met for the SDF.
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Radionuclide Contributions to Total MOP Dose Time Histories

This section presents a comparison of the SDF GoldSim and SDF PORFLOW Model
dose breakthrough curves for the major contributing species to MOP dose: I-129, Cs-135,
K-40, Ra-226, and Tc-99. The MOP dose breakthrough curves are presented for Sectors
B, I, J, and K.
Sector B
As can be seen by comparing the PORFLOW model generated species dose contributions
presented in Figure 5.6.2-46 to the comparable results from GoldSim presented in Figure
5.6.2-47, the GoldSim model closely approximates the PORFLOW generated results for
Sector B for all species. Both models peak at approximately 5,300 years in Sector B.
The peak dose from the PORFLOW model over the 20,000-year analysis period is 10.4
mrem/yr, while the peak dose from the GoldSim model over the same period is 11.7
mrem/yr. As can be readily seen, the release of I-129 dominates the peak dose results
over the 20,000-year period.
Figure 5.6.2-46: Individual Radionuclide Contributions to the PORFLOW Sector B 100Meter Groundwater Pathway Dose Results within 20,000 Years
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Figure 5.6.2-47: Individual Radionuclide Contributions to the GoldSim Sector B 100Meter Groundwater Pathway Dose Results within 20,000 Years

Sector I
By comparing the PORFLOW model generated species dose contributions presented in
Figure 5.6.2-48 to the comparable results from GoldSim presented in Figure 5.6.2-49, it
can be seen the SDF GoldSim Model closely approximates the PORFLOW generated
results in Sector I for all species, although this time PORFLOW shows the higher dose.
Both models peak near 5,300 years for Sector I. From the PORFLOW model the peak
dose is 7.4 mrem/yr. For the GoldSim model the peak dose over the same period is 6.3
mrem/yr. As with Sector B, the release of I-129 dominates the peak dose results in
Sector I over the 20,000-year period.
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Figure 5.6.2-48: Individual Radionuclide Contributions to the PORFLOW Sector I 100Meter Groundwater Pathway Dose Results within 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.2-49: Individual Radionuclide Contributions to the GoldSim Sector I 100-Meter
Groundwater Pathway Dose Results within 20,000 Years

Sector J
As discussed in Section 5.6.2.5.1, the GoldSim results for Sector J do not match the
PORFLOW results as well as within the other sectors due to modeling simplifications
and difficulty in replicating the complexity of the three-dimensional groundwater divide
within a one-dimensional numerical plume calculation. However, as Sector K dominates
the dose results for the Northern Sectors, the differences between PORFLOW and
GoldSim in Sector J are not expected to adversely affect the applicability of the GoldSim
model. Figures 5.6.2-50 and 5.6.2-51 provide the Sector J dose results for PORFLOW
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and GoldSim, respectively. Note that although I-129 and Tc-99 do not match as closely
as in other sectors, the other radionuclides show general similarities.
Figure 5.6.2-50: Individual Radionuclide Contributions to the PORFLOW Sector J 100Meter Groundwater Pathway Dose Results within 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.2-51: Individual Radionuclide Contributions to the GoldSim Sector J 100-Meter
Groundwater Pathway Dose Results within 20,000 Years

Sector K
By comparing the PORFLOW model generated species dose contributions presented in
Figure 5.6.2-52 to the comparable results from GoldSim presented in Figure 5.6.2-53, it
can be seen the SDF GoldSim Model very closely approximates the PORFLOW
generated results in Sector K for all species. For Sector K, both models peak near 12.5
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mrem/yr at approximately 5,300 years. Given that Sector K provides the highest MOP
dose results in both PORFLOW and GoldSim for the Evaluation Case in the northern
sectors, the similarities between these two result sets justifies the use of the GoldSim
model for evaluating parameter sensitivity and parameter uncertainty to support DOE
decision making related to reasonable expectation/assurance that performance objectives
will be met for the SDF.
Figure 5.6.2-52: Individual Radionuclide Contributions to the PORLFOW Sector K 100Meter Groundwater Pathway Dose Results within 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.2-53: Individual Radionuclide Contributions to the GoldSim Sector K 100Meter Groundwater Pathway Dose Results within 20,000 Years
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IHI Well Dose Time Histories

The fourth phase of the benchmarking process focuses on examining how well the abstracted
model approximates the IHI dose results at the seven wells analyzed in the PORFLOW and
GoldSim models. Comparisons of the maximum total dose results (in millirem per year) and
individual well dose levels generated by the two models for the IHI are the basis for the
fourth phase.
5.6.2.6.1

Total IHI Dose Time Histories

In this section, the IHI analysis for the SDF PORFLOW and SDF GoldSim Models are
compared to demonstrate how closely the GoldSim model approximates the PORFLOW
IHI dose time histories. The results are presented in the form of dose time histories for
the seven wells (IHI Well 1 through 7) whose locations are shown in Figure 5.2-1.
The results of the IHI dose history analyses for the two models are presented in Figures
5.6.2-54 (for the PORFLOW model) and 5.6.2-55 (for the GoldSim model). Note that
the PORFLOW model also includes a dose for “1-Meter”. This dose is determined by
finding the highest concentration from all of the modeling nodes along a one-meter
boundary surrounding the SDUs, for each radionuclide. For example, if a node near SDU
9 has the highest I-129 concentration and a node near SDU 4 has the highest Tc-99
concentration, then these two concentrations were used together to calculate the onemeter boundary doses. This conservatism is not included in the GoldSim transport
model.
As a group, it can be seen that the trends predicted by the GoldSim model are quite
similar to the trends predicted by the PORFLOW model. For the PORFLOW model, the
maximum peak value for all IHI wells generated by the PORFLOW model is about 17
mrem/yr and occurs near 5,300 years. For the GoldSim model, the maximum peak value
for all wells is 24 mrem/yr and also occurs near 5,300 years. A closer look at the curves
shows that though trends are always similar, there are differences with respect to which
of the individual wells has the higher peak value and differences in the magnitudes of the
peak values.
Figures 5.6.2-56 (for the PORFLOW model) and 5.6.2-57 (for the GoldSim model) show
the dose time histories for the northern wells. The peak IHI doses from the wells in the
GoldSim model tend to be higher than the peak IHI doses from the wells in the
PORFLOW model (e.g., IHI Well 4 is about 50% higher); however, for Well 2 the
GoldSim peak is about 30% lower.
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Figure 5.6.2-54: PORFLOW Model IHI Well Dose Time Histories

*

Note that the one-meter boundary dose is artificially higher than any single location because the one-meter boundary
dose assumes the highest concentration for each radionuclide along the one-meter boundary, regardless of where those
concentrations occur, as described in the SDF PA, Section 6.1. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017] For example, the highest
Tc-99 concentration could occur in southern sectors while the highest I-129 concentration could occur in the northern
sectors; combining these high values together produces a higher total dose than using only the concentrations from a
single location.

Figure 5.6.2-55: GoldSim Model IHI Well Dose Time Histories

Note: The GoldSim model does not include a maximum one-meter boundary concentration or dose.
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Figure 5.6.2-56: PORFLOW Model IHI Well Dose Time Histories for the Northern Wells

Figure 5.6.2-57: GoldSim Model IHI Well Dose Time Histories for the Northern Wells

Figures 5.6.2-58 (for the PORFLOW model) and 5.6.2-59 (for the GoldSim model) show
the dose time histories for the southern wells. The peak values tend to be around 15%
higher for IHI Well 6 in the GoldSim results, although, IHI Well 7 is about 25% lower.
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Figure 5.6.2-58: PORFLOW Model IHI Well Dose Time Histories for the Southern Wells

Figure 5.6.2-59: GoldSim Model IHI Well Dose Time Histories for the Southern Wells

The differences between the individual well results are not surprising because of the
velocity averaging in conjunction with the proximity of the wells to the SDUs. Other
possible influences include numerical dispersion due to grid effects in PORFLOW and
the more rigorous evaluation of plume geometry in PORFLOW. Note that the velocity
averaging and vertical mixing difference would not be as apparent in the 100-meter
boundary calculations where, due to generally longer travel pathways, a greater degree of
vertical mixing has occurred. Figure 5.6.2-60 presents a comparison of the composite
IHI dose breakthrough curves based on the maximum dose value at any well at a given
time. Although it can be seen that the overall peak dose is about 7 mrem/yr higher for the
GoldSim model when comparing only the IHI wells, there is a much closer match when
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the comparison also includes the conservative one-meter boundary dose from
PORFLOW. Therefore, as a simplification, use of the GoldSim model for IHI modeling
is appropriate.
Figure 5.6.2-60: PORFLOW and GoldSim Model Maximum IHI Well Dose Time
Histories

5.6.2.7

Benchmarking with Alternative Flow Cases

In addition to the Evaluation Case benchmarking, as described in the previous sections,
Section 5.6.7.3 provides an additional analysis that includes a comparison of dose using
alternative flow cases for both the SDF GoldSim Model and the SDF PORFLOW Model. As
shown in Section 5.6.7.3, there is an acceptable agreement between the two modeling
approaches, regardless of the selected flow case. This agreement in the results provides
additional confidence in the use of the GoldSim model as an abstraction of the SDF
PORFLOW Model.
5.6.3

Parameters Evaluated in the SDF Probabilistic Model

The SDF PA, Section 5.6.3, describes various parameters selected for evaluation in the
stochastic analyses based on modeling experience informed by the basis for the selected
values and available generic and site-specific data. Additional parameters for analysis were
identified in the FY2013 SDF SA, Section 5.6.3. Except for a few parameters, discussed
below, the information presented in the SDF PA and the FY2013 SDF SA with respect to
probabilistic parameters is not affected by the revised modeling approach discussed within
this SA.
For more information about the parameters that are sampled for the probabilistic model
consult the FY2013 SDF SA, Section 5.6.3, and the SDF PA. For more details regarding
general model changes, see Updates to the Saltstone Disposal Facility Stochastic Fate and
Transport Model, SRR-CWDA-2013-00073.
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Those parameters that have changed are as follows:
•

•

•

5.6.3.1

Parameters related to the geometry of the SDUs and the layout of the SDF. Previous
modeling assumed 64 of the 150-foot diameter SDUs and no 375-foot diameter
SDUs. This SA assumes six 150-foot diameter SDUs (SDU cells 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B,
5A, and 5B) and seven 375-foot diameter SDUs (SDUs 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12).
This change affects parameters related to the distribution of the available inventory as
well as material degradation and radionuclide release and transport.
Flow field sampling has been adjusted, relative to the approach used in the FY2013
SDF SA. The adjustment ensures that all 18 flow-fields identified in Section 4.4.3
are sampled, rather than the 12 used in the uncertainty modeling for the FY2013 SDF
SA. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00062] Also, rather than applying a uniform distribution to
the flow field sampling, a discrete distribution has been developed based on expected
future conditions to provide a more realistic set of results as described in Section
5.6.3.1.
Inventory uncertainty has been revised to provide a more realistic modeling approach,
described in Section 5.6.3.2.

Flow Field Uncertainty and Sampling

Table 4.4-3 provides a summary description of the 18 flow fields included in this SA, using
the numbering scheme developed in the FY2013 SDF SA. These flow fields were based on
varying three conditions (the infiltration rate, the cementitious material degradation rate, and
the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone). In a previous SA (the FY2013 SDF
SA), a similar set of flow fields was developed and a uniform distribution was assumed for
sampling each flow field. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00062] Due to this uniform distribution, the
dose results and subsequent sensitivity analyses were dominated by the impacts of an overly
conservative initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of 4.5E-07 cm/sec that was used in onethird of the sampled flow fields.
Three initial hydraulic conductivity values were used in the development of the flow fields
(3.9E-10 cm/sec, 6.4E-09 cm/sec, and 4.5E-07 cm/sec). Recent studies demonstrate that the
high value assumed for the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone is likely two
orders of magnitude higher than expected conditions. [VSL-13R3010-1] As mentioned in
Section 4.2.1, a summary of hydraulic conductivity values measured over a series of varying
conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, and curing times) indicated that measured saturated
hydraulic conductivities for saltstone typically ranges between 2E-09 cm/sec and 5E-09
cm/sec (and most values measure closer to 2E-09 cm/sec). [VSL-14R3210-1] These studies
indicate that the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity for saltstone is likely to be between
the low and middle values used in the development of the flow fields (i.e., 3.9E-10 cm/sec
and 6.4E-09 cm/sec). Therefore, a discrete distribution was applied in which the low value
(3.9E-10 cm/sec) was assigned a 20% probability, the middle value (6.4E-09 cm/sec) was
assigned a 75% probability, and the overly conservative high value (4.5E-07 cm/sec) was
assigned a 5% probability.
Three infiltration rate scenarios were used in the development of the flow fields (minimum
infiltration, average infiltration, and maximum infiltration). These scenarios are defined in
Section 3.3.2 and are based on data obtained from Appendix K of the Saltstone Disposal
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Facility Closure Cap Concept and Infiltration Estimates, WSRC-STI-2008-00244. This
referenced report indicates that a number of conservatisms were assumed in the development
of the HELP model used to generate these infiltration rates. Giving credit for these
conservatisms, it is reasonable to expect that future infiltration rates would be between the
minimum and average values. Therefore, a discrete distribution was applied in which the
minimum infiltration rate was assigned a 40% probability, the average infiltration rate was
assigned a 40% probability, and the maximum infiltration rate was assigned a 20%
probability.
Finally, two cementitious material degradation rates were used in the development of the
flow fields (a reasonably conservative “nominal” degradation rate and an expected “best
estimate” degradation rate). Due to uncertainty in future conditions, these two degradation
rates were each assigned an equal 50% discrete distribution.
Table 5.6.3-1 provides a summary of this sampling distribution.
Table 5.6.3-1: Flow Field Sampling Distribution for Probabilistic Modeling

Case

Initial
Saltstone
Saturated
Hydraulic
Conduc-tivity
(cm/sec)

F-1
F-2
F-3
F-4
F-5
F-6
F-13
F-14
F-15
F-16
F-17
F-18
F-25
F-26
F-27
F-28
F-29
F-30

6.40E-09
4.50E-07
3.90E-10
6.40E-09
4.50E-07
3.90E-10
6.40E-09
4.50E-07
3.90E-10
6.40E-09
4.50E-07
3.90E-10
6.40E-09
4.50E-07
3.90E-10
6.40E-09
4.50E-07
3.90E-10

Initial
Saltstone
Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity
Probability
0.75
0.05
0.2
0.75
0.05
0.2
0.75
0.05
0.2
0.75
0.05
0.2
0.75
0.05
0.2
0.75
0.05
0.2

Infiltration
Rate

Infiltration
Rate
Probability

Cementitious
Material
Degradation Rate

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
BE
BE
BE
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
BE
BE
BE
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
BE
BE
BE
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Cementitious
Material
Combined
DegraProbdation
ability
Rate
Probability
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.150
0.010
0.040
0.150
0.010
0.040
0.075
0.005
0.020
0.075
0.005
0.020
0.150
0.010
0.040
0.150
0.010
0.040
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Inventory Uncertainty and Sampling

The contaminant inventories within each SDU are a function of where the waste feed comes
from. Specifically, the salt waste contaminant inventory is driven by the waste tank
inventories within the SRS tank farms. As waste is removed from the waste tanks in support
of closure activities, it is processed for disposal. Although the waste inventory within each
waste tank has been estimated, there is uncertainty inherent to these estimates. Additionally,
although the Liquid Waste System Plan (SRR-LWP-2009-00001) identifies the order in
which each waste tank will undergo waste removal and the order in which each SDU will be
filled, there is uncertainty inherent to the order in which these processes will actually be
applied.
Previous probabilistic modeling applied inventory multipliers to account for uncertainty in
the SDF salt waste inventories. This previous approach was a modeling simplification. As a
modeling improvement, the probabilistic model now uses the current tank farm inventory
estimates and randomly assigns a value to each waste tank to determine the order in which
waste from each waste tank will be removed and processed. Similarly, the model randomly
assigns a value to determine the order in which the SDUs will each be filled with the
processed salt waste. For example, if the model randomly assigns an emptying order value of
1 to Tank 30, then the soluble waste inventory from Tank 30 would be first waste tank
inventory that is assumed to be used for filling SDUs, starting with the SDU that sampled a
filling order of 1. As the waste inventories are exhausted from each waste tank, the inventory
from the next assigned waste tank is used, and as each SDU is filled to its respective
capacity, the next assigned SDU is filled.
The tank farm inventories were determined based upon the 9/30/2013 – September 2013
Curie and Volume Inventory Report, SRR-LWP-2013-00066. As with the development of
the deterministic SDF inventory values, some additional assumptions were applied to these
tank farm values. First, the total tank farm volume was increased by a factor of four to
account for typical volume changes that occur during salt waste retrieval, preparation, and
batching. [SRR-LWP-2009-00001] Next, the inventories for Cs-135 and Cs-137 were
reduced to account for the cesium decontamination factor of 200 to be consistent with
improved waste removal techniques (e.g., next generation solvent). [SRR-LWP-200900001]
In addition, the 9/30/2013 – September 2013 Curie and Volume Inventory Report does not
report inventories for Cl-36, K-40, Zr-93, Nb-93m, Pd-107, Pt-193, Cm-247, Cm-248, Cf249, Cf-251, or Cf-252. [SRR-LWP-2013-00066] The methods described in Section 3.2 of
the Revised Methodology for Determination of Inventories in SDF Vaults 1 and 4 through
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9/30/2011, SRR-CWDA-2012-00002, were applied to estimate inventories for all of these
unreported radionuclides except for K-40 2.
This revised approach reduces artificial inventory conservatism and applies uncertainty to the
inventories using an approach that better reflects operational conditions.
5.6.4

Uncertainty/Sensitivity Analysis using the SDF Probabilistic Model

The model for performing the uncertainty and sensitivity analyses was developed using the
GoldSim systems analysis software. This model is not intended to predict future potential
doses for comparison to performance objectives, as the SDF PORFLOW Model has been
used for assessment of peak doses versus performance objectives. Rather, the goal of this
probabilistic SDF modeling is to characterize the context of uncertainty and sensitivity
surrounding the SDF PA calculations involving doses to MOP exposed via groundwater for
better-informed decision-making.
The SDF GoldSim Model was run multiple times to develop results to support the
probabilistic uncertainty and sensitivity analyses. The model applied 10-year time steps for
the first 10,000 years, then 20-year time steps until 50,000 years after closure. These
modeling runs use the Monte Carlo method to sample uncertain parameters. Each modeling
run applied a different random seed and performed 250 realizations, wherein each realization
represents a unique possible future outcome. The Monte Carlo method samples values from
each of the uncertain parameters during each realization using LHS. The results of the
independent realizations were assembled into probability distributions of possible outcomes.
SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm, as described in Updates to the Saltstone Disposal Facility
Stochastic Fate and Transport Model, SRR-CWDA-2013-00073, was the model file used for
these uncertainty and sensitivity analyses. This file evaluates the system for the 18 flow
cases identified in Section 4.4.3, with each flow case weighted according to the assignments
described in Section 5.6.3.
Six modeling runs were performed, each using 250 probabilistic realizations and a different
random seed for each set, for a total of 1,500 realizations. For example, SRS Saltstone
v5.006_RLZ_0250_RS01.gsm, or “RS1”, used a random seed of 1 for sampling. All of these
models simulated 50,000 years of performance using 10- and 20-year time steps.

2

For determining K-40 inventories for saltstone, the methodology in the Revised Methodology for Determination of
Inventories in SDF Vaults 1 and 4 through 9/30/2011, SRR-CWDA-2012-00002, recommended using a value equal
to measured Sr-90 concentrations multiplied by 1E-05 (e.g., if Tank 1 has a Sr-90 concentration equivalent to
7.2E+07 pCi/mL the resulting Tank 1 concentration for K-40 would be 7.2E+02 pCi/mL). This methodology was
rejected because slurry samples taken from saltstone feed have never shown concentrations above detection limits
and the detection limits have never exceeded 3.0 pCi/mL. In other words, the methodology recommended by the
2011 report was overly conservative. Therefore, rather than assuming that K-40 is five orders of magnitude smaller
than Sr-90, a reduction of seven orders of magnitude was assumed (e.g., if Tank 1 has a Sr-90 concentration
equivalent to 7.2E+07 pCi/mL the resulting Tank 1 concentration for K-40 would be 7.2E+00 pCi/mL). This
assumption is still conservative, but not unrealistic, and maintains the relationship between K-40 and the measured
Sr-90 concentrations.
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Figures 5.6.4-1 through 5.6.4-6 show the total dose results from each set of 250 probabilistic
realizations. These curves are provided to demonstrate the general behavior of the system
over time. The darker lines within these figures indicate that a greater number of realizations
are overlapping. As seen, all six set of probabilistic runs exhibit generally similar behaviors,
which shall be analyzed in greater detail in the following sections. The following
probabilistic analyses combine these six sets of probabilistic runs to provide a more
comprehensive analysis of the SDF system performance.
Figure 5.6.4-1: Total MOP Dose Time Histories, 250 Realizations using Random Seed = 1
(SRS Saltstone v5.006_RLZ_0250_RS01.gsm)
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Figure 5.6.4-2: Total MOP Dose Time Histories, 250 Realizations using Random Seed = 2
(SRS Saltstone v5.006_RLZ_0250_RS02.gsm)

Figure 5.6.4-3: Total MOP Dose Time Histories, 250 Realizations using Random Seed = 3
(SRS Saltstone v5.006_RLZ_0250_RS03.gsm)
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Figure 5.6.4-4: Total MOP Dose Time Histories, 250 Realizations using Random Seed = 4
(SRS Saltstone v5.006_RLZ_0250_RS04.gsm)

Figure 5.6.4-5: Total MOP Dose Time Histories, 250 Realizations using Random Seed = 5
(SRS Saltstone v5.006_RLZ_0250_RS05.gsm)
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Figure 5.6.4-6: Total MOP Dose Time Histories, 250 Realizations using Random Seed = 6
(SRS Saltstone v5.006_RLZ_0250_RS06.gsm)

When reviewing results from the probabilistic uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, it should
be noted that model variability is limited by which model parameters are defined as uncertain
variables (which are sampled during each realization) as opposed to those parameters defined
as known quantities (i.e., input parameters that remain unchanged regardless of sampling).
From the model’s perspective, the definition of an input variable as a single value implies
that the value is known. Uncertainty shown in the results does not take into account any
contributions from these known (or deterministic) inputs, thereby potentially understating
system uncertainty. Regardless, the current model applies approximately 900 sampled
inputs.

5.6.4.1

Uncertainty Analysis: Statistics of the Peaks

The most direct way to communicate the uncertain nature of the model results is to show
graphs of certain key model endpoints. Statistics for peak dose values (e.g., mean of the
peaks) are summarized in Table 5.6.4-1 for any time step within three time intervals (i.e.,
from 0 to 1,000 years, from 0 to 10,000 years, and from 0 to 50,000 years). The table
focuses on peak doses to the MOP at the 100-meter boundary of the SDF because this is a
relevant performance metric that was analyzed in the SDF PA. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017]
Results for Sectors B and K are also included as these two sectors represent the highest doses
for the Southern and Northern Sectors, respectively, within the first 10,000 years of
performance.
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Table 5.6.4-1: Statistics of the Peak MOP Doses within Any Time Step
Median of
the Peaks
Mean of
Evaluated Dose (mrem/yr)
(50th
the Peaks
Percentile)
From 0 to 1,000 Years
Total MOP Dose
0.27
0.07
(at any Sector)
MOP Dose at Sector B
0.22
0.04
MOP Dose at Sector K
0.09
< 0.01
From 0 to 10,000 Years
Total MOP Dose
12.3
7.4
(at any Sector)
MOP Dose at Sector B
9.4
5.4
MOP Dose at Sector K
9.8
5.7
From 0 to 50,000 Years
Total MOP Dose
270
48
(at any Sector)
MOP Dose at Sector B
83
15
MOP Dose at Sector K
99
16

95th
Percentile
of the
Peaks

0.56
0.47
0.16
40
33
34
1,150
414
548

The values presented in Table 5.6.4-1 do not reflect the same statistical data as the statistical
values and time histories shown in Table 5.6.4-2 and accompanying figures in Section
5.6.4.2, although these are complementary of one another. The difference between
information presented in Table 5.6.4-1 and information below is important to understand.
Table 5.6.4-1 shows summary statistics for peaks of the MOP doses achieved at any time
within the given periods of performance (e.g., 0 years to 10,000 years after closure). These
are “statistics of the peak values” (e.g., mean of the peaks), regardless of when the peaks
were achieved within the specific period of performance. Alternatively, the information
provided Table 5.6.4-2 examines statistics relative to each time step and offers “peak values
of the statistics” (e.g., peak of the mean). Figure 5.6.4-7 illustrates the difference between
the mean of the peaks and the peak of the mean. This figure also demonstrates that the mean
of the peaks can exceed the peak of the mean, as reflected in these uncertainty results.
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Figure 5.6.4-7: Difference between the Mean of the Peaks and the Peak of the Mean

As an example, Figures 5.6.4-8 and 5.6.4-9 show the peak MOP doses (for all sectors) within
10,000 years and 50,000 years, respectively, for all 1,500 modeled realizations. The
information presented in Table 5.6.4-1 gives no credit to the time of occurrence for each of
these points, presenting statistics only on the magnitude of the dose values. Note that for the
1,500 realizations modeled, none exhibited peak doses that occurred within the first 1,000
years after closure.
Figure 5.6.4-8: Peak MOP Doses within 10,000 Years from SDF Uncertainty Analysis
GoldSim Files (SRS Saltstone v5.006)
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Figure 5.6.4-9: Peak MOP Doses within 50,000 Years from SDF Uncertainty Analysis
GoldSim Files (SRS Saltstone v5.006)

5.6.4.2

Uncertainty Analysis: Peaks of the Statistics

Where Table 5.6.4-1 showed the statistics of the peaks of the endpoints, regardless of timing,
Table 5.6.4-2 shows the peaks of the statistics and identifies the timing of such peaks. The
figures following Table 5.6.4-2 illustrate these metrics.
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Table 5.6.4-2: Peaks of the Endpoint Statistics
Evaluated Dose
(mrem/yr)

Total MOP Dose
(at any Sector)
MOP Dose at Sector B
MOP Dose at Sector K
Total MOP Dose
(at any Sector)
MOP Dose at Sector B
MOP Dose at Sector K
Total MOP Dose
(at any Sector)
MOP Dose at Sector B
MOP Dose at Sector K

Peak of the Mean

Peak

0.26
0.21
0.09
6.9
5.7
5.4

Peak of the Median
(50th Percentile)

Time
Time
Peak
(yrs)
(yrs)
From 0 to 1,000 Years
1,000

0.05

1,000
0.04
1,000
< 0.01
From 0 to 10,000 Years
5,010

3.7

5,290
2.8
5,000
2.8
From 0 to 50,000 Years

Peak of the 95th
Percentile

Peak

Time
(yrs)

1,000

0.52

1,000

1,000
1,000

0.46
0.16

1,000
1,000

7,450

27

4,750

7,400
7,420

24
23

5,370
9,660

108

38,200

13

39,780

647

38,200

56
61

38,200
38,200

6.1
5.6

39,780
39,780

356
475

38,220
38,200

The timing of the peak of the mean and the peak 95th percentile are generally similar,
whereas the peak of the median typically has a different time of occurrence. This indicates
that the distributions may skew results, wherein a small number of higher dose results pull
the mean values toward the high end, as discussed below.
Figures 5.6.4-10 and 5.6.4-11 show the statistical time histories of the total dose at any sector
for the MOP at the 100-meter boundary to 10,000 years and 50,000 years after closure,
respectively. These figures incorporate data from all 1,500 realizations.
The 5th and 95th percentiles are significantly below and above the median value, respectively.
The mean values are driven higher by the uncertainty distributions of the modeled
parameters, approaching (and sometimes exceeding) the 75th percentile. This indicates that
the model applies distributions with long tails (e.g., lognormal distributions) or the extreme
values are inherent within these distributions. It is expected that the mean value is higher
than the median because many of the dominant distributions were established to be
reasonably conservative, resulting in the distributions being skewed toward values that would
result in higher doses. This approach inflates the variance in the uncertainty analyses,
resulting in a few realizations dominating the uncertainty analysis results.
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Figure 5.6.4-10: Total MOP Dose Statistical Time Histories, within 10,000 Years for Any
Sector at 100-Meter Boundary (SRS Saltstone v5.006)

Figure 5.6.4-11: Total MOP Dose Statistical Time Histories, within 50,000 Years for Any
Sector at 100-Meter Boundary (SRS Saltstone v5.006)

Figures 5.6.4-12 and 5.6.4-13 show the mean dose to a MOP located within each of the
defined SDF sectors (Sectors A through L), at any point in time, for 10,000 and 50,000 years,
respectively. These figures use the combined results for all 1,500 probabilistic modeling
realizations.
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Figure 5.6.4-12: Mean MOP Doses, Each Sector within 10,000 Years (SRS Saltstone
v5.006)

Figure 5.6.4-13: Mean MOP Doses, Each Sector within 50,000 Years (SRS Saltstone
v5.006)

Note that for SRS Saltstone v5.006, the mean of the total MOP doses (Figures 5.6.4-10 and
5.6.4-11) are higher than the mean of the highest individual sector (Figures 5.6.4-12 and
5.6.4-13). The mean of the total MOP dose reflects the dose from the highest sector at any
given time during each realization, regardless of which sector is exhibiting this highest dose.
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As such, the mean of the total MOP dose is pulled up, relative to the mean dose from each
individual sector, by the effects of higher doses from the other sector locations. For example,
in some realizations, Sector K has a higher dose than Sector B, such that the maximum MOP
dose uses the Sector K data to compute the total mean value instead of the Sector B dose
from those realizations.
Selecting the highest dose from each of the 12 SDF sectors provides a comprehensive and
conservative approach for considering the impacts relative to dose risk. However, as the
MOP receptor is not omnipresent (i.e., at all locations at all times), this approach is not the
most effective for analyzing uncertainty results; rather, it makes more sense to select the
highest individual sectors for further analysis.
Close review of the sector-specific dose results from the probabilistic modeling shows that
Sector B yields the highest mean dose among the southern sectors and Sector K yields the
highest mean dose among the northern sectors. To communicate uncertainty effectively,
Sectors B and K are examined individually, below.
Similar to Figures 5.6.4-10 and 5.6.4-11, Figures 5.6.4-14 through 5.6.4-17 show the
statistical results of the peak doses from Sector B and Sector K over 10,000 and 50,000
years. Again, these figures incorporate data from all the realizations that were modeled.
Both sectors show similar results. This is expected because the doses at both sectors are
generally dominated by releases from 375-foot diameter SDUs (as explained in Section
5.5.1).
Figures 5.6.4-18 and 5.6.4-19 show the Sector B radionuclide dose contributors within
10,000 years and 50,000 years, respectively. Similarly, Figures 5.6.4-20 and 5.6.4-21 show
the Sector K radionuclide dose contributors within 10,000 years and 50,000 years,
respectively. The curves in these figures reflect the mean dose contributions from each
radionuclide using the combined results from all six sets of probabilistic modeling runs.
These figures illustrate that at the time of the peak doses (near 5,000 years after closure and
near 40,000 years after closure) the most significant radionuclide dose contributors are I-129
and Tc-99. These contributions are similar to those resulting from the deterministic
modeling, as shown in Sections 5.5 and 5.6.2.
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Figure 5.6.4-14: Statistic Results for Peak Doses at Sector B for MOP at 100-Meter
Boundary within 10,000 Years (SRS Saltstone v5.006)

Figure 5.6.4-15: Statistic Results for Peak Doses at Sector B for MOP at 100-Meter
Boundary within 50,000 Years (SRS Saltstone v5.006)
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Figure 5.6.4-16: Statistic Results for Peak Doses at Sector K for MOP at 100-Meter
Boundary within 10,000 Years (SRS Saltstone v5.006)

Figure 5.6.4-17: Statistic Results for Peak Doses at Sector K for MOP at 100-Meter
Boundary within 50,000 Years (SRS Saltstone v5.006)
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Figure 5.6.4-18: Mean Doses for Major Radionuclide Contributors to the Sector B MOP
Doses within 10,000 Years (SRS Saltstone v5.006)

Figure 5.6.4-19: Mean Doses for Major Radionuclide Contributors to the Sector B MOP
Doses within 50,000 Years (SRS Saltstone v5.006)
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Figure 5.6.4-20: Mean Doses for Major Radionuclide Contributors to the Sector K MOP
Doses within 10,000 Years (SRS Saltstone v5.006)

Figure 5.6.4-21: Mean Doses for Major Radionuclide Contributors to the Sector K MOP
Doses within 50,000 Years (SRS Saltstone v5.006)

5.6.5

Sensitivity Analysis Using the SDF Probabilistic Model

Given the uncertainties presented in Section 5.6.4, the next step was to identify those input
parameters and other stochastic entities in the model that led to those uncertainties. Even in
complex models, the results are often strongly dependent on only a handful of parameters.
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What is important for one result (e.g., the I-129 contribution to the MOP dose at Sector K)
may be insignificant for another. In fact, the dose to the MOP will have different sensitivities
at different times, since it is driven by the presence of different radionuclides. For example,
a MOP dose may be dominated by I-129 at one time and by Tc-99 or Ra-226 at another time.
These doses will be determined by different aspects of the model (e.g., different Kds, dose
conversion factors, etc.). Extracting the important model inputs for results of interest is the
subject of this probabilistic sensitivity analysis.

5.6.5.1

Introduction to SDF Probabilistic Model Sensitivity Analysis

Complex modeling, such as the probabilistic modeling of the SDF, is needed to explore the
dynamics of systems where multiple variables interact in a nonlinear manner. The
probabilistic simulation approach used in the SDF GoldSim Model propagates uncertainty
regarding the independent variables (e.g., inputs such as physical soil properties or inventory)
through the model to the dependent variables or predicted response (e.g., dose or
concentration). One of the goals of this sensitivity analysis is to identify which independent
variables have distributions that exert the greatest influence on the response.
The primary sensitivity analysis procedures used herein involve the determination and
presentation of partially ranked correlation coefficients (PRCCs) and stepwise rank
regression analyses.

5.6.5.2

Partially Ranked Correlation Coefficients

PRCCs provide a measure of the strength of the monotonic relationships between an
independent variable and a specific model result after a correction has been made to remove
the monotonic effects of the other independent variables in the analysis (i.e., one independent
variable is analyzed at a time by isolating and ignoring the combined effects of the other
independent variables). Many of the independent variables have varying effects on the
results as a function of time. For such variables, the presentation of PRCCs as functions of
time provides an informative display of sensitivity analysis results.
As indicated by the name, PRCCs involve the analysis of rank-transformed data. With this
approach, the values for variables are replaced with their ranks and then the PRCCs are
calculated with these ranks rather than with the original values for the variables.
Specifically, the smallest value of a variable is given a rank of 1, the next largest value is
given a rank of 2, equal observations are assigned the average of what their ranks would have
been if they had not been equal, and so on up to the largest value, which is given a rank equal
to the number of sample elements in use. The effect of the rank transformation is to
transform monotonic relationships into linear relationships. Further, the rank transform tends
to reduce the skewing effects of outliers, which permits the regression analysis to represent
the general relationships between the inputs and the specific result. Although no variable
transformation is universally successful in improving the resolution of a sensitivity analysis
in the presence of nonlinear relationships, the rank transformation has been found to be a
broadly effective and useful means of enhancing the insights in sensitivity analyses based on
partial correlation and in sensitivity analyses based on stepwise regression.
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The figures in Section 5.6.5.4 show the PRCCs over time, as determined using the sampling
results from 1,500 realizations. Thus, at each modeled time step there are 1,500 values for
each result, for which a PRCC is calculated.
Note that due to the large number of variables in the SDF GoldSim Model and computational
limitations of analyzing such large datasets, these PRCC calculations were performed using a
sub-set of the variables. For example, variables related to Eu-154, which has very little
influence over dose results, were screened out, while variables that were specific to I-129 and
Tc-99 were explicitly screened in for these analyses. For the analysis of the SRS Saltstone
v5.006 model results only about 380 of the 880 variables were used as inputs in this analysis.
The exclusion of low-impact variables reduces the occurrence of spurious correlations in the
PRCC calculation results. The full listing of which variables were included and which
variables were excluded is provided in Appendix D.
To limit the number of time-dependent PRCC curves in a given plot frame, the analysis only
examined variables whose PRCCs exceed 0.25 in absolute value at some point in time.
Variables with PRCCs with a smaller absolute value than 0.25 have only a limited monotonic
effect on the results under consideration. In the legend of a figure showing PRCCs, the
variables are listed in decreasing order of PRCC (i.e., the variable having the largest PRCC in
absolute value is listed first).
Values of PRCCs fall in the interval [−1, 1], where:
•
•
•

5.6.5.3

positive PRCCs indicate that two variables tend to increase and decrease together
(i.e., the independent variable has a positive effect on the dependent variable),
negative PRCCs indicate that two variables tend to move in opposite directions (i.e.,
the independent variable has a negative effect on the dependent variable), and
the absolute value of a PRCC indicate the strength of the relationship between two
variables (i.e., a PRCC close to 1 in absolute value indicates a strong monotonic
relationship between two variables after the removal of the monotonic effects
associated with the other independent variables under consideration).

Stepwise Rank Regression

An alternative to the use of PRCCs is to carry out stepwise rank regressions to determine the
effects of uncertain inputs on analysis results of interest. In analyses of this type, the
regressions are carried out with rank transformed variables as previously discussed rather
than with the original values.
In a stepwise rank regression, the single independent variable that makes the largest
contribution to the uncertainty in the dependent variable (result) is selected in the first step.
Then, at the second step, the single independent variable that, in conjunction with the first
variable, makes the largest contribution to the uncertainty in the dependent variable is
selected. This process then continues until no additional variables are found that make
identifiable (i.e., significant) contributions to the uncertainty in the dependent variable; at this
point, the stepwise selection process terminates. For these analyses, a significance level of
αin = 0.15 is used as the criterion for entering variables into the stepwise regression and αout =
0.20 was used for dropping variables from the stepwise regression analysis. Selection of
these significance levels was based on preliminary sensitivity analyses, in which it was
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observed that a greater value tended to introduce obviously spurious variables into the
regression models. In the context of stepwise regression analysis, variable importance is
indicated by 1) the order of selection in the stepwise selection process, 2) incremental
changes in R2 values with the successive entry of individual variables into the regression
model, and 3) the sign and size of the standardized regression coefficients in the final
regression model. Because rank transformed values were used, the standardized regression
coefficients are more correctly identified as standardized rank regression coefficients
(SRRCs) in the tables below.
The R2 value corresponds to the fraction of the uncertainty in the dependent variable that is
accounted for by a regression model. Thus, R2 values monotonically increase as additional
variables are added to the regression model and, for a very successful regression analysis,
approach 1 as additional variables are added to the model. The SRRCs provide a measure of
the fractional contribution of individual independent variables to the uncertainty in the
dependent variable under consideration. Further, like PRCCs, a positive SRRC indicates that
the independent variable and dependent variable tend to increase and decrease together, and a
negative SRRC indicates that the independent variable and dependent variable tend to move
in opposite directions.
As discussed above, the PRCCs are computed as a function of time. In contrast, SRRCs are
computed at fixed times (i.e., for each dependent variable, the time of the peak of the mean is
used). These times for SRRC computation were chosen to illustrate the changes in
importance of uncertain parameters over time. The same analysis times are generally used
for analysis of all SDF model output variables to facilitate comparisons between the
sensitivity analysis results across output variables.
Related, but not identical, information is provided by PRCCs and SRRCs. Specifically,
PRCCs measure the strength of the monotonic relationship between an independent variable
and a dependent variable after correcting for the effects of other independent variables, and
SRRCs provide a measure of the fractional contribution of an individual independent variable
to the uncertainty in the dependent variable under consideration. Except in rare situations
involving SRRCs from a regression model involving multiple correlated variables, PRCCs
and SRRCs have the same sign, which indicates either a positive or a negative correlation
between an input variable and an output variable. Because PRCCs are selected for display
based on the maximum absolute value over time, and SRRCs are computed at specific times,
the selection and order of important variables indicated by PRCCs and SRRCs may be
different between the two analyses.
As described in the PRCC analysis discussion above, subsets of the nearly 900 variables
were used as inputs in these analyses. Low-impact variables were excluded from these
analyses in response to computational limitation and to reduce the occurrence of spurious
correlations in the PRCC calculation results.

5.6.5.4

Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis Results

This section presents probabilistic sensitivity analysis results for the following endpoints, 1)
total dose to the MOP at any sector, 2) total dose to the MOP at Sector B, 3) total dose to the
MOP at Sector K, 4) I-129 dose to the MOP at Sectors B and K, and 5) Tc-99 dose to the
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MOP at Sectors B and K. Sectors B and K were selected because the peak of the mean doses
from these sectors represent the highest doses for the southern and northern sectors,
respectively (Figures 5.6.4-12 and 5.6.4-13). The dose results from I-129 and Tc-99 were
chosen because they are the most dominant dose contributors (Figures 5.6.4-18 through
5.6.4-21).
A description of the sampled distributions for relevant modeling parameters follows these
PRCC and stepwise regression analyses.
Sensitivity Analysis of the Total Dose to the MOP at Any Sector
The PRCCs for total dose to the MOP at any sector are depicted in Figures 5.6.5-1 and
5.6.5-2. When doses are very small and highly variable, the statistical analysis can yield
spurious results. Due to the very small doses that occur within the first 1,000 years,
inclusion of data from this time frame results in the identification of spurious parameters
that are only important to doses of no significance. To ensure that this analysis yields the
parameters with the greatest influence, the PRCC analysis only considered data from
1,000 years to 10,000 years and from 10,000 years to 50,000 years. Therefore, the
associated figures only depict the results within these applicable timeframes. These
figures show PRCC results from the combined set of 1,500 GoldSim realizations. The
order of each variable within the legends of these figures is based on the magnitude of the
peak PRCC values (positive or negative) expressed in each analysis.
Figure 5.6.5-1 shows that from 1,500 years to 2,200 years, the sampled infiltration rate
shows the strongest correlation to the total dose, followed briefly by the initial saturated
hydraulic conductivity of saltstone, then, from 2,700 years until approximately 6,000
years, the sampled cementitious material degradation rates is the dominant parameter.
This latter period corresponds closely to I-129 doses, indicating that the magnitude of the
I-129 doses are strongly tied to the degradation rates.
All three of these parameters (infiltration rate, initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of
saltstone, and cementitious material degradation rate) are sampled within GoldSim with
discrete distributions to determine which pre-defined flow field to simulate. These flow
fields are based on flow modeling performed with PORFLOW (see Table 4.4-3 and
Section 5.6.3.1). Within the model, the infiltration rate is sampled as a 1, 2, or 3 value to
select the minimum, average, or maximum infiltration rate, respectively. Similarly, the
initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone is sampled as a 1, 2, or 3 value to
select 3.9E-10 cm/sec, 6.4E-09 m/sec, or 4.5E-07 cm/sec, respectively. Within the
model, the cementitious material degradation rate samples a 2 for the Best Estimate
degradation rates and a 1 for the Nominal degradation rates; however these values were
post-processed prior to performing sensitivity studies (replacing the 2 values with 0
values). This post-processing ensured provided sensitivity results that were more
intuitive in that a positive correlation would result when faster degradation rates correlate
to higher doses.
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Figure 5.6.5-1: PRCCs of the Total MOP Dose for Any Sector, 1,500 Realizations (1,000 to
10,000 Years)

Figure 5.6.5-2: PRCCs of the Total MOP Dose for Any Sector, 1,500 Realizations (10,000
to 50,000 Years)
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In addition to the flow field sampling, there is a strong negative correlation to the iodine
Kd in Reduced Region II cements for the first 7,000 or 8,000 years. At about 8,300 years,
this relationship transitions from a negative correlation (indicating that lower Kd values
result in higher doses) to a positive correlation (indicating that higher Kd values result in
higher doses). With low Kd values, I-129 is released and transported quickly such that
less mass is available to contribution to doses in later years; whereas higher Kd values
slows the release and transport, such that the I-129 contributes more to doses at later
years.
Results beyond 25,000 years show significant fluctuations (see Figure 5.6.5-2), thus
making interpretation of the results difficult. To improve the interpretation of results, an
additional PRCC analysis was performed using the “maxima” of the dose over time
rather than the actual dose. The maxima is determined for each realization by setting the
dose value to the maximum dose value, such that the values can only remain constant or
increase over time. The determination of this maxima value is illustrated by Figure 5.6.53, where the solid black line (or “Peak”) represents the value of each dose (or “X”) that is
used. Similarly, the gray line (or “Valley”) shows the minima value. By using the
maxima of the doses, the PRCC provides results that are specific to peak doses within a
given period rather than the evolution of the doses over time.
Figure 5.6.5-3: Illustration of the Determination of Maxima Value

[Source: GoldSim Technology Group, GTG-2010c]

Figure 5.6.5-4 shows the PRCC results, from 10,000 to 50,000 years, using the maxima
of the total dose to the MOP. Observation of the dose results indicated that the highest
doses during this time frame occur between 35,000 years and 40,000 years,
corresponding to the Tc-99 dose peaks. Within this period, the infiltration rate is the
dominant parameter, increasing in importance as the peak doses from each realization
occur. The degradation rate dramatically decreases in importance during this same
period, indicating that although the degradation rate is important prior to the peak Tc-99
doses, it is less important when the Tc-99 spikes occur. This is expected as the Tc-99
spikes occur when there is breakthrough, thus the spikes are dominated by the infiltration
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rate. Similarly, the technetium solubility values also decrease in importance and
transitions from a positive correlation to a negative correlation at approximately 39,000
years after closure. Higher solubility values allow a greater percentage of the available
Tc-99 to be released earlier, such once the Tc-99 dose peaks occur, less Tc-99 mass is
available to contribute to the peaks.
In addition to the parameters discusses above, Figures 5.6.5-1, 5.6.5-2, and 5.6.5-4 all
show that the consumption of water has a significant positive correlation to dose.
Figure 5.6.5-4: PRCCs of the Maxima of Total MOP Dose for Any Sector, 1,500
Realizations (10,000 to 50,000 Years)

Table 5.6.5-1 shows the results from the stepwise regression analysis. Again, these
values are determined from the combined set of 1,500 realizations. This table only shows
the first six variables from each model as the importance of each variable quickly
diminishes with each successive analysis step. In this analysis, the first four or five
variables effectively dominate any influence over the dependent variable at the time
analyzed.
For each of these SRRC analyses, both the dose result and the maxima of the dose results
are used to provide broader context. The dose results are analyzed at 5,000 and 38,000
years as these time steps are very close to the time of the dose peaks within 10,000 years
and 50,000 years, respectively. Alternatively, because the maxima values use the highest
values over each time period, the end times (i.e., 10,000 years and 50,000 years) were
used for the SRRC analysis, as this approach ensures that all of the peak doses within the
given period are considered.
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Table 5.6.5-1: Top Six SRRC Results for Total MOP Dose at Any Sector
SRRCs Using Total Dose (1,500 Realizations)
t = 5,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.79
t = 38,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.72
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Degradation Rate

0.41

0.65

Consumption of
Water

0.55

0.39

Infiltration Rate

0.62

0.27

0.68

0.25

0.72

-0.20

0.74

0.13

Technetium
Solubility
Reduced Region II
Kd, Iodine
Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity of
Saltstone

Infiltration Rate
Sandy Soil
(Leachate Impacted)
Kd, Radium
Consumption of
Water
Technetium
Solubility
Reduced Region II
Kd, Radium
Saturated Zone
Darcy Velocity

0.32

0.56

0.43

-0.35

0.55

0.36

0.64

0.31

0.65

-0.09

0.66

-0.09

SRRCs Using the Maxima of Total Dose (1,500 Realizations)
t = 10,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.83
t = 50,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.69
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Degradation Rate

0.32

0.57

Infiltration Rate

0.51

0.44

0.67

0.41

0.71

Technetium
Solubility
Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity of
Saltstone

Consumption of
Water
Reduced Region II
Kd, Iodine

Infiltration Rate
Consumption of
Water
Technetium
Solubility

0.50

0.71

0.57

0.26

0.59

-0.15

-0.20

Degradation Rate

0.61

0.14

0.74

0.19

Maximum Tc-99
inventory in SDUs
3A, 3B, 5A, or 5B

0.62

0.20

0.77

0.17

Saturated Zone
Darcy Velocity

0.63

-0.09

Despite analyzing results at different time periods, the analysis of both the total dose and
the maxima of the total dose yielded very similar results. This provides confidence in the
identification of the important variables. Specifically, the degradation rate, the
infiltration rate, the consumption of water (i.e., the rate at which the MOP consumes
water), technetium solubility, and the Kd for iodine in Reduced Region II are the
dominant variables.
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Note that the inventory of available Ra-226 is conservative. As described in SDF
Inventory Estimates for Transport Modeling, each SDU was assumed to contain the
entire soluble and insoluble (salt) inventory present in both tank farms (F-Tank Farm and
H-Tank Farm). [SRR-CWDA-2013-00147] If more realistic inventories were assumed
for Ra-226 (and for parents such as Pu-238, U-234, and Th-230), the relative impact of
the radium Kd values would be expected to decrease.
Sensitivity Analysis of the Total Dose to the MOP at Sector B
The PRCCs for total dose to the MOP at Sector B are shown in the following Figures
5.6.5-5 and 5.6.5-6, through 10,000 years and 50,000 years, respectively. Figure 5.6.5-7
shows the PRCCs for the maxima of the total MOP dose at Sector B. Table 5.6.5-2
shows the results from the stepwise regression analysis. As expected, these results are
very similar to the Total MOP results in any sector.
The major difference between the PRCCs of the total MOP dose at any sector (Figure
5.6.5-1) and the PRCCs of the Sector B MOP dose (Figure 5.6.5-5) from 1,000 to 10,000
years is that the total MOP dose at any sector also includes the Oxidized Region II Kd for
iodine. As seen in Figure 5.6.5-1, this PRCC value had a minimum value that was very
close to -0.25. As described in Section 5.6.5.2, a maximum and minimum PRCC of
±0.25 was assumed to ensure that only the most significant parameter results were
displayed. In Sector B, the Oxidized Region II Kd for iodine did not reach this cut-off.
Figure 5.6.5-5: PRCCs of Sector B MOP Dose, 1,500 Realizations (1,000 to 10,000 Years)

The results from 10,000 to 50,000 years appear to be very similar; however, comparing
the differences between the PRCCs for the maxima values (Figure 5.6.5-4 versus Figure
5.6.5-7) shows that the PRCCs for the maxima values at any sector show a notable
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decrease in the significance of the degradation rate at the time of the Tc-99 spikes. This
phenomenon is not shown in the Sector B results. This occurs because the total dose at
any sector is driven by the peak doses regardless of sector, as such the any sector results
show higher peaks in more realizations, thus exaggerating the effects of the parameters
that influence the dose changes. Comparing the median values from the MOP dose
statistical time histories (Figures 5.6.4-11 and 5.6.4-15) shows that the Sector B results
are not as strongly influenced by the Tc-99 doses spikes as the any sector results.
Figure 5.6.5-6: PRCCs of Sector B MOP Dose, 1,500 Realizations (10,000 to 50,000 Years)
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Figure 5.6.5-7: PRCCs of the Maxima of Sector B MOP Dose, 1,500 Realizations (10,000 to
50,000 Years)
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Table 5.6.5-2: Top Six SRRC Results for Total MOP Dose at Sector B
SRRCs Using Sector B Dose (1,500 Realizations)
t = 5,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.81
t = 38,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.72
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Sandy Soil
Degradation Rate
0.42
0.65
(Leachate Impacted)
0.18
-0.42
Kd, Radium
Consumption of
0.54
0.37
Infiltration Rate
0.36
0.43
Water
Technetium
Consumption of
0.63
0.30
0.50
0.38
Solubility
Water
Technetium
Infiltration Rate
0.70
0.26
0.59
0.31
Solubility
Reduced Region II
Reduced Region II
0.73
-0.17
0.60
-0.12
Kd, Iodine
Kd, Radium
Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
0.75
0.13
Degradation Rate
0.61
0.11
Conductivity of
Saltstone
SRRCs Using the Maxima of Sector B Dose (1,500 Realizations)
t = 10,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.83
t = 50,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.69
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
2
R
R2
Degradation Rate
Infiltration Rate
Consumption of
Water

0.32
0.50

0.57
0.41

0.64

0.39

Technetium
Solubility

0.70

0.25

Reduced Region II
Kd, Iodine

0.73

-0.18

Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity of
Saltstone

0.75

0.16

Infiltration Rate
Degradation Rate
Consumption of
Water
Sandy Soil
(Leachate Impacted)
Kd, Radium
Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity of
Saltstone
Initial I-129
inventory in SDU 10
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Sensitivity Analysis of the Total Dose to the MOP at Sector K
The PRCCs for total dose to the MOP at Sector K are shown in Figures 5.6.5-8 and 5.6.59, through 10,000 years and through 50,000 years, respectively. Figure 5.6.5-10 shows
the PRCCs for the maxima of the total MOP dose at Sector K. Table 5.6.5-3 shows the
results from the stepwise regression analysis. As expected, these results are very similar
to the Sector B results. As such, the discussion is not repeated here.
Figure 5.6.5-8: PRCCs of Sector K MOP Dose, 1,500 Realizations (1,000 to 10,000 Years)
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Figure 5.6.5-9: PRCCs of Sector K MOP Dose, 1,500 Realizations (10,000 to 50,000 Years)

Figure 5.6.5-10: PRCCs of the Maxima of Sector K MOP Dose, 1,500 Realizations (10,000
to 50,000 Years)
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Table 5.6.5-3: Top Six SRRC Results for Total MOP Dose at Sector K
SRRCs Using Sector K Dose (1,500 Realizations)
t = 5,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.79
t = 38,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.65
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Degradation Rate

0.35

0.60

Infiltration Rate
0.18
0.43
Sandy Soil
Consumption of
(Leachate Impacted)
0.33
-0.40
0.47
0.37
Water
Kd, Radium
Consumption of
Infiltration Rate
0.56
0.29
0.44
0.35
Water
Initial I-129
Technetium
0.63
0.17
0.50
0.25
inventory in SDU 9
Solubility
Technetium
Initial Tc-99
0.70
0.26
0.52
0.13
Solubility
inventory in SDU 9
Reduced Region II
Initial Ra-226
0.73
-0.18
0.54
0.13
Kd, Iodine
inventory in SDU 9
SRRCs Using the Maxima of Sector K Dose (1,500 Realizations)
t = 10,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.83
t = 50,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.68
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Degradation Rate
Infiltration Rate
Consumption of
Water
Initial I-129
inventory in SDU 9

0.27
0.47

0.53
0.44

0.61

0.39

0.70

0.26

Technetium
Solubility

0.74

0.22

Reduced Region II
Kd, Iodine

0.77

-0.18

Infiltration Rate
Degradation Rate
Consumption of
Water
Technetium
Solubility
Sandy Soil
(Leachate Impacted)
Kd, Radium
Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity of
Saltstone
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Sensitivity Analysis of the I-129 Dose to the MOP (1,000 to 10,000 Years)
Figures 5.6.5-11 and 5.6.5-12 show the PRCC results for the I-129 dose contributions to
Sectors B and K, respectively, using the 1,500 realizations modeled in GoldSim. For the
analysis of the dose contributions for I-129, results are only shown to 10,000 years
because I-129 is not a significant dose contributor beyond this period.
From about 1,600 to 2,600 years, the infiltration rate and the initial saturated hydraulic
conductivity of saltstone show very strong correlations to the I-129 dose contributions.
Then from about 2,600 to about 5,300 years, the degradation rate dominates. These
relationships are coupled with a strong negative correlation with the iodine Kd in
Reduced Region II cements that transitions to a positive relationship near 7,500 years.
Similar to the total dose results, the consumption of water is also a prominent controlling
parameter.
Unlike the PRCCs for the total dose results, the correlations between the I-129 doses and
the flow field parameters (i.e., the degradation rate, the infiltration rate, and the initial
saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone) all transition from positive relationships to
negative at approximately 6,400 years. Similar to the explanation for the negative-topositive transition exhibited by the Reduced Region II Kd, this transition is linked to the
exhaustion of the available I-129 inventory caused by faster release and transport, such
that slower flows lead to increased I-129 doses at later times.
Figure 5.6.5-11: PRCCs of Sector B MOP Dose from I-129, 1,500 Realizations (1,000 to
10,000 Years)
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Figure 5.6.5-12: PRCCs of Sector K MOP Dose from I-129, 1,500 Realizations (1,000 to
10,000 Years)

Table 5.6.5-4 shows the results from the stepwise regression analysis. Again, these
values are determined from the combined set of 1,500 realizations. The table only shows
the first six variables from each model as the importance of each variable quickly
diminishes with each successive analysis step. In this analysis, the first four or five
variables effectively dominate any influence over the dependent variable at the time
analyzed.
For these SRRC analyses, both the dose results and the maxima of the dose results are
used to provide broader context. The dose results are analyzed at 5,000 years as this time
step is close to the time of the dose peaks within 10,000. Alternatively, because the
maxima values use the highest values over each time period, the end time (i.e., 10,000
years) was used for the SRRC analysis, as this approach ensures that all of the peak doses
within the period are considered.
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Table 5.6.5-4: Top Six SRRC Results for I-129 Dose Contributions at Sectors B and K
(1,000 to 10,000 Years)
SRRCs Using I-129 Dose Contributions (1,500 Realizations), t= 5,000 Years
Sector B, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.46
Sector K, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.52
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Degradation Rate
Consumption of
Water
Reduced Region II
Kd, Iodine

0.22

0.47

0.35

0.36

0.38

-0.18

Infiltration Rate

0.41

0.17

Degradation Rate
Initial I-129
inventory in SDU 9
Consumption of
Water
Reduced Region II
Kd, Iodine

0.20

0.46

0.32

0.35

0.44

0.34

0.47

-0.17

Initial I-129
inventory in SDU
0.42
0.12
Infiltration Rate
0.49
0.17
10
Saturated Zone
Saturated Zone
0.43
-0.09
0.50
-0.09
Darcy Velocity
Darcy Velocity
SRRCs Using the Maxima of I-129 Dose Contributions (1,500 Realizations), t = 10,000 Years
Sector B, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.79
Sector K, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.84
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Degradation Rate
Infiltration Rate
Consumption of
Water
Reduced Region II
Kd, Iodine
Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity of
Saltstone
Initial I-129
inventory in SDU
10

0.27
0.46

0.53
0.44

0.63

0.41

0.70

-0.26

0.72

0.17

0.17

0.75

Degradation Rate
Infiltration Rate
Initial I-129
inventory in SDU 9
Consumption of
Water

0.25
0.44

0.52
0.43

0.59

0.38

0.74

0.39

Reduced Region II
Kd, Iodine

0.80

-0.25

Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity of
Saltstone

0.82

0.17

Note that the final cumulative R2 values from the I-129 dose contributions are
significantly smaller than the R2 values from using the maxima of the dose contributions.
This is because there is significant variability in both the timing and the magnitude of the
I-129 doses. Despite this variability, both the analysis of the I-129 dose contributions and
the analysis of the maxima of the I-129 dose contributions identified very similar sets of
parameters. This provides confidence in the identification of the important variables.
Specifically, the degradation rate, the infiltration rate, the consumption of water, and the
Kd for iodine in Reduced Region II are the dominant variables, along with the initial I-
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129 inventories within the relevant SDUs (SDU 10 for Sector B and SDU 9 for Sector
K).
Sensitivity Analysis of the Tc-99 Dose to the MOP (1,000 to 10,000 Years)
Figures 5.6.5-13 and 5.6.5-14 show the PRCC results for the Tc-99 dose contributions to
Sectors B and K, respectively, using the 1,500 realizations modeled in GoldSim, between
1,000 and 10,000 years.
Due to the shrinking core modeling approach, the Tc-99 dose contributions are not
significant in very early time periods (prior to approximately 2,000 years). At 2,000
years and continuing for the duration of the 10,000-year period, technetium dose
contributions are dominated by the sampled values for technetium solubility and the
degradation rates. The initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone is also
important, but gradually declines in importance over time. Between approximately 2,500
and 6,000 years, the infiltration rate increases in significance, then remains relatively
steady. The consumption of water is also important.
Figure 5.6.5-13: PRCCs of Sector B MOP Dose from Tc-99, 1,500 Realizations (1,000 to
10,000 Years)
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Figure 5.6.5-14: PRCCs of Sector K MOP Dose from Tc-99, 1,500 Realizations (1,000 to
10,000 Years)

Table 5.6.5-5 shows the results from the stepwise regression analysis. Again, these
values are determined from the combined set of 1,500 realizations. The table only shows
the first six variables from each model as the importance of each variable quickly
diminishes with each successive analysis step. In this analysis, the first four or five
variables effectively dominate any influence over the dependent variable at the time
analyzed.
For these SRRC analyses, both the dose results and the maxima of the dose results are
used to provide broader context. The dose results are analyzed at 5,000 years as this time
step is close to the time of the dose peaks within 10,000. Alternatively, because the
maxima values use the highest values over each time period, the end time (i.e., 10,000
years) was used for the SRRC analysis, as this approach ensures that all of the peak doses
within the period are considered.
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Table 5.6.5-5: Top Six SRRC Results for Tc-99 Dose Contributions at Sectors B and K
(1,000 to 10,000 Years)
SRRCs Using Tc-99 Dose Contributions (1,500 Realizations), t= 5,000 Years
Sector B, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.90
Sector K, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.88
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Technetium
Technetium
0.51
0.71
0.53
0.73
Solubility
Solubility
Degradation Rate
0.78
0.52
Degradation Rate
0.73
0.44
Infiltration Rate
0.82
0.21
Infiltration Rate
0.80
0.28
Consumption of
Consumption of
0.87
0.21
0.85
0.22
Water
Water
Initial Saturated
Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Hydraulic
0.89
0.17
0.88
0.18
Conductivity of
Conductivity of
Saltstone
Saltstone
Saturated Zone
Saturated Zone
0.90
-0.05
0.88
-0.06
Darcy Velocity
Darcy Velocity
SRRCs Using the Maxima of Tc-99 Dose Contributions (1,500 Realizations), t = 10,000 Years
Sector B, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.87
Sector K, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.86
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Technetium
Technetium
0.45
0.67
0.45
0.67
Solubility
Solubility
Degradation Rate
0.69
0.49
Degradation Rate
0.64
0.43
Infiltration Rate
0.79
0.32
Infiltration Rate
0.78
0.38
Consumption of
Consumption of
0.85
0.24
0.83
0.24
Water
Water
Initial Saturated
Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Hydraulic
0.86
0.12
0.85
0.13
Conductivity of
Conductivity of
Saltstone
Saltstone
Saturated Zone
Saturated Zone
0.87
-0.07
0.85
-0.07
Darcy Velocity
Darcy Velocity

Note that all four data sets resulted in final cumulative R2 values between 0.86 and 0.90,
indicating a very strong correlation. Additionally, all four sets show the same variables,
in the same order, and with very similar values. This provides a high degree of
confidence that the identified parameters exhibit a significant amount of control on Tc-99
dose contributions. The values reflect the PRCC results as well.
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Sensitivity Analysis of the Tc-99 Dose to the MOP (10,000 to 50,000 Years)
Figures 5.6.5-15 and 5.6.5-16 show the PRCC results for the Tc-99 dose contributions to
Sectors B and K, respectively, using the 1,500 realizations modeled in GoldSim. For this
part of the analysis, results are shown for the 10,000 to 50,000 year simulation period.
All five parameters displayed start the simulation period showing moderate to strong
positive correlations (see Figures 5.6.5-15 and 5.6.5-16). As time approaches the 20,000
year to 25,000 year period, the significance of each parameter decreases and the behavior
begins to fluctuate significantly. As with the analysis of the total dose results, this
fluctuation makes interpretation of the analysis difficult. Therefore, an additional PRCC
analysis was performed, using the maxima values of the Tc-99 doses. Figures 5.6.5-17
and 5.6.5-18 show the PRCC results for the maxima of the Tc-99 dose contributions to
Sectors B and K.
The PRCCs of the maxima values show that between 10,000 years and about 24,000
years, the parameter correlations continue the trends from the first 10,000 years as shown
in Figures 5.6.5-13 and 5.6.5-14. However, at 24,000 years Tc-99 is released and the first
peak doses occur. At this time, the relative importance of technetium solubility and water
consumption both decline. Between 26,000 years and 35,000 years, three parameters
show relatively equal significance: technetium solubility, infiltration rates, and
degradation rates. Between 35,000 and 41,000 years (the period in which the Tc-99 peak
dose reach the highest magnitudes), these parameters begin to diverge, such that the
infiltration rate becomes the most important parameter followed closely by the
degradation rate. The relative significance of technetium solubility and water
consumption both continue to gradually decline.
Table 5.6.5-6 shows the results from the stepwise regression analysis. Again, these
values are determined from the combined set of 1,500 realizations. The table only shows
the first six variables from each model as the importance of each variable quickly
diminishes with each successive analysis step. In this analysis, the first four or five
variables effectively dominate any influence over the dependent variable at the time
analyzed.
For these SRRC analyses, both the dose results and the maxima of the dose results are
used to provide broader context. The dose results are analyzed at 38,000 years as this
time step is close to the time of the dose peaks within 50,000. Alternatively, because the
maxima values use the highest values over each time period, the end time (i.e., 50,000
years) was used for the SRRC analysis, as this approach ensures that all of the peak doses
within the period are considered.
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Figure 5.6.5-15: PRCCs of Sector B MOP Dose from Tc-99, 1,500 Realizations (10,000 to
50,000 Years)

Figure 5.6.5-16: PRCCs of Sector K MOP Dose from Tc-99, 1,500 Realizations (10,000 to
50,000 Years)
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Figure 5.6.5-17: PRCCs of the Maxima of the Sector B MOP Dose from Tc-99, 1,500
Realizations (10,000 to 50,000 Years)

Figure 5.6.5-18: PRCCs of the Maxima of the Sector K MOP Dose from Tc-99, 1,500
Realizations (10,000 to 50,000 Years)
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Table 5.6.5-6: Top Six SRRC Results for Tc-99 Dose Contributions at Sectors B and K
(10,000 to 50,000 Years)
SRRCs Using Tc-99 Dose Contributions (1,500 Realizations), t= 38,000 Years
Sector B, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.28
Sector K, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.21
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Degradation Rate
Consumption of
Water
Technetium
Solubility

0.09

-0.30

0.16

0.27

0.23

0.26

Infiltration Rate

0.24

-0.09

Degradation Rate
Consumption of
Water
Initial Tc-99
inventory in SDU 9
Technetium
Solubility

0.08

-0.27

0.14

0.26

0.17

0.19

0.19

0.13

Saturated Zone
0.25
-0.08
Infiltration Rate
0.19
-0.06
Darcy Velocity
Initial Tc-99
Saturated Zone
inventory in SDU
0.25
0.08
0.19
-0.05
Darcy Velocity
10
SRRCs Using the Maxima of Tc-99 Dose Contributions (1,500 Realizations), t = 50,000 Years
Sector B, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.62
Sector K, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.64
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Infiltration Rate
Degradation Rate
Consumption of
Water
Technetium
Solubility
Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity of
Saltstone
Saturated Zone
Darcy Velocity

0.31
0.50

0.56
0.45

0.54

0.21

0.56

0.13

0.57

0.11

-0.10

0.58

Infiltration Rate
Degradation Rate
Technetium
Solubility
Consumption of
Water

0.34
0.50

0.58
0.40

0.54

0.21

0.57

0.20

Initial Tc-99
inventory in SDU 9

0.59

0.12

Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity of
Saltstone

0.60

0.10

The final cumulative R2 values from the Tc-99 dose contributions at 38,000 years and the
final R2 values from using the maxima of the dose contributions at 50,000 years are
significantly less that the respective values within 10,000 years. Doses from Tc-99
exhibit significant variability beyond 20,000 years, making quantification of sensitivity a
challenge.
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Sampling Distributions for Select Parameters

The analyses in Section 5.6.5.4 identified a number of sampled model parameters that exhibit
significant influence over the dose results. Table 5.6.5-7 summarizes the sampled
distributions for ten of these important modeling parameters.
Table 5.6.5-7: Summary of Sampling Distributions for Select Parameters
Modeling Parameter
Degradation Rate

Infiltration Rate

Initial Saturated
Hydraulic Conductivity
of Saltstone

Distribution
Discrete:
Nominal = 50%
Best Estimate = 50%
Discrete:
Maximum = 20%
Average = 40%
Minimum = 40%
Discrete:
4.5E-07 cm/sec = 5%
6.4E-09 cm/sec = 75%
3.9E-10 cm/sec = 20%

Gamma (Truncated):
Consumption of Water
Mean = 1
Applied as a unitless
Standard Deviation = 0.8
multiplier on 340 L/yr
Minimum = 0.26
Maximum = 2.3

Sampling Results from 1,500
Realizations
Nominal = 50% (750 Realizations)
Best Estimate = 50% (750 Realizations)
Maximum = 20% (300 Realizations)
Average = 40% (600 Realizations)
Minimum = 40% (600 Realizations)
4.5E-07 cm/sec = 5.1% (76 Realizations)
6.4E-09 cm/sec = 74.9% (1,124
Realizations)
3.9E-10 cm/sec = 20.0% (300
Realizations)
Mean
1.07
Maximum
2.30
75th Percentile
1.44
Median
0.99
25th Percentile
0.64
Minimum
0.26
Discrete:
1.0E-07 mol/L = 25.0% (375 Realizations)
1.0E-08 mol/L = 50.1% (751 Realizations)
1.0E-09 mol/L = 24.9% (374 Realizations)

Technetium Solubility

Discrete:
1.0E-07 mol/L = 25%
1.0E-08 mol/L = 50%
1.0E-09 mol/L = 25%

Reduced Region II Kd,
Iodine

Log-Normal (Truncated):
Geometric Mean = 9 mL/g
Geometric Standard
Deviation = 3.375
Minimum = 2.25 mL/g
Maximum = 15.75 mL/g

Mean
Maximum
75th Percentile
Median
25th Percentile
Minimum

7.39 mL/g
15.73 mL/g
10.15 mL/g
6.66 mL/g
4.19 mL/g
2.25 mL/g

Oxidized Region II Kd,
Iodine

Log-Normal (Truncated):
Geometric Mean = 15 mL/g
Geometric Standard
Deviation = 5.625
Minimum = 3.75 mL/g
Maximum = 26.25 mL/g

Mean
Maximum
75th Percentile
Median
25th Percentile
Minimum

11.95 mL/g
26.21 mL/g
16.56 mL/g
10.54 mL/g
6.53 mL/g
3.75 mL/g
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Table 5.6.5-7: Summary of Sampling Distributions for Select Parameters (Continued)
Sampling Results from 1,500
Realizations

Modeling Parameter

Distribution

Initial I-129 inventory in
SDUs 9 or 10

Not Applicable.
Initial inventory values were
based on the order in which
waste from waste tanks are
processed and the order in
which the SDUs are filled.
As such, these values are
intermediate results and not
directly sampled.

Saturated Zone Darcy
Velocity
Applied as a unitless
multiplier on a mean
velocity, which varies
by SDU

Normal (Truncated):
Mean = 1
Standard Deviation = 0.1
Minimum = 0.7
Maximum = 1.3

Sandy Soil (Leachate
Impacted) Kd, Radium

Log-Normal (Truncated):
Geometric Mean = 75.0
mL/g
Geometric Standard
Deviation = 28.125
Minimum = 18.75
Maximum = 131.25

5.6.5.6

Mean
Maximum
75th Percentile
Median
25th Percentile
Minimum

SDU 9
1.52 Ci
4.62 Ci
1.97 Ci
1.42 Ci
0.97 Ci
0.23 Ci

Mean
Maximum
75th Percentile
Median
25th Percentile
Minimum

1.00
1.28
1.07
1.00
0.93
0.72

Mean
Maximum
75th Percentile
Median
25th Percentile
Minimum

58.35 mL/g
131.1 mL/g
81.30 mL/g
50.48 mL/g
31.08 mL/g
18.76 mL/g

SDU 10
1.53 Ci
4.74 Ci
1.96 Ci
1.44 Ci
0.99 Ci
0.14 Ci

Additional Analysis of Peak Doses

Figures 5.6.4-8 and 5.6.4-9 showed distinct patterns in the behavior of the peak doses over
time. A number of important parameters were identified through the PRCC and SRRC
analyses. These figures can be modified based on the sampled values of these parameters to
provide additional insights of how the peak dose values are influenced.
Figure 5.6.5-19 shows the peak doses as a function of the sampled degradation rates and the
sampled infiltration rates. Open circles indicate the peak doses for realizations that sampled
Best Estimate degradation rates and closed (or filled) circles indicate the peak doses for
realizations that sampled Nominal degradation rates for cementitious materials. Blue is used
to indicate those realizations that sampled minimum infiltrations rates, gold indicated average
infiltration rates, and red indicates maximum infiltration rates. This figure indicates that the
timing of the peaks within 10,000 years is strongly influenced by the sampled flow
conditions. As expected, nominal degradation rates generally result in earlier peak doses
than the best estimate degradation rates and maximum infiltration rates results in earlier peak
doses than the average or minimum infiltration rates.
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Between approximately 6,000 and 10,000 years the scatter of the peaks begins to diverge as a
function of the sampled infiltration rate (i.e., the blue circles show a downward trend over
time whereas the gold and red circles show an upward trend).
Realizations that yield the higher magnitude dose peaks between 1,200 years and
approximately 2,000 years were found to all have sampled the higher initial saturated
hydraulic conductivity of saltstone (4.5E-07 cm/sec).
Figure 5.6.5-19: Peak MOP Doses within 10,000 Years, Sorted By Sampled Degradation
Rate and Sampled Infiltration Rate

Figure 5.6.5-20 applies the same approach as Figure 5.6.5-19, except the 50,000-year peaks
are used rather than the 10,000-year peaks. This presentation of the peak values provides
strong visual support that these two parameters are important in controlling the behavior of
the peak doses over time, especially within the first 30,000 years and at the times of the Tc99 peak doses.
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Figure 5.6.5-20: Peak MOP Doses within 50,000 Years, Sorted By Sampled Degradation
Rate and Sampled Infiltration Rate

Close observation of these values shows that the “vertical clusters” of higher magnitude peak
doses (for example at approximately 26,000 years) are a function of specific flow conditions
coupled with lower technetium solubilities. When technetium solubility is high, more Tc-99
is released gradually over time, resulting in lower peaks with more variable timing. The
lower solubility values restrict the release of Tc-99 until full oxidation occurs. When the
saltstone within the SDUs and underlying floors become fully oxidized, most of the
remaining Tc-99 inventory is rapidly released.
In general, the highest peak doses are the result of a confluence of multiple variables being
sampled in such a way as to retain the most possible Tc-99 to be released at a single time.
For example, coupling low technetium solubility values with best estimate degradation rates,
average infiltration rates, and high water consumption values provides the highest Tc-99
doses.

5.6.5.7

Summary of the SDF Probabilistic Model Sensitivity Analysis

The purpose of this section is to present general conclusions that can be made regarding the
probabilistic sensitivity analyses of the SDF GoldSim Model, as presented in the previous
sections. The following recurring themes appeared in these sensitivity analyses:
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The magnitude and timing of dose is most strongly influenced by the infiltration rate
and the cementitious material degradation rates.
o Higher infiltration rates generally result in higher magnitude dose peaks.
o Faster cementitious material degradation rates generally result in earlier dose
peaks.
Doses from I-129 are strongly influenced by iodine Kd values, especially the Kd for
Reduced Region II concrete, followed by a moderate influence from the Kd in
Oxidized Region II concrete.
Very high initial saturated hydraulic conductivity for saltstone can result in early
doses with higher magnitude peaks.
Doses from Tc-99 are very strongly influenced by technetium solubility for the first
24,000 years. In later time periods (once the SDU saltstone becomes fully oxidized
within the shrinking core model), Tc-99 doses become a function of flow field
sampling.
The magnitude of the peak dose is influenced by the amount of groundwater ingested
by the MOP.
The importance of sampled parameters can vary significantly over time. Sampled
values that may be conservative (i.e., result in higher doses) at earlier times, but can
become non-conservative at later times. For example, high technetium solubility
produces generally higher doses within the first 24,000 years, but the highest doses
occur after this period when low technetium solubilities are applied to average or
maximum infiltration rates.
Sensitivity Analyses Using the GoldSim Model in Deterministic Model

The purpose of this section is to consider the impact of varying select parameters within the
GoldSim model (in deterministic mode). As demonstrated in Section 5.6.2, the deterministic
GoldSim model provides a close approximation to the PORFLOW model. As such, the
results of these analyses provide insights regarding the sensitivity to changes in the selected
parameters.

5.6.6.1

GoldSim Analysis on Technetium Solubility

The GoldSim model includes a stochastic element that varies the solubility control of
technetium when the model is run in probabilistic mode. In deterministic mode, this
stochastic element defaults to the Evaluation Case setting (i.e., technetium solubility of 1.0E08 mol/L). Alternatively, when the model is run in probabilistic mode, the stochastic
element discretely samples between 1.0E-09 mol/L (25% probability), 1.0E-08 mol/L (50%
probability), and 1.0E-07 mol/L (25% probability).
Table 5.6.6-1 summarizes the peak fluxes for each of these units when modeled under each
solubility setting. Figures 5.6.6-1 through 5.6.6-8 show the Tc-99 flux releases into the
saturated zone from SDUs 1, 4, 3A, and 6, out to 10,000 years and to 50,000 years. Each
figure shows three sets of flux releases over time, where blue indicates the Evaluation Case
setting (or Medium Solubility Case; 1.0E-08 mol/L), red indicates the High Solubility Case
(1.0E-07 mol/L), and yellow indicates the Low Solubility Case (1.0E-09 mol/L).
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These figures demonstrate that the technetium behaves as expected, releasing at rates that are
generally an order of magnitude above or below the Evaluation Case conditions. The lower
solubility controls result in more fluctuation in the behavior of the releases (i.e., “spikes”).
This is because the Tc-99 releases are more influenced by other model conditions that vary
over time.
The timing of the maximum peaks (in the 30,000 to 40,000 year time frame) for the Low
Solubility Case and the Medium Solubility Case are controlled by the transition of the SDU
floors (from reduced to oxidized), but the magnitudes of the peaks are controlled by the
amount of Tc-99 remaining within the disposal unit at the time of the transition. Because the
Low Solubility Case releases less Tc-99 before the time of the transition, more Tc-99 is
available for release, thus the peak release is higher than in the Medium Solubility Case.
Table 5.6.6-1: Summary of Peak Tc-99 Fluxes to the Saturated Zone for Select Saltstone
Disposal Units with Varying Technetium Solubilities
Low Solubility
(1.0E-09 mol/L)
Disposal
Unit

Peak
Release

Time of
Peak
Release

(g/yr)

(yr)

SDU 1
SDU 4
SDU 3A
SDU 6

2.3E-04
5.0E-04
2.9E-05
6.5E-06

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

SDU 1
SDU 4
SDU 3A
SDU 6

3.13E-02
3.88E-01
5.22E-02
3.20E-01

9,820
9,490
9,950
8,840

SDU 1
SDU 4
SDU 3A
SDU 6

1.05E+00
6.12E+01
8.90E+01
2.91E+02

29,480
24,300
31,180
38,160

Medium Solubility
(1.0E-08 mol/L)
Peak
Release

Time of
Peak
Release

(g/yr)
(yr)
From 0 to 1,000 Years
2.1E-03
1,000
3.7E-03
1,000
2.9E-04
1,000
6.5E-05
1,000
From 0 to 10,000 Years
3.13E-01
9,820
2.41E+00
9,750
9.45E-02
9,950
1.22E+00
9,640
From 0 to 50,000 Years
4.18E-01
12,300
2.74E+00
16,480
7.24E+01
31,180
1.90E+02
38,200
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High Solubility
(1.0E-07 mol/L)
Peak
Release

Time of
Peak
Release

(g/yr)

(yr)

2.1E-02
3.6E-02
2.9E-03
6.5E-04

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

1.35E+00
1.90E+01
5.46E-01
1.13E+01

5,270
5,240
10,000
9,660

1.35E+00
1.90E+01
3.85E+00
2.33E+01

5,270
5,240
20,460
18,420
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Figure 5.6.6-1: SDU 1 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone with Varying Technetium
Solubilities (0 to 10,000 years)

Figure 5.6.6-2: SDU 1 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone with Varying Technetium
Solubilities (0 to 50,000 years)
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Figure 5.6.6-3: SDU 4 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone with Varying Technetium
Solubilities (0 to 10,000 years)

Figure 5.6.6-4: SDU 4 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone with Varying Technetium
Solubilities (0 to 50,000 years)
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Figure 5.6.6-5: SDU 3A Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone with Varying Technetium
Solubilities (0 to 10,000 years)

Figure 5.6.6-6: SDU 3A Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone with Varying Technetium
Solubilities (0 to 50,000 years)
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Figure 5.6.6-7: SDU 6 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone with Varying Technetium
Solubilities (0 to 10,000 years)

Figure 5.6.6-8: SDU 6 Tc-99 Release to the Saturated Zone with Varying Technetium
Solubilities (0 to 50,000 years)

Table 5.6.6-2 shows a summary of the resulting peak doses. Figures 5.6.6-9 and 5.6.6-10
provide dose comparisons over time (to 10,000 and 50,000 years, respectively), showing both
the total doses and the Tc-99 contributions to the total dose for each of these solubility cases.
These results show that within the first 1,000 years, Tc-99 has a negligible influence over the
total dose. Within 10,000 years, the Tc-99 has relatively little influence over the peak doses
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for the Medium Solubility Case and the Low Solubility Case. This is because I-129 is the
dominant dose contributor during this period. However, the High Solubility Case shows a
total dose that is strongly dominated by Tc-99, with an early peak dose of 27 mrem/yr at
approximately 5,300 years, followed by a second, higher peak of 40 mrem/yr at about 18,500
years, after which the available Tc-99 is exhausted as demonstrated by the red line that drops
below the range of the Y-Axis in Figure 5.6.6-10.
For the Low Solubility and the Medium Solubility Cases, the available inventory of Tc-99 is
not exhausted until after the disposal unit floors transition to the oxidized state, resulting in
higher peak doses over the 50,000 year period. Note that Figure 5.5-9 showed a maximum
dose peak of 475 mrem/yr, which is about 40 mrem/yr higher than the Medium Solubility
Case shown here. The differences in the peak doses are captured by the benchmarking
analysis, as presented in Section 5.6.2, which showed that the GoldSim model results are a
close approximation to the PORFLOW model results, but not an exact match.
Table 5.6.6-2: Summary of Peak Tc-99 Doses from Varying Technetium Solubilities

Time
Period
(Years)

Low Solubility
(1.0E-09 mol/L)
Peak Dose

Time of
Peak Dose

(mrem/yr)

(yr)

0 to 1,000
0 to 10,000
0 to 50,000

8.0E-05
5.0E-01
5.3E+02

1,000
8,860
31,220

0 to 1,000
0 to 10,000
0 to 50,000

8.0E-02
1.2E+01
5.7E+02

1,000
5,290
31,220

Medium Solubility
(1.0E-08 mol/L)
Peak Dose
(mrem/yr)
Tc-99 Doses
8.0E-04
2.0E+00
4.4E+02
Total Doses
8.1E-02
1.3E+01
4.8E+02
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High Solubility
(1.0E-07 mol/L)

Time of
Peak Dose

Peak Dose

Time of
Peak Dose

(yr)

(mrem/yr)

(yr)

1,000
9,670
31,220

9.1E-03
1.8E+01
4.0E+01

1,000
9,730
18,460

1,000
5,290
31,220

9.2E-02
2.7E+01
5.0E+01

1,000
5,300
50,000
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Figure 5.6.6-9: Dose Comparisons for Varying Technetium Solubilities (0 to 10,000 Years)

Figure 5.6.6-10: Dose Comparisons for Varying Technetium Solubilities (0 to 50,000
Years)

5.6.6.2

GoldSim Analysis of Tc-99 Release Using a Simplified Mass-Transfer Model

Although the GoldSim model is not explicitly designed to evaluate fracture flow and
transport, the question has arisen as to what would be the influence on the Tc-99 release if
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the release at the time of oxygen-controlled dissolution was controlled by flow through a
highly fractured system.
To examine this conceptual model in a bounding manner, a simplified mass-transfer model
was developed. The mass-transfer model automatically transfers a specified percentage of
the Tc-99 mass in a modeled cell directly to the unsaturated zone at the time that the cell
becomes fully oxidized. This highly simplified model is used to emulate the transport of
previously precipitated Tc-99 through a saltstone/concrete structure containing ubiquitous
fractures with a high degree of connectivity.
The study presented below evaluates the influence of releasing 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and
100% of the dissolved mass in a cell directly to the unsaturated zone at the cell transition
time (i.e., the time that 100% of the cell has been oxidized). In this study, Tc-99 releases to
the saturated zone are presented for a 150-foot diameter SDU (SDU 3A) and a 375-foot
diameter SDU (SDU 9). Because releases from SDU 9 reaching Sector K provide the largest
contribution to dose in the PORFLOW and GoldSim SDF models within the 10,000-year
performance period, the Tc-99 dose contributions from SDU 9 to Sector K are presented
herein.
5.6.6.2.1

Releases from the 150-Foot Diameter SDU

Figures 5.6.6-11 through 5.6.6-15 depict the 150-foot diameter SDU release breakthrough
curves formed by releasing 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the dissolved mass in a
cell directly to the unsaturated zone at the time that 100% of the cell has been oxidized.
The peak Tc-99 release rates and their time of occurrence (for a 10,000-year period and a
50,000-year period) are presented, in Table 5.6.6-3.
Table 5.6.6-3: 150-Foot Diameter SDU Peak Tc-99 Release Rates for 10,000 and 50,000
Years
Percent of
Mass
Transferred

10,000-Year
Peak Release
(g/yr)

0
25
50
75
100

5.4E-02
1.1E-01
1.8E-01
2.7E-01
5.0E-01

10,000-Year
Time of Peak
Release
(yr)
10,000
8,260
8,270
8,270
8,270

50,000-Year
Peak Release
(g/yr)
7.2E+01
5.7E+01
2.0E+01
3.1E+01
4.9E+00

50,000-Year
Time of Peak
Release
(yr)
31,180
31,180
31,200
30,760
30,760

As can be seen by comparing Figures 5.6.6-11 through 5.6.6-15, and observing the peak
values presented in Table 5.6.6-3, over the initial 10,000-year period there is a trend
towards an increasing peak release value for the 150-foot diameter SDU release rate as
the percent of mass transferred at transition time is increased. This increase is associated
with the instantaneous transfer of mass from individual cells.
Over the 50,000-year period, the peak values follow an opposite trend. The difference
between the early and later trends is a function of the later occurrence of releases of mass
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that has accumulated near the bottom of the system as the oxygen front moves in a
generally downward direction. As a smaller percentage of the mass in a cell is
instantaneously transferred, more of the mass is transported downward, by advection and
diffusion, towards the bottom of the SDU. This will increase the associated magnitude of
the peak releases at later times once the oxygen front breaks through at the bottom of the
SDU.
Note that the 0% breakthrough curve presented in Figure 5.6.6-11 represents release from
the bottom of the system only (i.e., the Evaluation Case), and does not consider fast
pathways such as highly connected fractures.
Figure 5.6.6-11: 150-Foot Diameter SDU Tc-99 Release Time History – 0% Mass Transfer
(Evaluation Case)
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Figure 5.6.6-12: 150-Foot Diameter SDU Tc-99 Release Time History – 25% Mass
Transfer

Figure 5.6.6-13: 150-Foot Diameter SDU Tc-99 Release Time Histories – 50% Mass
Transfer
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Figure 5.6.6-14: 150-Foot Diameter SDU Tc-99 Release Time History – 75% Mass
Transfer

Figure 5.6.6-15: 150-Foot Diameter SDU Tc-99 Release Time History – 100% Mass
Transfer
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Releases from the 375-Foot Diameter SDU

Figures 5.6.6-16 through 5.6.6-20 depict the 375-foot diameter SDU release breakthrough
curves formed by releasing 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the dissolved mass in a
cell directly to the unsaturated zone at the time that the cell has been fully oxidized. The
peak Tc-99 release rates and their time of occurrence (for a 10,000-year period and a
50,000-year period) are presented, in Table 5.6.6-4.
Table 5.6.6-4: SDU 9 Peak Tc-99 Release Rates for 10,000 and 50,000 years
Percent of
Mass
Transferred

10,000-Year
Peak Release
(g/yr)

0
25
50
75
100

1.1E+00
2.1E+00
3.1E+00
4.0E+00
5.9E+00

10,000-Year
Time of Peak
Release
(yr)
9,660
10,000
10,000
10,000
8,320

50,000-Year
Peak Release
(g/yr)
1.9E+02
1.6E+02
1.1E+02
6.4E+01
1.2E+01

50,000-Year
Time of Peak
Release
(yr)
38,200
37,580
37,580
37,580
37,580

By comparing Figures 5.6.6-16 through 5.6.6-20, and observing the peak values in Table
5.6.6-4 for SDU 9, over the initial 10,000-year period, the same trend seen in the 150-foot
diameter SDU analysis, a trend towards an increasing peak value for the 375-foot
diameter SDU release rate as the percent of mass transferred at transition time is
increased, is seen. As discussed earlier, this increase is associated with the instantaneous
transition-time based transfer of mass from individual cells.
Over the 50,000-year period, the peak values again follow an opposite trend. The
difference between the early and later trends is a function of the later occurrence of
releases of mass that has accumulated near the bottom of the system as the oxygen front
moves in a generally downward direction. When a smaller percentage of the mass in a
cell is transferred (or rapidly transported through a secondary pore structure such as
fractures), more mass reaches the bottom of the SDU by advection and diffusion, through
the primary pore structure. This will increase the associated magnitude of the peak
releases at later time when the oxygen front has broken through at the bottom of the
SDU.
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Figure 5.6.6-16: 375-Foot Diameter SDU Tc-99 Release Time History – 0% Mass Transfer
(Evaluation Case)

Figure 5.6.6-17: 375-Foot Diameter SDU Tc-99 Release Time History – 25% Mass
Transfer
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Figure 5.6.6-18: 375-Foot Diameter SDU Tc-99 Release Time History – 50% Mass
Transfer

Figure 5.6.6-19: 375-Foot Diameter SDU Tc-99 Release Time History – 75% Mass
Transfer
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Figure 5.6.6-20: 375-Foot Diameter SDU Tc-99 Release Time History – 100% Mass
Transfer

5.6.6.2.3

Dose Contributions to Sector K from SDU 9 Releases

Figures 5.6.6-21 through 5.6.6-25 depict the SDU 9 Tc-99 dose-contribution
breakthrough curves formed by releasing 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the
dissolved mass in a cell directly to the unsaturated zone at the time that the cell has been
fully oxidized. The peak Tc-99 dose-contributions and their time of occurrence (for a
10,000-year period and a 50,000-year period) are presented, in Table 5.6.6-5.
Table 5.6.6-5: Maximum Tc-99 Dose Contribution from SDU 9 to Sector K for 10,000 and
50,000 years
Percent of
Mass
Transferred

10,000-Year
Peak Dose
(mrem/yr)

0
25
50
75
100

1.8E+00
3.2E+00
4.6E+00
6.2E+00
9.3E+00

10,000-Year
Time of Peak
Dose
(yr)
9,690
9,230
9,230
8,340
8,340

50,000-Year
Peak Dose
(mrem/yr)
2.9E+02
2.5E+02
1.7E+02
9.9E+01
1.9E+01

50,000-Year
Time of Peak
Dose
(yr)
38,220
37,620
37,620
37,620
37,600

As can be seen by comparing 5.6.6-21 through 5.6.6-25 to Figures 5.6.6-16 through
5.6.6-20, the trends seen in SDU 9 Tc-99 release breakthrough curves closely resemble
the SDU 9 Tc-99 dose-contribution breakthrough curves. The similarities in the curves
are as expected since the release rates control the concentrations at the 100-meter
boundary and thus the dose contributions. In addition, Table 5.5-5 shows that SDU 9 is
approximately 95% of Sector K contributions.
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The major reason for evaluating the dose-contribution breakthrough curves is that
observing the peak dose-contribution values (Table 5.6.6-5) allows for a bounding
estimation of the influence of fast pathways such as ubiquitous fractures with a high
degree of continuity, on the dose contribution from the Tc-99 released by the “shrinkingcore” mechanism. As can be seen in Table 5.6.6-5, the more mass that is transferred
through the fast pathway structure, the larger the contribution during the time of interest
(10,000 years). This contribution is shown to be as high as 9.3 mrem/yr.
Also of interest is the effect of the fast pathway structure on the large releases at later
times. This analysis shows that when more mass is released through the fast pathway
(i.e., the ubiquitous fractures) at early times, the peak releases at later times are lower.
The results presented in Table 5.6.6-5 show that as more mass is released through the fast
pathway structure the lower the releases associated with the oxygen front reaching the
bottom of the SDU. Much of the mass has been bled off over time. In this simplified
analysis, as the oxygen front reaches the bottom of the SDU and the percentage of mass
instantaneously removed from cells increases from 0% to 100%, the peak dose over a
50,000-year time period decreases from 290 mrem/yr to 19 mrem/yr.
Figure 5.6.6-21: SDU 9 to Sector K Tc-99 Dose Contribution Time History - 0% Mass
Transfer (Evaluation Case)
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Figure 5.6.6-22: SDU 9 to Sector K Tc-99 Dose Contribution Time History – 25% Mass
Transfer

Figure 5.6.6-23: SDU 9 to Sector K Tc-99 Dose Contribution Time History – 50% Mass
Transfer
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Figure 5.6.6-24: SDU 9 to Sector K Tc-99 Dose Contribution Time History – 75% Mass
Transfer

Figure 5.6.6-25: SDU 9 to Sector K Tc-99 Dose Contribution Time History – 100% Mass
Transfer

5.6.6.3

GoldSim Analysis of Inventory Stratification within 375-Foot Diameter SDUs

Due to the size of the 375-foot diameter SDUs, it is likely that multiple batches of processed
waste would be needed to fill each disposal unit. As such, there is a risk that, as each batch
of processed waste is poured into the disposal units, there may be vertical variations in the
concentrations of the waste (i.e., concentration stratification). To assess this, the SDF
GoldSim model was modified to divide a 375-foot diameter SDU into three vertical
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segments, as illustrated in Figure 5.6.6-26. The waste concentration within each vertical
segment was varied. SDU 9 was selected for this analysis because SDU 9 is the dominant
source to the doses at Sector K (Section 5.5.1.3).
Figure 5.6.6-26: Conceptual Illustration for the Segmentation of SDU 9 for the Inventory
Stratification Analysis

[Not to Scale]

The SDUs are not expected to show significant inventory stratification, as batch mixing is an
important step in waste processing. Therefore, this sensitivity analysis assumes that placing
50% of the SDU’s inventory within one of the three segments is bounding. The other two
segments are assumed to be evenly distributed (i.e., 25% within each segment). Note that
because Tc-99 releases are controlled by movement of the oxidation front, changes to
inventory stratification would be unlikely to have any significant impact to Tc-99 doses and
Tc-99 doses are not significant within the first 10,000 years; therefore, the inventory for Tc99 was not stratified. Further note that the seepline contributions to dose were set to zero,
thus providing a more direct comparison of the results.
Figure 5.6.6-27 shows the dose results from SDU 9 based on various inventory stratification
distributions. The red curve assumes that half of the waste inventory was placed within the
top 1/3rd of the disposal unit, and the other half of the waste inventory was placed within the
bottom 2/3rds of the disposal unit. The yellow curve assumes that half of the waste inventory
was placed within the middle 1/3rd of the disposal unit, and 1/4th of the waste inventory was
placed within the top 1/3rd of the disposal unit, and the remaining 1/4th of the waste inventory
was placed within the bottom 1/3rd of the disposal unit. The purple curve assumes that half
of the waste inventory was placed within the bottom 1/3rd of the disposal unit, and the other
half of the waste inventory was placed within the top 2/3rds of the disposal unit.
The blue curve in Figure 5.6.6-27 shows the SDU 9 dose contribution from the Evaluation
Case, which assumed an equally distributed waste profile within each of the three segments.
For the Evaluation Case, the SDU 9 dose contribution peaks at about 12.0 mrem/yr within
10,000 years, as shown in Table 5.5-5.
Placing half of the available inventory in either the top 1/3rd or the middle 1/3rd of the
disposal unit (red and yellow curves) shows very similar results (i.e., peak doses between
13.8 and 13.4 mrem/yr). In general, the disposal unit degrades from the top down. As the
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roof and upper-most saltstone degrades, water moves through it faster, resulting in higher
peak dose peaks. Placing half of the waste in the bottom 1/3rd of the disposal unit has the
opposite effect (purple curve). Because more of the waste is within saltstone that is less
degraded, water moves through it slower, thus a broader curve with a lower magnitude peak
is realized (i.e., a peak of about 10.0 mrem/yr).
These behaviors are reversed in later years. Placing more inventory within the bottom
segment results in less inventory being released early in the simulation. This leaves more
inventory to be available for release at later times, such that an increase in dose occurs
relative to the cases in which the inventory was distributed more towards the top of the
disposal unit.
Ultimately, these differences are not significant. These sensitivity analyses considered
bounding conditions for the assumed stratification of the waste. Despite this bounding
approach, the differences in the magnitudes of the peaks only varied by about 2.0 mrem/yr
from the Evaluation Case.
Figure 5.6.6-27: SDU 9 Dose Results to the MOP at the 100-Meter Boundary, Varying
Inventory Stratification

5.6.6.4

GoldSim Analysis of Select Kd Values

Experimentally measured Kd values can vary significantly. For many of the radionuclides
modeled in the Evaluation Case, transport is strongly influenced by the Kd values. The
following analysis uses the SDF GoldSim Model to vary the Kd values for select
radionuclides to evaluate the potential impact from using alternative Kd values relative to the
total dose.
The respective Kds for the following radionuclides are evaluated in this analysis: I-129, Ra226, Se-79, and Sr-90. Iodine-129 was selected as it is the dominant dose driver within the
first 10,000 years. Radium-226 was selected because it was the dominant dose driver within
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the first 10,000 years of the Base Case within the Performance Assessment. [SRR-CWDA2009-00017] Selenium-79 was selected because a recent study showed measured Kd values
that were different from the values used in this SA (and in earlier modeling). [SREL Doc. R13-0005] Finally, Sr-90 was selected because it accounts for a significant amount of the
initial assumed inventory.
Note that although Tc-99 is a dominant dose driver in later years (i.e., more than 30,000
years after closure), the release of Tc-99 is controlled by oxidation processes rather than Kd
values. As such, Tc-99 is not included in this analysis.
5.6.6.4.1

Iodine Kd Variability

Soil Kd values for iodine are relatively small such that as iodine is released from the
cementitious barriers into soils, the transport is strongly influenced by flow rates. To
improve understanding of how the iodine Kd values for various materials can influence
transport, each value was varied independently, then the combined influence was
determined by varying all of the values together. As shown in Table 5.6.6-6, each of the
Kd values were reduced by one half, relative to the Evaluation Case.
Table 5.6.6-6: Kd Values for Iodine Sensitivity Analysis
Element

Modeling Case

I

Evaluation Case
Leachate Impacted
Sandy Soil Kd
Sensitivity Case
Reduced Region II
Cementitious Materials
Kd Sensitivity Case
Oxidized Region II
Cementitious Materials
Kd Sensitivity Case
Oxidized Region III
Cementitious Materials
Kd Sensitivity Case
All-Kds Sensitivity
Case

Leachate
Impacted
Sandy Soil
(mL/g)
0.1

Reduced
Region II
(mL/g)

Oxidized
Region II
(mL/g)

Oxidized
Region III
(mL/g)

9.0

15.0

4.0

0.05

9.0

15.0

4.0

0.1

4.5

15.0

4.0

0.1

9.0

7.5

4.0

0.1

9.0

15.0

2.0

0.05

4.5

7.5

2.0

This change resulted in a slight increase to the total dose (i.e., dose from I-129 added to
the doses from all other radionuclides) within 10,000 years (from about 13 mrem/yr to
about 14 mrem/yr), as shown in Figure 5.6.6-28. At approximately 4,200 years after
closure, this peak occurs about 1,000 years earlier than in Evaluation Case. By
comparing the respective dose curves from each sensitivity run, it is apparent that
changes in dose are most strongly affected by the change to the Kd value for iodine in
Reduced Region II cementitious materials. The influence on the dose to the MOP by this
Kd value is also shown in the sensitivity analysis presented in Section 5.6.5.4, most
notably in the results presented in Table 5.6.5-4.
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Figure 5.6.6-28: MOP Total Dose Comparison for Iodine Kd Sensitivity

5.6.6.4.2

Radium Kd Variability

The radium Kd analysis applies the same approach as the iodine Kd analysis: the Kd
values within the various materials were reduced by one half (shown in Table 5.6.6-7).
Table 5.6.6-7: Kd Values for Radium Sensitivity Analysis
Element

Modeling Case

Ra

Evaluation Case
Leachate Impacted
Sandy Soil Kd
Sensitivity Case
Reduced Region II
Cementitious Materials
Kd Sensitivity Case
Oxidized Region II
Cementitious Materials
Kd Sensitivity Case
Oxidized Region III
Cementitious Materials
Kd Sensitivity Case
All-Kds Sensitivity
Case

Leachate
Impacted
Sandy Soil
(mL/g)
75.0

Reduced
Region II
(mL/g)

Oxidized
Region II
(mL/g)

Oxidized
Region III
(mL/g)

100.0

100.0

70.0

37.5

100.0

100.0

70.0

75.0

50.0

100.0

70.0

75.0

100.0

50.0

70.0

75.0

100.0

100.0

35.0

37.5

50.0

50.0

35.0

A comparison of the resulting total doses showed no difference within 10,000 years.
However, starting at approximately 13,000 years, the results begin to diverge (see Figure
5.6.6-29). To better evaluate this impact, the model was run to 30,000 years after
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closure. After approximately 15,000 years after closure, the total dose results show
notable differences. By comparing the respective dose curves from each sensitivity run,
it is apparent that changes in dose are most strongly affected by the change to the Kd
value for radium within leachate-impacted sandy soils. In general, this change to the
leachate-impacted sandy soil Kd roughly doubles the magnitude of the doses. Similarly,
the combined impact from changing these radium Kds results in roughly tripling the
magnitude of the doses.
Figure 5.6.6-29: MOP Total Dose Comparison for Radium Kd Sensitivity (0 to 30,000
Years)

The 250 mrem/peak dose at around 22,000 years is less than the 477 mrem/yr peak dose
(around 31,000 years) attributed to the Tc-99 releases, as shown in Figure 5.5-9.
Although increasing the Ra-226 contribution to the total dose would increase the 477
mrem/yr peak dose, note that the inventory of available Ra-226 is conservative. As
described in SDF Inventory Estimates for Transport Modeling, each SDU was assumed
to contain the entire soluble and insoluble (salt) inventory present in both tank farms.
[SRR-CWDA-2013-00147] If more realistic inventories were assumed for Ra-226 (and
for parents such as Pu-238, U-234, and Th-230), the relative impact of these Kd changes
could be considerably mitigated.
5.6.6.4.3

Selenium Kd Variability

The selenium Kd analysis applied lower values to both cementitious barriers and to
leachate-impacted soils based on two reports. Table 5.6.6-8 summarizes the Kd values
assumed for this selenium Kd analysis. Unlike the iodine and radium Kd analyses, the
values were not simply reduced by half. Table notes are included to provide the basis for
each of the alternative values considered.
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A comparison of the resulting total doses showed no difference within 10,000 years. The
model was run to 30,000 years after closure to better evaluate any long-term impacts.
These results, shown in Figure 5.6.6-30, show little difference in the total doses between
most of the cases considered. Only when all of these selenium Kd values were adjusted
simultaneously did the change to dose become significant.
The 85 mrem/peak dose at around 27,000 years is less than the 477 mrem/yr peak dose
(around 31,000 years) attributed to the Tc-99 releases, as shown in Figure 5.5-9.
Although increasing the Se-79 contribution to the total dose would increase the 477
mrem/yr peak dose, note that the inventory of available Se-79 is conservative (i.e., each
SDU was modeled with the entire available tank farm inventory). If inventories that are
more realistic were assumed for Se-79, the impact of these Kd changes could be
considerably mitigated.
Table 5.6.6-8: Kd Values for Selenium Sensitivity Analysis

a
b
c
d

Element

Modeling Case

Se

Evaluation Case
Sandy Soil Kd
Sensitivity Case
Leachate Impacted
Sandy Soil Kd
Sensitivity Case
Reduced Region II
Cementitious Materials
Kd Sensitivity Case
Oxidized Region II
Cementitious Materials
Kd Sensitivity Case
Oxidized Region III
Cementitious Materials
Kd Sensitivity Case
All-Kds Sensitivity
Case

Leachate
Impacted
Sandy Soil
(mL/g)
1,400

Reduced
Region II
(mL/g)

Oxidized
Region II
(mL/g)

Oxidized
Region III
(mL/g)

300

300

150

1,400

300

300

150

1,000

20 b

300

300

150

1,000

1,400

50 c

300

150

1,000

1,400

300

50 d

150

1,000

1,400

300

300

50 d

500 a

20 b

50 c

50 d

50 d

Sandy Soil
(mL/g)
1,000
500

a

Assumes half of the Evaluation Case value, although it is noted that site-specific measured values are much
higher (Kd values > 1,400 mL/g). [SREL Doc. R-13-0005]
Change based upon measured Kd values ranging from 1 to 41 as reported in SREL Doc. R-13-0005.
No technical basis. This change was intended to reflect similar changes made to the oxidized cementitious Kd
values (see Note: d).
Change based upon measured Kd values ranging from 29.7 to 78.5 as reported in SRNS-STI-2008-00045. The
measured Kd values reported in SRNS-STI-2008-00045 were lower than earlier measurements and literature
data. The referenced report indicated that these relatively low measured values represent lower limits.
Therefore, despite these lower measured values, the report did not recommend lowering the selenium Kd values
used for modeling. [SRNS-STI-2008-00045]
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Figure 5.6.6-30: MOP Total Dose Comparison for Selenium Kd Sensitivity (0 to 30,000
Years)

5.6.6.4.4

Strontium Kd Variability

The half-life for Sr-90 is relatively short (less than 30 years). As such, a more
conservative approach was assumed to examine the potential dose impacts from varying
the Kd values that apply to Sr-90. Rather than reducing the Evaluation Case values by
one-half, the same low value (0.5 mL/g) was applied to all materials (both cements and
soils) as shown in Table 5.6.6-9.
Table 5.6.6-9: Kd Values for Strontium Sensitivity Analysis

a

Element

Modeling Case

Se

Evaluation Case
All-Kds Sensitivity
Case

Sandy Soil
(mL/g)
5
0.5

a

Leachate
Impacted
Sandy Soil
(mL/g)
15
0.5

a

Reduced
Region II
(mL/g)

Oxidized
Region II
(mL/g)

Oxidized
Region III
(mL/g)

15

15

5

0.5

a

0.5

a

0.5 a

Assumed value.

Additionally, rather than comparing results at the 100-meter boundary, the dose results
for intruder wells were used. Despite this approach, the dose contribution from Sr-90
never exceeds 1.0E-05 mrem/yr. Figure 5.6.6-31 illustrates that modifying all of the Kd
values for Sr-90 has no significant impact to the total IHI doses. Note that only the first
5,000 years of the simulation results are displayed as Sr-90 quickly decays. Based on this
analysis, strontium Kds are not risk-significant parameters.
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Figure 5.6.6-31: IHI Total Dose Comparison for Strontium Kd Sensitivity (0 to 5,000
Years)

5.6.7

Sensitivity Analyses Using PORFLOW

The purpose of this section is to consider the impact that varying parameters of interest might
have on the SDF deterministic model, so that the sensitivity of the models to changes in
selected parameters of concern might be discovered.

5.6.7.1

375-Foot Diameter SDU Roof Slope Evaluation of Flow

Two additional flow cases were developed to assess the potential impact on flow for the 375foot diameter SDUs with varying roof slopes. The other flow cases assume that the roof on
the 375-foot diameter SDU has a 1.5% slope, as described in Section 3.3. Although the
design tolerances only allow for a difference of ±0.3% to the slope (ACI 117-10, Section
4.8.2), these sensitivity cases varied the slope by a full half percent to exaggerate the
potential impact and provide better understanding of the effects. These additional flow cases
consider the same parameters as Flow Case F01, except that the slope of the roof is modeled
with grades of 1.0% and 2.0% rather than the as-designed 1.5%.
Figure 5.6.7-1 presents the total volumetric flow rate through the saltstone monolith for each
of the roof slope flow cases (i.e., 1.0%, 1.5%, and 2.0% slopes). This figure shows that roof
slope can have a significant impact on flow through saltstone. The maximum difference
occurs at around year 4,000 when the 1.0% slope results in flow that is nearly 70% greater
than the Evaluation Case (i.e., the 1.5% slope). Similarly, the 2.0% slope results in flow that
is almost 40% less than the Evaluation Case. As cementitious materials degrade the impact
becomes less significant such that by about 17,000 years the differences between these flow
profiles are less than 5%. The highest volumetric flow within 20,000 years is the same for all
three cases (approximately 2.6E+09 cm3/yr). This indicates that, although the difference in
volumetric flow appears to be significant when comparing values at specific times, the net
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effect from varying the roof slope is that releases may occur earlier without necessarily
causing a significant increase in magnitude of the potential peaks.
As stated earlier, the 1.0% slope increases the flow through saltstone to nearly 70% greater
than the Evaluation Case within approximately 4,000 years after closure. Section 5.5
indicates that the peak dose to the MOP occurs around 5,300 years in Sector K, which is
attributed primarily to the release of I-129 from SDU 9. The increase in flow through
saltstone is expected to cause the peak dose to arrive slightly earlier but the magnitude of the
release is not expected to be significantly impacted.

Volumetric Flow Through Saltstone
(cm3/yr)

Figure 5.6.7-1: Total Flow through 375-Foot Diameter SDU Saltstone for Various Roof
Slopes (1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0%)
3.0E+09

2.4E+09

1.8E+09

1.2E+09

6.0E+08

0.0E+00
0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000 12,000 14,000 16,000 18,000 20,000

Years After Closure
Roof Slope = 1.0%

Roof Slope = 1.5%

Roof Slope = 2.0%

Table 5.6.7-1 provides a quantitative comparison of the volumetric flow (cm3/yr) at specific
times for the various roof slopes considered in this evaluation. This analysis demonstrates
that increasing the slope of the roof can improve SDU performance with respect to reducing
water flow through the grout monolith.
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Table 5.6.7-1: Flow through 375-Foot Diameter SDU Saltstone for Various Roof Slopes
(1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0%)
Time (yr)
0
300
600
900
1,400
1,550
2,000
4,000
5,500
7,000
8,000
8,500
9,000
9,500
10,000
11,000
12,000
15,000
16,500
17,500
18,800
19,500
20,000

5.6.7.2

Volumetric Flow (cm3/yr)
Roof Slope = 1.0% Roof Slope = 1.5% Roof Slope = 2.0%
1.9E+05
1.9E+05
1.9E+05
5.4E+06
5.4E+06
5.3E+06
7.6E+06
7.4E+06
7.3E+06
9.2E+06
8.9E+06
8.6E+06
1.2E+07
1.1E+07
1.1E+07
3.4E+07
3.4E+07
3.3E+07
4.8E+07
4.2E+07
3.8E+07
4.7E+08
2.8E+08
1.9E+08
1.1E+09
8.5E+08
6.0E+08
1.3E+09
1.0E+09
7.4E+08
1.2E+09
9.8E+08
7.6E+08
1.3E+09
1.0E+09
7.9E+08
1.3E+09
1.1E+09
8.3E+08
1.4E+09
1.1E+09
9.1E+08
1.4E+09
1.2E+09
9.7E+08
1.5E+09
1.3E+09
1.1E+09
1.6E+09
1.4E+09
1.1E+09
1.8E+09
1.7E+09
1.6E+09
2.0E+09
1.9E+09
1.8E+09
2.2E+09
2.2E+09
2.1E+09
2.5E+09
2.5E+09
2.4E+09
2.7E+09
2.6E+09
2.6E+09
2.7E+09
2.6E+09
2.6E+09

Design Margin Analysis

Section 3.3 provides a description of the design for the 375-foot diameter SDUs. The
dimensions for key design features provided in Section 3.3 are nominal or expected values;
however, there is some tolerance for variation to these design values to accommodate
variability during construction. To evaluate the potential impact of these design margins, a
separate PORFLOW analysis was performed that applies the bounding values for the
dimensions of various SDU design features. Table 5.6.7-2 provides a summary of the
parameters that were varied. Features and modeling assumptions not included in this table
were modeled as unchanged relative to the Evaluation Case.
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Table 5.6.7-2: Summary of 375-Foot Diameter SDU Features Considered for the Design
Margin Analysis
Parameter

Design

Roof thickness (inches)
Roof and floor slope (%)
Floor thickness (inches)
Upper Mud Mat thickness (inches)
Lower Mud Mat thickness (inches)
Wall thickness (inches, tapered from bottom to top)
HDPE thickness (mil)

12
1.5
12
6
4
24 - 10
100

Design with
Margin
9
1.0
9
5
3
20 - 7
60

As demonstrated in Section 5.5, the peak dose for the Evaluation Case occurs in Sector K and
is dominated by releases from the 375-foot diameter SDUs. Therefore, this design margin
analysis shall use the 100-meter dose results for Sector K as the basis for comparisons. Table
5.6.7-3 shows a comparison of the resulting peak doses to the MOP at Sector K.
Table 5.6.7-3: 100-Meter MOP Peak Groundwater Doses for Sector K of the Design
Margin Case and Evaluation Case
Case
Evaluation
Design Margin

Peak Dose in 1,000
Years

Peak Dose in 10,000
Years

0.01 mrem/yr (year
1,000)
0.02 mrem/yr (year
1,000)

12.5 mrem/yr (year
5,290)
10.9 mrem/yr (year
5,690)

Peak Dose between
10,000 Years and
20,000 Years
7.4 mrem/yr (year
20,000)
7.2 mrem/yr (year
20,000)

Figure 5.6.7-2 shows the dose results for the Design Margin Case and the Evaluation Case,
over 20,000 years, using doses from select radionuclides (I-129, Ra-226, and Tc-99). In
general, the differences between the dose results from these two cases were not significant.
A close examination of these doses reveals that the Design Margin Case does have higher
doses during early time periods (i.e., within the first 3,800 years) as shown in Figure 5.6.7-3,
which shows only the first 4,000 years.
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Figure 5.6.7-2: Comparison of Design Margin Case and Evaluation Case, 100-Meter
Sector K Dose Results for I-129, Ra-226, and Tc-99 within 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.7-3: Comparison of Design Margin Case and Evaluation Case, 100-Meter
Sector K Dose Results for I-129, Ra-226, and Tc-99 within 4,000 Years

Intuitively, the Design Margin Case would be expected to show higher dose peaks than the
Evaluation Case according to the changes to the parameters identified in Table 5.6.7-2;
however, the Evaluation Case has the higher dose peaks in 10,000 years and between 10,000
years and 20,000 years. This unexpected behavior is driven by two factors. First, with the
thinner barriers in the Design Margin Case more of the contaminants are released during
earlier time periods such that less contaminant material is available at later times. With less
contaminant material available, the doses at the times of the peaks are generally lower.
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Second, the steeper roof slope used in the Evaluation Case (1.5%) creates a zone of higher
velocity flow down the walls of the SDUs. Until the hydraulic degradation of the floor
occurs, most of the releases occur through the walls. Figure 5.6.7-4 shows the flow fields
along the wall of the SDU for select time intervals for the two cases. The blue to green colors
indicate lower velocity flow (from 0 cm/yr to 45 cm/yr), green to yellow indicate medium
velocity flow (from 45 cm/yr to 55 cm/yr), and orange to red indicate higher velocity flow
(from 55 cm/year to greater than 80 cm/yr).

5.6.7.3

Flow Cases Sensitivity Analysis (Flow Cases F04, F05, F14, and F30)

Section 4.4.3 presents the description of the various flow cases with Table 4.4-3 identifying
the 18 flow cases used within this SA. Four flow cases were selected for a more in-depth
investigation with respect to the impact of flow variability on the potential groundwater dose
to the MOP at 100 meters. These four flow cases (F04, F05, F14, and F30) are described as
follows.
Flow Case F04 was selected because it represents the most likely scenario (i.e., it most
closely reflects expected future conditions). In Flow Case F04, average infiltration is
assumed along with best estimate degradation rates and a nominal value for the initial
hydraulic conductivity of saltstone. This varies from the Evaluation Case (i.e., Flow Case
F01) only through the assumed cementitious material degradation rate. The flow scenario for
the Evaluation Case assumes a more defensible nominal degradation rate for cementitious
materials. Flow Case F05 was selected to provide the direct impact from assuming an
initially high hydraulic conductivity for saltstone, relative to the most probable scenario.
Flows Cases F14 and F30 were selected as the two scenarios that represent the most
pessimistic and the most optimistic conditions modeled, respectively. In Flow Case F14,
high infiltration, nominal degradation, and initially high saturated hydraulic conductivity are
assumed. In contrast, Flow Case F30 assumes low infiltration, best estimate degradation of
cementitious materials, and initially low saturated hydraulic conductivity.
Table 5.6.7-4 provides a summary of the conditions as modeled for each flow case and the
resulting peak doses within select time periods. Figure 5.6.7-5 shows the resulting MOP
doses over time. Note that these sensitivity analyses did not model the full suite of
radionuclides as was modeled for the Evaluation Case. Instead, only the key radionuclides
and their parents and progeny were modeled along with other radionuclides that might pose
an additional risk of significantly impacting dose if released early (i.e., Cm-243, Cs-135, I129, Pa-231, Pu-238, Pu-239, Ra-226, Tc-99, Th-229, Th-230, U-233, U-234, and U-235).
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Figure 5.6.7-4: Flow-Field Comparison of Design Margin Case and Evaluation Case at
Select Time Periods (Cross Section Showing Flow Along Walls of 375-Foot Diameter SDUs)

Time Interval: 3,500 to 3,700 Years

Time Interval: 2,300 to 2,500 Years

Design Margin Case (1.0% Slope)
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Table 5.6.7-4: Summary of Dose Impacts for Selected Flow Cases
Flow Case

Peak MOP
Doses

Modeled
Conditions

Description

F01
Evaluation Case
(Most Probable
and Defensible)

F04
Most Probable

F05
Hydraulically
Degraded from
Most Probable

F14

F30

Most
Pessimistic

Most
Optimistic

Infiltration

Average

Average

Average

Maximum

Minimum

Degradation

Nominal

Best Estimate

Best Estimate

Nominal

Best Estimate

6.4E-09 cm/sec

6.4E-09
cm/sec

4.5E-07

4.5E-07

3.9E-10

0.04 mrem/yr at
1,000 years
12.5 mrem/yr at
5,320 years
7.3 mrem/yr at
19,980 years

0.03 mrem/yr
at 780 years
4.1 mrem/yr at
9,780 years
4.6 mrem/yr at
11,120 years

2.9 mrem/yr at
1,000 years
21 mrem/yr at
2,060 years
23 mrem/yr at
20,000 years

6.1 mrem/yr
at 1,000 years
24 mrem/yr at
1,660 years
59 mrem/yr at
20,000 years

0.02 mrem/yr
at 1,000 years
0.4 mrem/yr at
10,000 years
2.8 mrem/yr at
19,720 years

Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity
From 0 to 1,000
Years
From 0 to 10,000
Years
From 10,000 to
20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.7-5: MOP Dose Profiles for Selected Flow Cases for 20,000 Years

The following provides additional discussion, specific to each flow case, with respect to the
PORFLOW modeling results.
Flow Case F04
Figure 5.6.7-6 presents the dose to the MOP for each sector for Flow Case F04, out to 20,000
years after closure. As expected, the peak dose is lower in magnitude and occurs later
relative to the Evaluation Case. This is because the degradation of the cementitious materials
takes longer. Similar to the Evaluation Case, the highest doses occur in Sector K for the
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majority of the simulated period. At the time of the peak, 11,120 years after closure,
contributions from I-129 and Tc-99 represent 89% and 11%, respectively, of the total peak
dose. Table 5.6.7-5 summarizes the comparison.
Figure 5.6.7-6: MOP Dose Profile for Flow Case F04 for 20,000 Years

Table 5.6.7-5: Peak Groundwater Dose Comparison to the MOP within 20,000 Years for
the Evaluation Case and Flow Case F04
Peak Groundwater Dose
Peak Dose in 20,000 Years
Contribution from I-129
Contribution from Tc-99
Contribution from Cs-135
Time of Peak Dose

Evaluation Case

Flow Case F04

12.5 mrem/yr
87%
11%
1%
5,290 Years

4.6 mrem/yr
89%
11%
< 0.5%
11,120 Years
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Flow Case F05
Figure 5.6.7-7 presents the dose to the MOP for each sector for Flow Case F05, out to 20,000
years after closure. As expected, the peak dose shows a higher magnitude and occurs earlier
relative to the Evaluation Case. This is due to the importance of the initial saturated
hydraulic conductivity of saltstone. With the higher initial value in Flow Case F05, releases
occur much earlier and with greater speed. Similar to the Evaluation Case, the highest doses
occur in Sector K, early in the simulated time period. However, unlike the Evaluation Case,
Flow Case F05 shows Sector I overtaking Sector K as the most important sector starting at
about 8,000 years after closure. This increase in dose at Sector I after 10,000 years is
dominated by Ra-226, which was modeled with a conservative inventory, and is therefore not
considered significant. At the time of the earlier peak dose, 2,060 years after closure,
contributions from I-129 and Tc-99 represent 89% and 11%, respectively, of the total peak
dose. Table 5.6.7-6 summarizes the comparison.
Figure 5.6.7-7: MOP Dose Profile for Flow Case F05 for 20,000 Years

Table 5.6.7-6: Peak Groundwater Dose Comparison to the MOP within 20,000 Years for
the Evaluation Case and Flow Case F05
Peak Groundwater Dose
Peak Dose in 20,000 Years
Contribution from I-129
Contribution from Tc-99
Contribution from Cs-135
Time of Peak Dose

Evaluation Case

Flow Case F05

12.5 mrem/yr
87%
11%
1%
5,290 Years

20.6 mrem/yr
89%
5%
< 0.5%
2,060 Years
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Flow Case F14
Figure 5.6.7-8 presents the dose to the MOP for each sector for Flow Case F14, out to 20,000
years after closure. Flow Case F14 has a similar dose profile to Flow Case F05. This shows
the importance of the saturated hydraulic conductivity in controlling contaminant releases
from the saltstone. The earlier peak is slightly higher than the peak shown from Flow Case
F05, and the later doses in Sector I are about twice as high as the Sector I doses shown for
F05. Again, this high dose at Sector I is attributed to Ra-226, which was modeled with a
conservative inventory, and is therefore not considered significant. At the time of the earlier
peak, 1,660 years after closure, contributions from I-129 and Tc-99 represent 89% and 11%,
respectively, of the total peak dose. Table 5.6.7-7 summarizes the comparison.
Figure 5.6.7-8: MOP Dose Profile for Flow Case F14 for 20,000 Years

Table 5.6.7-7: Peak Groundwater Dose Comparison to the MOP within 20,000 Years for
the Evaluation Case and Flow Case F14
Peak Groundwater Dose
Peak Dose in 20,000 Years
Contribution from I-129
Contribution from Tc-99
Contribution from Cs-135
Time of Peak Dose

Evaluation Case

Flow Case F14

12.5 mrem/yr
87%
11%
1%
5,290 Years

24.1 mrem/yr
89%
11%
< 0.5%
1,660 Years
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Flow Case F30
Figure 5.6.7-9 presents the dose to the MOP for each sector for Flow Case F30, out to 20,000
years after closure. As expected, the peak dose is lower in magnitude and occurs later
relative to the Evaluation Case. Similar to the Evaluation Case, the highest doses occur in
Sector K for the majority of the simulated period. At the time of the peak, 19,720 years after
closure, contributions from I-129 and Tc-99 represent 89% and 11%, respectively, of the
total peak dose. Table 5.6.7-8 summarizes the comparison.
Figure 5.6.7-9: MOP Dose Profile for Flow Case F30 for 20,000 Years

Table 5.6.7-8: Peak Groundwater Dose Comparison to the MOP within 20,000 Years for
the Evaluation Case and Flow Case F30
Peak Groundwater Dose
Peak Dose in 20,000 Years
Contribution from I-129
Contribution from Tc-99
Contribution from Cs-135
Time of Peak Dose

Evaluation Case

Flow Case F30

12.5 mrem/yr
87%
11%
1%
5,290 Years

2.8 mrem/yr
89%
11%
< 0.5%
19,720 Years

Flow Cases Beyond 20,000 Years
For computational efficiency, these alternative flow cases were only run within PORFLOW
for simulation periods of 20,000 years. Figure 5.5-9 demonstrated that higher peak doses are
possible over longer simulation periods. To assess these potential peaks, the SDF GoldSim
Model was also used for evaluating these flow cases over longer time periods.
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Before using GoldSim for this type of evaluation, it is important to demonstrate that the onedimensional SDF GoldSim model provides an acceptable abstraction of the threedimensional SDF PORFLOW Model, with respect to these alternative flow cases. Figure
5.6.7-10 shows a dose comparison between the two modeling approaches over the 20,000year PORFLOW simulation period. In general, the GoldSim dose results are slightly higher,
however the behavior of each flow profile is relatively consistent. Therefore, the SDF
GoldSim model provides a valid approach for considering the longer-term impacts of each
flow case.
Figure 5.6.7-10: Comparison of PORFLOW and GoldSim MOP Dose Profiles for Selected
Flow Cases for 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.7-11 shows the long-term dose results from each flow case. Four of the five flow
cases show peak doses with similar magnitudes (on the order of 500 mrem/yr), but with
significantly different timings. It is expected that the last flow case (F30) would likely
produce a similar peak beyond 50,000 years. As with the Evaluation Case, these spikes are
being driven by the release of Tc-99. The changes to the flow fields merely accelerate or
delay the timing of this release.
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Figure 5.6.7-11: MOP Dose Profiles for Selected Flow Cases for 50,000 Years (GoldSim)

5.6.7.4

Tc-99 Release Sensitivity to Oxygen Sources Within Saltstone

This SA considers that the release of Tc-99 is contolled by solubility and that the expected
Tc-99 solubility value is 1.0E-08 mol/L for saltstone and for concrete containing slag. As a
sensitivity, regions of non-depleting sources of oxygen are assumed to initially exist within
the saltstone monolith. Three alternative cases were considered in which 5%, 10%, and 20%
of the volume of the saltstone monolith is comprised of oxygen-containing blocks that would
hasten the consumption of slag within the saltstone monolith, thus increasing the rate of Tc99 release. In this set of runs the concrete containing slag maintains the technetium solubility
control of 1.0E-08 mol/L via the shrinking core model with the “oxidizing node” sub-model.
As shown in Table 5.6.7-9, when the non-depleting sources of oxygen are present in 5%,
10% and 20% of the saltstone volume, the total release of Tc-99 to the water table increases
significantly when compared to the Evaluation Case. When saltstone is assumed to have
oxygen sources comprising 20% of the saltstone volume, the total Tc-99 release in 20,000
years is nearly eight times greater than the Evaluation Case for the 375-foot diameter SDUs
and almost twelve times greater for the 150-foot diameter SDUs. However, after the floor
oxidizes in the Evaluation Case, the differences significantly decrease such that by 50,000
years, there is less than a 10% difference between the Evaluation Case and the sensitivity
cases.
Figures 5.6.7-12 and 5.6.7-13 illustrate the total (integrated) time history release of Tc-99 to
the water table from a 150-foot diameter SDU and a 375-foot diameter SDU, respectively,
for these oxygen source sensitivities. Figures 5.6.7-14 and 5.6.7-15 provide a graphical
representation, showing vertical profiles of these SDUs (from the SDU center at the left to
the SDU wall at the right) at specific times during the simulation. These figures show
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oxidized regions in red and reduced regions in blue. As expected, these non-depleting
sources of oxygen spread vertically downward as water moves through the saltstone.
Table 5.6.7-9: Integrated Tc-99 Release from Cylindrical SDUs with Varied Oxygen
Sources within Saltstone
150-Foot Diameter SDUs
Case Analyzed

Fraction Tc-99 Released
at 10,000 years

Fraction Tc-99 Released
at 20,000 years

Fraction Tc-99 Released
at 50,000 years

Evaluation Case

8.8E-03

6.8E-02

9.1E-01

1.2E-02

2.6E-01

9.3E-01

1.5E-02

4.3E-01

9.4E-01

3.0E-02

8.1E-01

9.5E-01

Oxygen Sources at 5%
SaltstoneVolume
Oxygen Sources at 10%
Saltstone Volume
Oxygen Sources at 20%
Saltstone Volume

Case Analyzed
Evaluation Case
Oxygen Sources at 5%
SaltstoneVolume
Oxygen Sources at 10%
Saltstone Volume
Oxygen Sources at 20%
Saltstone Volume

375-Foot Diameter SDUs
Fraction Tc-99 Released Fraction Tc-99 Released
at 10,000 years
at 20,000 years

Fraction Tc-99 Released
at 50,000 years

2.6E-02

1.1E-01

8.6E-01

3.6E-02

4.3E-01

9.4E-01

6.2E-02

6.7E-01

9.5E-01

1.4E-01

8.8E-01

9.6E-01
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Figure 5.6.7-12: Integrated Tc-99 Release to the Water Table from a Typical 150-Foot
Diameter SDU for Varied Oxygen Sources within Saltstone

Figure 5.6.7-13: Integrated Tc-99 Release to the Water Table from a Typical 375-Foot
Diameter SDU for Varied Oxygen Sources within Saltstone
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Figure 5.6.7-14: Oxidation Profile for 150-Foot Diameter SDUs for Varied Oxygen Sources
125 Years

Years After Closure
10,000 Years

16,000 Years

Oxygen Sources (%)
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Figure 5.6.7-15: Oxidation Profile for 375-Foot Diameter SDUs for Varied Oxygen Sources
125 Years

Years After Closure
10,000 Years

16,000 Years

Oxygen Sources (%)

0

5

10

20

Note that although the network of oxidized nodes are initially independent and generally
unconnected, Figures 5.6.7-14 and 5.6.7-15 show that within 10,000 years the oxidation
fronts begin to link together. By 16,000 years, the 10% and 20% alternative cases show
oxidation fronts that extend the full height of the SDUs, thus providing a significant path for
release where it would be unlikely that re-reduction of released technetium would occur.
Figure 5.6.7-16 shows the total dose (i.e., using all radionuclides) regardless of sector. Note
that the case with the 10% assumed oxygen exhibits a spike with higher magnitude dose than
the 20% assumed oxygen case. This is because releases due to oxygen sources can have a
non-linear impact on dose results. Prior to oxidation, lower cells within the saltstone and the
floors of the SDUs can act as reservoirs, retaining Tc-99 that is released from the oxidized
saltstone then re-reduced upon contact with the reducing environment. As the floors become
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oxidized, higher magnitude releases can therefore be realized. As such, the location of the
assumed oxidation fronts, within the saltstone, can introduce a wide range of variability.
This effect is illustrated by Figure 5.6.7-16. In general, however, the magnitude of the doses
are dependent upon the amount of oxygen within the system.
Figure 5.6.7-16: Comparison of Total Dose to MOP, Assuming Non-Depleting Oxygen
Sources (0%, 5%, 10%, and 20%) within Saltstone

Note that an earlier analysis, included in Section 5.6.6.6 of the FY2013 Special Analysis for
the Saltstone Disposal Facility at the Savannah River Site, conducted a similar study but
assumed that the SDU concrete walls, floor, and roof were all initially oxidized. This
analysis determined that the initally oxidized concrete does not have as significant an impact
on Tc-99 release as does increasing the technetium solubility. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00062]
Non-depleting sources of oxygen are not expected to be present within saltstone. Oxygen is
only expected to enter the SDUs via infiltrating water, as modeled in the SDF PA and the
Evaluation Case. Any oxygen sources initially present within saltstone (i.e., air pockets that
form during waste disposal) would be quickly depleted. However, if non-depleting sources
of oxygen were present within the SDUs, the impact on timing of Tc-99 releases and doses
could be significant.

5.6.7.5

Dispersivity Sensitivity Analysis

The SDF PA, Section 4.4.4.1, explains that, within the SDUs, dispersivities were set to zero
because most material properties are homogeneous. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017] The
following analysis assumes the saltstone monolith of each disposal unit is physically
heterogeneous due to multiple pours resulting in cold joints, and partial phase separation (i.e.,
settling of suspended solids). To assess this assumption, the longitudinal dispersivity was set
to 1 meter and the transverse dispersivity was set to 0.1 meter within the saltstone. These
values were selected for illustrative purposes only because actual dispersivity values within
heterogeneous pours of saltstone are expected to be variable and specific to the pour
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conditions of each SDU. The other materials are assumed to be homogeneous and retain zero
dispersivity, as in the Evaluation Case and the SDF PA.
SDU 3A (which is representative of SDUs 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 5A, and 5B) and SDU 6 (which
is representative of SDUs 6 through 12) were selected for this analysis. Six radionuclides
were evaluated: Cs-135, I-129, K-40 and Tc-99 were selected due to their significant
contributions to the doses in the Evaluation Case (Section 5.5), and Sr-90 and Cs-137 were
selected because increased dispersivity could have an adverse impact on the releases of these
rapidly decaying species. Ra-226 was not included in this evaluation, despite potential dose
significance, because the relatively high Kds are expected to minimize the impact of
dispersion.
As expected, Figures 5.6.7-17 through 5.6.7-19 show that incorporating dispersivity has a
“smearing” effect on the fluxes for Cs-135, I-129, and K-40 from SDU 3A (i.e., leading and
trailing tails are higher and the peak concentrations are lower than the Evaluation Case).
Note that these figures all show fluxes from the vadose zone to the water table over 20,000
years. Figure 5.6.7-20 shows the Tc-99 flux from the vadose zone to the water table over
50,000 years in order to demonstrate the effect of dispersivity on the overall peak flux. This
figure shows that increased dispersivity increases and delays the peak of the release of Tc-99
when the SDU floor becomes oxidized. Within the first 30,000 years, there was little
difference to the releases. Figures 5.6.7-21 and 5.6.7-22 show that dispersivity increases the
magnitudes of Cs-137 and Sr-90 releases by a factor of two to three due to the earlier
releases; however, the magnitudes of the releases are still so low as to be considered
negligible. Given the expected variability of dispersivity values within each SDU, and
considering that ignoring dispersion has a conservative effect (relative to peak doses within
10,000 years), the assumption that the material properties of the saltstone monolith is
homogeneous is an appropriate modeling simplification.
Figures 5.6.7-23 through 5.6.7-29 show that releases from SDU 6 exhibit behavior that is
similar to SDU 3A when dispersivity is applied. Again, note that these figures all show
fluxes to 20,000 years except for Figure 5.6.7-26, which shows the Tc-99 flux to 50,000
years in order to demonstrate the effect of dispersivity on the overall peak flux.
Note that the comparison of Tc-99 releases (Figure 5.6.7-26) also shows a breakthroughcurve variance associated with the different methodology used to determine transition times
for the solubility-controlled radionuclide. Unlike the other radionuclides, Tc-99 transport is
explicitly controlled by cell-by-cell transition times associated with Tc-99 transport changing
from solubility-controlled to sorption-controlled (with a low Kd) as simultaneous oxygen
transport oxidizes the slag present in the saltstone and floor.
The dispersion of the transported oxygen in the saltstone generates a more evenly distributed
oxygen front, which is reflected in a narrower range of transition times occurring across the
SDU floor (shown in Figure 5.6.7-27). With the exception of model cells near the wall, the
major spikes in the Tc-99 releases are associated with transitions times for individual cells at
the bottom of the floor because the last saltstone cell to have its slag oxidized controls the
spike releases. Near the wall, the slag at the floor may oxidize prior to the lowest saltsone
cells. Except for the area adjacent to the wall, the transition times at the bottom of the floor
range from approximately 38,600 years to 42,200 years in the dispersion model, as opposed
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to the wider range of 7,700 years to 54,800 years for the non-dispersion model (i.e., the
Evaluation Case).
The peak release in the dispersion model is associated with a relatively large area at the
bottom of the floor transitioning at around 40,000 years. In contrast, the releases from the
non-dispersion model are defined by a more spread out series of spikes starting to appear at
34,000 years and continuing until approximately 55,000 years, with a large spike at 38,500
years. Note that earlier spikes (i.e., at 7,700 years) are releases from cells with small bottom
areas near the support column zone and are not discernable. The dispersion model also
shows a large spike release at 38,500 years, but also shows the larger release at 40,000 years.
Figure 5.6.7-17: Dispersivity Comparison, Cs-135 Flux from SDU 3A to 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.7-18: Dispersivity Comparison, I-129 Flux from SDU 3A to 20,000 Years
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Figure 5.6.7-19: Dispersivity Comparison, K-40 Flux from SDU 3A to 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.7-20: Dispersivity Comparison, Tc-99 Flux from SDU 3A to 50,000 Years

Figure 5.6.7-21: Dispersivity Comparison, Cs-137 Flux from SDU 3A to 20,000 Years
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Figure 5.6.7-22: Dispersivity Comparison, Sr-90 Flux from SDU 3A to 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.7-23: Dispersivity Comparison, Cs-135 Flux from SDU 6 to 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.7-24: Dispersivity Comparison, I-129 Flux from SDU 6 to 20,000 Years
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Figure 5.6.7-25: Dispersivity Comparison, K-40 Flux from SDU 6 to 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.7-26: Dispersivity Comparison, Tc-99 Flux from SDU 6 to 50,000 Years

Figure 5.6.7-27: Dispersivity Comparison, Tc-99 Flux from SDU 6 (Rescaled)
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Figure 5.6.7-28: Dispersivity Comparison, Cs-137 Flux from SDU 6 to 20,000 Years

Figure 5.6.7-29: Dispersivity Comparison, Sr-90 Flux from SDU 6 to 20,000 Years

5.6.7.6

Summary of the SA Using the Deterministic PORFLOW Model

Multiple sensitivity analyses were performed using variations of the Deterministic
PORFLOW model to provide improved understanding of a number of important input
parameters affecting the dose results. The modeling runs were performed to evaluate the
impact of variability in multiple areas of interest (i.e., roof slope variability, design margin
analysis, flow variability, effect of oxygen variability on Tc-99, and dispersivity). The
various sensitivity studies performed illustrate the complexity of the system and demonstrate
that model changes sometimes result in unexpected behavior (as shown by the Design
Margin Case discussed in Section 5.6.7.2).
Key points learned from these analyses are:
•

Increased roof slope can significantly reduce flow through the SDUs.
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Decreased roof slope (e.g., to 1.0%) increases the flow through saltstone causing the
peak dose to arrive earlier but the magnitude of the release is not expected to be
significantly impacted.
Design variability during construction will not have a significant impact on dose
results.
Parameters affecting flow variability have a significant effect on dose, especially the
initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone.
If non-depleting sources of oxygen are present within the SDUs, the impact to Tc-99
releases could be significant; however it is noted that such sources of oxygen are not
expected to be present.
Assuming no dispersivity within the saltstone waste form is conservative (with
respect to peak doses within 10,000 years) and a defensible modeling simplification
with respect to dose.

ALARA Analysis

The SDF PA, Section 5.7, describes how the “as low as reasonably achievable” (ALARA)
requirement of DOE O 435.1 and 10 CFR 61.41 are implemented for SDF. [SRR-CWDA-200900017] The ALARA information presented in the SDF PA is not affected by the new
information presented in this SA.
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INADVERTENT INTRUDER ANALYSIS

Section 6 discusses the impact of the new information on the SDF inadvertent intruder analysis
information presented in the SDF PA, Section 6.0.
6.1

Groundwater Concentrations at One Meter

Radionuclide inventories for the one-meter groundwater concentrations used in this SA are
presented in Table 3.4-1. The one-meter groundwater concentrations were calculated using the
SDF PORFLOW Model for the Evaluation Case. Maximum groundwater concentrations are
given for the modeling cell adjoining the analyzed source. Table B-1 (Appendix B) shows peak
one-meter radionuclides concentrations for any of the three aquifers in the highest sector
modeled in 1,000 years.
Appendix B tables also list the MCL for each constituent with the derived values for beta-gamma
emitters from Table II-3 of FR-00-9654. The MCLs provided in the reference are based on a
beta-gamma dose of 4 mrem/yr. The peak concentration of each beta-gamma emitter is
compared to a specific MCL to determine their fraction. To determine if the 4 mrem/yr betagamma limit is met, the sum of the fractions must be less than 1.0. The total alpha MCL
includes Ra-226, but does not include radon or uranium. The radium MCL includes both Ra-226
and Ra-228. [SCDHEC R.61-58]
6.2

Acute Exposure Scenarios

The SDF PA, Section 6.2, describes how the biotic pathway doses are calculated for the Acute
Exposure Scenarios. The SDF PA explains that no acute exposure scenario is credible; therefore,
the SDF PA did not include any acute exposures as part of the Base Case. [SRR-CWDA-200900017] The acute exposure scenario information presented in the SDF PA was not revised as
part of this SA.
6.3

Chronic Exposure Scenarios

The SDF PA, Section 6.3, describes how doses are calculated for the chronic intruder scenario.
The chronic exposure scenarios presented in the SDF PA have been revised to reflect the most
recent available data. For example, applicable input parameters were updated based on the
EPA’s Exposure Factors Handbook: 2011 Edition, EPA-600-R-090-052F. A complete
discussion of the revised biotic pathways, dose calculations, and related inputs is provided in the
report: Dose Calculation Methodology for Liquid Waste Performance Assessments at the
Savannah River Site, SRR-CWDA-2013-00058. An analysis of the revised approach (in
Appendix A of SRR-CWDA-2013-00058) indicated that these updates do not significantly
impact the dose results, relative to the approach used in the SDF PA.
6.4

Chronic Intruder Dose Results

The SDF PA, Section 6.4, contains calculations of the peak doses for the Chronic Intruder
Agricultural (Post-Drilling) Scenario. The peak total doses for the Chronic Intruder Agricultural
(Post-Drilling) Scenario were calculated using the maximum one-meter concentrations identified
in Section 6.1. A peak dose was identified for the 10,000-year performance period.
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The peak Chronic Intruder Scenario doses for the SDF were calculated in the SDF PA using the
highest concentration for each radionuclide in any sector (a discussion of how peak
concentrations were determined by sector was provided in the SDF PA, Section 6.1). These peak
doses were the total dose associated with the applicable individual one-meter well pathways
identified in the SDF PA, Section 6.3. The doses associated with direct exposure from the
disposed waste form are not tied to groundwater concentration and were calculated separately.
The direct exposure dose was shown to be negligible and therefore did not contribute to the peak
dose.
For this SA, in addition to using the highest radionuclide concentrations along the one-meter
boundary line surrounding the entire SDF, strategic IHI well locations were assumed and used to
capture the effects of drilling near specific SDUs. This provides a more realistic scenario as it
accounts for the spatial variability of the specific contaminants. For example, IHI Well 7 is next
to SDU 4 to obtain groundwater concentrations that are dominated by releases from SDU 4.
These well locations are shown on Figure 5.2-1. In addition, Figure 6.4-1 shows representative
tracer plumes to illustrate how the placement of the IHI well locations are likely to capture high
concentrations relative to the entire facility. Although these well locations do not reflect values
for every possible sector, they do reflect values from the highest sectors; therefore, this approach
is appropriate for the intent of this analysis. Tables E-1 and E-2 (Appendix E) show peak
radionuclide concentrations at intruder wells in any aquifer in 1,000 years.
Tables 6.4-1 and 6.4-2 present the peak dose results to the chronic intruder in 1,000 years and
10,000 years, respectively. Table 6.4-3 presents the peak dose results between 10,000 and
20,000 years. Figure 6.4-2 presents the dose to the chronic intruder out to 20,000 years for the
seven IHI well locations and the one-meter boundary. IHI Wells 2, 4, and 6 are each adjacent to
375-foot diameter SDUs, hence they exhibit the highest peaks and similar behavior. IHI Well 7
is adjacent to SDU 4 and shows higher doses within 1,000 years, due to the assumed
performance of the SDU 4 walls. IHI Well 3 is adjacent to SDU 3A and shows significant Ra226 releases from the 150-foot diameter SDUs starting around 19,000 years after closure. IHI
Well 1 reflects seepline dose results and has no significant contributions from the SDUs.
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Figure 6.4-1: Illustration of SDF Layout with Representative Tracer Plumes

IHI Well 3
IHI Well 2

IHI Well 4

IHI Well 1

IHI Well 5

IHI Well 6
IHI Well 7
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Table 6.4-1: Peak Dose to the Chronic Intruder within 1,000 Years after Closure
Location
Well 1 (I 11, J 71)
Well 2 (I 22, J 78)
Well 3 (I 32, J 84)
Well 4 (I 40, J 73)
Well 5 (I 41, J 65)
Well 6 (I 57, J 39)
Well 7 (I 51, J 33)
1-Meter Boundary

Peak Dose and Time

Significant Radionuclides

< 0.01 mrem/yr (1,000 years)
0.02 mrem/yr (1,000 years)
< 0.01 mrem/yr (1,000 years)
0.02 mrem/yr (1,000 years)
< 0.01 mrem/yr (1,000 years)
0.04 mrem/yr (1,000 years)
0.10 mrem/yr (620 years)
0.10 mrem/yr (620 years)

N/A
I-129 (70%), Tc-99 (29%)
N/A
I-129 (70%), Tc-99 (30%)
N/A
I-129 (83%), Tc-99 (17%)
I-129 (90%), Tc-99 (10%)
I-129 (90%), Tc-99 (10%)

Table 6.4-2: Peak Dose to the Chronic Intruder within 10,000 Years after Closure
Location
Well 1 (I 11, J 71)
Well 2 (I 22, J 78)
Well 3 (I 32, J 84)
Well 4 (I 40, J 73)
Well 5 (I 41, J 65)
Well 6 (I 57, J 39)
Well 7 (I 51, J 33)
1-Meter Boundary

Peak Dose and Time

Significant Radionuclides

< 1 mrem/yr (10,000 years)
15 mrem/yr (5,250 years)
8 mrem/yr (5,330 years)
17 mrem/yr (5,260 years)
9 mrem/yr (5,300 years)
16 mrem/yr (5,260 years)
9 mrem/yr (5,270 years)
22 mrem/yr (5,260 years)

N/A
I-129 (87%), Tc-99 (11%)
I-129 (84%), Tc-99 (11%)
I-129 (87%), Tc-99 (11%)
I-129 (86%), Tc-99 (11%)
I-129 (80%), Tc-99 (17%)
Tc-99 (52%), I-129 (41%)
I-129 (77%), Tc-99 (19%)

Table 6.4-3: Peak Dose to the Chronic Intruder between 10,000 and 20,000 Years after
Closure
Location
Well 1 (I 11, J 71)
Well 2 (I 22, J 78)
Well 3 (I 32, J 84)
Well 4 (I 40, J 73)
Well 5 (I 41, J 65)
Well 6 (I 57, J 39)
Well 7 (I 51, J 33)
1-Meter Boundary

Peak Dose and Time

Significant Radionuclides

< 1 mrem/yr (10,790 years)
11 mrem/yr (20,000 years)
14 mrem/yr (20,000 years)
11 mrem/yr (20,000 years)
6 mrem/yr (20,000 years)
10 mrem/yr (20,000 years)
7 mrem/yr (17,160 years)
17 mrem/yr (20,000 years)

N/A
Tc-99 (53%), Ra-226 (43%)
Ra-226 (59%), Tc-99 (36%)
Tc-99 (55%), Ra-226 (42%)
Tc-99 (66%), Ra-226 (31%)
Tc-99 (54%), Ra-226 (43%)
Tc-99 (84%), Ra-226 (15%)
Ra-226 (54%), Tc-99 (42%)
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Figure 6.4-2: Chronic IHI Dose within 20,000 Years, Chronic IHI Wells 1 through 7 and
the 1-Meter Boundary

*

6.5

Note that the one-meter boundary dose is artificially higher than any single location because the one-meter boundary
dose assumes the highest concentration for each radionuclide along the one-meter boundary, regardless of where those
concentrations occur, as described in the SDF PA, Section 6.1. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017] For example, the highest
Tc-99 concentration could occur in southern sectors while the highest I-129 concentration could occur in the northern
sectors; combining these high values together produces a higher total dose than using only the concentrations from a
single location.

Intruder Uncertainty/Sensitivity Analysis

Section 6.5 of the SDF PA considers the effects of uncertainties with respect to doses to the
inadvertent human intruder. The following sections provide updated uncertainty and sensitivity
analyses, using the IHI model. As with the analyses discussed in Section 5.6.4, these uncertainty
and sensitivity analyses used the dose results and sampled values from the 1,500 modeled
realizations (from SRS Saltstone v5.006).
6.5.1

IHI Uncertainty Analysis: Statistics of the Peaks

The most direct way to communicate the uncertain nature of the modeled IHI dose results is
to illustrate certain key model endpoints. Statistics for peak values are summarized in Table
6.5-1 for any time step within specific timeframes. Since it is the relevant performance
metric that was analyzed in the SDF PA, peak doses to the IHI is the focus of Table 6.5-1.
[SRR-CWDA-2009-00017] The SDF GoldSim Model does not calculate transport to the
one-meter boundary, as described in Section 5.6.2. Within the probabilistic model the total
IHI dose was determined by using the dose result, within each realization, from whichever
intruder well yielded the highest dose (i.e., the highest dose at any IHI location). The table
also includes data pertinent to Intruder Well 4 because this well represented the highest IHI
dose at a single location within the probabilistic model results.
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Table 6.5-1: Statistics of the Peak IHI Doses within Any Time Step
Median of
the Peaks
Mean of
Evaluated Dose (mrem/yr)
(50th
the Peaks
Percentile)
From 0 to 1,000 Years
Total IHI Dose
0.44
0.11
(at any IHI Location)
IHI Dose at
0.17
< 0.01
Intruder Well 4
From 0 to 10,000 Years
Total IHI Dose
20.7
12.4
(at any IHI Location)
IHI Dose at
18.4
10.8
Intruder Well 4
From 0 to 50,000 Years
Total IHI Dose
445
81
(at any IHI Location)
IHI Dose at
173
29
Intruder Well 4

95th
Percentile
of the
Peaks
0.92
0.29

67.4
62.4

1,969
927

Within 1,000 years and within 10,000 years, all of statistics of the peak IHI doses fall well
below the performance objective of 500 mrem/yr. Within 50,000 years, the mean of the
peaks and median of the peaks are also below 500 mrem/yr. Only the 95th percentiles of the
peaks from 0 to 50,000 years showed values above 500 mrem/yr.
Figure 6.5-1 shows these peak IHI doses (at any IHI location) within 50,000 years for all
1,500 realizations. The information presented in Table 6.5-1 provides the statistics based
upon these peak dose values, thus giving no credit to the time of occurrence for each of these
points. In other words, Table 6.5-1 provides “statistics of the peak values” (e.g., mean of the
peaks), regardless of when the peaks were achieved within the specific time frames.
Alternatively, the information provided in Section 6.5.2 examines statistics relative to each
time step and offers “peak values of the statistics” (e.g., peak of the mean). The differences
between the “mean of the peaks” and the “peak of the mean” was illustrated by Figure 5.6.47.
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Figure 6.5-1: Peak IHI Doses within 50,000 Years from SDF Uncertainty Analysis
GoldSim Files (SRS Saltstone v5.006)

6.5.2

IHI Uncertainty Analysis: Peaks of the Statistics

Table 6.5-2 shows the peaks of the statistics and identifies the timing associated with each
peak. Note that the timing of the peak of the means and the peak 95th percentile are generally
very similar, whereas the peak of the median has a different time of occurrence. This
indicates that the distributions may skew results high, as discussed below.
As with the statistics of the peaks, all of peaks of the statistics within for the IHI doses
between 0 and 10,000 years fall well below the performance objective of 500 mrem/yr.
Within 50,000 years, the peak of the mean and the peak of the median are also below 500
mrem/yr. Only the peak of the 95th percentiles from 0 to 50,000 years showed values above
500 mrem/yr.
Figure 6.5-2 shows the statistical time histories of the total IHI dose at any intruder well,
using the 1,500 probabilistic realizations. The 5th and 95th percentiles are significantly below
and above the median value, respectively. The mean values are driven higher by the
uncertainty distributions of the modeled parameters, approaching (and sometimes exceeding)
the 75th percentile. This indicates that distributions with long tails (e.g., lognormal
distributions) or extreme values are inherent in the sampling. It is somewhat expected that
the mean value is higher than the median because many of the dominant distributions were
established to be reasonably conservative, resulting in the distributions being skewed to the
high end. This approach inflates the variance in the uncertainty analyses, resulting in a few
realizations dominating the uncertainty analysis results. The intent of Section 6.5.3 is to
investigate which parameters are having the most impact on this aspect of the uncertainty
analysis.
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Table 6.5-2: Peaks of the IHI Endpoint Statistics
Evaluated Dose
(mrem/yr)

Total IHI Dose
(at any IHI Location)
IHI Dose at
Intruder Well 4

Peak of the Mean

Peak

Peak of the Median
(50th Percentile)

Time
Peak Time (yrs)
(yrs)
From 0 to 1,000 Years

Peak of the 95th
Percentile

Peak

Time
(yrs)

0.42

1,000

0.09

1,000

0.87

1,000

0.17

1,000

< 0.01

1,000

0.29

1,000

From 0 to 10,000 Years
Total IHI Dose
(at any IHI Location)
IHI Dose at
Intruder Well 4

11.9

4,740

6.4

7,400

49

4,770

10.2

5,020

5.4

7,430

45

9,630

From 0 to 50,000 Years
Total IHI Dose
(at any IHI Location)
IHI Dose at
Intruder Well 4

170

38,200

22

39,780

1,080

38,200

116

38,220

12

39,780

824

38,200

Figure 6.5-2: Statistical Time Histories for IHI Total Dose at Any Intruder Well, 1,500
Realizations (SRS Saltstone v5.006)

Figures 6.5-3 and 6.5-4 use the 1,500 realizations from the SRS Saltstone v5.006 models to
provide the mean doses from each IHI Well over 10,000 years and 50,000 years,
respectively. As with the MOP sector doses described in Section 5.6.4, the total mean dose is
also shown. Within each realization, and at each time step, the total dose is determined as the
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dose from the intruder well location with the highest dose. For example, in realizations with
the highest doses at Intruder Well 6, those doses are used, while in realizations with the
highest doses at Intruder Well 4, those doses are used. Therefore, the mean of the total dose
is higher than the mean dose from any one intruder well.
Figure 6.5-3: Mean IHI Doses, Each Well within 10,000 Years (SRS Saltstone v5.006)

Figure 6.5-4: Mean IHI Doses, Each Well within 50,000 Years (SRS Saltstone v5.006)

Excluding the total dose, Intruder Well 4 shows the highest mean doses of any intruder well.
The peak of the mean between 0 and 10,000 years is about 10 mrem/yr and the peak of the
mean between 0 and 50,000 years is about 116 mrem/yr. Similar to Figure 6.5-2, Figure 6.5Page 304 of 427
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5 shows the statistical time histories of the doses from Intruder Well 4 for SRS Saltstone
v5.006. As Intruder Well 4 normally exhibits doses that are higher than the other intruder
wells, the similarities between Figures 6.5-2 and 6.5-5 is expected.
Figure 6.5-5: Statistic Results for Peak IHI Doses at Intruder Well 4, 1,500 Realizations
(SRS Saltstone v5.006)

Further, the dose results from both the IHI total dose and from Intruder Well 4 exhibit
behavior that is similar to the MOP dose results described in Section 5.6.4. The primary
differences between these IHI doses and the MOP doses are that the IHI doses are generally
higher (by approximately a factor of two) with peaks that typically occur 10 to 20 years
earlier. This behavior is expected as both the IHI and the MOP doses are a function of SDU
releases that contribute to groundwater concentrations, but the IHI wells are much closer to
the sources of contamination.
6.5.3

IHI Sensitivity Analysis Results

This section applies the same analysis methodology as was used for the sensitivity analysis of
the MOP dose (described in Section 5.6.5). This section presents analysis results for the
following IHI endpoints: (1) total dose to the IHI at any intruder well and (2) dose to the IHI
at Intruder Well 4.
Sensitivity Analysis of the Total Dose to the IHI at Any Intruder Well
The PRCCs for total dose to the IHI at any intruder well are depicted in Figures 6.5-6 and
6.5-7, from 0 to 10,000 years and from 10,000 years to 50,000 years, respectively. As
with the equivalent analysis that was performed for the MOP dose results, this analysis
also includes the PRCC results from using the maxima of the dose values (10,000 years
to 50,000 years), shown in Figure 6.5-8.
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Figure 6.5-6: PRCCs of the Total IHI Dose for Any Intruder Well, 1,500 Realizations (0 to
10,000 Years)

Figure 6.5-7: PRCCs of the Total IHI Dose for Any Intruder Well, 1,500 Realizations
(10,000 to 50,000 Years)
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Figure 6.5-8: PRCCs of the Maxima of Total IHI Dose for Any Intruder Well, 1,500
Realizations (10,000 to 50,000 Years)

Table 6.5-3 shows the results from the stepwise regression analysis. Again, results from
1,500 probabilistic realizations are depicted. The table only shows the first six variables
from each set of end points as the importance of each variable quickly diminishes with
each successive analysis step. In this analysis, the first four or five variables effectively
dominate any influence over the dependent variable at the time of the peak of the mean.
Each set of realizations yielded similar variables as the top three and both with relatively
similar values for the cumulative R2 and SRRC values. This provides confidence in the
identification of these three variables as important.
Sensitivity Analysis of the Total Dose to the IHI at Intruder Well 4
The PRCCs for total dose to the IHI at Intruder Well 4 are depicted in Figures 6.5-9 and
6.5-10. Figure 6.5-11 shows the PRCC results from using the maxima of the dose values
(10,000 years to 50,000 years). Table 6.5-4 shows the results from the stepwise
regression analysis. Again, results from 1,500 probabilistic realizations are depicted.
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Table 6.5-3: Top Six SRRC Results for Total IHI Dose at Any Intruder Well
SRRCs Using the IHI Total Dose (1,500 Realizations)
t = 5,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.80
t = 38,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.71
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Degradation Rate

0.41

0.65

Consumption of
Water

0.55

0.39

Infiltration Rate

0.63

0.28

Infiltration Rate
Sandy Soil
(Leachate Impacted)
Kd, Radium
Consumption of
Water
Technetium
Solubility
Reduced Region II
Kd, Radium

0.32

0.57

0.45

-0.36

0.57

0.36

Infiltration Rate
Consumption of
Water
Technetium
Solubility

0.49

0.71

0.56

0.25

0.58

-0.16

Technetium
0.70
0.26
0.65
0.29
Solubility
Reduced Region II
0.74
-0.19
0.66
-0.10
Kd, Iodine
Initial Saturated
Saturated Zone
Hydraulic
0.75
0.14
0.67
-0.10
Darcy Velocity
Conductivity of
Saltstone
SRRCs Using the Maxima of IHI Total Dose (1,500 Realizations)
t = 10,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.82
t = 50,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.69
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Degradation Rate

0.32

0.57

Infiltration Rate

0.51

0.44

0.67

0.42

0.71

0.21

Degradation Rate

0.60

0.13

Reduced Region II
Kd, Iodine

0.75

-0.19

Initial Cs-135
inventory in SDU
3A

0.61

0.10

Initial Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity of
Saltstone

0.78

0.17

Saturated Zone
Darcy Velocity

0.62

-0.08

Consumption of
Water
Technetium
Solubility

Note that the inventory of available Ra-226 is conservative. As described in SDF
Inventory Estimates for Transport Modeling, each SDU was assumed to contain the
entire soluble and insoluble (salt) inventory present in both tank farms (F-Tank Farm and
H-Tank Farm). [SRR-CWDA-2013-00147] If more realistic inventories were assumed
for Ra-226 (and for parents such as Pu-238, U-234, and Th-230), the relative impact of
the radium Kd values would be expected to decrease.
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Figure 6.5-9: PRCCs of the Total IHI Dose for Intruder Well 4, 1,500 Realizations (0 to
10,000 Years)

Figure 6.5-10: PRCCs of the Total IHI Dose for Intruder Well 4, 1,500 Realizations
(10,000 to 50,000 Years)
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Figure 6.5-11: PRCCs of the Maxima of Total IHI Dose for Any Intruder Well, 1,500
Realizations (10,000 to 50,000 Years)
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Table 6.5-4: Top Six SRRC Results for Total IHI Dose at Intruder Well 4
SRRCs Using the Dose at Intruder Well 4 (1,500 Realizations)
t = 5,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.79
t = 38,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.72
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
R2
R2
Degradation Rate

0.36

0.60

Infiltration Rate
0.16
0.41
Sandy Soil
Consumption of
(Leachate Impacted)
0.33
-0.41
0.49
0.39
Water
Kd, Radium
Consumption of
Infiltration Rate
0.58
0.30
0.46
0.37
Water
Technetium
Technetium
0.65
0.26
0.54
0.29
Solubility
Solubility
Reduced Region II
Reduced Region II
0.69
-0.18
0.56
-0.15
Kd, Iodine
Kd, Radium
Unsaturated Zone
Initial I-129
Thickness Beneath
0.58
-0.12
0.71
0.19
inventory in SDU 9
the 375-Foot
Diameter SDUs
SRRCs Using the Maxima of the Dose at Intruder Well 4 (1,500 Realizations)
t = 10,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.83
t = 50,000 Years, Final Cumulative R2 = 0.69
Cumulative
Cumulative
Variable
SRRC
Variable
SRRC
2
R
R2
Degradation Rate
Infiltration Rate
Consumption of
Water
Technetium
Solubility
Initial I-129
inventory in SDU 9

0.29
0.50

0.55
0.45

0.65

0.41

0.69

0.22

0.73

0.17

0.76

-0.19

Reduced Region II
Kd, Iodine

6.5.4

Infiltration Rate
Degradation Rate
Consumption of
Water
Technetium
Solubility
Initial I-129
inventory in SDU 9
Sandy Soil
(Leachate Impacted)
Kd, Radium

0.33
0.49

0.58
0.41

0.56

0.27

0.58

0.14

0.60

0.11

0.61

-0.13

Summary of the SDF Probabilistic Model Sensitivity Analysis for IHI Results

In general, the IHI sensitivity analyses reveal that the IHI results are dependent on essentially
the same parameters as those identified through the MOP sensitivity analyses (Section 5.6.5),
except that the Infiltration Rate sampling shows up more prominently. This is likely caused
by the shorter distance between the source term and the IHI receptor. The shorter transport
distance reduces the effect of plume spreading, thus increasing the importance of infiltration.
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INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The SDF PA, Section 7.0, summarizes the conservatisms used in modeling and provides a
summary and interpretation of the results presented in Section 5.0 and Section 6.0 of the SDF
PA. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017] The conservatisms discussed in the SDF PA were not affected
by the new information presented in this SA. The integrated system behavior discussion
provided in the SDF PA, Section 7.1.1, remains valid irrespective of the revised parameters.
The individual dose results provided in the SDF PA, Section 7.1.2, have been updated based on
the Evaluation Case modeling using the linear degradation modeling introduced in the FY2013
SDF SA, the new SDU design, the omission of the clean cap, and the updated inventories. The
impacts of these changes are summarized in the following sections. The Evaluation Case also
incorporates a revised Tc-99 waste release model as described in Section 4.4.1. Additional
sensitivity studies were performed to provide insight regarding individual parameters of interest
(e.g., roof slope, flow variability, oxygen sources, dispersivity).
7.1

SA Results

This section provides a summary and interpretation of the results of the Evaluation Case
(Sections 7.1.1 through 7.1.5) and other evaluations (Sections 7.1.6 through 7.1.7) presented in
Sections 5 and 6. The SA considered the most current understanding regarding various inputs
(e.g., updated inventories, revised technetium release modeling) through an Evaluation Case and
other sensitivity analyses to confirm that the conclusions reached based on the SDF PA remain
valid. The following discussions focus on a 10,000-year period because all doses within 1,000
years are insignificant relative to the 10,000-year doses.
7.1.1

100-Meter Groundwater Pathways Doses

The 100-meter peak groundwater pathways dose in the 10,000-year performance period is
associated with Sector K (12.5 mrem/yr) and is dominated by the I-129 release from SDU 9.
Water ingestion is the primary individual pathway.
The 100-meter peak groundwater pathways dose in 10,000 years increased relative to the
SDF PA and occurs slightly earlier than in the FY2013 SDF SA. The increase in dose,
relative to the SDF PA, is due to changes to the degradation properties of cementitious
materials as was initially incorporated in the FY2013 SDF SA. The earlier timing, relative to
the FY2013 SDF SA, is attributed to the introduction of the 375-foot diameter SDUs and the
omission of the clean cap, which results in earlier roof degradation.
The peak dose from groundwater pathways is estimated for the key radionuclides and others
for 50,000 years in order that the dose behavior well past the 1,000-year compliance period
can be evaluated. The dose to the MOP peaks at approximately 475 mrem/yr in Sector I
around 31,000 years after closure. This peak dose is from the significant release of Tc-99
that occurs when the floors of the 150-foot diameter SDUs experience break-through due to
oxidation. In Sector K, a Tc-99 peak occurs near 39,000 years due to a similar release from
the 375-foot diameter SDUs. Despite the larger Tc-99 inventory available in the 375-foot
diameter SDUs, relative to the 150-foot diameter SDUs, the magnitude of the spike is higher
in Sector I. This higher magnitude Tc-99 dose at Sector I is due to the simultaneously release
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from the 150-foot diameter SDUs at relatively high rates, as described in Section 5.5.1.4.
The subsequent spikes (for approximately 6,500 years following the initial Tc-99 spike) are
from Tc-99 being released until the SDU concrete floor has been completely oxidized.
7.1.2

All-Pathways Dose

The peak all-pathways annual dose for a MOP at 100-meter is calculated using the highest
100-meter groundwater pathways dose results during the 10,000-year performance period in
combination with the air pathway results. The peak all-pathways annual dose for a MOP is
12.5 mrem/yr and is associated with Sector K. The air pathway dose was not affected by
changes within this SA. The air pathway dose from the SDF PA was 4.0E-09 mrem/yr.
Therefore, the all-pathways dose is dominated by the groundwater pathways, with the air
pathway dose being negligible.
7.1.3

Intruder Dose

The peak chronic intruder scenario doses for the SDF were calculated using the highest
concentration for each radionuclide at the one-meter boundary and at seven intruder wells
placed near individual SDUs. The peak dose for the chronic intruder scenario in the 10,000year performance period was 22 mrem/yr at the one-meter boundary. The intruder dose
increased relative to the SDF PA (from about 2 mrem/yr to 22 mrem/yr). The increase is due
to changes to the degradation properties of cementitious materials and the introduction of the
375-foot diameter SDUs, which hold more inventory. Alternatively, the dose decreased
(from 39 mrem/yr to 22 mrem/yr) relative to the FY2013 SDF SA. This change is mostly
due to changes in the SDF layout (i.e., with larger surface areas in the 375-foot diameter
SDUs, the waste releases were initially more spread relative to releases from the smaller 150foot diameter SDUs).
The SDF PA explains that no acute exposure scenario is credible; therefore, the SDF PA did
not include any acute exposures as part of the Base Case. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017] The
acute exposure scenario information presented in the SDF PA was not revised as part of this
SA.
7.1.4

Airborne and Radon Analyses

Section 5.3 of SDF PA describes the results of the airborne and radon analyses performed for
the SDF PA. As described in Section 4.5 of this SA, the analysis has not been revised as it is
unlikely that changes within this SA would result in significant doses from the air and radon
pathways. A revision to the SDF PA would include a revised air and radon pathways
analysis.
7.1.5

Probabilistic Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis Summary

The probabilistic SDF modeling was designed to evaluate the uncertainty and sensitivity of
the calculations involving doses to MOP exposed via groundwater. The SDF PA, Section
5.6.3, describes various parameters selected for evaluation in the stochastic analyses based on
modeling experience informed by the basis for the selected values and available generic and
site-specific data. Given the uncertainties presented in Section 5.6.4 of this SA, the next step
was to identify those input parameters and other stochastic entities in the model that led to
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those uncertainties. One of the goals of sensitivity analysis is to identify which independent
variables have distributions that exert the greatest influence on the response.

7.1.5.1

Probabilistic Uncertainty Analysis Summary

In Section 5.6.4, Figures 5.6.4-10 and 5.6.4-11 illustrate the statistical time histories of the
total dose at any sector for the MOP at the 100-meter boundary. In these figures, the 5th and
95th percentiles are significantly below and above the median value, respectively. The mean
values are driven higher by the uncertainty distributions of the modeled parameters,
approaching (and sometimes exceeding) the 75th percentile. This indicates that the model
applies distributions with long tails (e.g., lognormal distributions) or extreme values are
inherent in these distributions. It is expected that the mean value is higher than the median
because many of the dominant distributions were established to be reasonably conservative,
resulting in the distributions being skewed to the high end. This approach inflates the
variance in the uncertainty analyses, resulting in a few realizations dominating the
uncertainty analysis results. Overall, the mean doses are less than 12.5 mrem/yr within
10,000 years.
All 1,500 realizations from the SDF GoldSim Model (SRS Saltstone v5.006) were used to
identify the sectors with the highest doses within 10,000 years and within 50,000 years of
closure (Sector K in the northern sectors and Sector B in the southern sectors). The primary
radionuclides contributing to these doses were identified as I-129, Tc-99, and Ra-226. The
results of this uncertainty analysis are not significantly different from the Evaluation Case.

7.1.5.2

Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis Summary

The 1,500 realizations from the uncertainty analysis were further studied to characterize the
relationships between the sampled model parameters and the resulting doses. The following
recurring themes appeared throughout the probabilistic sensitivity analyses:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The magnitude and timing of dose is most strongly influenced by the parameters
effecting flow conditions: cementitious material degradation rates, infiltrations rates,
and the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone.
Doses from I-129 are strongly influenced by iodine Kd values, especially the Kd for
Reduced Region II grout and concrete, followed by a moderate influence from the Kd
in Oxidized Region II grout and concrete.
Doses from Tc-99 are very strongly influenced by technetium solubility.
Doses from Ra-226 are influenced by radium Kd values, especially the Kd for
leachate-impacted sandy soils.
The magnitude of the peak dose is influenced by the amount of groundwater
consumed by the MOP.
The importance of some parameters can vary significantly over time. For example,
when iodine Kd values in Reduced Region II grout and concrete sample low values,
higher doses occur within the first 5,000 to 8,000 years, as I-129 is released quickly
and peaks early. However, when iodine Kd values in Reduced Region II grout and
concrete sample high values, then higher doses occur at later times (beyond the first
5,000 to 8,000 years) because more of the I-129 inventory is available to contribute to
later doses. Similarly, a high technetium solubility provides higher doses in first
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30,000 to 40,000 years as a greater amount of Tc-99 is released, but a low technetium
solubility provides a higher peak Tc-99 doses because more of the contaminant is
available at the time that the system becomes oxidized within the shrinking core
model.

7.1.5.3

Probabilistic Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis Conclusion

These results confirm previous analyses and provide confidence in the parameters selected to
evaluate dose impacts and in the ability of the SDF to meet performance objectives.
7.1.6

Deterministic Sensitivity Analyses Summary

Various sensitivity analyses were performed using both the GoldSim model (in deterministic
mode) and the deterministic PORFLOW model to provide improved understanding of a
number of important input parameters affecting the dose results. As discussed in Sections
5.6.6 and 5.6.7, these modeling runs were performed to evaluate the impact of variability in
multiple areas of interest (e.g., Tc-99 release sensitivity due to oxygen, roof slope variability,
etc.). The conclusions of these analyses are provided below.

7.1.6.1

Technetium Solubility Sensitivity

As discussed in Section 5.6.6.1, the release of Tc-99 is contolled by solubility and the
expected Tc-99 solubility value is 1.0E-08 mol/L for saltstone and for concrete containing
slag. This value is based on a study that compared thermodynamic modeling results to recent
laboratory measurements. [SRNL-STI-2012-00769] The study also showed that technetium
solubility can vary as a function of the environmental pH.
To evaluate the impact of variability in the technetium solubility, the value was varied within
the SDF GoldSim Model and the results were compared. This analysis showed that
technetium behaves as expected, releasing at rates that vary linearly as a function of the
changes to the solubility values for as long as the bottom layer of the modeled SDU provides
a reducing environment. For example, when the solubility values were increased by an order
of magnitude (from 1.0E-08 mol/L to 1.0E-07 mol/L), the technetium flux from SDU 6
increased from a peak of 1.22 g/yr to a peak of 11.3 g/yr within 10,000 years. In addition,
analyses show that a higher solubility value depletes the Tc-99 inventory at a faster rate; thus,
reducing the peak release rate when the floor of the SDU becomes oxidized. Conversely, a
lower solubility value retards the release of Tc-99 inventory and increases the peak release
rate when the floor of the SDU becomes oxidized.

7.1.6.2

Technetium-99 Release Using a Simplified Mass Transfer Model

As discussed in Section 5.6.6.2, a simplified mass transfer model was developed within
GoldSim. This model evaluates the effect on Tc-99 releases when the releases are controlled
by flow through a highly fractured system. The model instantly transfers a specified
percentage of the Tc-99 mass within a cell directly to the unsaturated zone, at the time that
the cell becomes oxidized. The major reason for evaluating the dose-contribution
breakthrough curves is that observing the peak dose-contribution values allows for a
bounding estimate of the influence of fast pathways (such as ubiquitous fractures with a high
degree of continuity) on the dose contribution from the Tc-99 released by the shrinking core
model.
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As was shown in Table 5.6.6-5, the transfer of more mass resulted in larger dose
contributions during the time of interest (i.e., within the first 10,000 years). The analysis also
showed that transferring more mass through the fast pathway at early times resulted in lower
peaks at later times (i.e., releases associated with the oxygen front reaching the bottom of the
SDU were lower).

7.1.6.3

Stratified Saltstone Inventory Distribution Analysis

As discussed in Section 5.6.6.3, internal variability of waste concentrations within each
disposal unit can occur, particularly with the larger 375-foot diameter SDUs. Due to batch
and pour processes, this variability would most likley occur in the form of inventory
stratification (i.e., layers of waste with different concentrations).
To evaluate the impact of this inventory stratification, SDU 9 was modeled as having three
different segments (as illustrated in Figure 5.6.6-26). Each segment was assigned a differing
percentage of the total waste inventory within the SDU. For example, in one case, 50% of
the inventory was within the top segment, and 25% in the middle segment, and 25% in the
bottom segment. By varying the waste distribution in this way, and determining the dose
result, it was determined that inventory stratification within the saltstone waste form does not
have a significant effect on dose results.

7.1.6.4

Analysis of Select Kd Values

An analysis was performed that looked at the impact from varying specific Kd values relative
to the total dose results. This analysis showed relatively little change to the total dose peaks
when the alternative Kd values were applied, indicating that total doses were not strongly
influenced by these parameters.

7.1.6.5

Roof Slope Variability

As discussed in Section 5.6.7.1, two additional flow cases were developed to assess the
potential impact on flow for the 375-foot diameter SDUs with varying roof slopes. The
Evaluation Case assumes that the roof on the 375-foot diameter SDU has a 1.5% slope, as
described in Section 3.3. Although the design tolerances only allow for a difference of
±0.3% to the slope (ACI 117-10, Section 4.8.2), these sensitivity cases varied the slope by a
full half percent to exaggerate the potential impact and provide better understanding of the
effects. These additional flow cases consider the same parameters as Flow Case F01, except
that the slope of the roof is modeled with grades of 1.0% and 2.0% rather than the asdesigned 1.5%.
This analysis demonstrated that roof slope can have a significant impact on flow through
saltstone when comparing values at specific times. However, the highest volumetric flow
within 20,000 years was about the same for all three cases, indicating that the net effect from
varying the roof slope is that releases may occur earlier without necessarily causing a
significant increase in the magnitude of the potential peaks.

7.1.6.6

Design Margin Analysis

As discussed in Section 5.6.7.2, there is some tolerance for variation to the 375-foot diameter
SDU design values (i.e., the nominal or expected values for the dimensions of the key design
features). This tolerance accommodates variability during construction. To evaluate the
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potential impact of these design margins, a separate PORFLOW analysis was performed that
applied the bounding values for the dimensions of various SDU design features.
Intuitively, the Design Margin Case would be expected to show higher dose peaks than the
Evaluation Case; however, the Evaluation Case has the higher dose peaks in 10,000 years
and between 10,000 years and 20,000 years. This unexpected behavior is driven by two
factors. First, with thinner barriers in the Design Margin Case more of the contaminants are
released during earlier time periods such that less contaminant material is available at later
times. With less contaminant material available, the doses at the times of the peaks are
generally lower. Second, the steeper roof slope used in the Evaluation Case (1.5%) creates a
zone of higher velocity flow down the walls of the SDUs. Until the hydraulic degradation of
the floor occurs, most of the releases occur through the walls, thus being transported more
quickly via this zone of higher velocity flow.

7.1.6.7

Flow Case Sensitivity

As discussed in Section 5.6.7.3, four flow cases were selected for a more in-depth
investigation with respect to the impact of flow variability on the potential groundwater dose
to the MOP at 100 meters. These four flow cases (F04, F05, F14, and F30) are described as
follows.
Flow Case F04 was selected because it represents the most likely scenario. In Flow Case
F04, average infiltration is assumed along with best estimate degradation rates and a nominal
value for the initial hydraulic conductivity of saltstone. This varies from the Evaluation Case
(i.e., Flow Case F01) only through the assumed cementitious material degradation rate. The
flow scenario for the Evaluation Case assumes a more defensible nominal degradation rate
for cementitious materials. Flow Case F05 was selected to provide the direct impact from
assuming an initially high hydraulic conductivity for saltstone, relative to the most likely
scenario.
Flow Cases F14 and F30 were selected as the two scenarios that represent the most
pessimistic and the most optimistic conditions modeled, respectively. In Flow Case F14,
high infiltration, nominal degradation, and initially high saturated hydraulic conductivity are
assumed. In contrast, Flow Case F30 assumes low infiltration, best estimate degradation of
cementitious materials, and initially low saturated hydraulic conductivity.
For the Evaluation Case, the peak dose in 20,000 years is 12.5 mrem/yr at approximately
5,300 years after closure. For Flow Case F04, as expected, the peak dose is lower and occurs
later relative to the Evaluation Case. This is because the degradation of the cementitious
materials takes longer. Similar to the Evaluation Case, the highest doses occured in Sector K
for the majority of the simulation period. At the time of the peak, 11,120 years after closure,
contributions from I-129 and Tc-99 represent 89% and 11%, respectively, of the total peak
dose of 4.6 mrem/yr.
For Flow Case F05, as expected, the peak dose is higher and occurs earlier relative to the
Evaluation Case. This is due to the importance of the initial saturated hydraulic conductivity
of saltstone. With the higher initial value in Flow Case F05, releases occur much earlier and
with greater speed. Similar to the Evaluation Case, the highest doses occured in Sector K
early in the simulation period. However, unlike the Evaluation Case, Flow Case F05 shows
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Sector I overtaking Sector K as the most important sector starting at about 8,000 years after
closure. However, this increase in Sector I is largely attributed to Ra-226 which is driven by
overly conservative inventory assumptions. At the time of the Sector K peak dose, 2,060
years after closure, contributions from I-129 and Tc-99 represent 89% and 11%, respectively,
of the total peak dose of 20.6 mrem/yr.
Flow Case F14 has a similar dose profile to Flow Case F05. This shows the importance of
the saturated hydraulic conductivity in controlling contaminant releases from the saltstone.
The earlier peak is slightly higher than the peak show in Flow Case F05, and the later doses
in Sector I are roughly twice as high as the Sector I doses seen in F05. Again, this later dose
is being driven by a Ra-226 contribution that is driven the artificially high inventory
assumptions. At the time of the Sector K peak, 1,660 years after closure, contributions from
I-129 and Tc-99 represent 89% and 11%, respectively, of the total peak dose of 24.1
mrem/yr.
For Flow Case F30, as expected, the peak dose is lower in magnitude and occurs later
relative to the Evaluation Case. Similar to the Evaluation Case, the highest doses are
expressed in Sector K for the majority of the simulated period. At the time of the peak,
20,000 years after closure, contributions from I-129 and Tc-99 represent 89% and 11%,
respectively, of the total peak dose of 2.8 mrem/yr.

7.1.6.8

Technetium-99 Release Sensitivity to Oxygen Sources within Saltstone

As discussed in Section 5.6.7.4, the release of Tc-99 is redox-sensitive (i.e., technetium
release is immobilized by reducing agents such as blast furnace slag). [SRNL-STI-201200769] As a sensitivity, regions of non-depleting sources of oxygen are assumed to initially
exist within the saltstone monolith. Three alternative cases were considered in which 5%,
10%, and 20% of the volume of the saltstone monolith was comprised of oxygen containing
blocks that would hasten the consumption of slag within the saltstone monolith, thus
increasing the rate of Tc-99 release.
Non-depleting sources of oxygen are not expected to be present within saltstone. Oxygen is
only expected to enter the SDUs via infiltrating water, as modeled in the SDF PA and the
Evaluation Case. Any oxygen sources initially present within saltstone (i.e., air pockets that
form during waste disposal) would be quickly depleted. However, this sensitivity analysis
demonstrated that if non-depleting sources of oxygen were present within the SDUs, the
impact to Tc-99 releases could be significant.

7.1.6.9

Dispersivity Sensitivity

As discussed in Section 5.6.7.5, the dispersivities within the SDUs were set to zero because
most material properties are homogeneous. [SRR-CWDA-2009-00017] A sensitivity
analysis was performed that assumes the saltstone monolith of each disposal unit is
physically heterogeneous due to multiple pours resulting in cold joints, and partial phase
separation (i.e., settling of suspended solids). To assess this assumption, the longitudinal
dispersivity was set to 1 meter and the transverse dispersivity was set to 0.1 meters within the
saltstone. These values were selected for illustrative purposes only because actual
dispersivity values within heterogeneous pours of saltstone are expected to be variable and
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specific to the pour conditions of each SDU. The other materials were assumed to be
homogeneous and retain zero dispersivity, as in the Evaluation Case and the SDF PA.
As expected, dispersivity has a “smearing” effect on the fluxes for Cs-135, I-129, and K-40
from both a 150-foot diameter SDU (SDU 3A) and a 375-foot diameter SDU (SDU 6). The
leading and trailing tails on the flux curves were higher and the peak concentrations were
lower relative to the Evaluation Case. For Cs-137 and Sr-90, dispersivity increased the
magnitudes of the releases by a factor of two to three; however, the magnitudes were still so
low as to be considered negligible. For Tc-99 releases, the dispersivity showed little
difference in the releases within the first 30,000 years, then resulted in increased and delayed
peaks when the SDU floor becomes oxidized.
Given that I-129 is the dominant dose driver for the first 10,000 years, the Evaluation Case is
conservative. Therefore, the assumption that the material properties of the saltstone monolith
is homogeneous (and has no dispersion) is an appropriate modeling simplification.

7.1.6.10

Deterministic Sensitivity Analyses Conclusions

As presented in Section 5.6.6 and 5.6.7, multiple sensitivity analyses were performed using
variations of the deterministic GoldSim and PORFLOW models to provide improved
understanding of a number of important input parameters affecting the dose results. The
various sensitivity studies illustrate the complexity of the system and demonstrate that model
changes sometimes result in unexpected behavior (as shown by the Design Margin Case).
Key points learned from these analyses are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The release rate for technetium is linearly related to solubility.
Instantaneous transfer of technetium from saltstone into the unsaturated zone as
modeled cells become fully oxidized results in higher technetium releases at earlier
times and lower releases at later times.
Inventory stratification within the saltstone waste form does not have a significant
effect on dose results.
Changes to the roof slope can significantly change flow through the SDUs when
comparing year-to-year results, but the net effect would be earlier releases without
necessarily increasing the magnitude of the dose peaks.
Design variability during construction will not have a significant impact on dose
results.
Parameters effecting flow variability have a significant effect on dose, especially the
initial saturated hydraulic conductivity of saltstone.
If non-depleting sources of oxygen are present within the SDUs, the impact to Tc-99
releases could be significant; however it is noted that such sources of oxygen are not
expected to be present.
Assuming no dispersivity within the saltstone waste form is non-conservative at early
times (within the first 1,000 years) when doses are orders of magnitude below the 25
mrem/yr performance objective, but conservative with respect to peak doses within
10,000 years and a defensible modeling simplification with respect to the 10,000-year
peak doses.
Varying select Kd values did not show significant changes relative to total dose peaks.
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT MAINTENANCE

The SDF PA, Section 8.0, describes intended use and future work to be done to support its
maintenance. The SDF PA use and future work information presented in the SDF PA are not
adversely impacted by the new information documented in this SA, which will be used for
further information during future SDF PA maintenance activities, captured in an SRS LW
Facilities PA Maintenance Program Implementation Plan. Examples of such future activities
include (but are not limited to):
•

Studies to identify an appropriate maximum value (or upper bound) for the initial
saturated hydraulic conductivity values;

•

An examination of modeled distributions within the GoldSim model to identify
conservatisms that could be reduced or eliminated from future modeling; and

•

Studies to improve understanding of the effects of dispersivity with respect to important
radionuclides.

This program implementation plan is prepared annually and submitted to the DOE. The
preparation and execution of the Implementation Plan is consistent with the Maintenance Guide
for U.S. Department of Energy Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility Performance Assessments
and Composite Analysis, DOE_11-10-1999, as reflected in DOE M 435.1-1. The most recent
approved version of the program implementation plan as of the publication of this SA is
Savannah River Site Liquid Waste Facilities Performance Assessment Maintenance Program
FY2014 Implementation Plan, SRR-CWDA-2013-00133.
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CONCLUSION

This SA for the SDF PA provides updated individual dose results based on the Evaluation Case
modeling using updated SDU radiological inventories, revised SDF layout and SDU design, and
updated radiological modeling (especially for Tc-99). Additional sensitivity studies were
performed based on a revised technetium waste release model, flow variability, and design
features.
Requirements in both DOE O 435.1 and its associated manual and guide and 10 CFR 61 stipulate
that a PA should provide reasonable expectation/assurance that LLW disposal will comply with
specified performance objectives. DOE O 435.1 and 10 CFR 61 both require assessments of
impacts to hypothetical inadvertent intruders. These assessments were performed to address the
DOE M 435.1-1 1,000-year compliance period. [DOE M 435.1-1, 10 CFR 61] Results based on
a 10,000-year performance period after facility closure is included to assist in the evaluation of
compliance with performance objectives.
The results of this SA can be used in concert with the SDF PA and the FY2013 SDF SA in
subsequent documents to demonstrate that there is reasonable expectation/assurance that
applicable performance objectives will be met within the DOE M 435.1-1 1,000-year compliance
period. The NRC typically uses a 10,000-year performance period when evaluating the 10 CFR
61 performance objectives. Evaluations to 10,000 years and beyond are included in the SA for
additional information. Table 9.0-1 provides a summary of dose results.
Table 9.0-1: Comparison of SA Dose Results with Performance Objectives
Performance Objective
DOE M 435.1-1
DOE M 435.1-1
10 CFR 61.41
10 CFR 61.42

All-Pathways Dose
Intruder Dose
All-Pathways Dose
Intruder Dose

25 mrem/yr in 1,000 years
100 mrem/yr in 1,000 years
25 mrem/yr in 10,000 years
Typically 500 mrem/yr in 10,000 years

Peak Dose
0.04 mrem/yr
0.1 mrem/yr
12.5 mrem/yr
22 mrem/yr

The radiological results presented in Sections 5 and 6 considered the most current understanding
regarding various PA inputs (e.g., updated radiological inventories, updated cementitious
material degradation modeling, revised technetium release modeling, flow through joints
modeling) through an Evaluation Case and other studies to confirm that the conclusions reached
based on the SDF PA remain valid. The various uncertainty and sensitivity analyses performed
illustrate that the SDF dose results presented in Section 5.5.1 are not significantly impacted even
using more conservative inputs, providing greater confidence that the results and conclusions
remain valid.
The SA results provide reasonable expectation/assurance that compliance is maintained with the
specific requirements of DOE M 435.1-1 and 10 CFR 61 listed above. The additional sensitivity
and uncertainty analyses performed using the lessons learned regarding radiological waste
release modeling provide further confidence. The results presented in the SDF PA reflecting
SDF final operational closure radiological inventories are not significantly impacted by new
information and parameters presented in this SA.
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APPENDIX A
PEAK RADIOLOGICAL 100-METER CONCENTRATION TABLES BY
SECTOR IN 1,000 YEARS
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Table A-1: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Sectors A through E in 1,000 Years

Radionuclide

Ac-227
Al-26
Am-241
Am-242m
Am-243
C-14
Cl-36
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245
Co-60
Cs-135
Cs-137
Eu-152
Eu-154
Gd-152
H-3
I-129
K-40
Nb-93m
Nb-94

MCL
(pCi/L)**

NC
NC
Total α
Total α
Total α
2,000
700
Total α
Total α
Total α
100
900
200
200
60
NC
20,000
1
NC
1,000
NC

Sector A
Concentration

Sector B
Concentration

Sector C
Concentration

Sector D
Concentration

Sector E
Concentration

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

1.4E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.1E-24
1.7E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.3E-11
1.8E-16
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.2E-08
1.5E-01
2.2E-08
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
272
1,000
1,000
1,000
498
1,000
420
898
1,000
1,000
1,000

2.3E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.0E-24
2.3E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.1E-10
6.4E-16
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
4.4E-08
1.9E-01
4.0E-08
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
252
1,000
1,000
980
462
1,000
420
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

4.4E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.1E-23
1.7E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
5.8E-10
3.4E-15
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.0E-08
1.9E-01
8.5E-08
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
226
1,000
1,000
858
380
1,000
422
872
1,000
1,000
1,000

7.0E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.4E-23
8.2E-03
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.4E-09
8.8E-15
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.6E-08
1.9E-01
1.4E-07
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
180
1,000
1,000
788
336
1,000
422
866
1,000
1,000
1,000

3.6E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.6E-23
1.7E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.3E-09
8.1E-15
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.7E-08
1.3E-01
7.0E-08
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
182
1,000
1,000
788
336
1,000
418
980
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Table A-1: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Sectors A through E in 1,000 Years (Cont.)

Radionuclide

Ni-59
Ni-63
Np-237
Pa-231
Pb-210
Pd-107
Pt-193
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu-244
Ra-226
Ra-228
Rn-222
Se-79
Sm-151
Sb-126
Sb-126m
Sn-126
Sr-90
Tc-99
Th-229
Th-230

MCL
(pCi/L)**

300
50
Total α
Total α
NC
NC
3,000
Total α
Total α
Total α
300
Total α
Total α
Total
α/Ra
Total Ra
NC
NC
1,000
NC
NC
NC
8
900
Total α
Total α

Sector A
Concentration

Sector B
Concentration

Sector C
Concentration

Sector D
Concentration

Sector E
Concentration

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

3.0E-19
9.0E-21
1.7E-23
1.0E-26
<1.0E-30
1.1E-19
1.7E-23
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

7.9E-19
2.4E-20
2.9E-23
1.7E-26
<1.0E-30
2.8E-19
4.4E-23
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

2.7E-18
8.1E-20
5.7E-23
3.4E-26
<1.0E-30
9.5E-19
1.5E-22
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

5.5E-18
1.7E-19
9.0E-23
5.5E-26
1.4E-29
1.9E-18
3.1E-22
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

3.5E-18
1.1E-19
4.6E-23
2.8E-26
1.3E-29
1.2E-18
2.0E-22
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30

1,000

<1.0E-30

1,000

2.5E-29

1,000

2.9E-27

1,000

2.6E-27

1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.7E-18
3.1E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.3E-18
4.1E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
2.5E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
8.6E-18
3.5E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
2.9E-27
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.5E-17
2.6E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
2.6E-27
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
7.9E-18
2.3E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Table A-1: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Sectors A through E in 1,000 Years (Cont.)

Radionuclide

MCL
(pCi/L)**

Sector A
Concentration
(pCi/L)

Year Peak

Sector B
Concentration
(pCi/L)

Occurs

Th-232
Total α
U-232
Total U*
U-233
Total U*
U-234
Total U*
U-235
Total U*
U-236
Total U*
U-238
Total U*
Y-90
60
Zr-93
2,000
Total
15
alpha
Total Ra
5
Sum of beta-gamma
MCL fractions

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.1E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.7E-18
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Year Peak

Sector C
Concentration
(pCi/L)

Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.6E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.3E-18
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Year Peak

Sector D
Concentration
(pCi/L)

Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
6.9E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
8.6E-18
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Year Peak

Sector E
Concentration
(pCi/L)

Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.1E-28
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.5E-17
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
5.5E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
7.9E-18
<1.0E-30

1.7E-23

2.9E-23

5.7E-23

9.0E-23

4.6E-23

<1.0E-30

<1.0E-30

2.5E-29

2.9E-27

2.6E-27

1.5E-01

1.9E-01

2.0E-01

1.9E-01

1.3E-01

** MCL values for beta-gamma emitters are calculated in Table II-3 of FR-00-9654 based on a beta-gamma dose of 4 mrem/yr
NC = Not Calculated
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Year Peak
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1,000
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1,000
1,000
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Table A-2: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Sectors F through J in 1,000 Years
Radionuclide

Ac-227
Al-26
Am-241
Am-242m
Am-243
C-14
Cl-36
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245
Co-60
Cs-135
Cs-137
Eu-152
Eu-154
Gd-152
H-3
I-129
K-40
Nb-93m
Nb-94

MCL
(pCi/L)**

NC
NC
Total α
Total α
Total α
2,000
700
Total α
Total α
Total α
100
900
200
200
60
NC
20,000
1
NC
1,000
NC

Sector F
Concentrations

Sector G
Concentrations

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.0E-25
1.1E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.2E-11
7.5E-17
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.3E-08
4.8E-02
1.0E-09
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
204
1,000
1,000
828
360
1,000
418
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.8E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
4.7E-24
4.2E-27
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.7E-08
3.2E-02
1.9E-14
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
628
1,000
1,000
1,000
822
1,000
420
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Sector H
Concentrations
Year
(pCi/L)
Peak
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.3E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.1E-21
3.7E-24
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
4.8E-08
4.1E-02
7.4E-14
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
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1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
612
1,000
1,000
1,000
784
1,000
420
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Sector I
Concentrations
Year
(pCi/L)
Peak
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.0E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
7.7E-21
1.4E-23
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.9E-08
2.3E-02
2.1E-13
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
600
1,000
1,000
1,000
748
1,000
430
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Sector J
Concentrations
(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.1E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.8E-22
4.7E-25
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.5E-08
3.6E-02
2.8E-14
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
594
1,000
1,000
1,000
748
1,000
426
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Table A-2: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Sectors F through J in 1,000 Years (Cont.)
Radionuclide

MCL
(pCi/L)**

Ni-59
Ni-63
Np-237
Pa-231
Pb-210
Pd-107
Pt-193
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu-244
Ra-226
Ra-228
Rn-222
Se-79
Sm-151
Sb-126
Sb-126m
Sn-126
Sr-90
Tc-99
Th-229
Th-230

300
50
Total α
Total α
NC
NC
3,000
Total α
Total α
Total α
300
Total α
Total α
Total α/Ra
Total Ra
NC
NC
1,000
NC
NC
NC
8
900
Total α
Total α

Sector F
Concentrations
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs

4.5E-20
1.4E-21
6.9E-25
4.2E-28
<1.0E-30
1.6E-20
2.6E-24
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.5E-30
<1.0E-30
2.5E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.2E-19
1.4E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Sector G
Concentrations
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.1E-26
2.0E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Sector H
Concentrations
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.5E-23
2.5E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
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1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Sector I
Concentrations
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
4.3E-23
1.7E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Sector J
Concentrations
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
4.8E-24
2.4E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Table A-2: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Sectors F through J in 1,000 Years (Cont.)
Radionuclide

MCL
(pCi/L)**

Th-232
Total α
U-232
Total U*
U-233
Total U*
U-234
Total U*
U-235
Total U*
U-236
Total U*
U-238
Total U*
Y-90
60
Zr-93
2,000
Total alpha
15
Total Ra
5
Sum of beta-gamma MCL
fractions

Sector F
Concentrations
(pCi/L)

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.2E-19
<1.0E-30
6.9E-25
2.5E-30
5.0E-02

Year Peak
Occurs

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Sector G
Concentrations
Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.1E-26
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.4E-02

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Sector H
Concentrations
(pCi/L)

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.5E-23
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
4.3E-02

Year Peak
Occurs

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Sector I
Concentrations
Year
(pCi/L)
Peak
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
4.3E-23
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.5E-02

** MCL values for beta-gamma emitters are calculated in Table II-3 of FR-00-9654 based on a beta-gamma dose of 4 mrem/yr
NC = Not Calculated
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1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Sector J
Concentrations
(pCi/L)

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
4.8E-24
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.9E-02

Year Peak
Occurs

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Table A-3: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Sectors K through L in 1,000
Years
Radionuclide

MCL
(pCi/L)**

Ac-227
Al-26
Am-241
Am-242m
Am-243
C-14
Cl-36
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245
Co-60
Cs-135
Cs-137
Eu-152
Eu-154
Gd-152
H-3
I-129
K-40
Nb-93m
Nb-94

NC
NC
Total α
Total α
Total α
2,000
700
Total α
Total α
Total α
100
900
200
200
60
NC
20,000
1
NC
1,000
NC

Sector K
Concentrations
Year
(pCi/L)
Peak
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.6E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.0E-20
7.9E-26
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
5.1E-08
4.7E-02
5.1E-15
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
356
1,000
1,000
1,000
810
1,000
422
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Sector L
Concentrations
Year
(pCi/L)
Peak
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
7.8E-29
1.2E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.2E-15
6.4E-21
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.9E-08
2.2E-02
4.4E-12
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
310
1,000
1,000
1,000
548
1,000
426
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Table A-3: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Sectors K through L in 1,000
Years (Cont.)
Sector K
Concentrations
Year
(pCi/L)
Peak
Occurs

Radionuclide

MCL
(pCi/L)**

Ni-59
Ni-63
Np-237
Pa-231
Pb-210
Pd-107
Pt-193
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu-244
Ra-226
Ra-228
Rn-222
Se-79
Sm-151
Sb-126
Sb-126m
Sn-126
Sr-90
Tc-99
Th-229
Th-230

300
50
Total α
Total α
NC
NC
3,000
Total α
Total α
Total α
300
Total α
Total α
Total α/Ra
Total Ra
NC
NC
1,000
NC
NC
NC
8
900
Total α
Total α

5.0E-29
1.4E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.8E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
5.5E-25
3.0E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Sector L
Concentrations
Year
(pCi/L)
Peak
Occurs

2.6E-23
7.7E-25
4.6E-27
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
9.3E-24
1.4E-27
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.5E-22
1.7E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Table A-3: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Sectors K through L in 1,000
Years (Cont.)
Radionuclide

MCL
(pCi/L)**

Sector K
Concentrations
Year
(pCi/L)
Peak
Occurs

Sector L
Concentrations
Year
(pCi/L)
Peak
Occurs

Th-232
<1.0E-30
1,000
<1.0E-30
1,000
Total α
U-232
Total U
<1.0E-30
1,000
<1.0E-30
1,000
U-233
Total U
<1.0E-30
1,000
<1.0E-30
1,000
U-234
Total U
<1.0E-30
1,000
<1.0E-30
1,000
U-235
Total U
<1.0E-30
1,000
<1.0E-30
1,000
U-236
Total U
<1.0E-30
1,000
<1.0E-30
1,000
U-238
Total U
<1.0E-30
1,000
<1.0E-30
1,000
Y-90
60
5.5E-25
1,000
2.5E-22
1,000
Zr-93
2,000
<1.0E-30
1,000
<1.0E-30
1,000
Total alpha
15
<1.0E-30
4.6E-27
Total Ra
5
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
Sum of beta-gamma MCL
5.0E-02
2.4E-02
fractions
** MCL values for beta-gamma emitters are calculated in Table II-3 of FR-00-9654 based on a beta-gamma
dose of 4 mrem/yr
NC = Not Calculated
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APPENDIX B
PEAK RADIOLOGICAL 1-METER CONCENTRATION TABLES
IN 1,000 YEARS
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Table B-1: Peak Radiological 1-Meter Concentrations in 1,000 Years

Radionuclide

MCL**
(pCi/L)

Ac-227
Al-26
Am-241
Am-242m
Am-243
C-14
Cl-36
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245
Co-60
Cs-135
Cs-137
Eu-152
Eu-154
Gd-152
H-3
I-129
K-40
Nb-93m
Nb-94
Ni-59
Ni-63
Np-237
Pa-231
Pb-210
Pd-107
Pt-193
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu-244

NC
NC
Total α
Total α
Total α
2,000
700
Total α
Total α
Total α
100
900
200
200
60
NC
20,000
1
NC
1,000
NC
300
50
Total α
Total α
NC
NC
3,000
Total α
Total α
Total α
300
Total α
Total α

Peak
Concentration in 1,000
Years
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs
1.7E-27
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.7E-21
6.3E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.4E-07
2.3E-12
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.2E-07
5.4E-01
3.7E-06
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
5.7E-16
1.8E-17
2.1E-21
1.3E-24
1.7E-25
2.0E-16
3.4E-20
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
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1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
770
1,000
124
1,000
1,000
638
226
1,000
416
616
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Table B-1: Peak Radiological 1-Meter Concentrations in 1,000 Years (Cont.)

Radionuclide

MCL**
(pCi/L)

Total
α/Ra
Ra-228
Total Ra
Rn-222
NC
Se-79
NC
Sm-151
1,000
Sb-126
NC
Sb-126m
NC
Sn-126
NC
Sr-90
8
Tc-99
900
Th-229
Total α
Th-230
Total α
Th-232
Total α
U-232
Total U
U-233
Total U
U-234
Total U
U-235
Total U
U-236
Total U
U-238
Total U
Y-90
60
Zr-93
2,000
Total alpha
15
Total Ra
5
Sum of beta-gamma
MCL fractions
Ra-226

Peak
Concentration in
1,000 years
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs
3.3E-23

1,000

<1.0E-30
3.3E-23
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
6.7E-16
1.0E+01
2.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.5E-27
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
6.7E-16
<1.0E-30
2.1E-21
3.3E-23

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
554
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

5.5E-01

**

MCL values for beta-gamma emitters are calculated in Table II-3 of FR-00-9654 based on a beta-gamma dose of 4
mrem/yr
NC = Not Calculated
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APPENDIX C
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SEEPLINE FACTOR
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This Appendix summarizes the development of the revised seepline factor of 0.244 (Section
5.2.3). This factor was developed using PORFLOW results for the peak concentrations at the
100-meter boundary and the peak concentrations at the seepline for select radionuclides. The
abbreviated set of radionuclides used in this analysis were Ac-227, Am-243, Cm-243, Cs-135, I129, K-40, Pa-231, Pb-210, Pu-238, Pu-239, Ra-226, Th-229, Th-230, U-233, U-234, and U-235.
These radionuclides were selected as this set represents a wide range of physical and chemical
properties (e.g., low, medium and high Kd values) and includes three of the four most significant
dose contributors (I-129, K-40 and Ra-226). Tc-99 was not included, as discussed below.
Tables C-1 and C-2 show the 10,000-year peak radionuclide concentrations at the 100-meter
boundary of southern and northern sectors, respectively. Table C-3 shows the 10,000-year peak
radionuclide concentrations at the seepline.
Table C-1: Peak Radiological Concentrations at the 100-Meter Boundary for Selected
Radionuclides (from 0 to 10,000 Years), Southern Sectors
Radionuclide
Ac-227
Am-243
Cm-243
Cs-135
I-129
K-40
Pa-231
Pb-210
Pu-238
Pu-239
Ra-226
Th-229
Th-230
U-233
U-234
U-235

Sector A Sector B Sector C Sector D Sector E Sector F
pCi/L
pCi/L
pCi/L
pCi/L
pCi/L
pCi/L
2.0E-08 2.4E-08 2.5E-08 2.8E-08 1.3E-08 3.5E-10
<1.0E-30 5.0E-29 4.5E-26 4.8E-22 3.9E-22 3.5E-26
<1.0E-30 <1.0E-30 <1.0E-30 <1.0E-30 <1.0E-30 <1.0E-30
2.2E+01 2.7E+01 2.8E+01 3.0E+01 1.4E+01 1.3E+00
3.8E+01 5.2E+01 3.7E+01 2.0E+01 3.9E+01 2.4E+01
1.3E+01 1.8E+01 1.3E+01 6.8E+00 1.4E+01 8.5E+00
7.0E-06 8.5E-06 8.7E-06 9.6E-06 4.6E-06 1.2E-07
4.7E-04 6.5E-04 5.7E-04 5.1E-04 5.1E-04 2.2E-04
<1.0E-30 <1.0E-30 <1.0E-30 <1.0E-30 <1.0E-30 <1.0E-30
2.2E-24 8.0E-23 1.3E-20 7.4E-18 6.4E-18 2.7E-21
3.8E-02 5.3E-02 4.7E-02 4.2E-02 4.2E-02 1.8E-02
1.7E-09 2.1E-09 2.2E-09 2.5E-09 1.2E-09 1.8E-11
1.4E-18 1.0E-17 1.8E-16 2.5E-15 2.4E-15 8.2E-18
4.6E-08 5.6E-08 5.8E-08 6.8E-08 3.3E-08 4.9E-10
1.0E-15 7.0E-15 1.1E-13 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 4.6E-15
5.8E-18 4.0E-17 6.2E-16 6.8E-15 6.8E-15 2.6E-17
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Maximum
pCi/L
2.8E-08
4.8E-22
<1.0E-30
3.0E+01
5.2E+01
1.8E+01
9.6E-06
6.5E-04
<1.0E-30
7.4E-18
5.3E-02
2.5E-09
2.5E-15
6.8E-08
1.2E-12
6.8E-15
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Table C-2: Peak Radiological Concentrations at the 100-Meter Boundary for Selected
Radionuclides (from 0 to 10,000 Years), Northern Sectors
Radionuclide
Ac-227
Am-243
Cm-243
Cs-135
I-129
K-40
Pa-231
Pb-210
Pu-238
Pu-239
Ra-226
Th-229
Th-230
U-233
U-234
U-235

Sector G
pCi/L
2.2E-10
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.2E+00
4.2E+01
1.5E+01
7.9E-08
3.2E-04
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.6E-02
5.8E-14
1.1E-28
4.1E-12
1.1E-25
4.0E-27

Sector H
pCi/L
2.8E-10
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.7E+00
5.3E+01
2.1E+01
1.0E-07
4.0E-04
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.3E-02
1.3E-13
3.8E-25
5.3E-12
3.3E-22
1.3E-23

Sector I
pCi/L
1.5E-10
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.9E+00
3.9E+01
5.0E+01
5.6E-08
1.2E-04
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
9.4E-03
1.3E-13
2.7E-24
4.7E-12
2.3E-21
8.6E-23

Sector J
pCi/L
2.5E-10
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.8E+00
5.6E+01
4.1E+01
8.9E-08
1.8E-04
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.5E-02
1.0E-13
1.4E-26
4.5E-12
1.2E-23
4.7E-25
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Sector K
pCi/L
3.2E-10
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.9E+00
6.8E+01
2.4E+01
1.2E-07
3.3E-04
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.7E-02
1.5E-13
3.6E-27
5.9E-12
3.3E-24
1.3E-25

Sector L
pCi/L
1.5E-10
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
7.2E+00
3.9E+01
1.4E+01
5.3E-08
1.0E-04
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
8.2E-03
1.5E-12
5.5E-24
4.1E-11
4.6E-21
2.7E-23

Maximum
pCi/L
3.2E-10
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
7.2E+00
6.8E+01
5.0E+01
1.2E-07
4.0E-04
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.3E-02
1.5E-12
5.5E-24
4.1E-11
4.6E-21
8.6E-23
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Table C-3: Peak Radiological Concentrations at the Seepline for Selected Radionuclides
(from 0 to 10,000 Years)
Radionuclide
Ac-227
Am-243
Cm-243
Cs-135
I-129
K-40
Pa-231
Pb-210
Pu-238
Pu-239
Ra-226
Th-229
Th-230
U-233
U-234
U-235

McQueen Branch
pCi/L
6.7E-09
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
7.3E+00
1.5E+01
5.3E+00
2.3E-06
7.1E-05
<1.0E-30
2.2E-24
5.9E-03
6.0E-19
4.4E-20
4.1E-17
3.0E-17
1.7E-19

UTR
pCi/L
3.5E-11
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
4.4E-01
9.0E+00
7.0E+00
1.3E-08
1.4E-05
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.2E-03
5.5E-25
3.4E-26
4.4E-23
2.7E-23
1.1E-24
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Maximum
pCi/L
6.7E-09
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
7.3E+00
1.5E+01
7.0E+00
2.3E-06
7.1E-05
<1.0E-30
2.2E-24
5.9E-03
6.0E-19
4.4E-20
4.1E-17
3.0E-17
1.7E-19
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Table C-4 uses the maximum values from the 100-meter boundary and the seepline to determine
the ratio.
Table C-4: Peak Radiological Concentrations at the Seepline for Selected Radionuclides
(from 0 to 10,000 Years)
Radionuclide
Ac-227
Am-243
Cm-243
Cs-135
I-129
K-40
Pa-231
Pb-210
Pu-238
Pu-239
Ra-226
Th-229
Th-230
U-233
U-234
U-235

Maximum at the 100-Meter
Boundary
(Northern and Southern Sectors)
pCi/L
2.8E-08
4.8E-22
<1.0E-30
3.0E+01
6.8E+01
5.0E+01
9.6E-06
6.5E-04
<1.0E-30
7.4E-18
5.3E-02
2.5E-09
2.5E-15
6.8E-08
1.2E-12
6.8E-15

Maximum at
the Seepline

Ratio
(Seepline/100-Meter)

pCi/L
6.7E-09
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
7.3E+00
1.5E+01
7.0E+00
2.3E-06
7.1E-05
<1.0E-30
2.2E-24
5.9E-03
6.0E-19
4.4E-20
4.1E-17
3.0E-17
1.7E-19

(unitless)
0.243
1.4E-15
6.9E-11
0.242
0.219
0.140
0.244
0.110
3.5E-11
3.0E-07
0.110
2.4E-10
1.8E-05
6.0E-10
2.5E-05
2.5E-05

The highest ratio value was 0.244 for Pa-231. Thus, 0.244 was conservatively selected for use in
estimating the concentrations at the seepline any time that PORFLOW calculated values at the
seepline were not available.
Note that Tc-99 was not included in this analysis as this analysis was performed prior to
completion of the development of the revised Tc-99 release model. For the Evaluation Case, the
concentrations for Tc-99 as calculated in PORFLOW were used to calculate dose. Using the
PORFLOW results for Tc-99 transport to calculate the seepline factor would have resulted in an
increase to the seepline factor from 0.244 to 0.298; however, Figure C-1 confirms that using
0.244 for the seepline factor is an appropriate modeling assumption for calculating total dose.
The figure shows the groundwater pathways dose to the MOP, assuming that the MOP uses
water from a stream (i.e., the seepline) rather than at the 100-meter boundary. The dose was
calculated using three different approaches. The yellow dose curve shows doses based on the
application of the 0.244 seepline factor. The red dose curve shows doses based on the
application of the 0.298 seepline factor. The blue dose curve shows doses that were determined
using the radionuclide concentrations at the seepline as calculative via transport modeling in
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PORFLOW. The 0.244 seepline factor used throughout this SA more closely reflects the
transport modeling results.
Figure C-1: MOP at Stream, Groundwater Pathways Dose Comparison of Alternative
Approaches for Estimating Seepline Values
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APPENDIX D
LIST OF GOLDSIM VARIABLES USED IN PROBABILISTIC ANALYSES
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Table D-1 shows the complete listing of all 880 probabilistic elements sampled within the GoldSim model (SRS Saltstone
v5.006.gsm). These elements are listed by location within the GoldSim model file. As described in Section 5.6.5, a number of these
elements were excluded from probabilistic sensitivity analyses to reduce the occurrence of spurious results and to reduce the
computational demands of the analyses.
Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input001

\SensitivityAnalysis_New\PeakDose_100m[mrem/yr]

PeakDose

N

Input002

\SensitivityAnalysis_New\PeakDose_100m.TofExtrem
e[yr]

TimeOfPeakDose

N

Input003

\GlobalModel_Input\Stochastic\FlowFieldByParameter\
SaltstoneSatK_Sampling\SaltstoneSatK_dist

Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity

Y

Input004

\GlobalModel_Input\Stochastic\FlowFieldByParameter\
Infiltration_Sampling\Infiltration_dist

Infiltration Rate

Y

Input005

\GlobalModel_Input\Stochastic\FlowFieldByParameter\
Degradation_Sampling\Degradation_dist

Degradation Rate

Y

Input006

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU2A]

Cs-135 in SDU 2A

Y

Input007

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU2B]

Cs-135 in SDU 2B

Y

Input008

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU3A]

Cs-135 in SDU 3A

Y
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Comments
This is a result tied to the Endpoints element within GoldSim to facilitate
analysis within the model.
This is a result tied to the Endpoints element within GoldSim to facilitate
analysis within the model.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is
assigned a value based on FlowFieldSampler. Because this result is used in
the statistical analysis, FlowFieldSampler is not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is
assigned a value based on FlowFieldSampler. Because this result is used in
the statistical analysis, FlowFieldSampler is not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is
assigned a value based on FlowFieldSampler. Because this result is used in
the statistical analysis, FlowFieldSampler is not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input009

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU3B]

Cs-135 in SDU 3B

Y

Input010

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU5A]

Cs-135 in SDU 5A

Y

Input011

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU5B]

Cs-135 in SDU 5B

Y

Input012

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU6]

Cs-135 in SDU 6

Y

Input013

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU7]

Cs-135 in SDU 7

Y

Input014

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU8]

Cs-135 in SDU 8

Y

Input015

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU9]

Cs-135 in SDU 9

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input016

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU10]

Cs-135 in SDU 10

Y

Input017

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU11]

Cs-135 in SDU 11

Y

Input018

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Cs135,SDU12]

Cs-135 in SDU 12

Y

Input019

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V1a[Cs135]

Cs-135 in SDU 1

Y

Input020

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V4a[Cs135]

Cs-135 in SDU 4

Y

Input021

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU2A]

I-129 in SDU 2A

Y

Input022

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU2B]

I-129 in SDU 2B

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input023

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU3A]

I-129 in SDU 3A

Y

Input024

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU3B]

I-129 in SDU 3B

Y

Input025

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU5A]

I-129 in SDU 5A

Y

Input026

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU5B]

I-129 in SDU 5B

Y

Input027

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU6]

I-129 in SDU 6

Y

Input028

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU7]

I-129 in SDU 7

Y

Input029

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU8]

I-129 in SDU 8

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input030

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU9]

I-129 in SDU 9

Y

Input031

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU10]

I-129 in SDU 10

Y

Input032

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU11]

I-129 in SDU 11

Y

Input033

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[I129,SDU12]

I-129 in SDU 12

Y

Input034

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V1a[I129]

I-129 in SDU 1

Y

Input035

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V4a[I129]

I-129 in SDU 4

Y

Input036

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU2A]

Pu-242 in SDU 2A

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input037

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU2B]

Pu-242 in SDU 2B

Y

Input038

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU3A]

Pu-242 in SDU 3A

Y

Input039

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU3B]

Pu-242 in SDU 3B

Y

Input040

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU5A]

Pu-242 in SDU 5A

Y

Input041

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU5B]

Pu-242 in SDU 5B

Y

Input042

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU6]

Pu-242 in SDU 6

Y

Input043

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU7]

Pu-242 in SDU 7

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input044

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU8]

Pu-242 in SDU 8

Y

Input045

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU9]

Pu-242 in SDU 9

Y

Input046

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU10]

Pu-242 in SDU 10

Y

Input047

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU11]

Pu-242 in SDU 11

Y

Input048

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Pu242,SDU12]

Pu-242 in SDU 12

Y

Input049

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V1a[Pu242]

Pu-242 in SDU 1

Y

Input050

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V4a[Pu242]

Pu-242 in SDU 4

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input051

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU2A]

U-238 in SDU 2A

Y

Input052

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU2B]

U-238 in SDU 2B

Y

Input053

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU3A]

U-238 in SDU 3A

Y

Input054

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU3B]

U-238 in SDU 3B

Y

Input055

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU5A]

U-238 in SDU 5A

Y

Input056

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU5B]

U-238 in SDU 5B

Y

Input057

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU6]

U-238 in SDU 6

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input058

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU7]

U-238 in SDU 7

Y

Input059

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU8]

U-238 in SDU 8

Y

Input060

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU9]

U-238 in SDU 9

Y

Input061

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU10]

U-238 in SDU 10

Y

Input062

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU11]

U-238 in SDU 11

Y

Input063

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U238,SDU12]

U-238 in SDU 12

Y

Input064

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V1a[U238]

U-238 in SDU 1

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input065

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V4a[U238]

U-238 in SDU 4

Y

Input066

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU2A]

U-234 in SDU 2A

Y

Input067

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU2B]

U-234 in SDU 2B

Y

Input068

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU3A]

U-234 in SDU 3A

Y

Input069

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU3B]

U-234 in SDU 3B

Y

Input070

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU5A]

U-234 in SDU 5A

Y

Input071

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU5B]

U-234 in SDU 5B

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input072

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU6]

U-234 in SDU 6

Y

Input073

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU7]

U-234 in SDU 7

Y

Input074

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU8]

U-234 in SDU 8

Y

Input075

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU9]

U-234 in SDU 9

Y

Input076

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU10]

U-234 in SDU 10

Y

Input077

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU11]

U-234 in SDU 11

Y

Input078

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[U234,SDU12]

U-234 in SDU 12

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input079

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V1a[U234]

U-234 in SDU 1

Y

Input080

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V4a[U234]

U-234 in SDU 4

Y

Input081

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU2A]

Th-230 in SDU 2A

Y

Input082

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU2B]

Th-230 in SDU 2B

Y

Input083

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU3A]

Th-230 in SDU 3A

Y

Input084

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU3B]

Th-230 in SDU 3B

Y

Input085

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU5A]

Th-230 in SDU 5A

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input086

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU5B]

Th-230 in SDU 5B

Y

Input087

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU6]

Th-230 in SDU 6

Y

Input088

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU7]

Th-230 in SDU 7

Y

Input089

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU8]

Th-230 in SDU 8

Y

Input090

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU9]

Th-230 in SDU 9

Y

Input091

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU10]

Th-230 in SDU 10

Y

Input092

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU11]

Th-230 in SDU 11

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input093

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Th230,SDU12]

Th-230 in SDU 12

Y

Input094

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V1a[Th230]

Th-230 in SDU 1

Y

Input095

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V4a[Th230]

Th-230 in SDU 4

Y

Input096

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU2A]

Ra-226 in SDU 2A

Y

Input097

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU2B]

Ra-226 in SDU 2B

Y

Input098

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU3A]

Ra-226 in SDU 3A

Y

Input099

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU3B]

Ra-226 in SDU 3B

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input100

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU5A]

Ra-226 in SDU 5A

Y

Input101

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU5B]

Ra-226 in SDU 5B

Y

Input102

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU6]

Ra-226 in SDU 6

Y

Input103

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU7]

Ra-226 in SDU 7

Y

Input104

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU8]

Ra-226 in SDU 8

Y

Input105

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU9]

Ra-226 in SDU 9

Y

Input106

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU10]

Ra-226 in SDU 10

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input107

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU11]

Ra-226 in SDU 11

Y

Input108

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[Ra226,SDU12]

Ra-226 in SDU 12

Y

Input109

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V1a[Ra226]

Ra-226 in SDU 1

Y

Input110

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V4a[Ra226]

Ra-226 in SDU 4

Y

Input111

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU2A]

K-40 in SDU 2A

Y

Input112

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU2B]

K-40 in SDU 2B

Y

Input113

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU3A]

K-40 in SDU 3A

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input114

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU3B]

K-40 in SDU 3B

Y

Input115

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU5A]

K-40 in SDU 5A

Y

Input116

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU5B]

K-40 in SDU 5B

Y

Input117

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU6]

K-40 in SDU 6

Y

Input118

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU7]

K-40 in SDU 7

Y

Input119

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU8]

K-40 in SDU 8

Y

Input120

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU9]

K-40 in SDU 9

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input121

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU10]

K-40 in SDU 10

Y

Input122

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU11]

K-40 in SDU 11

Y

Input123

\Inventory\FDCInvMult_uncertain[K40,SDU12]

K-40 in SDU 12

Y

Input124

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V1a[K40]

K-40 in SDU 1

Y

Input125

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Inventor
yUncertainty_V4a[K40]

K-40 in SDU 4

Y

Input126

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[1]

Filling SDU 2A

N

Input127

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[2]

Filling SDU 2B

N

Input128

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[3]

Filling SDU3A

N

Input129

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[4]

Filling SDU 3B

N
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled stochastic elements that were used to
generate this value are not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input130

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[5]

Filling SDU 5A

N

Input131

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[6]

Filling SDU 5B

N

Input132

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[7]

Filling SDU 6

N

Input133

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[8]

Filling SDU 7

N

Input134

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[9]

Filling SDU 8

N

Input135

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[10]

Filling SDU 9

N

Input136

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[11]

Filling SDU 10

N

Input137

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[12]

Filling SDU 11

N

Input138

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\FDCFillingOrder[13]

Filling SDU 12

N

Input139

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[1]

Emptying Tank 01

N

Input140

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[2]

Emptying Tank 02

N

Input141

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[3]

Emptying Tank 03

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Full GoldSim Path and Name
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Input142

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[4]

Emptying Tank 04

N

Input143

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[5]

Emptying Tank 05

N

Input144

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[6]

Emptying Tank 06

N

Input145

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[7]

Emptying Tank 07

N

Input146

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[8]

Emptying Tank 08

N

Input147

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[9]

Emptying Tank 09

N

Input148

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[10]

Emptying Tank 10

N

Input149

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[11]

Emptying Tank 11

N

Input150

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[12]

Emptying Tank 12

N

Input151

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[13]

Emptying Tank 13

N

Input152

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[14]

Emptying Tank 14

N

Input153

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[15]

Emptying Tank 15

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input154

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[16]

Emptying Tank 16

N

Input155

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[17]

Emptying Tank 17

N

Input156

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[18]

Emptying Tank 18

N

Input157

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[19]

Emptying Tank 19

N

Input158

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[20]

Emptying Tank 20

N

Input159

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[21]

Emptying Tank 21

N

Input160

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[22]

Emptying Tank 22

N

Input161

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[23]

Emptying Tank 23

N

Input162

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[24]

Emptying Tank 24

N

Input163

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[25]

Emptying Tank 25

N

Input164

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[26]

Emptying Tank 26

N

Input165

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[27]

Emptying Tank 27

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input166

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[28]

Emptying Tank 28

N

Input167

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[29]

Emptying Tank 29

N

Input168

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[30]

Emptying Tank 30

N

Input169

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[31]

Emptying Tank 31

N

Input170

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[32]

Emptying Tank 32

N

Input171

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[33]

Emptying Tank 33

N

Input172

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[34]

Emptying Tank 34

N

Input173

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[35]

Emptying Tank 35

N

Input174

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[36]

Emptying Tank 36

N

Input175

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[37]

Emptying Tank 37

N

Input176

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[38]

Emptying Tank 38

N

Input177

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[39]

Emptying Tank 39

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input178

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[40]

Emptying Tank 40

N

Input179

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[41]

Emptying Tank 41

N

Input180

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[42]

Emptying Tank 42

N

Input181

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[43]

Emptying Tank 43

N

Input182

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[44]

Emptying Tank 44

N

Input183

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[45]

Emptying Tank 45

N

Input184

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[46]

Emptying Tank 46

N

Input185

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[47]

Emptying Tank 47

N

Input186

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[48]

Emptying Tank 48

N

Input187

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[49]

Emptying Tank 49

N

Input188

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[50]

Emptying Tank 50

N

Input189

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankEmptyingOrder[51]

Emptying Tank 51

N

Input190

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Ac][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Ac

Y
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?
Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input191

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Al][mL/g]

Input192

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Am][mL/g]

Input193

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[C][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Al
Sandy Soil Kd,
Am
Sandy Soil Kd, C

Input194

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cd][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Cd

N

Input195

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cf][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Cf

N

Input196

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cl][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Cl

Y

Input197

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cm][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Cm

N

Input198

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Co][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Co

N

Input199

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cr][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Cr

N

Input200

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cs][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Cs

Y

Input201

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cu][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Cu

N

Input202

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Eu][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Eu

N

Input203

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[F][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, F

N

Input204

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Fe][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Fe

N

Input205

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Gd][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Gd

N
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ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input206

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[H][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, H

N

Input207

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Hg][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Hg

N

Input208

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[I][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, I

Y

Input209

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[K][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, K

Y

Input210

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Mo][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Mo

N

Input211

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Nb][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Nb

Y

Input212

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Ni][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Ni

Y

Input213

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[NO2][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd,
NO2

N

Input214

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[NO3][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd,
NO3

N

Input215

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Np][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Np

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input216

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Pa][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Pa

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input217

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Pb][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Pb

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input218

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Pd][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Pd

Y

Input219

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Pt][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Pt

N

Input220

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Pu][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Pu

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input221

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Ra][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Ra

Y

Input222

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Rn][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Rn

N
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Comments
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
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ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input223

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Sb][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Sb

N

Input224

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Se][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Se

Y

Input225

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Sm][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Sm

N

Input226

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Sn][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Sn

Y

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input227

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Sr][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Sr

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input228

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Tc][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Tc

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input229

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Th][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Th

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input230

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[U][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, U

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input231

\Materials\SandySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Zr][mL/g]

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input232

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Ac][mL/g]

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input233

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Al][mL/g]

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input234

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Am][mL/g]

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input235

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[C][mL/g]

Sandy Soil Kd, Zr
Clayey Soil Kd,
Ac
Clayey Soil Kd, Al
Clayey Soil Kd,
Am
Clayey Soil Kd, C

Y

Input236

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cd][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd,
Cd

N

Input237

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cf][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Cf

N

Input238

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cl][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Cl

Y

Input239

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cm][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd,
Cm

N

Input240

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Co][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd,
Co

N

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
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Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input241

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cr][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Cr

N

Input242

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cs][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Cs

Y

Input243

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Cu][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd,
Cu

N

Input244

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Eu][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Eu

N

Input245

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[F][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, F

N

Input246

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Fe][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Fe

N

Input247

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Gd][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd,
Gd

N

Input248

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[H][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, H

N

Input249

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Hg][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd,
Hg

N

Input250

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[I][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, I

Y

Input251

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[K][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, K

Y

Input252

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Mo][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd,
Mo

N

Input253

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Nb][mL/g]

Input254

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Ni][mL/g]

Input255

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[NO2][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd,
Nb
Clayey Soil Kd, Ni
Clayey Soil Kd,
NO2

Comments
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

N
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Full GoldSim Path and Name
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Input256

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[NO3][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd,
NO3

Input257

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Np][mL/g]

Input258

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Pa][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd,
Np
Clayey Soil Kd, Pa

Input259

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Pb][mL/g]

Input260

Used
?

Comments

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Clayey Soil Kd, Pb

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Pd][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Pd

Y

Input261

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Pt][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Pt

N

Input262

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Pu][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Pu

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input263

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Ra][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Ra

Y

Input264

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Rn][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd,
Rn

N

Input265

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Sb][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Sb

N

Input266

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Se][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Se

Y

Input267

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Sm][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd,
Sm

N

Input268

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Sn][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Sn

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input269

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Sr][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Sr

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input270

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Tc][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Tc

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input271

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Th][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Th

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input272

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[U][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, U

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input273

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds\Kd_Dist[Zr][mL/g]

Clayey Soil Kd, Zr

Y

Input274

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Ac][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Ac

N

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input275

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Al][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Al

N

Input276

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Am][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Am

N

Input277

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[C][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, C

N

Input278

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Cd][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Cd

N

Input279

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Cf][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Cf

N

Input280

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Cl][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Cl

N

Input281

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Cm][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Cm

N

Input282

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Co][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Co

N

Input283

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Cr][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Cr

N

Input284

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Cs][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Cs

N

Input285

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Cu][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Cu

N

Input286

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Eu][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Eu

N
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Comments
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input287

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[F][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, F

N

Input288

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Fe][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Fe

N

Input289

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Gd][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Gd

N

Input290

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[H][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, H

N

Input291

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Hg][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Hg

N

Input292

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[I][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, I

N

Input293

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[K][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, K

N

Input294

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Mo][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Mo

N

Input295

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Nb][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Nb

N

Input296

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Ni][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Ni

N

Input297

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[NO2][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, NO2

N

Input298

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[NO3][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, NO3

N
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Comments
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input299

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Np][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Np

N

Input300

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Pa][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Pa

N

Input301

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Pb][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Pb

N

Input302

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Pd][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Pd

N

Input303

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Pt][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Pt

N

Input304

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Pu][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Pu

N

Input305

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Ra][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Ra

N

Input306

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Rn][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Rn

N

Input307

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Sb][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Sb

N

Input308

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Se][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Se

N

Input309

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Sm][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Sm

N

Input310

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Sn][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Sn

N
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Comments
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input311

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Sr][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Sr

N

Input312

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Tc][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Tc

N

Input313

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Th][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Th

N

Input314

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[U][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, U

N

Input315

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\Kd_Dist[Zr][mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Zr

N

Input316

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\SaltstoneKd_Dist_Tc[mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Tc (Saltstone)

N

Input317

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\young_concrete_kd
s_red\SaltstoneKd_Dist_Sr[mL/g]

Reduced Region I
Kd, Sr (Saltstone)

N

Input318

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Ac][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Ac

N

Input319

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Al][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Al

N

Input320

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Am][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Am

N

Input321

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[C][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, C

N

Input322

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Cd][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Cd

N
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Comments
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input323

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Cf][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Cf

N

Input324

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Cl][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Cl

N

Input325

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Cm][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Cm

N

Input326

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Co][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Co

N

Input327

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Cr][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Cr

N

Input328

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Cs][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Cs

N

Input329

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Cu][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Cu

N

Input330

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Eu][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Eu

N

Input331

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[F][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, F

N

Input332

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Fe][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Fe

N

Input333

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Gd][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Gd

N

Input334

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[H][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, H

N
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Comments
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input335

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Hg][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Hg

N

Input336

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[I][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, I

N

Input337

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[K][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, K

N

Input338

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Mo][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Mo

N

Input339

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Nb][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Nb

N

Input340

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Ni][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Ni

N

Input341

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[NO2][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, NO2

N

Input342

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[NO3][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, NO3

N

Input343

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Np][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Np

N

Input344

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Pa][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Pa

N

Input345

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Pb][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Pb

N

Input346

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Pd][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Pd

N
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Comments
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input347

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Pt][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Pt

N

Input348

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Pu][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Pu

N

Input349

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Ra][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Ra

N

Input350

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Rn][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Rn

N

Input351

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Sb][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Sb

N

Input352

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Se][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Se

N

Input353

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Sm][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Sm

N

Input354

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Sn][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Sn

N

Input355

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Sr][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Sr

N

Input356

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Tc][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Tc

N

Input357

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Th][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Th

N

Input358

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[U][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, U

N
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Comments
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\old_concrete_kds_r
ed\Kd_Dist[Zr][mL/g]

Reduced Region
III Kd, Zr

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Ac][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Al][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Am][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[C][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Ac
Reduced Region II
Kd, Al
Reduced Region II
Kd, Am
Reduced Region II
Kd, C

Input364

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Cd][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Cd

N

Input365

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Cf][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Cf

N

Input366

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Cl][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Cl

Y

Input367

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Cm][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Cm

N

Input368

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Co][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Co

N

Input369

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Cr][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Cr

N

Input370

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Cs][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Cs

Y

Input371

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Cu][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Cu

N

Input372

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Eu][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Eu

N

Input359
Input360
Input361
Input362
Input363

Comments

N

Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input373

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[F][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, F

N

Input374

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Fe][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Fe

N

Input375

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Gd][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Gd

N

Input376

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[H][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, H

N

Input377

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Hg][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Hg

N

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[I][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[K][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Iodine
Reduced Region II
Kd, K

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Mo][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Mo

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Nb][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Ni][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Nb
Reduced Region II
Kd, Ni

Input383

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[NO2][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, NO2

N

Input384

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[NO3][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, NO3

N

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Np][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Pa][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Pb][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Np
Reduced Region II
Kd, Pa
Reduced Region II
Kd, Pb

Input378
Input379
Input380
Input381
Input382

Input385
Input386
Input387

Comments
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input388

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Pd][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Pd

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input389

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Pt][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Pt

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Pu][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Ra][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Pu
Reduced Region II
Kd, Ra

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input392

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Rn][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Rn

N

Input393

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Sb][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Sb

N

Input394

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Se][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Se

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input395

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Sm][mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Sm

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Sn][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Sr][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Tc][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Th][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[U][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\Kd_Dist[Zr][mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\SaltstoneKd_Dist_Tc[mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Reducing\middle_concrete_k
ds_red\SaltstoneKd_Dist_Sr[mL/g]

Reduced Region II
Kd, Sn
Reduced Region II
Kd, Sr
Reduced Region II
Kd, Tc
Reduced Region II
Kd, Th
Reduced Region II
Kd, U
Reduced Region II
Kd, Zr
Reduced Region II
Kd, Tc (Saltstone)
Reduced Region II
Kd, Sr (Saltstone)

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input390
Input391

Input396
Input397
Input398
Input399
Input400
Input401
Input402
Input403
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Comments

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input404

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Ac][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Ac][ml/g]

N

Input405

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Al][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Al][ml/g]

N

Input406

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Am][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Am][ml/g]

N

Input407

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[C][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, C][ml/g]

N

Input408

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cd][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Cd][ml/g]

N

Input409

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cf][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Cf][ml/g]

N

Input410

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cl][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Cl][ml/g]

N

Input411

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cm][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Cm][ml/g]

N

Input412

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Co][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Co][ml/g]

N

Input413

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cr][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Cr][ml/g]

N

Input414

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cs][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Cs][ml/g]

N

Input415

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cu][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Cu][ml/g]

N
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Comments
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input416

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Eu][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Eu][ml/g]

N

Input417

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[F][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, F][ml/g]

N

Input418

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Fe][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Fe][ml/g]

N

Input419

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Gd][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Gd][ml/g]

N

Input420

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[H][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, H][ml/g]

N

Input421

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Hg][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Hg][ml/g]

N

Input422

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[I][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, I][ml/g]

N

Input423

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[K][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, K][ml/g]

N

Input424

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Mo][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Mo][ml/g]

N

Input425

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Nb][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Nb][ml/g]

N

Input426

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Ni][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Ni][ml/g]

N

Input427

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[NO2][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, NO2][ml/g]

N
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Comments
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input428

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[NO3][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, NO3][ml/g]

N

Input429

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Np][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Np][ml/g]

N

Input430

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Pa][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Pa][ml/g]

N

Input431

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Pb][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Pb][ml/g]

N

Input432

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Pd][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Pd][ml/g]

N

Input433

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Pt][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Pt][ml/g]

N

Input434

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Pu][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Pu][ml/g]

N

Input435

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Ra][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Ra][ml/g]

N

Input436

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Rn][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Rn][ml/g]

N

Input437

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Sb][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Sb][ml/g]

N

Input438

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Se][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Se][ml/g]

N

Input439

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Sm][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Sm][ml/g]

N
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Comments
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input440

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Sn][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Sn][ml/g]

N

Input441

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Sr][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Sr][ml/g]

N

Input442

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Tc][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Tc][ml/g]

N

Input443

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Th][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Th][ml/g]

N

Input444

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[U][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, U][ml/g]

N

Input445

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Zr][ml/g]

Oxidized Region I
Kd, Zr][ml/g]

N

Input446

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\SaltstoneKd_Dist_Tc[mL/g]

SaltstoneKd_OxI_
Tc

N

Input447

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\young_concrete_k
ds_ox\SaltstoneKd_Dist_Sr[mL/g]

SaltstoneKd_OxI_
Sr

N

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Ac][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Al][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Am][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[C][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Ac
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Al
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Am
Oxidized Region II
Kd, C

Input452

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cd][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Cd

N

Input453

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cf][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Cf

N

Input448
Input449
Input450
Input451

Comments
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.
Due to the modeling conditions defined by the inputs, this sampled value is
never applied to downstream modeling data. Therefore, this element is
omitted from the sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input454

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cl][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Cl

Y

Input455

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cm][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Cm

N

Input456

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Co][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Co

N

Input457

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cr][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Cr

N

Input458

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cs][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Cs

Y

Input459

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Cu][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Cu

N

Input460

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Eu][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Eu

N

Input461

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[F][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, F

N

Input462

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Fe][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Fe

N

Input463

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Gd][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Gd

N

Input464

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[H][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, H

N

Input465

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Hg][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Hg

N

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[I][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[K][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Iodine
Oxidized Region II
Kd, K

Input466
Input467

Comments
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Mo][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Mo

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Nb][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Ni][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Nb
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Ni

Input471

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[NO2][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, NO2

N

Input472

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[NO3][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, NO3

N

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Np][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Pa][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Pb][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Pd][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Np
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Pa
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Pb
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Pd

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Pt][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Pt

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Pu][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Ra][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Pu
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Ra

Input480

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Rn][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Rn

N

Input481

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Sb][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Sb

N

Input482

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Se][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Se

Y

Input468
Input469
Input470

Input473
Input474
Input475
Input476
Input477
Input478
Input479

Comments

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Sm][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Sm

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Sn][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Sr][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Tc][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Th][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[U][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\Kd_Dist[Zr][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\SaltstoneKd_Dist_Tc[mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\middle_concrete_k
ds_ox\SaltstoneKd_Dist_Sr[mL/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Ac][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Al][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Am][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[C][ml/g]

Oxidized Region II
Kd, Sn
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Sr
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Tc
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Th
Oxidized Region II
Kd, U
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Zr
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Tc (Saltstone)
Oxidized Region II
Kd, Sr (Saltstone)
Oxidized Region
III Kd, Ac
Oxidized Region
III Kd, Al
Oxidized Region
III Kd, Am
Oxidized Region
III Kd, C

Input496

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Cd][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Cd

N

Input497

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Cf][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Cf

N

Input498

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Cl][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Cl

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input499

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Cm][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Cm

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Input483
Input484
Input485
Input486
Input487
Input488
Input489
Input490
Input491
Input492
Input493
Input494
Input495

Comments

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
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ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input500

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Co][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Co

N

Input501

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Cr][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Cr

N

Input502

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Cs][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Cs

Y

Input503

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Cu][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Cu

N

Input504

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Eu][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Eu

N

Input505

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[F][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, F

N

Input506

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Fe][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Fe

N

Input507

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Gd][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Gd

N

Input508

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[H][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, H

N

Input509

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Hg][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Hg

N

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[I][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[K][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, I
Oxidized Region
III Kd, K

Input512

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Mo][ml/g]

Input513

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Nb][ml/g]

Input510
Input511

Comments
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Mo

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Nb

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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Input514

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Ni][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Ni

Y

Input515

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[NO2][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, NO2

N

Input516

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[NO3][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, NO3

N

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Np][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Pa][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Pb][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Pd][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Np
Oxidized Region
III Kd, Pa
Oxidized Region
III Kd, Pb
Oxidized Region
III Kd, Pd

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Pt][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Pt

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Pu][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Ra][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Pu
Oxidized Region
III Kd, Ra

Input524

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Rn][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Rn

N

Input525

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Sb][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Sb

N

Input526

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Se][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Se

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input527

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Sm][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Sm

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Sn][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Sr][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Sn
Oxidized Region
III Kd, Sr

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input517
Input518
Input519
Input520
Input521
Input522
Input523

Input528
Input529

Comments
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Tc][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Th][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[U][ml/g]
\Materials\Concrete_Kds_Oxidizing\old_concrete_kds_
ox\Kd_Dist[Zr][ml/g]

Oxidized Region
III Kd, Tc
Oxidized Region
III Kd, Th
Oxidized Region
III Kd, U
Oxidized Region
III Kd, Zr

Input534

\Materials\Vault_2_Concrete\ParticleDensity_Concrete[
g/cm3]

SDU Concrete
Density

N

Input535

\Materials\Vault_2_Concrete\Porosity_Concrete

SDU Concrete
Porosity

N

Input536

\Materials\Vault_2_Concrete\Porosity_LMM

SDU LMM
Porosity

N

Input537

\Materials\Vault_2_Concrete\ParticleDensity_LMM[g/c
m3]

SDU LMM
Density

Y

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Ac][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Al][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Am][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[C
][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Ac
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Al
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Am
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, C

Input542

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[C
d][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Cd

N

Input543

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[C
f][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Cf

N

Input544

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[C
l][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Cl

Y

Input530
Input531
Input532
Input533

Input538
Input539
Input540
Input541

Comments

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
The results of this element's sampling distribution yielded results with very
little variability (i.e., the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean was less
than 0.001).
The results of this element's sampling distribution yielded results with very
little variability (i.e., the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean was less
than 0.001).
The results of this element's sampling distribution yielded results with very
little variability (i.e., the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean was less
than 0.001).
The results of this element's sampling distribution yielded results with very
little variability (i.e., the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean was less
than 0.001).

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input545

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[C
m][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Cm

N

Input546

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[C
o][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Co

N

Input547

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[C
r][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Cr

N

Input548

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[C
s][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Cs

Y

Input549

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[C
u][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Cu

N

Input550

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[E
u][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Eu

N

Input551

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[F
][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, F

N

Input552

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[F
e][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Fe

N

Input553

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Gd][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Gd

N

Input554

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
H][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, H

N

Input555

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Hg][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Hg

N

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[I]
[mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
K][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, I
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, K

Input556
Input557

Comments
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Mo][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Mo

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Nb][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Ni][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Nb
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Ni

Input561

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
NO2][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, NO2

N

Input562

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
NO3][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, NO3

N

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Np][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[P
a][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[P
b][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[P
d][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Np
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Pa
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Pb
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Pd

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[P
t][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Pt

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[P
u][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[R
a][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Pu
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Radium

Input570

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[R
n][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Rn

N

Input571

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[S
b][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Sb

N

Input572

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[S
e][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Se

Y

Input558
Input559
Input560

Input563
Input564
Input565
Input566
Input567
Input568
Input569

Comments

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[S
m][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Sm

\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[S
n][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[S
r][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[T
c][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[T
h][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
U][mL/g]
\Materials\SandySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[Z
r][mL/g]

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Ac][mL/g]
\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Al][mL/g]
\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Am][mL/g]
\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
C][mL/g]

Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Sn
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Sr
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Tc
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Th
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, U
Sandy Soil (Leach)
Kd, Zr
Joint\ParticleDensi
ty_Joint[g/cm3]
Joint\Porosity_Join
t
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Ac
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Al
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Am
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, C

Input586

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Cd][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Cd

N

Input587

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Cf][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Cf

N

Input588

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Cl][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Cl

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input589

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Cm][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Cm

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Input573
Input574
Input575
Input576
Input577
Input578
Input579
Input580

\Materials\Joint\ParticleDensity_Joint[g/cm3]

Input581

\Materials\Joint\Porosity_Joint

Input582
Input583
Input584
Input585

Comments

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

N
N

This stochastic element did not apply a distribution (i.e., a single discrete
value was applied for all realizations).
This stochastic element did not apply a distribution (i.e., a single discrete
value was applied for all realizations).

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input590

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Co][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Co

N

Input591

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Cr][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Cr

N

Input592

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Cs][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Cs

Y

Input593

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Cu][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Cu

N

Input594

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Eu][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Eu

N

Input595

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
F][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, F

N

Input596

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Fe][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Fe

N

Input597

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Gd][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Gd

N

Input598

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
H][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, H

N

Input599

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Hg][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Hg

N

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[I
][mL/g]
\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
K][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, I
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, K

Input602

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Mo][mL/g]

Input603

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Nb][mL/g]

Input600
Input601

Comments
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Mo

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Nb

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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Input604

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Ni][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Ni

Y

Input605

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
NO2][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, NO2

N

Input606

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
NO3][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, NO3

N

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Np][mL/g]
\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Pa][mL/g]
\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Pb][mL/g]
\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Pd][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Np
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Pa
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Pb
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Pd

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Pt][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Pt

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Pu][mL/g]
\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Ra][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Pu
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Ra

Input614

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Rn][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Rn

N

Input615

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Sb][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Sb

N

Input616

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Se][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Se

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input617

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Sm][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Sm

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is ommitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Sn][mL/g]
\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Sr][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Sn
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Sr

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input607
Input608
Input609
Input610
Input611
Input612
Input613

Input618
Input619

Comments
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

N

This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
This stochastic element feeds data to radionuclides with no (or extremely
low) dose significance. Therefore, this element is omitted from the
sensitivity analysis.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Tc][mL/g]
\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Th][mL/g]
\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
U][mL/g]
\Materials\ClayeySoilKds_LeachateImpacted\Kd_Dist[
Zr][mL/g]

Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Tc
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Th
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, U
Clayey Soil
(Leach) Kd, Zr

Input624

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\C14u

Vault1Uncert_C14
u

N

Input625

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Sr90u

Vault1Uncert_Sr9
0u

N

Input626

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Cs137u

Vault1Uncert_Cs1
37u

N

Input627

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\U238u

Vault1Uncert_U238u

N

Input628

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Pu239u

Vault1Uncert_Pu239u

N

Input629

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\I129u

Vault1Uncert_I129u

N

Input630

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Np237u

Vault1Uncert_Np2
37u

N

Input631

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Tc99u

Vault1Uncert_Tc9
9u

N

Input632

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Ac227]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Ac227

N

Input633

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Al26]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Al26

N

Input620
Input621
Input622
Input623

Comments

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input634

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Am241]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Am241

N

Input635

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Am242m]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Am242m

N

Input636

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Am243]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Am243

N

Input637

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
C14]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_C14

N

Input638

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Cf249]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Cf249

N

Input639

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Cf251]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Cf251

N

Input640

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Cl36]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Cl36

N

Input641

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Cm243]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Cm243

N

Input642

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Cm244]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Cm244

N

Input643

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Cm245]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Cm245

N

Input644

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Cm246]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Cm246

N

Input645

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Cm247]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Cm247

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input646

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Cm248]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Cm248

N

Input647

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Co60]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Co60

N

Input648

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Cs135]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Cs-135

N

Input649

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Cs137]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Cs137

N

Input650

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Eu152]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Eu152

N

Input651

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Eu154]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Eu154

N

Input652

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Gd152]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Gd152

N

Input653

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
H3]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_H3

N

Input654

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[I
129]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_I-129

N

Input655

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
K40]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_K-40

N

Input656

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Mo93]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Mo93

N

Input657

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Nb93m]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Nb93m

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input658

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Nb94]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Nb94

N

Input659

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Ni59]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Ni59

N

Input660

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Ni63]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Ni63

N

Input661

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Np237]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Np237

N

Input662

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Pa231]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Pa231

N

Input663

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Pb210]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Pb210

N

Input664

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Pd107]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Pd107

N

Input665

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Pt193]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Pt193

N

Input666

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Pu238]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Pu-238

N

Input667

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Pu239]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Pu-239

N

Input668

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Pu240]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Pu-240

N

Input669

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Pu241]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Pu-241

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input670

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Pu242]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Pu-242

N

Input671

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Pu244]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Pu-244

N

Input672

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Ra226]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Ra-226

N

Input673

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Ra228]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Ra-228

N

Input674

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Rn222]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Rn222

N

Input675

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Se79]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Se79

N

Input676

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Sm151]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Sm151

N

Input677

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Sn126]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Sn126

N

Input678

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Sr90]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Sr90

N

Input679

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Tc99]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Tc99

N

Input680

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Th229]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Th-229

N

Input681

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Th230]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Th-230

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input682

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Th232]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Th-232

N

Input683

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
U232]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_U-232

N

Input684

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
U233]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_U-233

N

Input685

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
U234]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_U-234

N

Input686

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
U235]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_U-235

N

Input687

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
U236]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_U-236

N

Input688

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
U238]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_U-238

N

Input689

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault1Uncert\Otheru[
Zr93]

Vault1Uncert_Oth
er_Zr93

N

Input690

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\C14u

Vault4Uncert_C14
u

N

Input691

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Sr90u

Vault4Uncert_Sr9
0u

N

Input692

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Cs137u

Vault4Uncert_Cs1
37u

N

Input693

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\U238u

Vault4Uncert_U238u

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input694

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Pu239u

Vault4Uncert_Pu239u

N

Input695

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\I129u

Vault4Uncert_I129u

N

Input696

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Np237u

Vault4Uncert_Np2
37u

N

Input697

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Tc99u

Vault4Uncert_Tc9
9u

N

Input698

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Ac227]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Ac227

N

Input699

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Al26]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Al26

N

Input700

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Am241]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Am241

N

Input701

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Am242m]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Am242m

N

Input702

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Am243]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Am243

N

Input703

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
C14]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_C14

N

Input704

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Cf249]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Cf249

N

Input705

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Cf251]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Cf251

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input706

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Cl36]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Cl36

N

Input707

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Cm243]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Cm243

N

Input708

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Cm244]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Cm244

N

Input709

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Cm245]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Cm245

N

Input710

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Cm246]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Cm246

N

Input711

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Cm247]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Cm247

N

Input712

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Cm248]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Cm248

N

Input713

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Co60]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Co60

N

Input714

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Cs135]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Cs-135

N

Input715

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Cs137]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Cs137

N

Input716

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Eu152]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Eu152

N

Input717

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Eu154]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Eu154

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input718

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Gd152]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Gd152

N

Input719

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
H3]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_H3

N

Input720

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[I
129]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_I-129

N

Input721

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
K40]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_K-40

N

Input722

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Mo93]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Mo93

N

Input723

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Nb93m]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Nb93m

N

Input724

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Nb94]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Nb94

N

Input725

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Ni59]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Ni59

N

Input726

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Ni63]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Ni63

N

Input727

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Np237]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Np237

N

Input728

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Pa231]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Pa231

N

Input729

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Pb210]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Pb210

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input730

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Pd107]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Pd107

N

Input731

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Pt193]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Pt193

N

Input732

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Pu238]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Pu-238

N

Input733

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Pu239]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Pu-239

N

Input734

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Pu240]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Pu-240

N

Input735

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Pu241]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Pu-241

N

Input736

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Pu242]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Pu-242

N

Input737

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Pu244]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Pu-244

N

Input738

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Ra226]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Ra-226

N

Input739

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Ra228]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Ra-228

N

Input740

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Rn222]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Rn222

N

Input741

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Se79]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Se79

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input742

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Sm151]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Sm151

N

Input743

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Sn126]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Sn126

N

Input744

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Sr90]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Sr90

N

Input745

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Tc99]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Tc99

N

Input746

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Th229]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Th-229

N

Input747

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Th230]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Th-230

N

Input748

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Th232]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Th-232

N

Input749

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
U232]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_U-232

N

Input750

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
U233]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_U-233

N

Input751

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
U234]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_U-234

N

Input752

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
U235]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_U-235

N

Input753

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
U236]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_U-236

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input754

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
U238]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_U-238

N

Input755

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\Vault4Uncert\Otheru[
Zr93]

Vault4Uncert_Oth
er_Zr93

N

Input756

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU2A]

InvUncertI129[SDU2A]

N

Input757

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU2B]

InvUncertI129[SDU2B]

N

Input758

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU3A]

InvUncertI129[SDU3A]

N

Input759

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU3B]

InvUncertI129[SDU3B]

N

Input760

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU5A]

InvUncertI129[SDU5A]

N

Input761

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU5B]

InvUncertI129[SDU5B]

N

Input762

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU6]

InvUncertI129[SDU6]

N

Input763

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU7]

InvUncertI129[SDU7]

N

Input764

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU8]

InvUncertI129[SDU8]

N

Input765

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU9]

InvUncertI129[SDU9]

N
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input766

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU10]

InvUncertI129[SDU10]

N

Input767

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU11]

InvUncertI129[SDU11]

N

Input768

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyI129[SDU12]

InvUncertI129[SDU12]

N

Input769

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU2A]

InvUncertCs135[SDU2A]

N

Input770

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU2B]

InvUncertCs135[SDU2B]

N

Input771

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU3A]

InvUncertCs135[SDU3A]

N

Input772

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU3B]

InvUncertCs135[SDU3B]

N

Input773

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU5A]

InvUncertCs135[SDU5A]

N

Input774

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU5B]

InvUncertCs135[SDU5B]

N

Input775

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU6]

InvUncertCs135[SDU6]

N

Input776

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU7]

InvUncertCs135[SDU7]

N

Input777

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU8]

InvUncertCs135[SDU8]

N

ID
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Used
?

Input778

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU9]

InvUncertCs135[SDU9]

N

Input779

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU10]

InvUncertCs135[SDU10]

N

Input780

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU11]

InvUncertCs135[SDU11]

N

Input781

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyCs135[SDU12]

InvUncertCs135[SDU12]

N

Input782

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU2A]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U2A]

N

Input783

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU2B]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U2B]

N

Input784

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU3A]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U3A]

N

Input785

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU3B]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U3B]

N

Input786

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU5A]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U5A]

N

Input787

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU5B]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U5B]

N

Input788

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU6]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U6]

N

Input789

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU7]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U7]

N

ID
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Comments
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input790

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU8]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U8]

N

Input791

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU9]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U9]

N

Input792

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU10]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U10]

N

Input793

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU11]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U11]

N

Input794

\Inventory\InventoryUncertainty\FDCUncert\Inventory
UncertaintyTc99[SDU12]

InvUncertTc99[SD
U12]

N

Input795

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankAndFDCRandomization
\TankRandomizerLoop\TankIndexer

Tank Randomizer

N

Input796

\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\TankAndFDCRandomization
\FDCRandomizerLoop\FDCIndexer

SDU Randomizer

N

Input797

\Transport\WaterTransport\SatZoneDarcyVelDist

Y

Input798

\Transport\WaterTransport\SatThickness[m]

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input799

\DisposalUnits\VaultData\Vault1_SatWidth[m]

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input800

\DisposalUnits\VaultData\SDU2_SatWidth[m]

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input801

\DisposalUnits\VaultData\Vault4_SatWidth[m]

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input802

\DisposalUnits\VaultData\UZthicknessDist[Vault1][m]

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input803

\DisposalUnits\VaultData\UZthicknessDist[SDU2][m]

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input804

\DisposalUnits\VaultData\UZthicknessDist[Vault4][m]

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input805

\DisposalUnits\VaultData\UZthicknessDist[SDU6][m]

SZ Darcy Velocity
SZ Thickness,
Large SDUs
SZ Width, SDU 1
SZ Width, Small
SDUs
SZ Width, SDU 4
UZ Thickness,
SDU 1
UZ Thickness,
Small SDUs
UZ Thickness,
SDU 4
UZ Thickness,
Large SDUs

This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used to assign initial radionuclide inventories to
SDUs. Because those specific inventories are included in the statistical
analysis, this element is not included.
This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name
SZ Width, Large
SDUs
Pore Flush
(Saltstone, 1st)
Pore Flush
(Saltstone, 2nd)
Pore Flush
(Concrete, 1st)
Pore Flush
(Concrete, 2nd)
Case K Pore Flush
(Saltstone, 1st)
Case K Pore Flush
(Saltstone, 2nd)
Case K Pore Flush
(Concrete, 1st)
Case K Pore Flush
(Concrete, 2nd)

Used
?

Comments

Input806

\DisposalUnits\VaultData\SDU6_SatWidth[m]

Input807

\DisposalUnits\PoreFlushes\Flushes_1stss

Input808

\DisposalUnits\PoreFlushes\Flushes_2ndss

Input809

\DisposalUnits\PoreFlushes\Flushes_1stc

Input810

\DisposalUnits\PoreFlushes\Flushes_2ndc

Input811

\DisposalUnits\PoreFlushes\Flushes_1stss_K

Input812

\DisposalUnits\PoreFlushes\Flushes_2ndss_K

Input813

\DisposalUnits\PoreFlushes\Flushes_1stc_K

Input814

\DisposalUnits\PoreFlushes\Flushes_2ndc_K

Input815

\GlobalModel_Input\Stochastic\FlowFieldByParameter\
FlowFieldSampler

Flow Sample

N

Input816

\GlobalModel_Input\Stochastic\Solubility

Technetium
Solubility

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Garden Size

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Input817
Input818
Input819
Input820
Input821
Input822
Input823

\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\CropPa
rameters\GardenSizeUncert
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\CropPa
rameters\YieldUncert
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\CropPa
rameters\CropIrrigationTimeUncert
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\CropPa
rameters\RetentionUncert
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\CropPa
rameters\TillDepthUncert
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Exposu
reAndInhalationParams\FractionUncertGarden
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Exposu
reAndInhalationParams\FractionUncertShower

Produce Crop
Yield
Crop Exposure
Time
Fraction Leafy
Retention
Till Depth
Fractionof Time In
Garden
Fraction of Time
Showering

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

N
N
N
N
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This stochastic element is a remnant modeling artifact from earlier modeling
approaches. It does not link to downstream modeling data.
This stochastic element is a remnant modeling artifact from earlier modeling
approaches. It does not link to downstream modeling data.
This stochastic element is a remnant modeling artifact from earlier modeling
approaches. It does not link to downstream modeling data.
This stochastic element is a remnant modeling artifact from earlier modeling
approaches. It does not link to downstream modeling data.
This stochastic element is sampled to assign values to SaltstoneSatK_dist,
Degradation_dist, and Infiltration_dist. Because SaltstoneSatK_dist,
Degradation_dist, and Infiltration_dist are included in the statistical analysis,
this element is excluded.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID
Input824
Input825
Input826
Input827
Input828
Input829
Input830
Input831
Input832
Input833
Input834
Input835
Input836
Input837
Input838
Input839
Input840
Input841
Input842

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Exposu
reAndInhalationParams\FractionUncertDrilling
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Exposu
reAndInhalationParams\ARF_Uncert
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Exposu
reAndInhalationParams\FractionUncertSwimming
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Exposu
reAndInhalationParams\AirMassLoadingSoil_Uncert
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\WellDe
pthParameters\WellDepth_Uncert
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\LocalF
ractionParameters\FracLocalMeat_MOP
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\LocalF
ractionParameters\FracLocalMilk_MOP
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\LocalF
ractionParameters\FracLocalPlants_MOP
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\LocalF
ractionParameters\FracLocalMilk_IHI
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\LocalF
ractionParameters\FracLocalMeat_IHI
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\LocalF
ractionParameters\FracLocalPlants_IHI
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\LocalF
ractionParameters\FracLocalPoultry_MOP
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\LocalF
ractionParameters\FracLocalPoultry_IHI
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\LocalF
ractionParameters\FracLocalEgg_MOP
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\LocalF
ractionParameters\FracLocalEgg_IHI
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\LocalF
ractionParameters\FracLocalFished
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\SoilBui
ldupParameters\SoilDensityUncert
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\SoilBui
ldupParameters\WeatheringDecayConstUncert
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\SoilBui
ldupParameters\IrrigationRateUncert

Fraction of Time
Drilling

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

ARF

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Fraction of Time
Swimming
Air Mass Loading
in Soil
Well Depth
Local Meat
Fraction
Local Milk
Fraction
Local Produce
Fraction
Local Milk
Fraction (IHI)
Local Meat
Fraction (IHI)
Local Produce
Fraction (IHI)
Local Poultry
Fraction
Local Poultry
Fraction (IHI)
Local Egg Fraction
Local Egg Fraction
(IHI)
Local Fish
Fraction
Surface Soil
Density
Weathering Decay
Constant
Irrigation Rate
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID
Input843
Input844
Input845
Input846
Input847
Input848
Input849
Input850
Input851
Input852
Input853
Input854
Input855
Input856
Input857
Input858
Input859

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Human
UptakeParameters\UncertMultiplier_WaterUptake
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Human
UptakeParameters\UncertMultiplier_SoilUptake
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Human
UptakeParameters\UncertMultiplier_ProduceUptake
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Human
UptakeParameters\UncertMultiplier_MeatUptake
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Human
UptakeParameters\UncertMultiplier_MilkUptake
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Human
UptakeParameters\UncertMultiplier_AirUptake
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Human
UptakeParameters\UncertMultiplier_FishUptake
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\OtherU
ptakerParameters\UncertMultiplier_WatertoMEAT
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\OtherU
ptakerParameters\UncertMultiplier_FoddertoMEAT
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\OtherU
ptakerParameters\UncertMult_MEATFodderFraction
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\OtherU
ptakerParameters\UncertMult_MILKFodderFraction
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\OtherU
ptakerParameters\UncertMultiplier_FoddertoMILK
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\OtherU
ptakerParameters\UncertMultiplier_WatertoMILK
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Transfe
rFactors\SoilToPlant_Ratio_Uncert
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Transfe
rFactors\TransferFactorMilk_Uncert
\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Transfe
rFactors\TransferFactorMeat_Uncert

Consumption of
Water
Consumption of
Soil
Consumptiuon of
Produce
Consumption of
Meat
Consumption of
Milk

\Dose_Parameter_Calculations\DoseParameters\Transfe
rFactors\TransferFactorFish_Uncert

Breathing Rate
Consumption of
Fish
Meat Water
Consumption
Meat Fodder
Consumption
Meat Fodder
(Local Fraction)
Milk Fodder
(Local Fraction)
Milk Fodder
Consumption
Milk Water
Consumption
Soil-to-Plant Ratio
Milk Transfer
Factor
Meat Transfer
Factor
Fish
Bioaccumulation
(Uptake) Factor

Used
?

Comments

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.

Y

This stochastic element is used within the statistical analysis of the results.
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input860

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU2A][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 2A

Y

Input861

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU2B][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 2B

Y

Input862

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU3A][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 3A

Y

Input863

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU3B][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 3B

Y

Input864

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU5A][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 5A

Y

Input865

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU5B][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 5B

Y

Input866

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU6][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 6

Y

Input867

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU7][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 7

Y

Input868

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU8][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 8

Y
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Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
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Table D-1: List of GoldSim Variables within SRS Saltstone v5.006.gsm (Cont.)
ID

Used
?

Full GoldSim Path and Name

Short Name

Input869

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU9][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 9

Y

Input870

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU10][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 10

Y

Input871

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU11][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 11

Y

Input872

\Data\Inventory\Tank_to_FDC\Activities_byRad_byFD
C[Tc99,SDU12][Ci]

Tc-99 in SDU 12

Y

Input873

Maximum Tc-99 in SDUs 3A, 3B, 5A, and 5B

Input874

Maximum Tc-99 in SDUs 8, 9, 10, and 11

Input875

Maximum I-129 in SDUs 3A, 3B, 5A, and 5B

Input876

Maximum I-129 in SDUs 8, 9, 10, and 11

Input877

Maximum Th-230 in SDUs 3A, 3B, 5A, and 5B

Input878

Maximum Th-230 in SDUs 8, 9, 10, and 11

Input879

Maximum U-234 in SDUs 3A, 3B, 5A, and 5B

Input880

Maximum U-234 in SDUs 8, 9, 10, and 11

Max Tc-99 in NE
SDUs
Max Tc-99 in
SDUs 8, 9, 10, or
11
Max I-129 in NE
SDUs
Max I-129 in
SDUs 8, 9, 10, or
11
Max Th-230 in NE
SDUs
Max Th-230 in
SDUs 8, 9, 10, or
11
Max U-234 in NE
SDUs
Max U-234 in
SDUs 8, 9, 10, or
11

Y

Comments
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
This is not a stochastic element within GoldSim, rather this element is an
intermediate result based upon the sampling of multiple, non-monotonic
discrete distributions. Because this intermediate result is used in the
statistical analysis, the sampled st
This is not a GoldSim element, but a post-processed value used to reduce the
spatial variability that can obscure the analysis of modeling sensitivities.

Y

This is not a GoldSim element, but a post-processed value used to reduce the
spatial variability that can obscure the analysis of modeling sensitivities.

Y

This is not a GoldSim element, but a post-processed value used to reduce the
spatial variability that can obscure the analysis of modeling sensitivities.

Y

This is not a GoldSim element, but a post-processed value used to reduce the
spatial variability that can obscure the analysis of modeling sensitivities.

Y

This is not a GoldSim element, but a post-processed value used to reduce the
spatial variability that can obscure the analysis of modeling sensitivities.

Y

This is not a GoldSim element, but a post-processed value used to reduce the
spatial variability that can obscure the analysis of modeling sensitivities.

Y

This is not a GoldSim element, but a post-processed value used to reduce the
spatial variability that can obscure the analysis of modeling sensitivities.

Y

This is not a GoldSim element, but a post-processed value used to reduce the
spatial variability that can obscure the analysis of modeling sensitivities.

Y = Yes, N = No
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APPENDIX E

PEAK RADIOLOGICAL CONCENTRATION TABLES BY
INTRUDER WELL IN 1,000 YEARS
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Table E-1: Peak Radiological Concentrations for Intruder Wells 1 through 4 in 1,000 Years

Radionuclide

Ac-227
Al-26
Am-241
Am-242m
Am-243
C-14
Cl-36
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245
Co-60
Cs-135
Cs-137
Eu-152
Eu-154
Gd-152
H-3
I-129
K-40
Nb-93m
Nb-94

MCL
(pCi/L)**

NC
NC
Total α
Total α
Total α
2,000
700
Total α
Total α
Total α
100
900
200
200
60
NC
20,000
1
NC
1,000
NC

Intruder Well 1
Concentration

Intruder Well 2
Concentration

Intruder Well 3
Concentration

Intruder Well 4
Concentration

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.5E-06
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.5E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
4.6E-12
4.6E-06
2.3E-19
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
556
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
424
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
4.0E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.6E-21
1.5E-25
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
8.9E-08
7.1E-02
5.4E-13
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
578
1,000
1,000
1,000
748
1,000
418
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
5.8E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.5E-18
5.0E-21
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.9E-08
2.3E-02
7.0E-12
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
538
1,000
1,000
892
664
1,000
430
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
4.3E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.6E-20
2.0E-26
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
9.3E-08
7.6E-02
1.6E-13
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
372
1,000
1,000
1,000
772
1,000
418
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Table E-1: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Intruder Wells 1 through 4 in 1,000 Years (Cont.)

Radionuclide

Ni-59
Ni-63
Np-237
Pa-231
Pb-210
Pd-107
Pt-193
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu-244
Ra-226
Ra-228
Rn-222
Se-79
Sm-151
Sb-126
Sb-126m
Sn-126
Sr-90
Tc-99
Th-229
Th-230

MCL
(pCi/L)**

300
50
Total α
Total α
NC
NC
3,000
Total α
Total α
Total α
300
Total α
Total α
Total
α/Ra
Total Ra
NC
NC
1,000
NC
NC
NC
8
900
Total α
Total α

Intruder Well 1
Concentration

Intruder Well 2
Concentration

Intruder Well 3
Concentration

Intruder Well 4
Concentration

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30

1,000

<1.0E-30

1,000

<1.0E-30

1,000

<1.0E-30

1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.9E-04
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.0E-26
4.2E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.1E-21
1.8E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.4E-28
4.6E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Table E-1: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Intruder Wells 1 through 4 in 1,000 Years (Cont.)

Radionuclide

MCL
(pCi/L)**

Intruder Well 1
Concentration
(pCi/L)

Year Peak

Intruder Well 2
Concentration
(pCi/L)

Occurs

Th-232
Total α
U-232
Total U*
U-233
Total U*
U-234
Total U*
U-235
Total U*
U-236
Total U*
U-238
Total U*
Y-90
60
Zr-93
2,000
Total
15
alpha
Total Ra
5
Sum of beta-gamma
MCL fractions

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Year Peak

Intruder Well 3
Concentration
(pCi/L)

Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.0E-26
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Year Peak

Intruder Well 4
Concentration
(pCi/L)

Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.1E-21
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.4E-28
<1.0E-30

<1.0E-30

<1.0E-30

<1.0E-30

<1.0E-30

<1.0E-30

<1.0E-30

<1.0E-30

<1.0E-30

4.9E-06

7.6E-02

2.5E-02

8.2E-02

** MCL values for beta-gamma emitters are calculated in Table II-3 of FR-00-9654 based on a beta-gamma dose of 4 mrem/yr
NC = Not Calculated
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Year Peak

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Table E-2: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Intruder Wells 5 through 7 in 1,000 Years
Radionuclide

Ac-227
Al-26
Am-241
Am-242m
Am-243
C-14
Cl-36
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245
Co-60
Cs-135
Cs-137
Eu-152
Eu-154
Gd-152
H-3
I-129
K-40
Nb-93m
Nb-94

MCL
(pCi/L)**

NC
NC
Total α
Total α
Total α
2,000
700
Total α
Total α
Total α
100
900
200
200
60
NC
20,000
1
NC
1,000
NC

Intruder Well 5
Concentrations

Intruder Well 6
Concentrations

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

(pCi/L)

Year Peak
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.8E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.4E-16
8.9E-23
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.7E-08
3.3E-02
8.3E-15
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
304
1,000
1,000
892
662
1,000
420
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

7.8E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.6E-23
4.0E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.5E-09
9.2E-15
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
8.3E-08
2.2E-01
1.5E-07
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
188
1,000
1,000
792
336
1,000
418
990
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Intruder Well 7
Concentrations
Year
(pCi/L)
Peak
Occurs

1.8E-27
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.7E-21
3.4E-02
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.4E-07
2.3E-12
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.1E-08
5.9E-01
3.9E-06
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
632
1,000
770
1,000
124
1,000
1,000
638
226
1,000
418
616
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Table E-2: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Intruder Wells 5 through 7 in 1,000 Years (Cont.)
Radionuclide

MCL
(pCi/L)**

Ni-59
Ni-63
Np-237
Pa-231
Pb-210
Pd-107
Pt-193
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu-244
Ra-226
Ra-228
Rn-222
Se-79
Sm-151
Sb-126
Sb-126m
Sn-126
Sr-90
Tc-99
Th-229
Th-230

300
50
Total α
Total α
NC
NC
3,000
Total α
Total α
Total α
300
Total α
Total α
Total α/Ra
Total Ra
NC
NC
1,000
NC
NC
NC
8
900
Total α
Total α

Intruder Well 5
Concentrations
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs

4.6E-29
1.3E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.6E-29
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
6.0E-27
2.2E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Intruder Well 6
Concentrations
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs

5.9E-18
1.8E-19
1.0E-22
6.1E-26
<1.0E-30
2.1E-18
3.4E-22
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.2E-28
<1.0E-30
2.2E-28
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.7E-17
6.1E+00
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
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1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Intruder Well 7
Concentrations
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs

5.8E-16
1.8E-17
2.2E-21
1.3E-24
1.5E-25
2.0E-16
3.4E-20
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.1E-23
<1.0E-30
3.1E-23
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
6.9E-16
1.1E+01
2.1E-30
<1.0E-30

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
552
1,000
1,000
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Table E-2: Peak Radiological 100-Meter Concentrations for Intruder Wells 5 through 7 in 1,000 Years (Cont.)
Radionuclide

MCL
(pCi/L)**

Th-232
Total α
U-232
Total U*
U-233
Total U*
U-234
Total U*
U-235
Total U*
U-236
Total U*
U-238
Total U*
Y-90
60
Zr-93
2,000
Total alpha
15
Total Ra
5
Sum of beta-gamma MCL
fractions

Intruder Well 5
Concentrations
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
6.0E-27
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
3.5E-02

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Intruder Well 6
Concentrations
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.2E-28
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
1.7E-17
<1.0E-30
1.0E-22
2.2E-28
2.3E-01

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Intruder Well 7
Concentrations
Year Peak
(pCi/L)
Occurs

<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
2.7E-27
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
<1.0E-30
6.9E-16
<1.0E-30
2.2E-21
3.1E-23
6.0E-01

** MCL values for beta-gamma emitters are calculated in Table II-3 of FR-00-9654 based on a beta-gamma dose of 4 mrem/yr
NC = Not Calculated
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1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

